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Foreword:
Why Is Kant Worth Fighting For?

Slavoj Zizek

When, in today's ethico-political debates, one m e n tions the
name 'Immanuel Kant' , the first association, of course, is the
post-Communist liberal advocacy of the ' return to Kant' in all its
different versions - from Hannah Arendt to Jurgen Habermas;
from neoliberals like Luc Ferry and John Rawls to theorists of
the 'second modernity' like Ulrich Beck. However, the funda
mental wager of Lacan ' s 'Kant with Sade' is that there is ano ther,
much more uncanny Kant, the Kant apropos of whom Lacan
claimed that, in the history of ideas, his ethical revolution was
the starting point which led to the Freudian discovery of the
unconscious: Kant was the first to delineate th e dimension
' beyond the pleasure principle ' .
The firs t association of someone vaguely acquainted with
Lacan is probably ' O h , yes, the guy who asserted the subj ect's
decentrement against the Cartesian and Kan tian tradition of
transcendental cogito' . . . . Here , already, the picture becomes
flawed. Lacan 's thesis is that the Freudian 'decentred ' subj e c t of
the unconscious is none other than the Cartesian cogito, further
radicalized in the Kantian transcendental subject how can this
-
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be? What i s this notorious Freudian 'decentrement'? A seem
ingly eccentric definition from Hege l ' s philosophy of nature
( that of a plant as an animal with its intestines outside its body)
offers, perhaps, the most succinct determination of what the
subj ect's 'decentrement' is about. Let us approach this via
Wagner's Walkure , in which Wotan , the supreme god, is split
between his respect for the sacred link of marriage (advocated
by his wife Fricka) and his admiration for the power of free love
(advocated by his beloved rebellious daughter Brunnhilde ) .
When the brave Siegmund, after escaping with the beautiful
Sieglinde, wife of the cruel Hunding, has to confront Hunding
in a duel, Brunnhilde violates Wotan 's explicit order (to let
Siegmund be killed in the battle) . In defence of her dis
obedience, Briinnhilde claims that, by trying to help Siegmund,
she effectively realized Wota n's own disavowed true will - in a
way, she is nothing but this ' repressed ' part of Wotan, a part he
had to renounce on deciding to give way to Fricka's pressure
. . . A Jungian reading would claim here that Fricka and Brun
nhilde (as well as other lower gods who surround Wotan ) merely
eXLernalize different libidinal components of Wotan 's person
ality: Fricka, as the defender of orderly family life, stands for his
superego , while Brunnhilde, with her passionate advocacy of
free love, stands for Wotan ' s unconstrai ned love passion . . . . For
Lacan , however, it is already too much to say that Fricka and
Brunnhilde 'externalize' different components of Wotan 's psy
che: the subj ect's 'decentrement' is original and constitutive ; T
am from the very outset ' outside myself' , a bricolage of external
components . Wotan does not merely ' project' his superego in
Fricka, Fricka is his supe rego, in the same way as Hegel claims
that a plant is an animal that has its intestines outside its body,
in the guise of the roots embedded in the earth .l
This Hegelian formulation holds also - and especially - for
the symbolic order, a kind of spiritual intestines of the human
animal outside its Self: the spiritual Substance of my being, the
roots from which I draw my spiritual food, are outside myself,
embodied in the decentred symbolic order. One is thus tempted
to say that, spiritually, man remains an animal, rooted in an
.
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external substance - one of the impossible New Age dreams is
precisely to turn man into a spiritual animal, floating freely in
spiritual space, without any need for substantial roots outside
himself. When Woody Allen made a series of public appearances
before the press in the wake of his scandalous separation from
Mia Farrow, he acted in ' real life ' exactly like neuro tic and
insecure male characters from his movies. So should we con
clude that 'he put himself in his movies' , that his movies' main
male characters are half-concealed self-portraits? No; the con
clusion to be drawn is exactly the opposite one: in his real life ,
Woody Allen identified with and copied a certain model that he
elaborated in his movies - that is to say, it is 'real life ' that
imitates symbolic patterns expressed at their purest in art. This ,
then, is what Lacan means by the subject's decentrement, and i t
i s not difficult t o perceive the link between this decentred
subject and the Kantian transcendental subject: the key feature
that unites the two is that they are both empty, deprived of any
substantial content. In his Critique of Pure Reason, Kant summa
rizes this paradox of cogito at its purest: ' I n the pure th ought of
myself, I am th e being i tself rich bin das Wesen selbst], yet no part
of this being is given to m e thereby for my thought. ' So, in the
unique poi n t of cogito as the in tersection between being and
thought, I lose thought as well as being: thought, because all
and every content is lost; being, because all de termi nate
objective being evaporates in the pure thought - and, for Lacan ,
this void is the Freudian subj ect of desire.
Alenka Zupancic' s book focuses on the unexpected e thical
consequences of this assertion of modern subjectivity, which
amount to a radical disjunction between e thics proper and the
domain of the Good. Here Lacan is on the side of Kant against
utilitarian as well as the s tandard Christian ethics: it is false to
try to ground ethics in some calculus of pleasures o r gains (in
the long term, it pays to behave morally, and, through force of
habit, this utilitarian decision turned into our 'second nature ' ,
so that we now behave morally i n a spontaneous way, unaware
of the calculus of pleasures behind it) , or in expanding this
calculus to include our exchange with God Himself (it pays to
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be moral , since although w e may suffer for i t i n this life, we
will be properly rewarded for it after our death ) . For Lacan, as
already for Freud, the human subject is not only less moral
than he knows, but also much more moral than he believes
himself to be: we accomplish moral acts for the sake of duty,
even if we (wrongly) think that we do it on account of some
utilitarian calculus, with an eye to some kind of future reward.
Starting from the analytical probl ematic of the theory of
rati onal choice, Jon Elster arrived at the same 'unknown resid
ual fact':
de termine d b y self�interest and b y th e norms to
in turn, are partly shaped by self
interest, because people often adhere to tbe norms tb a t favour them.
But. norms are not fully reducible to self-interest, at leas t not bv this
particular mechanism. The unknow n residual is a bru te fact, at least
for the ti m e being.2
people's motives are

which they subscribe. Norms,

In short, the utilitarian circle - even the most re fined one, in
wh i c h my obedience to ethical norms is grounded not only in
an egotistic calculus but in the satisfaction brought about by th e
awareness that I will con tribute to the well-being of the whole of
humankind - is never squared; one always has to add an x, the
' unknown remainder' , which , of course, is the Lacanian objet
petit a, the object-cause of desire. In this precise sense, for Lacan,
ethics is ultimately the ethics of desire - that is to say, the
Kan tian moral law is the imperative of desire. In other words,
what Lacan accomplishes, in an inherent radicalization of the
Kantian project, is a kind of 'critique of pure desire ' : in contrast
to Kant, for whom our capacity to desire is thoroughly ' patho
logical' (since, as he repeatedly stresses, there is no a priori link
between an empirical object and the pleasure this object gener
ates in the subject) , Lacan claims that there is a 'pure faculty of
desire ' , since desire does have a non-pathological, a priori
object-cause - this object, of course, is what Lacan calls objet petit
a. Even the most egotistically calculated exchange of favours has
to rely on a first move which cannot be explained in these terms,
in some grounding gesture of giving, of the primordial gift (as
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Derrida would have put it) which cannot be accoun ted for in
the terms of future benefits.
The further consequence of this key breakthrough is that the
ethical act proper should be distinguished from the Ego-Ideal
( the Law of the public Good) as well as from the superego , its
obscene supplement. For Lacan, the superego is not the moral
agency, since the guilt it imposes on the subject is p recisely the
unmistakable sign that the subject has compromised his duty'
to follow his desire. To take a - perhaps un expected - example
from politics: the split t ing i n to Ego-Ideal and superego can be
discerned in the fundamen tal paradox of ex-Yugoslav self-man
agement Socialism: all the time, the official ideology exhorted
people a ctiv ely to partici p ate in the process of self-management,
to master the conditions of their life outside the 'alienated '
Party and state structures; the official media deplored people's
indifference, escape into privacy, and so on - however, it was
precisely such an event, a true self managed articulation and
organ i za tion of people 's interests, which the regime feared m ost.
A whole series of unwritten ' markers' thus delivered between
the lines the i nj u n ction that the official exhortation was not to
be taken too literally; that a cynical attitude towards the offi cial
ideology was what the regime actually wan ted - the greatest
catastrophe for the regime would be if its own ideology were to
be taken too seriously, and realized by its subj ects. And on a
different level, does not the same go for the classic imperialist
colonialist exhortation which urged the colonized to become
like their 'civilized' oppressors? Was this injunction not u nder
mined from within by a 'wise ' acknowledgement that the colo
nized people are mysteriously and irreducibly 'other' - that,
however hard they try , they will never succeed? This unwritten
superego injunction which undermines the official ideological
stance makes it clear in what sense, in contrast to the notorious
right to difference - to maintain one ' s specific cultural identity
- one should, rather, assert the right to Sameness as the 'fun
damental right of the oppressed': like ex-Yugoslav self
management, the colonialist oppressor also fears above all the
realization of its own official ideological request.
'

-
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S o how are w e t o break o u t o f this vicious intertwi ning of the
Goo d and its obscene su pplemen t? Let us recall th e final scene
of the fi rst big Hol lywood produc ti o n about th e Bosnian war,

Welcome to Sarajevo,

a film that was a failure ( an d , i n c id e n tally, a

film that Ale n ka ZupanCic h ates i n tensely ! ) . In this scene, s h o t
with

mi nimal

path os,

the

broken-down

Bos n i an

mother

ren ounces her beloved daugh ter: s h e signs the paper wh i c h
gives fu ll custody of her daughte r t o t h e English j ournalist who
wants to ado p t her. Th e supreme act of maternal love is h e re
identified as precisely the Bre c h tian ges ture of renouncing the
maternal link - of conceding that, i n comfortable English sur
rou n d i n gs, h e r daugh ter will fare much better than in war-torn
Bosn i a . When she watc hes the vide o of her daughter playi n g
w i t h other c h i l d re n i n an English garde n , s h e immediately
u n derstands that her daugh ter is h appy in England; whe n , i n
their last p h o n e c onve rsati on, h e r d aughter a t first even pre
t e n ds that she n o longer u nderstands Bosnian, th e m o ther, as it
were, gets the m essage . . . . This scene should also b e read as a
c ri ti cal

comm e n t

on

th e

Western

humanitarian

approach,

reveal i n g i ts ethi cal ambiguity: i t gives a differe n t twist to the
simple narrative of a good English j o u rnalist who j ust wan ts to
save a Bosnian child from her war-torn coun try, fi gh ting Serbian
terrorists as well as the Bosnian state bureaucracy for which the
evacuation of children is capitulati o n and be trayal ( i . e . doing
the j o b of e th n i c cleansing for the Serbs ) . With i ts fi n al twist,
the film b e c omes a refl exive critical comment o n what i t pur
ports to be up to that point: a hum a n i tarian tale of a j ournalist
doing his e th ical duty by savi n g one p e rson ( a child) from the
Bosnian war i n fe rno - i n a way, the Bosnian offi c i al who claims
that evacuation is capi tulati o n was right: such hum anitarian acts
ul tim ately only add insult to i nj u ry by deprivin g Bosnians of
th eir offspring . . . . So, i n th e final c o n fron tation b e twe e e n the
j ournalist and the mother, it is th e m o ther who accomplishes
the e thical gesture against the j ournalist, whose very humani
tarian and caring behavi our i s ultimately u n e thical .
*
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Let this suffice to indicate how Alenka ZupanCic's book is not
only an authentic philosophical event, but also a crucial inter
vention in today's ethico-political debates. Is the conclusion to
be drawn , then, that I have immense respect and adm iration for
Alenka's book? Not at all: such an attitude of admiration always
presupposes a comfortable position of superiority wi th regard to
the author: I consider myself able to look down on the author
from above, and benevolently pass a favourable judgement on
the quality of his or her work. For a companion philosopher,
the only sign of real respect is envious hatred - how is it that I did
not come upon what the author is saying? Would it not be nice
if the author had dropped dead prior to writing this , so that her
results would not disturb my self-complacent peace? The greatest
recognition I can give to Alenka's book is to admit how often,
while reading the manuscript, I caught myself agape with envy
and fury, feeling threatened in the very core of my philosopher's
existence, awestruck by the sheer beauty and vigour of what I
had just read, wondering how such authentic thought is still
possible today. So let me conclude that - far from reserving for
myself the role of a kind of 'mentor' to Alenka - I feel humbly
privileged to be able to collaborate with her in a series of
common projects . If Alenka's book does not become a classic
work of reference, the only conclusion to be drawn will be that
our academia is ensnared in an obscure will to self-destruction.

Notes
1 . See G.W.F. Hegel, Enzyklopiidie der philosophischen Wissenschaften, Hamburg:
Felix Meiner Verlag 1959, para. 348.
2. Jon Elster, The Cement of Society: A Study of Social Order, New York and
Cambridge : Cambridge University Press 1989, p. 150.

Introduction

The concept of ethics, as it developed throughout the history of
philosophy, suffers a double 'blow of disillusionment' at the
hands of psychoanalysis: the first strike is associated with the
name of Sigmund Freud, the second with that of Jacques Lacan.
It is no accident that, in both cases, the same philosopher is the
focus of discussion: Immanuel Kant.
The 'Freudian blow' to philosophical ethics can be summar
ized as follows: what philosophy calls the moral law - and , more
precisely, what Kant calls the categorical imperative - is in fact
nothing other than the superego.l This judgement provokes an
' effect of disenchantment' that calls into question any attempt
to base ethics on foundations other than the 'pathological ' . At
the same time, it places ' ethics' at the core of what Freud called
das Unbehagen in der Kultur. the discontent or m alaise at the
heart of civilization.2 In so far as it has its origins in the
constitution of the superego , ethics becomes nothing more than
a convenient tool for any ideology which may try to pass off its
own commandments as the truly authentic, spontaneous and
'honourable ' inclinations of the subject. This thesis , according
to which the moral law is nothing but the superego, calls, of
course, for careful examination, which I shall undertake in
Chapter 7 below.
The second blow to the solidity of philosophical ethics
effected by psychoanalysis is indicated by the title of Lacan ' s
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famous e ssay from

tcrits:

OF THE

REAL

'Kan t with Sade ' . T h i s second b l o w i s

a l l t h e m ore devastati n g if w e b e a r in mind the fact t h a t for
Lacan, as far as the phil osophical discourse on e thics goes, Kant
was th e ' truest' of all philosophers. The ' Lacanian blow' to
e th ics can thus be sum m arized: the best thi n g philosophy has to
offe r in the name of e thics is a kind of ' Practical P h i losophy in
the Bedroom ' , to paraph rase the title of Sad e ' s fam ous work.
However, Lacan's c r i tique of Kan tian e thics ( as the ' pinnacl e '
of the proj e c t o f philosophical e thics) differs considerably from
Freud ' s c ri tique . Lacan gives Kant credi t for discovering the real
core of e th i c s - a core that m ai n tains i ts rel evan c e , and c ann o t
be redu ced to t h e l o g i c of t h e s u perego; but he criticizes Kant
for turning this core i n to an obj ec t of th e wil l , a m ove that finds
i ts ' truth ' i n the perverse discourse of Sade. It is thus tha t ' Kan t
wi th Sad e ' c o nstitutes 'th e prime example of t h e eye-opening
effect th at analysis m akes possible in relation to the many efforts ,
even

the most noble ones, of tradi ti onal eth i cs ' .� This statem ent,

however, calls for two c o m m ents.
First, we sh ould re m ember th at the inten tion - and the result
as well - o f ' Kan t with Sade ' is not only to open our eyes to the
real effec ts,

' even the most noble ones ' , of Kan t's p ractical

philosophy, but also to ' e n noble ' the discourse of Sade . The
thesis of ' Kan t with Sad e ' is not simply that Kanti an e th i cs has
a m e rely

' pe rvers e '

val u e ;

it is

also

th e

claim

th at Sad e ' s

discourse h as a n ethical value - that i t can be properly under
stood o n ly as an eth i cal p rqj e c t.4 Second, it m ust be poi n te d out
that this rem ark of Lacan ' s comes immediately after the claim:
' the m o ral l aw, looked at more c l osely, is sim ply desire in i ts
pure s tate ' ." This statem e n t is far from ' i n n ocen t ' , s i n c e , as is
well kn own , this concept of ' pure desire ' plays an importan t,
eve n

a

c e n tral ,

role

in

Lacan ' s

sem inar

on

the

Ethics of

Psychoanalysis.
We should also stress that unlike Freud - and in spi te of his
criticism of tradi tional ethics - Lacan does not conclude h ere
that an ethics worthy of the name is thus impossibl e . O n the
con trary, he turns e thics ( in so far as it concerns the d e sire of
the an alys t and the nature of the analytic act) i n to one of the
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pivots of psychoanalysis, even if this requires a new conceptuali
zation of the ethical . Kant will play an important part in this new
conceptualization .
Kant is admired by Lacan above all for his break, at two crucial
points, with ' traditional ' ethics. The first is his break with the
morality that spelled out obligations in terms of the possibility of
fulfilling them. According to Lacan, the crucial point here is
that morality as such, as Kant well knew, is a demand for the
impossible: ' the impossibility in which we recognise the topology
of our desire ' .6 By insisting on the fact that the m oral imperative
is not concerned with what might or might not be done, Kant
discovered the essential dimension of e thics: the dimension of
desire, which circles around the real qua impossible. This dimen
sion was excluded from the purview of traditional ethics , and
could therefore appear to it only as an excess. So Kant's crucial
first step involves taking the very thing excluded from the
traditional field of ethics, and turning it into the only legitimate
territory for ethics. If critics often criticize Kant for demanding
the impossible, Lacan attributes an incontestable theoretical
value to this Kantian demand.
Kant' s second break with the tradition, related to the first, was
his rejection of the view that ethics is concern e d with the
' distribution of the good ' (the 'service of goods ' in Lacan ' s
terms) . Kant rej ected a n ethics based on 'my wanting what is
good for others, provided of course that their good reflects my
own ' .
I t is true that Lacan 's position concerning the s tatus o f the
ethics of desire continued to develop. Hence his position in
Seminar Xl ( The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analyis) dif
fers on several points from the one he adopted in Seminar VII
( The Ethics of Psychoanalysis) . That ' the moral law, looked at more
closely, is simply desire in its pure state ' is a judgement which ,
had it been pronounced in Seminar VII, would have had the
value of a compliment; clearly this is no longer the case when it
is pronounced in Seminar Xl . Yet even though the later Lacan
claims that ' the analyst's desire is not a pure desire ' , this does
not mean that the analyst' s desire is pathological (in the Kantian
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sense of the word ) , nor that the question of desire has lost its
pertinence. To put the matter simply, the question of desire
does not so m uch lose its central place as cease to be considered
the endpoin t of analysis. In the later view analysis ends in
another dimension, that of the drive. Hence - as the concluding
remarks of Seminar Xl have it - before this dimension opens up
to the subject, he must first reach and then traverse ' the limit
within which, as desire, he is bound '.7
As a result of this, we can establish a rough schema to
orientate us in the difficult terrain of Lacan 's discussion of
ethics. Traditional ethics - from Aristotle to Bentham remained on this side of desire (,The morality of power, of the
service of goods, is as follows: "As far as desires are concerned,
come back later. Make them wait" . ')8 Kant was the one who
introduced the dimension of desire into ethics, and brought it
to i ts ' pure state ' . This step, crucial as it was, nevertheless needs
another 'supplementary' step, which Kant - at least according to
Lacan - did not take: the step that leads beyond desire and its
logic, into the realm of the drive. Hence, 'after the mapping of
the subject in relation to the a [ the object of desire ] , the
experience of the fundamental fantasy becomes the drive' .9
As far as Lacan ' s interrogation of ethics is concerned, Kant is
his most important philosophical reference poin t. Lacan 's other
reference in this matter - and quite a different one at that - is
tragedy.
These two reference points are the basic themes of this book,
which - by means of a reading of Kant, Lacan and several works
of literature - seeks to outline the contours of what I would like
to call an ' ethics of the Real ' . An ethics of the Real is not an
ethics orientated towards the Real, but an attempt to rethink
ethics by recognizing and acknowledging the dimension of the
Real (in the Lacanian sense of the term ) as it is already operative
in ethics. The term ethics is often taken to refer to a set of
norms which restrict or 'bridle ' desire - which aim to keep our
conduct (or, say, the 'conduct' of science) free of all excess. Yet
this understanding of ethics fails to acknowledge that ethics is
by nature excessive, that excess is a component of ethics which
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cannot simply be eliminated without ethics itself losing all
meaning. In relation to the 'smooth course of events', life as
governed by the ' reali ty principle' , ethics always appears as
some thi n g excessive, as a disturbing in terruption .
But the question remains of the cause I am foll owi ng in this
theoretical attempt at an 'ethics of the Real' . In Lacanian terms,
the decline of the discourse of the master, Lacan's understand
ing of the advent of modernity, forces the discourse of ethics
into an impasse. The ethical maxim behind the discourse of the
master is perhaps best fo rm ulated in the famous verse from
Juvenal: ' Summum crede nefas animam praeferre pudori, et propter
vitam vivendi perdere causas [ Count it the greatest of all sins to
prefer life to honour, and to lose , for the sake of living all that
makes life worth living]. ' Another version of this credo m ight be
found in Paul Claude!: 'Sadder than to lose one's life is it to lose
one 's reason for living. ' In 'Kant with Sade' Lacan proposes his
own ' translation ' of this ethical motto: 'Desire, what is called
desire, suffices to make life have no sense in playing a coward . ' 1 0
Modernity, it seems, offered n o alternative to the discourse of
the master, besides the feeble maxim: 'The worst thing one can
lose is one' s own life . ' This maxim lacks both conceptual force
and the power to 'mobilize' . This lack, in turn, is part of what
makes political discourses that proclaim a return to ' traditional
values' so seductive; it also accounts for much of the fascinated
horror evoked by 'extremists' and 'fanatics' , who want nothing
more than to die for their cause.
This book is an attempt to provide a conceptual framework
for an ethics which refuses to be an ethics based on the discourse
of the master, but which equally refuses the unsatisfactory option
of a '(post) modern ' ethics based on the reduction of the ulti
mate horizon of the ethical to ' one's own life ' .
'

'

,
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Notes
1. Numerous passages from Freud's work express this idea. In 'The Ego and
the Jd', for example, we find: 'As the child was once under a compulsion to obey
i ts paren ts, so the ego submits to the categorical impe rative of its super-ego' . On
Metapsychology, Harmondsworth: Penguin 1 955 (The Pelican Freud Library, vol .
1 1 ) , p. 389.
2. 'People have at all times set the greatest value on ethics, as though they
expected that it in particular would produce especially importan t results. And it
does in fact deal with a subject which can easily be recognized as the sorest spot
in every civilization. Ethics is thus to be regarded as a therapeutic attempt - as
an endeavour to achieve, by means of a command of the super-ego , something
which has so far not been achieved by means of any o ther cultural activi ties . '
Sigmund Freud, ' Civilization a n d Its Discontents' , in Civilization, Society and
Religion, Harmondsworth: Penguin 1 987 (The Pelican Freud Library, vol . 1 2 ) ,
p. 336.
3 . Jacques Lacan, The FoUT Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, Harmond
sworth: Penguin 1 987 [ 1 9 79 ] , p. 276.
4. See Slavoj Z iiek, The Indivisible Remainder: An Essay on Schelling and Related
MaUers, London and New York: Verso 1996, p. 173.
5 . Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts o f Psycho-Analysis, p. 275.
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The (Moral-) Pathology of
Everyday Life

It is well known that the notion of the 'pathological ' has the
status in Kant's practical philosophy of a kind of conceptual
knot, linking numerous divergent theoretical strands. Kant uses
this term to designate that which does not belong to the order
of the ethical. We should stress, however, that this notion of
the pathological must not be considered the opposite of the
'normal ' . O n the contrary, in Kant's view, it is our ' normal ' ,
everyday actions that are more o r less always pathological . We
act pathologically when there is something driving our actions
- serving either to propel us forward or to impel us from
behind. For this compelling force Kant uses the gen eral term
Triebfeder, 'drive ' or ' incentive ' . Anything whatsoever can serve
as such a compelling force, from the most basic n eed to the
most elevated and abstract idea; the extension of this concept
is the world of ' normality' as such. Hence the alternative to the
pathological cannot be the normal but will, rather, involve such
concepts as freedom, autonomy, and the formal determination
of the will.
Ethics i tself, as Kant was well aware, also requires a drivin g
force, which he introduces i n a quite macabre passage in the
Critique of Practical Reason:
a respect for something en tirely different from life , in comparison
and con trast to which life and its enjoyment have absolutely no
worth . [Man ] lives only because it is his duty, not because he has the
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least taste for living. Such i s t h e nature o f the genuine drive [eckle
Triebfederl of pure practical reaso n .'
I t must be e m phasi zed , however, that Kan tian e thics will not
sim ply b e an ethics of asc e ti c i s m , of the renunciation of all
pleasure on p rinciple. We should not let the passage above lead
us to conclude that the ethical subj ec t wil l not be permitted to
demand for h e rself any 'com fort' or ' good'. The real paradox
lies elsewhere : i n a structurally d e termined 'missed e n counter'
betwee n the pleasure principle a n d th e dim ension of the e th ical.
It is not that pleasure is forbidden to th e e thical subj e c t but,
rather, that it loses i ts attractive power for such a subj ect; it is
avail able and accessibl e , just n o longer desirable. Furthermore ,
we m ay even fi n d a note of encourage m e n t in this seemingly
gloomy idea: we need h ave no fear that en try into the realm of
the e thical will require us to sacrifice all the pleasures we hold
so dear, since this will not eve n be experi enced as a loss or
sacrifice - 'we ' will not be the same person as before ; 'we ' will
h ave noth i n g to regre t.
Such a missed encounter be tween the pleasure pri nciple and
th e e thical closely resembles the missed e n c o u n te r definitive of
love, so pointedly described in Marcel Prous t's

Swann in Love.

H e re th e hero is desperately in l ove wi th Odette, who no longer
l oves him. I n his terri ble suffering h e at fi rst believes that what
h e really wan ts is to cease to be in love with her, so as to escape
from his suffe ri n g . But the n , upon m ore careful an alysis of his
fe elings, he real izes that this is not so. I nstead h e wan ts his
suffe ri n g to end

while he himself remains in love,

because his

e x p e ri e n c e of the pleas ure of l ove depends on this latter con

knows that his suffe rin g
in love wi th Ode tte, if h e

d i tio n . The p roblem is that although h e
would end

if

he were to cease being

were t o b e 'cure d ' of h i s love for h e r, this is what h e least wan ts
to happen, since 'in the d e p ths of his morbid cond ition h e
feared death itself no m o r e t h a n suc h a rec overy, which would
in fac t amount to the death of all that h e now was ' .2 I n other
words, cured of his conditi o n he wo uld no longer be the sam e
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subject, so he would no longer find either pleasure in Odette's
love or pain in her indifference and infidelity.
This situation described by Proust allows us to define more
clearly the relationship between the Kantian notions of the
'pathological ' and the e thical. The subject is 'attached' and
'subjected' to her pathology in a way that is not without ambi
guity, for what the subject fears most is not the loss of this or
that particular pleasure, but the loss of the very frame within
which pleasure (or pain) can be experienced as such a t all. The
subject fears losing her pathology, the pathos which constitutes
the kernel of her being and current existence, h owever miser
able it may be. She fears finding herself in an entirely new
landscape, a featureless territory in which her existence will no
longer be confirmed by what she feels. Kant' s point is that this
fear is groundless, since it belongs to the very subj e c t who will
no longer be around - should the transition to the e thical take
place - to experience this 'loss' as a loss.
A second crucial concept to introduce here from the vocabu
lary of practical reason is that of the object of the faculty of
desire [Objekt des Begehrungsvermogensl , for if the will is deter
mined by such an obj ect, which is external to duty itself, our
conduct will never be anything other than pathological. Now
the faculty of desire serves as the foundation of our actions; it is
one of the essen tial characteristics of (human) life:
Life is the faculty of a being by which it acts according to the laws of
the faculty of desire. The faculty of desire is the faculty s uch a being
has of causing, through its representations [Vorstellungenl, the reality
of the objects of these representations. Pleasure is the representation
of the agreement of an object or an action with the subjective

conditions of life, i.e. with the faculty through which a representation
causes the reality of its object . . . '

In Kant's time - and before Kant as well - it was commonplace
to distinguish between a ' lower' and a ' higher' faculty of desire .
Kant himself strongly opposes this distinction . He finds it aston
ishing that otherwise perspicacious writers have believed that it
is possible to pinpoint the difference between a lower and a
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higher faculty o f desire by noting whether each representation
associated with pleasure originates either in the senses or in the
understanding. However dissimilar the representations of the
obj ect - be they characteristic of the understanding or even
reason instead of the senses - the feeling of pleasure, by virtue
of which they constitute the determining ground of the will , is
always similar in character. Feelings of pleasure are always
empirical and, consequently, pathological . A pleasure may very
well be an ' intellectual ' pleasure, but this does not make it any
less a pleasure. A fortiori pleasure need not be immediate; it can
instead require effort, delay and sacrifice. It happens, for
instance, says Kant, that a person can find satisfaction in the
mere exercise of power, in the consciousness of spiritual
strength in overcoming the obstacles in the way of his designs,
or in the cultivation of intellectual talents. We may be correct to
consider these among the more refined of our j oys and delights,
but this is no reason to claim that such pleasures determine the
will in a way that is any different from that of sensual pleasures.
At this point in his arguments Kant remarks - in a way that
confirms, despite his reputation , that he had a sense of humour
- that to assume this difference between the lower and the
higher faculty of desire 'resembles the error of ignorant persons
who wish to dabble in metaphysics and who imagine matter as
so subtle, so supersubtle, that they almost get dizzy considering
it, and then believe that they have conceived of a spiritual but
still extended being' .4
In other words, one can not attain the realm of the ethical by
means of a gradual elevation of the wil l , by pursuing more and
more refined, subtle and noble goals, by gradually turning away
from one ' s ' base animal instincts ' . Instead we find that a sharp
break, a ' paradigm shift', is required to move from the patho
logical to the ethical . Here we must resist the temptation of the
standard image of Kantian ethics, according to which this ethics
demands a perpetual 'purification' (from everything pathologi
cal) and an asymptotic approach to the ethical ideal. Even
though this image is not without some support in Kant's texts, it
is nevertheless misleading - first because it invites a considerable
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simplification o f t h e logic o f Kant's argument; second because i t
obscures another very important line o f argument, the claim
that the Aktus der Freiheit, the ' act of freedom ' , the genuine
ethical act, is always subversive; it is never simply the result of an
' improvement' or a ' reform ' . Thus:
If a man is to become not merely legally, but morally, a good man . . . ,
this cannot be brought about through gradual reformation so long as
the basis of the maxims remains impure, but must be effected
through a revolution in the man ' s disposition . . .. He can become a
new man only by a kind of rebirth, as it were [through] a new
creation. '

This passage from Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone i s
especially important for grasping the logic o f Kantian ethics.
Kant's distinction between philosophical ethics and the way in
which moral questions are presented in religious doctrines is no
doubt familiar. Less well recognized is the fact that he situates
the appropriate change of disposition [Gesinnungl in a gesture
of creation ex nihilo. The impact of this gesture escapes us
entirely if we see it as a kind of retreat into the irrational, as a
chimera of idealism . It is, on the contrary, a profoundly materi
alist gesture. As Jacques Lacan points out on several occasions,
it is only the acceptan ce of a moment of ex nihilo creation that
allows an opening for a true ' theoretical materialism ' . 6 Is not
Lacan ' s own conception of the passage a ['acte itself founded on
such a Kantian gesture? When Lacan s tates that 'suicide is the
only successful act',? the poin t is precisely this: after such an act,
the subject will no longer be the same as before; she may be
' reborn ' , but only as a new subject.
Thus, Kant concludes, if the expression 'highe r faculty of
desire ' is to be at all meanin gful, it can be used only to indicate
the fact that pure reason in itself is already practical . The higher
faculty of desire , then, refers to the will of the subject as it is
determined by ' pure desire ' , a desire which does not aim at any
particular object but, rather, at the very act of desiring - it refers
to the faculty of desire as a priori .
At this j uncture we meet the notorious Kantian conceptual
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pair: form/content, form/matter, or form/ obj ect. This coupling
has often been attacked, and it has earned Kantian ethics the
disapproving label of a ' mere formalism ' . The charge of formal
ism is usually levelled against the categorical imperative (in so
far as it abstracts from the content of duty) . But equally, Kant's
formulation of the categorical imperative relies on yet another,
even more fundamental distinction: the distinction between
actions that are done only in accord with duty [pflichtmiijJig
actions] and actions that are done exclusively for the sake of
d uty [aus Pflicht]. This , of course, is the famous distinction
between the legality and the morality or ethical character of an
action. Kant explains this distinction as follows: 'The mere
conformity or nonconformity of an action with law, irrespective
of the i ncentive [Triebfeder] to it, is called its legality (lawfulness) ;
but that conformity in which the Idea of duty arising from the
law is also the incentive to the action is called its morality.'H
We migh t say that the ethical dimension of an action is
'supernumerary' to the conceptual pair legal/illegal . This in
turn suggests a structural connection with the Lacanian notion
of the Real . As Alain Badiou9 has noted, Lacan conceives of the
Real in a way that removes it from the logic of the apparen tly
mutually exclusive alternatives of the knowable and th e unknow
able. The unknowable is just a type of the knowable ; it is the
limit or degenerate case of the knowable; whereas the Real
belongs to another register entirely. Analogously, for Kan t the
illegal still falls within the category of l egality - they both belong
to the same register, that of things conforming or failing to
conform with duty. E thics - to continue the analogy - escapes
this register. Even though an ethical act will conform with duty,
this by itself is not and cannot be what makes it ethical. So the
ethical cannot be situated within the framework of the law and
violations of the law. Again, in relation to legality, the ethical
always presents a surplus or excess.
The question then becomes: 'what exactly is the nature of this
excess? ' The simple answer is that it has something to do with
the Kantian conception of ' form ' . The exact meaning of this
requires more careful consideration.
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Take, for example , the following, perhaps absurd scenario:
person A is accused of committing a murder. Another person,
B, knows, however, that the accused, A, could neve r have com
mitted this crime. This is because B has been following his own
wife , whom he has suspected of having an affair with A. It turns
out that on the day of the murder B saw his wife visit the soon
to-be-accused A. Although she left A's house one hour before
the murder was committed, B, the j ealous husband, remained,
continuing to spy on his rival in order to find out more about
him . As B clearly saw, A never left his house . This witness, B
who has not yet come forward as a witness - has several different
options:

-

He can say to h imself: 'What do lowe this cheat? Why should
1 help him? Not only has he been sleeping with my wife, but
if 1 provide him with an alibi , my own embarrassing situation
will become public. He deserves what he gets; he had it
coming to him . ' So this option involves doing nothing. In
Kant's terms, if B chooses this option , he acts pathologically.
2. He can say to himself: 'I have a cunning plan. I will set aside
my hatred for this bastard, and testifY in his favour. Consid
ering the sacrifice that this requires (I give up a chance of
getting even, my conjugal honour, etc. ) , 1 will gain the
reputation of being a noble person. 1 will win the respect of
the community, and perhaps 1 will even win my wife back. '
This is also an example of a pathological action. Several other
variations could be included in this category of actions which
are legal in the Kantian sense (i.e. are in accord with duty) ,
but not ethical (duty is not the sale motive ) . For instance, B
might happen to fear Divine punishment for refusing to help
another. Or he might identifY himself with the victim by
thinking: 'What if I were in his place? I would c ertainly think
that this punishment is excessive . . . " and so o n
3. There is also, of course, a third possibility here : B can simply
recognize that it is his duty to come forward, and do so for
this reason. This does not, of course, prevent him from letting
others know that A is a swine, and that he would very much
1.

.
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like to break his neck - as long as h e i s aware that this has
nothing to do with his present duty. In this case, his act is
ethical, since he acts not only in accord with duty, but also
( exclusively) because of, or for the sake of, duty. His will has
thus been determined - assuming that another hidden
m otive is not discovered, which is always possible - solely by
the form of the moral law. We can in fact call this position
'fo rmalism ' , but only at the risk of missing what is really at
stake.
But the n , what exactly is 'at stake ' , what is this p u re form? First
of all , it is clear that the form in question cannot be ' the form
of the matte r ' , simply because Kant si tuates the l e gal and the
ethical in two differen t registers . Hence matter and form , the
legal and th e ethical, are not two different aspects of one and
the same thing. D espite this, several commentators h ave sug
gested the following solution to the Kantian problem of form:
every fo rm h as a content associated with it; we are always and
only dealing with a form and a content. So, in this view, if we are
to decide whether an act is ethical or not, we simply have to
know which in fact determines our will: if it is the content, our
actions are pathological; if it is the form , they are ethical. This,
indeed, would rightly be called formalism - but i t is not what
Kant is aim ing at with his use of the concept of ' pure form ' .
First of all we should immediately note that the label 'formal
ism ' is more appropriate for what Kant calls legality. In terms of
legality, all that matters is whether or not an action conforms
with duty - the ' content' of such an action, the real motivation
for this conformity, is ignored; it simply does not matter. But
the ethical, unlike the legal, does in fact present a certain claim
concerning the ' content' of the will. Ethics demands not only
that an action conform with duty, but also that this conformity
be the only ' content' or ' motive ' of that action. Thus Kant's
emphasis on form is in fact an attempt to disclose a possible
drive for ethical action. Kan t is saying that 'form ' has to come to
occupy the position formerly occupied by 'matter' , that form
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itself has to function as a drive. Form itself must b e appropriated
as a material surplus, in order for it to be capable of determining
the will. Kant's point, I repeat, is not that all traces of materiality
have to be purged from the determining ground of the moral
will but, rather, that the form of the moral law h as itself to
become ' material ' , in order for it to function as a m otive force
of action.
As a res u lt of this we can see that there are actually two
different problems to be resolved, or ' mysteries' to be cleared
up, concerning the possibility of a ' pure ' ethical act. The first is
the one we commonly associate with Kantian ethics. How is it
possible to reduce or eliminate all the pathological motives or
incentives of our actions? How can a subj ect disregard all self
interest, ignore the ' pleasure principle all concerns with her
own well-being and the well-being of those close to her? What
kind of a monstrous, inhuman ' subj ect does Kantian e thics
presuppose? This line of questioning is related to the issue of
the 'infinite purification' of the subject's will, with its logic of
'no matter how far you have come, one more effort will always be
required' . The second question that must be dealt with concerns
what we m ight call the 'ethical transubstantiation ' required by
Kant's view: the question of the possibility of converting a mere
form into a materially efficacious drive. This second question is,
in my view, the more pressing of the two, because answerin g it
would automatically provide an answer to the first question as
well. So - how can something which is not in itself pathological
(i.e. which has nothing to do with the representation of pleasure
or pain, the ' usual' mode of subj ective causality) n evertheless
become the cause or drive of a subject's actions? The question
here is no longer that of a ' purification ' of motives and incen
tives. It is much m ore radical: h ow can 'form' become ' matter' ,
how can something which, in the subj ect's universe, does not
qualify as a cause, suddenly become a cause?
This is the real ' miracle' involved in ethics. The c rucial
question of Kantian ethics is thus not 'how can we eliminate all
the pathological elements of will, so that only the pure form of
duty remains? ' but, rather, ' how can the pure form of duty itself
' ,

'
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function as a pathological element, that is, as an element capable
of assuming the role of the driving force or incentive of our
ac tions? ' . If the latter were actually to take place - if the ' pure
form of duty' were actually to operate as a motive (incentive or
drive) for th e subject - we would no longer need to worry about
the problems of the ' purification of the will ' and the elimination
of all pathological motives.
This, however, seems to suggest that for such a subj ect, ethics
simply becomes 'second nature ' , and thus ceases to be ethics
al togeth er. If acting ethically is a matter of drive , if it is as
effortless as that, if neither sacrifice, suffering, nor renunciation
is required, then it also seems utterly lacking in merit and
devoid of virtue . This, in fact, was Kant's con tention: he called
such a condition the ' h o liness of the will ' , which he also thought
was an unattainable ideal for human agents. It could equally be
identified with utter banality - ' the banality of the radical good ' ,
to paraphrase Hannah Arendt's famous expression. Nevertheless
- and i t is one of the fundamental aims of this study to show this
- this analysis moves too quickly, and therefore leaves something
out. Our theoretical premiss here is that it will actually be
possible to found an ethics on the concept of the drive, without
this ethics collapsing into either the holiness or the banality of
human actions.
Let us n ow return to the question of the nature of the excess
which Kant recognizes in the ethical, and which he links to the
notion of 'form ' . What exactly is this surplus that the ethical
in troduces in relation to the legal?
'in conformity with duty' (the legal )
' in conformity with duty and only because of duty'
( the ethical )
By spelling things out in this way we can see clearly that the
ethical is, in fact, essentially a supplement. Let us, then, begin
with the first level ( th e legal ) . The content of action (its ' mat
ter' ) , as well as the form of this content, are exhausted in the
notion of ' in conformity with duty' . As long as I do my duty,
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nothing remains to be said. The fact that the act that fulfils my
duty may have been done exclusively for the sake of this duty
would change n othing at this level of analysis. Such an act would
be entirely indistinguishable from an act done simply in accord
with duty, since their results would be exactly the same. The
significance of acting ( exclusively) for the sake of duty wiIl be
visible only on the second l evel of analysis, which we will simply
call the level of form . Here we come across a form which is no
longer the form of anything, of some content or oth e r, yet it is
not so much an empty form as a form ' outside' conte nt, a form
that provides form only for itself. In other words, w e are con
fron ted here with a surplus which at the same time seems to be
'pure waste ' , something that serves absolutely no purpose.
Lacanian psychoanalytic theory contains a notion that cap
tures this Kantian conception of pure form very weIl : plus-de
jouir, or surplus-enj oyment. In Lacan 's ' algebraic ' rendering,
another name for this surplus-enjoyment is the ' objet petit a' .
With reference to the latter formulation, it can be shown that
the Kantian concept of pure form and the Lacanian concept of
the objet petit a are actually introduced to resolve very similar - if
not identical - conceptual problems. The same conceptual
necessity which drives Kant to distinguish between form as the
form of something and 'pure fonn ' leads Lacan to distinguish
between demand ( as the formulation of a need) and desire,
which has as its obj ect the object Lacan designates by the letter
a.

What is at stake in both cases is the conceptualization of a
certain surplus. In Kant's case, this surplus is evident in the
formula: not only in accord with duty but also only for the sake
of duty; in Lacan 's case, desire is always directed at something
other than - something more than - the object demanded. It
may seem that there is still an obvious difference - and already
on the terminological level, at that - between these two concep
tions of a volitional surplus. Kant articulates this surplus in terms
of form, while Lacan , on the contrary, conceptualizes it in terms
of the object. H owever, a closer examination of their texts reveals,
on the one hand, an indelible trace of the obj ec t in Kant's
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conception of pure form and, on the other, the debt Lacan 's
objet petit a owes to the notion of form .
We began this study by introducing the concept of the Trieb
feder (drive or incentive ) as one of the pivotal points of Kant's
practical philosophy. This Triebfeder is nothing but the object
drive of the will. Now even if Kant makes a point of stressing
that the e thical act is distinguished by its lack of any Triebfeder,
he also introduces what he calls the echte Triebfeder, the ' genuine
drive ' of pure practical reason . This genuine obj ect-drive of the
will is itself defined precisely in terms of pure form as an absence
of any Triebfeder. We can see here , as well, that the Lacanian
notion of the objet petit a is not far off: the objet petit a designates
nothing but the absence, the lack of the obj ect, the void around
which desire turns. Mter a need is satisfied, and the subject gets
the demanded obj ect, desire continues on its own; it is not
'extinguished' by the satisfaction of need. The moment the
subject attains the object she demands, the objet petit a appears,
as a marker of that which the subj ect still ' h as not got', or does
not have and this itself constitutes the ' echte' object of desire.
As for the relevan t link between the objet petit a and the
concept of form in Lacanian theory, we need simply point out
that desire can be defined precisely as the pure form of demand, as
that which remains of demand when all the particular objects
(or 'contents ' ) that may come to satisfy it are removed. Hence
the objet petit a can be understood as a void that h as acquired a
form . In Lacan 's words: ' Obj ect a is no being. Object a is the
void presupposed by a demand . . . . " That 's not it" means that, in
the desire of every demand, there is but the request for object
-

a, ' l O

Thus we can see that the object-drive involved i n Kant's
conceptualization of ethics is not just like any oth e r pathological
motivation , but neither is it simply the absen ce of all motives or
incentives. The point, rather, is that this very absence m ust at a
certain point begin to function as an incentive . It must attain a
certain ' material weight' and ' positivity' , otherwise it will never
be capable of exerting any influence whatsoever on human
conduct.
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This conceptualization presents yet another interesting prob
lem. According to Kant, the subj ect's separation from the patho
logical produces a certain remainder, and it is this remain der
that constitutes the d rive of the ethical subj ect. But this implies
that it is the process of separation from the order of the
pathological that produces the very thing which makes it poss
ible. How can this be? How can something ( the remainder) play
the role of the driving force of the ethical if it is, at the same
time, only the product of the ethical? How exactly are we to
conceive of this temporal 'in-betwee n ' that seems to define the
domain of the ethical?
We will see that answering this question provides the key to
the Critique of Practical Reason. But the matter will not stop there,
since a whole series of structurally identical questions necessarily
arise in the reading of the Critique, as well as the Grounding for
the Metaphysics of Morals. How can freedom possibly serve as the
grounding condition of freedom? How can autonomy be u nder
stood as the condition of autonomy? Kant's claim is that the
(practical) legislation of reason requires a rule that presupposes
itself. He also claims that 'freedom and unconditional practical
law reciprocally imply each other' . u These claims, and the
structure they indicate, cannot be elucidated unless we consider
the standing of the subj ect of practical reason.
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The Subj ect of Freedom

One migh t say, without doing too much violence to the logic of
Kant' s text, that the subject of practical reason is, from the very
beginning, a divided subj ect. J acques-Alain Miller describe s such
a division as involving a choice where, on the one sid e , we find
th e life of pleasure , the love of life , of well-being, everythi n g that
belongs to the order of pathos or pathology proper, to the order
of what we may feel; and, on the other sid e , the moral good as
opposed to well-being, with the obligations it entail s and is
susceptible of e n tailing, that is, the negation of every pathos . l
' Negation ' i s not,

perhaps,

the most appropriate word for

describing what is at s take in this subj ective division , since we
are not dealing with anything remotely like asceticism. Kant tells
us:

But this distinction of the principle of happiness from that of morality
is not for this reason an opposition between them, and pure p ractical
reason does not require that we should renounce the claims to
happiness; it requires only that we take no account of them whenever
duty is in question .2
The relationship between happiness and duty is thus n o t that of
a

negation but, rather, that of indifference . However, the most

important point concerning the divided ' p ractical ' subj e c t is the
, following one, which can also serve as our point

of

departur e :

;tThe subject is divided by the fact that he has to choose b e twee n
, his pathos and h i s division. ' 3 That i s t o say: the subj e c t i s n o t
:>;divided between t h e pathological a n d the pure. T h e alternative
;;to pathological subj e c tivity is not pure or immaculate ethical
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subjectivity, but freedom o r autonomy. This i n turn l eads us to
the following provisional conclusion: the division characteristic
of the subject of practical reason will be the division between
the pathological subject and the divided subject. We will return
to this point later. For now, let us examine how this subjective
division is articulated in Kant's texts.

What freedom?
Kan t holds that as human beings we are part of Nature, which
m eans that we are entirely, internally and externally, subject to
the laws of causality. Hence our freedom is limited not only
from the ' outside ' but also from the ' inside' : we are no more
free 'in ourselves' than we are 'in the world' .
Logically speaking, it is always possible to 'explai n ' any act of
the subject, that is, to establish its causes and motives, or expose
i ts 'mechanism ' . Even if we doubt that it is really possible to
take into account all the 'factors' i nvolved in any act (since
human agen ts are far too complex for this to be possible) , this
is not sufficient to establish the existence of freedom. Such a
' humanist' stance implies an essentially theological presump
tion: from a certain perspective , a Cod's-eye view capable of
embracing everything, human beings are j ust elaborate clock
work mechanisms, imagining that their ticking away is a result
of their own decisions, nothing but their following their own
rhythms.
One of the fundamental theses of the second Critique concerns
the practical capacity of pure reason . However, the proposition
according to which pure reason can in itself be practical, and
the fac t that Kant founds freedom and the moral law on pure
reason, do not imply that freedom is to be based on a ' retreat to
the interior' . We will therefore not be forced to look for the
purity of pure reason in the depths of the soul as opposed to
out there in the immoral world. Kant does not try simply to
encourage us to act according to our ' deepest convictions ' , as
does the contemporary ideology advocating that we heed our
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' authentic inclinations' and rediscover our ' true selves ' . Instead ,
the procedure of the

is based on Kant ' s recognition of

Critique

the fact that our inclinations and our deepest convictions are
radically pathological:

that

they

belong

to

the

domain

of

heteronomy.
The defining feature of a free act, on the contrary, is precise ly

that it is enti rely foreign to the subj e c t ' s inclinations. Of course ,
freedom does not mean simply doing whatever one wan ts, even

for common-sense rationality, since this may involve h armin g
others . But for Kan t, the problem lies somewhere else e n tirely.
If it makes no sense to say that we do whatever we want, and
thus are free , this is only because

are in fact free in our wanting,

it is impossible to prove that we

that no empirical representation

re ally affects our will.
We might thus say that

the

' self' of p racti c al reason does n o t

really ' live at h o me ' , and that therefore the foundatio n o f the
subject's freedom can reside only in some ' fore i gn b o dy' : the

subject gains

access to freedom only in so far as she finds herself

a stranger in her own house. This aspect of Kan t ' s argument h as
provoked genuine i ndignation and unease among certain crit
ics .4 Kant's requirements , these critics say, conflict with our
deepest personal convi c tions. Kan tian ethics is esse n tially an
ethics of alienation, since it forces us to rej ect that which is
'most truly ours ' , and to submit ourselves to an abstract principle
that takes neither love nor sympathy i n to account. Some critics
have even c onsidered the requirement of acting ( exclusively)

for the sake of duty ' repugnant' . These obj ections clearly s h ow
that Kant has struck the nerve of the problem of e thics: the
question of the (specifically ethical)

jouissance,

and of its domes

tication in ' love for one ' s n eighbour' . For some critics, what is
hardest to take in Kan t ' s move is precisely that Kant takes this
'foreign body' as that which

is

' most truly ours ' , and founds on

it the autonomy and freedom of the sUbj ect.
' Psychological freedom ' ( Kant's term ) can not be

a

s olution to

the problem of th e possibility of freedom , since it is j us t another
name for determinism. If one tries to found freedom on the
fact that th e causes of a subj e c t ' S actions are i n ternal - that
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rep rese n tations, d esires, aspi rations and inclinations function as
causes - o n e will neve r find anything resembling freedo m .
I n s tead , one will find that freedom i tself is reduced back to
psyc h o l o gical causality - the necessary c o n n e c tion of psychologi
cal

phenomena in tim e . In

our atte m p t to understand the

con cept of freedom which lies at the foundation of the moral
law, Kan t insists , it is n o t a question of whe ther the causality
d e te rm i n e d by the laws of nature h as its necessity through
determ i n i n g grounds lyi ng inside o r outside the subj ect. Nor is
it a question of wheth e r such grou n d s , if they h appen to lie
wi thin the subject, consist of instincts or of motives that are the
product of reason: ' Th ey are noneth e less determ i n i n g grounds
of the causality of a being so far as his existence is determinable
i n tim e .

As

such , this being is under necessi tating conditions of

pas t tim e which are no l o nger in his powe r when he acts . ' 5 H ere ,
the re is no room for freedom. If th e fre edom of the will were
n o thing but such a psychological freedom , concludes Kant, it
would in e ssence be no more freedom than th e freedom of a
spi nni n g top , which, once wound up and set in motion, also
m oves of its own accord .6
How, th e n , and on what basis, can freedom be accounted for?
T h e answe r to this question is qui te surprising and turns, to a
great exte n t, around the notion of guilt. Befo re examining this
argume n t linking freedom to guilt ( d eveloped in the ' Critical
Elucidati o n of th e Analytic of Pure P ractical Reaso n ' ) , it must
be stresse d that this is not the argume n t we fi n d in the tra
d i tional in terpre tati on of Kan t's concept of freedom , which
focuses o n the chapter of the

Critique of Practical Reason

enti tled

' Of th e D e duction of the Principles of Pure Practical Reas on ' ,
t h e ' official chapter' devoted t o t h e foundation or ' d e duction'
of free do m . Thus, in taki ng as our starting point th e chapte r on
' Cri tical Elucidation of th e Analytic of Pure Practical Reaso n ' ,
we do n o t fol l ow th e s tandard reading. This is n o t , however,
with o u t Kant's blessi ng, fo r in the Preface , w h e re h e speaks of
the diffi c u l ty of the concept of freedom, h e ' beg [ s ) the reader
not to run ligh tly th rough what is said abou t this concept at the
end of the Analytic ' . 7
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What subject?
A rational being, Kant says , can righ tly say of any unlawful
(unlawful in the e thical sens e ) action whi c h he has d o n e that h e
could have left i t undone , even if as a n appearance

(as a

phen omenon ) it was sufficiently determined by past events to
have made i t inescapably necessary. He might, Kant continue s ,
dissemble a s m u c h a s h e likes i n order t o depict such an a c t a s
a n uninten tional error, as resulting from

a

mere oversigh t,

which can never, of course , be en tirely avoided. He may thu s , by
claiming to have been carried along by the stream of natural
necessity, try to m ake himself out as i n n ocent. However, Ka n t
concludes, he will find ' th at the advocate w h o speaks on h i s
behalf cannot silence the accuser in h i m when he is conscious
that at the time when he c ommi tted the wrong he was in his ,
i . e . , he was in possession of h i s freedom ' . 8
There are even cases, adds Kant, in which individuals h ave
shown such depravity while they are s till c hildren - a depravity
that only grows worse as they mature - that they are often held
to be born criminals, and thus i n c apable of any improvement of
character; yet they are still j udged by the i r acts, reproached and
held to be guilty of their crimes .9 The fac t that they ' c ould not
help it' in no way serves to absolve them of guilt
bears witness to the fact that a certain ' can be'
imply an 'is'

[ Sein]

[ Schuld] . This
[Konnen] can

- that is to say, by means of an a ctual case

one can prove , ' as i t were , by a fact'

[gleichsam durch ein Faktum]

that certain actions presuppose what Kant calls a ' causality
through freedom '

[ Kausalitat durch Freiheit] . 1 0

That which proves th e reality o f freedom - or, m o re precisely,
that which posits freedom ' as a kind of fact' , is presen ted h e r e
in t h e guise of guilt. W e m ust be v e ry c areful , h owever, not t o
confound t h i s guilt with t h e n o tion

of ' moral c o n scien ce ' .

Although Kan t's argume n ts sometimes en courage th is confu
sion , theoretical rigour demands that we keep these two con
cepts

separate .

We

know

very

well

that

guilt

qua

m o ral

conscience can result from all kinds o f ' acquired ideas' and
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social c o n s trai n ts which have li ttle to do with the unconditiQnal
m o ral l aw. In relation to the possibility of freedom , on th e other
hand, guilt must be consi dered solely i n terms of i ts paradoxical
' s tructure ' : the fact that we can fee l guilty eve n if we know that
in c o m m i tti n g a ce rtai n deed we were , as Kan t p u ts it, ' carried
al ong by the s tream of natural necessity ' . We can feel guilty even
for something which we knew to be ' beyond our con trol ' . I n
oth er words , the poi n t that e n ables t h e ( feeli n g o f ) gui l t t o be
l i n ked to the p ossibi l i ty of freedom has n o th i n g to do with the
q u estion of

what

we feel guilty of. If we insist on s ti cki n g to this

questi o n , we will n ever be able to get beyon d what Kan t calls
m e re psychological freedo m .
I n o r d e r to clarifY this point, w e would do w e l l t o take a look
at the fi n d i n gs of psychoanalysis. Cases of ' i rrati onal guilt' are
quite c o m m o n in psychoanalysis - cases where the subj e c t feels
gui l ty of something which was , strictly speaking, beyond her
con trol . For i nstanc e ,

a

subj ect's frie n d dies i n a car accident

and the subj e c t , who was nowhere near the site of the accident,
is

neve rtheless

torme n ted

by

guilt.

Such

cases

explain e d on th e level of ' desire and guil t' :

are

usually

the subj ect in

questi o n h ad an un conscious desire for her friend ' s death ,
which s h e could n o t admit, and so the actual death of this friend
gives rise to feelings of guilt. H owever , there is yet anoth e r , even
more i n teresti n g ' l evel ' of guilt that needs to be considere d . As
J acques-Alain Miller pointed out i n o n e of his lectures, th e re are
many pati e n ts who n o t only suffer a variety of sym ptoms ( i n c l ud
i n g fe e l i n gs of guilt) but feel guil ty be cause of this very suffering.
O n e might say that they feel guilty because of the guilt they feel .
T h ey fee l guilty n o t sim ply because of th eir u n c onscious desires
but, so to speak, be cause of the very frame wh ich sustai n s th is
kind of ' psych ological causal i ty ' . It is as if they fe l t responsible

for the very i n s ti tution of th e ' psyc hological causality ' which ,

once in plac e , th ey can n o t but submit to , to be ' carried alo n g '

by.
Wi th this we are app roac h i n g the notion of gui l t as it figures
in Kan t ' s ac count of freedo m . The guilt that is at issue h e re is
not the guilt we experience because of som e th i n g we m ay or
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may n o t have d o n e ( o r desired to h ave done ) . Instead i t i nvolves
something like a glimpse of another possibi l i ty or, to put i t in

differe n t terms , the experience of the 'pressure of fre e d o m ' . As

a first approxim ation, we might say that guil t is the way in whi c h
th e subj ect origi n ally p articipates in freedo m , and i t is precisely
at this point that we encou n ter the division or spli t which is
constitutive of the ethical subject, the division expressed in ' 1

couldn 't have done anything else, but still,

1

am

guilty .

'

Freedom

manifests itself i n this split of th e subj ect. The crucial p o i n t h e re
is that freedom is not incompatible with the fac t that

'I

couldn ' t

do anything else ' , and that I was 'carried alo n g b y the stream of
natural necess i ty ' . Paradoxically, it is at the ve ry m o m e n t when
the subject is c o nscious of being carried along by the s tream of
natural necess i ty that she also becomes aware of her freedom.
It is often n o ted that the Kantian conception of fre edom has
' absurd ' consequences. For instance, if only autonomous actions
are free, the n

I

can be n e i ther guilty nor responsible for my

immoral acti o n s , since they are always h e teronomous. H owever,
nothing could be further from Kan t's position o n free dom and
subj e c tivity. As we have already see n , the paradox his reflections
force us to c on front is stric tly opposed to this: ul tim ately, I am
gui l ty even if things were beyond my con trol, even if

I

truly

' could not have done anyth i n g else ' .
Ye t a t th is p o i n t w e sh ould push the discussion a little further
in order to account for h ow th ese two apparen tly o pposite
conclusions seem to follow from Kant's view - h ow Kan t ' s
argument leads in two apparen tly m u tually exclusive directions.
O n the o n e hand, Kant seems persiste n t in h i s atte m p t to
persuade us tha t n o n e of our actions is really free ; that we can
never establish with certai n ty the n o n existence of pathological
motives affe c ti n g our actions; that so-called ' i n n e r ' o r ' psycho
logic al ' m o tives are really just another form of ( natural ) causal
i ty. On the o th e r han d , he n ever tires of stressing, wi th equal
persistence, that we are respo nsible for

all our

acti o n s , that th ere

is no excuse for our immoral acts; that we cannot a p p e al to any
kind of 'necessity' as a way of justifying such acti o n s - in brief,
that we always act as free subj ects.
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The usual reference a t this point to the distinction between
phenomena and noumena, and the attempt to 'save ' freedom
via this disti n c ti o n ( th e subj e c t as phenomenon is submi tted to
the causality, but from th e noumenal ' point of view' the subj e c t
is fre e ) , fai l t o resolve t h e proble m . Although Kant i n fac t tries
out this soluti o n , h e is then compelled to elaborate i t i n to much
m o re complex theory to which we will return . At thi s stage ,
howeve r , we can already suggest an answer to the enigma of how
to think these two he terogeneous lines of Kan t ' s argument
toge ther.
We can start by claiming that they are situated on two different
l evels of analysis, and that atten tion must be paid to th e different
c o n texts i n which th ese lines of argument appear. To paraphrase
Freud ' s famous dictu m , we could sum up Kan t ' s procedure wi th
the fol l owi n g formulatio n : Man is not only much more unfree than
he believes, but also much freer than he knows. I n other wo rds , where
the s u bj e c t believes h e rself to be free ( i . e . on the l evel of
' psyc h o l ogi cal causal i ty' ) , Kan t in sists upon the i rreducibil ity of
the path ological . H e i n s ists that i t i s possible to fi n d , fo r each
and eve ry one of our ' s p o n tan eous ' actions , causes and m o tives
wh i c h l i n k it to the law of natural causal i ty. Le t us call t.h is l i n e
of argum e n tation th e ' postul ate of de-psyc hol ogi zing' or the
' postulate of determ i n i sm ' .
H owever, whe n the subj e c t has al ready been d e tac h e d from
all psyc h o l o gy - th a t i s , whe n th e l atte r is reveal ed to be just
anoth e r type of causal i ty , and the subj e c t appears to be n o t h i n g
but an

automaton

-

Kan t says to th is subj ect: and y e t i t i s precisely

in th is si tuation that you are freer than YOll know. In other
words , wh ere th e

subject

believes hersel f autonomous, Kan t

insi sts o n the irreducibility of t h e Other, a causal order beyond
her c o n trol .

But wh e re the subj e c t becomes aware

of her

depe n d e n c e on th e O t h e r ( such and s u c h laws, inclinations,
hidden m o tives . . . ) and is ready to give u p , saying to herself:
'This isn ' t worth the troubl e ' , Kant indicates a ' crack' in the
Oth e r , a crack i n wh ich he si tuates the autonomy and freedom
of th e subj ect.
Eve n i n this sketchy presen tation of the Kantian foundation
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of freedom , it is possible to detect an echo of Lacan ' s fam ous
claim that 'There is no O ther of th e O ther' . In oth e r words, the
Other i tself is i nconsistent, marked by
is saying is that

there is

no

a certain

Cause of the cause,

lack. What Kant

this is precisely what

allows for the subject's autonomy and freedo m . That is why the
subject can be guilty ( i . e . free to have acted oth e rwise ) even
though her actions are thoroughly determined

by causal

laws .

We must be careful here not to miss the subversive charac ter of
this gesture by which Kant founds freedom . He does not try to
disclose the freedom of the subject somewhere b eyond causal
determinati o n ; on the con trary, he enables it to become m ani
fest by insisting to the bi tter end on the reign of c ausal determi
nati o n . What he shows is that there is in causal de termination a
' stumbling block' in the relation between cause a n d effe ct. I n
this w e encounter the ( ethical ) subj e c t in the stri c t sense o f the
word : the subject as such is the effe c t of causal d e term i nation ,
but not i n

a

d i rect way - the subject i s the effect o f this

something which only makes the relation between the caus e and
(its) effect possible.
In order fully to grasp the im pact of Kant's gesture, it

may be

helpful to recal l a sim ilar gesture of Lacan ' s whi c h , although it
occurs in a differe n t context, neverth eless sheds some ligh t on
the prese n t discussion . I am referri n g to the particular way in
which

Lacan breaks with

th e structuralist traditi o n .

O f course, Lacan follows structuralism in its 'de-psychologizing
of the subject' . In his words , ' the unconscious is structured like
a language ' . This means that in principle we can submit the
subject's symptoms and actions to a process o f i n terpretation
( Freud ' s ' decipheri n g ' ) which establishes their ' causal ' prov
enance, e n ablin g us to disclose a rigorous logic a n d set of laws
governing what has too often been considered the romantic
unconscious of imaginative creati o n , the locus of ' d ivin i ties of
the nigh t' and of the ' spontaneity of the subj ect' . However, if
structuralism ultimately identifies the subj ect with s tructure ( the
Other) , Lacan intervenes, at this point, in

a very

Kantian man

ner: he i n troduces the subject as a c orrelative to the

lack

in the

Other; that is, as correlative to the point where s tructure fails
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fully to close i n upon itself. H e does this i n two different ways.
The fi rst consists in introducin g a moment of irreducible

ance as

jouiss

the ' p roof of the subj ec t ' s existe n ce ' . The second - and

this is what interests us here - c onsists in defining the subject
via th e sh ifter T in relation to the ' ac t of enunciation ' . The T
is the elem e n t of language that disables the battery of signifiers,
makes i t ' i n-complete'

[pas-toute] ,

for it is an element that

designates but does not signify, an ele m e n t that refers to some
th ing outside l i n guistic structure : to the act of speech itself.
Con trary to th e proper n o u n , which has the fun c tion of ' filling
th e gap ' i n the O ther, the ' I ' opens an irreparable void. The T ,
i n its very use, indi cates that there can b e n o unique sign i fi e r
for the subj e c t of e n u n ciati o n . A n d , as M i l l e r - wh o develops i n
de tail t h e argu m e n t w e briefly summ arize h e re - has poin ted
out in his se m i n ar 1, 2, 3, 4, Lacan ' s claim that th ere is no O th e r
o f t.h e Other m eans that the O th e r a n d th e statem ent h ave n o
guaran tee of their existence besides t h e continge n cy

of

their

e nunciati o n . T h i s dependence can n o t in pri n c i p l e be e l i m i n ated
fro m th e fun c tion

of the

Oth e r , and th is is precisely what attests

to its lac k. The subj e c t of e n u n ciation does n o t and cannot have

a fi rm place in the s tru cture of the O ther; it finds i ts place only
in th e act of enun ciati o n . This am o u n ts to saying that th e d e
psychologizing of th e subj ect does n o t i m ply its reducibility to a
( l i n guistic or other) struc tur e . l l The Lacanian subj ect is what
remains after the operation of ' d e-psychologizing' has been
completed : i t is the elusive , ' palpitatin g ' point of enunciati o n .
L e t us n ow turn t o the task of formulating in more detai l t h e
c o n c e p t of th e ( Kan tian ) ethical subj e ct.

The adve n t of the subject of practical reason coincides with a
m o m e n t that might be called a m o m e n t of 'forced choice ' .
Paradoxic al a s this may see m , the forced choice a t issue here is
n o n e other than the choice of freed o m , the freedom that first
appears to the subj e c t in the guise o f psycho logical freed o m . It
is essen tial to the consti tution of the subj ect that she can not but
beli eve h e rself free and autonomous. Hence Kan t ' s reminder to
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the subject i n his gesture which , paraphrasing Freud, w e formu
lated as: ' Man is much more unfree than he believes. ' In other words,
the definitive experience of the subject of freedom, the subj ect
who believes herself to be free, is that of a lack of freedom. The
subject is presumed to be free , yet she cannot disclose this
freedom in any positive way, cannot point to it by saying: 'This
act of mine was free; this precise moment I was acting freely. '
Instead, the more she tries to specify the precise moment at
which freedom is real , the more it eludes her, ceding its place
to (causal) determination, to the pathological motives which
were perhaps hidden from view at first glance.
Before elaborating on Kant's concept of freedom , we began by
claiming that the division of the su�ject of practical reason should
be understood as the division between a pathological subject and
a divided subject. We can now relate this poin t to what we h ave
developed so far by means of the following diagram :

The left side of the schema presents the 'fact of the subject' , the
fact that the subject is, so to speak, free by definition, that the
subject cannot but conceive of herself as free. The right side
illustrates the choice the ethical subject faces, in which she must
choose herself either as pathological or as divided. The paradox,
however, is that the subject cannot choose herself as pathologi
cal (S) without ceasing to be a subject as a result. The choice of
the S is an excluded, impossible choice. The other choice would
simply be that of choosing oneself as subject, as the ' pure form '
of the subject, which is the form of the division as such. We
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might also say that i n this case the subject chooses herself as
subject and not as ( psychological) 'ego ' , the latter being under
stood in all its profundity a n d authenticity - as the locus of the
patho logical.
However, the triangular schema sketched above does not yet
show the complete character of the subject of practical reason .
It m u s t b e completed in the light o f the fact that when w e are
dealing with the subj ect, we have to take i n to account th e
subject's itinerary, the route that the subj ect covers i n i ts emer
ge n c e . And this i m p l i e s a ce rta i n t e m p ora l d i m e n s i o n i n tri n s i c
to s u bj e c tivi ty.
The su�ject cannot choose herself as divi d e d subject without
havi n g first experienced her own radical pathology. In other
words, the subject cannot choose herself as a (free) subject
wi thout fi rst journeying through the territory constituted by the
postulate of determinism, or the postulate of ' de-psychologiz
ing' , which supposes the existence of a coherent and ' closed'
chain of causes of the subject's actions that completely exhausts
their motives and significance. The subject cannot choose her
self as subject without having first arrived at the point which is
not a forced choice but an excluded or impossible choice. This is
the ' choice ' of S, of unfreedom, of radical subordination to the
O ther, of the absolute determination of one's actions by motives,
in terests and other causes. The subject first has to reach the
point where it becomes impossible to articulate statements such
as ' J act' , or 'J think ' . Passage through this impossible point of
one ' s own non-being, where it seems that one can say of oneself
only 'I am not' , however, is the fundamental condition of
attaining the status of a free subject. Only at this point, after we
have followed the postulate of determinism to the end, does the
' leftover' element that can serve as the basis for the constitution
of the ethical subject appear. How does Kant describe and
conceptualize this experience of radical alienation at the basis
of freedom?
Kant often stresses that the subject as a phenomenon is never
free, and that freedom 'belongs ' to subjectivity only in its
noumenal ' aspect' . This position, according to some critics,
-
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leads to an impossible dilemma: either freedom i s strictly con
fined to the realm of noumena, and thus becomes a totally
empty concept when it comes to understanding real h uman
agents, or freedom has to be capable of effecting real changes
in this world - but in this case the idea that it is non-temporal
and noumenal must be rejected. In other words, the question
becomes : how can one attribute to one and the same agent, and
at one and the same time, both an empirical and a purely
intelligible character? How can one hold an act to be necessary
and free at the same time?
Kant answers these questions in Religion Within the Limits of
Reason A lone.
the freedom of the will [ Willkiir] is of a wholly unique nature in that
an incen tive [ Triebfeder] can determine the will to an action only so far
as the individual has incorporated it into his maxim (has made it the
general rule in accordance with which he will conduct himself) ; only
thus can an incentive, whatever it may be, co-exist with the absolute
spontaneity of the will (i.e. freedom) . 1 2

In order to attain the freedom characteristic of the subj ect, one
must not start with the arbitrary, the random as opposed to the
lawlike. We cannot found the freedom of the subject on the fact
that her actions may be unpredictable. This approach would
only establish that we have not yet gone far enough in the
direction required by the ' postulate of de-psychologizing' . It may
in fact be the case that the motives we initially attributed to the
subject, which have fallen short of accounting for her actions,
were not in fact the ones that led her to act, but this alone does
not mean that there were not some other motives or ' pathologi
cal interests' which moved her. So this freedom cannot be
founded upon the arbitrariness of our actions but, on the
contrary, only upon law and necessity themselves: one has to
discover the point where the subject itselfplays an (active) part in lawful,
causal necessity, the point where the subj ect itself is already
inscribed in advance in what appear to be laws of causality
independen t of the subject.
This is precisely what Kant is aiming at in the passage quoted
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above. From the moment we begin dealing with a subject, every
relation between cause and effect then p resupposes and includes
an act (a decision which is not necessarily ' conscious ' ) by means
of which some Triebfeder is instituted as ( sufficient) cause, that is,
incorporated into the maxim that guides the subject's action.
This readi ng is also suggested by Henry E . Allison , who calls the
argument in question the ' incorporation thesis ' . The Triebfedem
can ' motivate ' nothing in themselves; they cannot produce
anything directly - they have this power only when they are
incorporated into maxims; only in this way do they become
' d rives' or ' incentives ' :
Put simply, i f self-preservation , self-interest, o r happiness i s the prin
c iple of my behavior, if it dictates my maxims, it is I (not nature in
me) that gives it th is authority . . . this does not mean that we are to
regard fundamental maxims as adopted either in some mysterious
pre- or non-temporal manner or by means of a self-conscious, delib
e rative process. It is rather that through reflection we find that we
h ave been committed all along to such a maxim, understood as
fundamental orien tation of the will toward moral requirements. 1 3

According t o Allison, Kant is thus saying: it may well b e that you
were dragged along by the torrent of (natural) necessity, but in
the final analysis it was you that made this cause the cause.
There is no cause of the cause of your action; the cause of the
cause can only be the subject itself. In Lacanian terms, the Other
of the Other is the subj ect. The transcendental foundation of
the will, and the conception of the will as free , imply that the
will precedes all its objects. The will can be directed towards a
certain obj ect, but this object is not itself its cause.
We can already appreciate the power of this argument if we
consider our everyday experience, but it becomes especially
striking if we consider the findings of psychoanalysis. The most
poin ted example here would be that of fetishism : a certain
obj ect, for instance , may leave person A completely cold,
whereas in person B it can incite a whole series of actions,
procedures and rituals, without person B being able to do
anything about it. This is because the obj ect at stake does not
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play the same part in the libidinal economy of the two people.
In Kantian terms, one could say that in the case of person B this
object is already incorporated into a maxim, which allows it to
function as a drive [ TriebfederJ in the strict sense of the word.
What Kant further says is that the subject has to be considered
as playing a part in this. We must attribute to th e subj ect the
decision involved in the incorporation of this drive or incentive
into her maxim, even though this decision is neither experien
tial nor temporal - just as a fetishist, if we pursue this compari
son further, would never say: ' O n this very day I decided that
high-heeled shoes would be the ultimate objects, the drives of
my desire.' Instead, he would say: 'I can ' t help myself' , ' It's not
my fault' , ' It's beyond my control ' , 'I can t resist it' . . . .
The decision in question is, of course, to be situated on the
level of the unconscious or, in Kantian terms, on the level of
Gesinnung, the ' disposition' of the subject which is, according to
Kant, the ultimate foundation of the incorporatio n of incentives
into maxims. Now the most important Kantian thesis c oncerning
this issue is that the Gesinnung, the fundamental disposition of
the su bject, is itself something chosen. 14 We could in fact link this
point to what psychoanalysis indicates with the n otion of the
Neurosenwahl, the ' choice of neurosis ' . The subject is at one and
the same time subject to' (or subservient to) her unconscious
and the one who, in the last resort, as 'subj ect of' the uncon
scious, has to be considered to have chosen it.
This claim that the subject, so to speak, chooses her uncon
scious - which might be called the 'psychoan alyti c postulate of
freedom' - is the very condition of possibility of p sychoanalysis.
The change of perspective that constitu tes the end of analysis,
or the (Lacanian) ' la passe' , can occur only against the back
ground of this postulate. This initial choice can b e re p eated the analysis comes to its conclusion as it brings the subj ect to
the threshold of another (a second) choice, that is, when the
subj ect finds once again the possibility of choice. It is in these
terms that we can understand the remarks - or, rather, the
questions - with which Lacan begins his seminar on The Ethics of
Psychoanalysis:
'

'
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I will poin t ou t that moral action poses problems for us precisely to
the extent that if analysis prepares us for it, it also in the end leaves
liS standing at th e door. Moral action is, in effect, grafted on to the
real. It i ntroduces something new into the real and thereby opens a
path in wh ich the point of our presence is legitimized. How is it that
psychoanalysis prepares us for such action , if it is indeed true that
this is th e case? How is it that psychoanalysis leaves us ready, so to
speak, to get down to work? An d why does it lead us in that way?
'Why, too , does it stop at the threshold? 1 5

To return t o a point we discussed above , it i s i n this context that
we must situate Kant's thesis of the 'creation ex nihilo' that gives
rise to the ethical subject. As Kant puts it:
But if a man is to become not merely legally, but morally, a good
man . , this cannot be brought about thro ugh gradual refarmation so
long as the basis of the maxims remains impure, but must be effected
through a revolution in the man ' s disposition . . He can become a
new man only by a k in d of rebirth, as it were [ through] a n ew
c reation. 1 6
.

.

.

.

As i n his 'theoretical philosophy ' , Kant introduces into the
realm of practical reason a third element which can be reduced
neither to the level of the phenomenal nor to that of the
noumenal. If the notion of the subject that Kant elaborates in
the Critique of Pure Reason includes three separate agencies ( the
phenomenal ' 1 ' , the ' I ' of representation and of consciousness;
' the thing that thinks ' , as Kant puts it, which is situated on the
level of the noumenal; and the transcendental ' I ' of pure
apperception ) , we encounter this same tripartite subjective struc
ture in the realm of practical reason as well. First we have
human action and conduct as they exist within the phenomenal
realm, that is, within the chain of cause and effect. Here we find
the 'psychological 1 ' , the conscious I which believes itself free.
Next we have the subject's disposition, or Gesinnung, which is
' noumenal ' , since it is not directly accessible to the subject, but
can be inferred from the subj ect's actions. Finally, there is a
third element, the subj ect's choice of this Gesinnung, an ' act of
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spontaneity of the subject' , which is neither phenomenal nor
noumenal.
Allison, it seems, moves too quickly with his suggestion that
we understand the Gesinnung as the ' practical ' counterpart of
what Kant calls, in the first Critique, the ' transcendental unity of
apperception ' or the 'act of spontaneity of the subject' . The
problem with this interpretation is that it blurs an important
distinction between the Gesinnung and the subj ect' s ( transcen
dental) act of choice of the Gesinnung. Although it is true that, in
the first Critique, Kant sometimes obscures the distinction
between the pure I of apperception and the ( noumenal) ' thing
that thinks ' , this distinction is absolutely crucial to his practical
philosophy. When he insists on the fact that the Gesinnung, the
disposition of the subj ect, is itself something chosen, Kant
underlines the difference between what we might call the ' thing
in-itself-in-us' ( the Gesinnung or disposition of the subj ect) and
the transcendental I which is nothing but the empty place from
which the subject 'chooses ' her Gesinnung. This empty place is not
noumenal ; rather, it is an embodiment of the blind spot that
sustains the difference between phenomena and noumena. It is
because of this 'blind spot' that the (acting) subject cannot be
transparen t to herself, and does not have a direct access to the
' thing-in-itself-in-her', to her Gesinnung.
Furthermore, this distinction is at the origin of the distinction
between transcendental freedom and practical freedom . For
Kant practical freedom is related to the concept of the Gesin
nung. what is at stake here is the subject's freedom to incorpor
ate a particular incentive into the maxim that determines her
conduct. The function of transcendental freedom, on the other
hand, is to delineate and preserve the empty place that shows
that behind this fundamental choice there is nothing, there is
no ' meta-foundation ' of freedom. If the subject's disposition is
the cause of the 'incorporation' of one incentive rather than
another, then the claim that transcendental freedom exists
simply means that there can be no Cause behind this cause.
From this perspective we can once again examine the objec
tion often levelled against Kant that it is impossible to eliminate
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completely that which belongs to the order of the pathological;
that something of this order always remains. What should arouse
our suspicions here is the simple fact that Kant himself would
endorse this claim without hesitation. This is precisely the point
at which the question of the possibility of freedom arises, and
where i t - far from being abandoned - finds an answer. In
Kant's development of this point it is possible to find a way of
reversing this argument: it is true that it is not possible to
eliminate the element of the pathological completely, and that
we will never know when the subj ect is really only acting in the
shadow of the Other ( if we understand by ' the Other' the
collection of all the - ' external ' as well as 'internal ' - heterono
mous motivations of an action ) . It is also true, however, that
there is nothing to support the view that the O ther can account
for and 'absorb ' all these pathological elements. In other words,
there is no guarantee that the Other, as the site of heteronomy,
does not itself 'contain ' some heteronomous element which
prevents it from closing upon itself as a complete system . In the
relation between the subject and the Other there is something
else, something that belongs neither to the subject nor to the
Other, but is 'extimate ' to both . We said above that we could
understand the subject as the Other of the O ther. We can now
refine this formula by saying that the Other of the O ther is what
Lacan calls the objet petit a, the ' object-cause ' of desire which
determines the relation between the subject and the Other in so
far as it escapes both . What, then , in Kant's philosophy, can play
this role? Precisely the transcendental subject which is itself
neither phenomenal nor noumenal .
Taking into account Kan t's distinction between the psycho
logical ego, the sUQject's Gesinnung as related to practical free
dom ( the incorporation of drives into maxims) , and
transcendental freedom, we can see that the ' lesson ' of Kant's
practical philosophy is not simply a matter of the difference
between noumenal freedom and phenomenal necessity, but is,
rather, that ( practical ) freedom, as well as necessity (unfree
dom ) , is possible only against the background of transcendental
freedom.
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This is also the reason why the question of ' radical evil ' , which
we will examine extensively, is so important for Kant' s practical
philosophy. Evil, radical evil, is something that can be defined
only in paradoxical terms as the ' free choice of unfreedom ' . In
other words, here, too , a genuine negation of freedom proves
impossibl e . The subject is free whe ther she wan ts to be or not;
she is free in both freedom and unfreedom ; she is free in good
and in evil; she is free even whe re she follows nothing but the
traj ectory of natural necessity. The logic of this situation is
exactly the same as the logic which operates in the distinction
between two levels of truth . There is a truth situated at the l evel
of the statement, which is also the opposite of the fals e , the
opposite of the lie. But then there is also the level of enuncia
tio n , whe re 'I always speak the truth ' :

There i s n o doubt a truth which i s but the opposite o f falsehood, but
there is another which stands over or grounds both of the m , and
which is related to the very fact of formulating, for 1 can say nothing
without positing it as true. And even if 1 say 'I am lying ' , 1 am saying
nothing but 'it is true that 1 am lying' - which is why truth is not the
opposite of falsehood. 1 7
W e could paraphrase th e famous opening statement of Lacan 's

Television, ' I

always speak the truth , ' with : ' I always act freely' .

We must be c ertain here to disti nguish between two l evels of
freedom : one which stands opposite unfreedom and one which
stands above both, or grounds both freedom and unfreedom
(or necessi ty) .
Thus at last we arrive at the second part of Kan t ' s basic
gesture : m an is not only much more unfree than he believes,

also much freer than he knows.

but

Having traversed in its e n tirety the

path of th e determination of our actions, we encounter a certain
surplus of freedom - or, to put it differen tly, we e n counter a
lack in the O ther, th e lack which m anifests itself in the fact that
the

Gesinnung is

an object of choice - chos e n , of cours e , from

an entirely empty place . Furthermore, it is only at this point that
the constitution of the subj e c t as an ethical subj e c t becomes
possible. The e thical subject springs from the coincidence of
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two lacks: a lack i n the subject ( the subject's lack of freedom
conne c ted to the moment of the 'forced choice ' ) and a lack in
the O ther ( the fact that there is no Other of the Other, no
Cause behind the cause) . We can now complete the schema we
in troduced above :

forced choice

lack in the Other

The starting point - represented here by the vel ' freedom or the
O ther' - is a 'forced choice ' , since the subject can choose only
freedom, the alternative choice being ruled out by the fact that
it would be the choice of non-being or nonexistence - the
choice of S, the symbol for the 'non-subjectivized matter of the
subject' . Thus we move to the symbol $, representing the subject
marked by a split or divided in her freedom, the subject who
thinks of herself as free, but is at the same time excluded from
this very freedom. Here Kant introduces the ' postulate of de
psychologizing' or the ' postulate of determinism ' . This move
thus brings the subj ect to the originally impossible choice: the
subject is forced to confron t herself as mere object of the will of
the O ther, as an instrument in the hands of mechanical or
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psychological causality. At this point Kant intervenes with his
second gesture, which concerns the choice of the Gesinnung.
This gesture opens the dim ension of the subject of freedom.
The subj ect of freedom is indeed the effect of the Other, but
not in the sense of being an effect of some cause that exists in
the Other. Instead, the subject is the effect of the fact that there
is a cause which will never be discovered in the Other; she is the
effect of the absence of this cause, the effect of the lack in the
Other.
We can now answer the question left open at the end of
Chapter 1 : how is it possible to understand the fact that the
driving force, the incentive of the ethical, is at the same time its
result; how is it possible that freedom stands as the condition of
freedom , and autonomy as the condition of autonomy? This
circular movement is essentially linked to the status and charac
ter of the subj ect. There can be no freedom without a subject,
yet the very emergence of the subj ect is already the result of a free
act. The ' circular' logic of practical reason is to be accoun ted for
with reference to the structure of subjectivity.
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3 =======

The Lie

One of the most controversial points of Kant's practical philos
ophy is incontestably the one epitomized in the formula ' the
right to lie ' . Kant's position on this issue seems to be, strictly
speaking, ' inhuman ' . What makes it especially intriguing is the
fact that it concerns the very core of his e thics.

Kant and 'the right to

lie'

In his essay Des Reactions politiques ( 1 797) , Benj amin Constant
wrote:
The moral principle stating that it is a duty to tell the truth would
make any society impossible if that principle were taken singly and
unconditionally. We have proof of this in the very direct consequence
which a German philosophe r has drawn from this principle . This
philosopher goes as far as to assert that it would be a crime to tell a
lie to a murderer who asked whether our friend who is pursued by
the murderer had taken refuge in our house. !

Constant's text was translated into German b y Professor F.
Cramer, who lived in Paris. In the German translation, the
passage where Constant speaks of a ' German philosopher' is
accompanied by a footnote in which the translator states that
Constant had told him that the ' German philosopher' he had in
mind was Kant. What is especially interesting about this is that
in Kant's published work there is no mention of the example
referred to by Constant. In spite of this, Kant immediately
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replied to the German publication o f Constant's essay with an
article of his own , 'On a Supposed Right to Lie Because of
Philanthropic Concerns ' . After quoting Constant ( the passage
above ) , Kant adds a footnote to the effect that he remembers
statin g what Constant suggests somewhere, but does not remem
ber where. The whole affair is quite amusing, because Kant
rec ognizes himself in something which he - at least in these
particular words - never actually wrote. This, of course, becomes
irrelevant the moment Kant takes this position as his own , and
attempts to defend it. He claims that even in this particular case
it would be wrong to lie. If there is no other way out, we must
tell the murderer who is after our friend the truth .
It is probably not necessary to point out that Kant's position
in this case did not meet with approval on the part of his critics.
On the contrary, it still remains the m ost 'abhorred' part of his
philosophy. Among those who consider it an ethical issue , it is
clearly an o�ject of loathing and rejection. Herbert ]. Pato n , for
instance, takes ' this mistaken essay' as 'illustrating the way in
which an old man [ Kant was seventy-three when he wrote itl . . .
can push his cen tral conviction to unjustified extremes under
the influence of his early training [namely Kant's mother, who
supposedly severely condemned lying] ' .2 Paton suggests that we
dismiss this essay as a ' temporary aberration' which has no
im pact on the basic principles of Kan tian ethics.
There have also been some attempts to save Kant by shifting
the issue from moral to political philosophy, and to the philos
ophy of law.� This reading is not without justification . Kan t does
in fact say in a footnote : 'I don ' t want to sharpen this pri nciple
to the point of saying "Untruthfulness is a violation of one's duty
to h imself. " For this principle belongs to ethics, but here the
concern is wi th a duty of right [ RechtsPflichtl . '4 However, we must
not forget, first of all , that Kant's answer would have been no
different had he treated the question as an ethical one; and
secon dly, that in his argument Kan t himself often moves far
beyond a purely juridical or legal ground, and off into e thical
waters. We migh t claim that this ambiguity has its origins in
Constan t ' s essay itself, which begins with the question of a
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certain 'moral principle' but then elaborates the argument in
terms of legal rights and duties. Kant does enter into the debate
on this level, but the question of moral principle always linge rs
in the b ac k ground . Again , it must be emphasized that it is above
all the ethical side of the example laid at Kant's door by
Constant that has provoked the most indignation and discom
fort. This is why attempts to ' save ' Kant by shifting the issue
from moral to political and legal philosophy are somehow
problematic . Such readings suggest - at least implicitly - that
Kant would have replied altogether d ifferently had he con
side red the problem as an ethical p roblem . In o th e r words, this
reading do e s not resolve the problem and the discomfort that
Kant's position generates; it merely sidesteps i t by shiftin g our
attention to something else. Be this as it may , we will examine
both aspects of these arguments, the legal and the ethical . As we
will try to show, Kant ' s appeal to the legal pe rspective is weak,
while the least we can say about the ethical aspect of the
controversy is that Kant remains loyal to the basic p rinciples of
his moral philosophy .

If we begin by comparing the eighth chapter of Constant's text,
' Des principes ' , with Kant's reply, we get the impression that
both authors are fighting against ' imaginary' adversaries. As a
matter of fact, the principal addressee of Constant's critique is
not Kant but those who would like to reject p ri n ciples in the
name of ' common sense ' , which has for Constant the same
meaning as ' prejudice ' . Constant's text must be viewed in the
context of the French Revolution, and of the relation between
the principles of 1 789 and their devastating consequences in
1793. I ts starting point is what was considered at the time the
extreme discord between the principles of the Revolution and
their application in practice. This discord gave rise to a popula r
revolt against principles: lofty principles were considered respon
sible for all the evils of the Terror; or, in another version of this
view, they were good in theory but had no practical value.
Constan t offers a defence of these principles and, in his terms,
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strives towards their ' rehabilitation' . The way he goes about this
task often evokes Kant's own argument developed in his text
from 1 793, 'On the Proverb: That May Be True in Theory but Is
of No Practical Use ' . He claims that if a principle is bad, it is not
because it is too theoretical, but because it is not theoretical
enough . For this reason Constant introduces the concept of a
middle principle which would allow more precision in the applica
tion of general p rinciples to particular cases. According to
Constant, Kant lacks j ust such a principle.
In th e case of the murderer pursuing our friend, the middle
principle is to be deduced as follows:
It is a duty to tell the truth. The concept of duty is inseparable from
the concept of righ t. A duty is what in one man corresponds to the
righ t of another. Where there are no rights, there are no duties. To
tell the truth is thus a duty, but it is a duty only with regard to one
who has a right to the truth . But no one has a right to a truth that
harms others."

This also sums up Constant's basic argument against Kant (or
the ' German philosopher' ) for whom moral principles have an
'absolute ' value . Constan t claims that it was precisely this kind
of ' absolutism ' that turned general opinion against principles as
such.
Befo re examining Kant's answer, we should stress that Kant
accepts Constan t's challenge i n its most rigorous form . That is
to say: he accepts the assumption that we can answer the
murderer who is pursuing our friend only with a 'yes' or a ' no ' ,
and that w e cannot simply refuse to answer the question . In
these circumstances, says Kant, it is our duty to tell the truth .
The first question that arises here is: to what extent are
truthfulness and lying legal ideas? Even though the blame may
be laid on Constant for initiating this confusion , Kan t seems to
do his best to sustain it. In spite of his decision to treat the pair
of terms truthfulness and lying in a legal context, his argumen
tation continually veers off in other directions - sometimes in
the direction of ethical issues (for instance, when he says that
the duty to tell the truth is 'a sacred and unconditionally
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commanding law of reason ' ) ; sometimes towards more 'philo
sophical' terrain, in the sense of being concerned not so much
with the law itself as with a certain philosophy of law. It may be
true that these latter two are more or less indissociable in Kant's
theory, yet it is still helpful to insist upon the difference betwee n
the law a s existing practice, instituted in particular state appara
tuses, and the philosophy of law, which is concerned with the
foundations and possibility of law. It is in fact this distinction
which underlies some claims that Kant is compelled to add to
his arguments - for instance: 'a lie . . . does not require the
additional condition that it must do harm to ano ther, as jurists
require in their definition ' . 6
Kant takes issue with Constant's argument o n two points. The
first concerns the very concept of a lie , and the link between
cause and effect that follows from it. Kant first points out that
truth does not depend on the will. In other words, we have to
d i sti n guish between the truthfulness ( the intention, the will to
tell the truth ) and the truth (or falsity) of a statement. The fi rst
case has to do with the agreement between our s tatements and
our beliefs, while in the second case the accent is on the relatio n
between our statements and the ' facts' t o which they refer. The
same holds for the lie. In order to illustrate this distinction, Kant
modifies Constant's example somewhat. In Kant's version it
might happen that I tell a lie by saying that the i n tended victim
is not in the house , but because the latter has actually ( though
unbeknownst to m e ) escaped through the window, he is met
outside by th e murderer and killed.
This version of the scenario shows that the liar might be
mistaken about the truth. If we want to deceive another, the
intention to do so is not sufficient. In other words - an d this is
what Kant is getting at - there is no necessary connection between
my answer to the murderer' s question and his subsequent
actions. Thus, if I tell the truth, I cannot be h eld responsible for
my friend's death . This is not only because I cannot know with
absolute certainty where my friend is at the moment I am
speaking, but also because I have no means of knowing how the
murderer will take my answer of 'yes' or no ' , whether he will
'
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believe me o r whether h e will assume that I am attempting to
protec t my friend by lying. Once again: there is no necessary
relation between my answer and the act of murder; I can end
up revealing my friend's whereabouts even though I have the
best of in tentions to keep him concealed.
If we consider only the logical side of things, Kant is, of
course , right. But the problem is that the law deals mostly with
cases where the link between cause and effect is not a necessary
one, because an event, X, becomes necessary only when it has
actually taken place; until the last moment there is always the
possibility that it will not occur . For this reason the law can
reasonably use the concepts of strong and weak probability.
Th us we may con clude that in terms of the legal aspect of the
questio n , Kant' s argument is not very persuasive .

Kan t does, however, develop another argument against Con
stan t, related to his ph ilosophy of law. According to Kan t's
conception of law [ Recht] , truth ( and lying) affects the very
foun dations of law, and of society as such, because legality and
the rule of law are founded upon a contract. But there can be
no such thing as a contract without some fundamental truthful
ness. A contract makes sense only if the partners involved in it
take it seriously. The contract - the 'social contract' in this case
- is that which enables us to enjoy a certain basic security, and
thus a ' civilized life ' , so it serves as the basis for all other duties
and legal rights. It is owing to this view that question s of
truthfulness and lying have, according to Kant, such weight in
the socioj uridical context - they concern the very foundations
of society and law. Hence the lie exceeds the narrow frame
imposed on it by positive legal considerations. In terms of the
latter, the lie becomes legally relevant only if its effects harm
ano ther person, and if this harm can be specified. This is why
Kant fi n ds it necessary to add:
hence a lie defined merely as an intentionally untruthful declaration
to another man does not require the additional condition that it
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must do harm to another, as jurists require in their definition . . . .
For a lie always harms another; if not some other human being, then
it nevertheless does harm to humanity in general, inasmuch as it
vitiates the very source of law [ Rechtsquellel .7

This is precisely the point stressed by commentators who defend
Kant on this issue. Julius Ebbinghaus, for instance, says:
'Whereas the murderer's maxim destroys the legal security of
life, the liar's maxim goes much further, for it deprives any
possible security - be it the security of life or something else of the character of a legitimate demand, i . e . of a right. ' 8 In other
words: whereas the murderer violates a particular law, the liar
makes law as such impossible, since he annihilates the founda
tion of any con tract, and hence of society as such. H owever
much more comprehensible this explication (wi th i ts evocation
of Kant's conceptualization of the social contract) may render
Kant's position, it does not, nevertheless, make it any more
convincing. To put the problem simply: the law is there precisely
so that we do n o t need to rely upon the truthfulness of others.
It is very easy to sign a contract without having the slightest
intention of respecting it. The purely symbolic gesture of signing
the contract is what binds us to it, not our authentic conviction
to abide by it. That is, violation of contracts results i n legal
penalties. The whole reason for the law (and its attendant rights)
is to provide a more solid basis for contracts than the mere
truthfulness of others. The lie would be the ' ultimate crime'
only if real social relations were in fact grounded in the truthful
ness of others. Given the existence of the law, however, a lie is
just one of m any possible violations of legal norms, n o t some
thing that would undermine the very possibility of the law and
would therefore have much more disastrous consequences than
murder.

The third - and most powerful - argument that Kant develops
against Constant still remains to be considered. This argument
is best expressed in the following three passages:
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truthfulness i s a duty that must b e regarded as the basis o f all duties
founded o n con tract, and the laws of such duties would be rendered
uncertai n and useless if even the sligh test exception to them were
admitted Y
The m a n . . . who asks perm ission t o thi n k first about possible
exceptions [ to the rule] is already a liar ( in potentia) . This is because
he shows that he does not acknowledge truth fulness as in itself a duty
but reserves for h i mself exceptions from a rule whi ch by its very
nature does n o t adm i t of any exceptions, inasmuch as to adm i t of
such would be self�con tradictory. J ()
Al l p ractical principles of right must contain rigorous tru th ; and the
principles that are here called middle p rinciples can contain only th e
closer determination of the application of these latte r principles
( according to rules of politics) to cases that happen to occur, but
such middle principles can never con tain exceptions to the afore
m e n tioned principles of righ t. Th is is because such exceptions would
destroy the universali ty on account of which alone they bear the
name of principles . ) I

We can see in these passages that Kant introduces a new element
to his argument; the question of the exception .
Since all these passages contain responses to Constant's
conception of the middle principle, let us once again recall
Constant's argument:
It is a duty to tell the truth . The concept of duty is inseparable from
th e concept of right. A duty is what in one man corresponds to the
righ t of another. Where there are no rights, there are no duties. To
tell the truth is thus a duty, but it is a duty only with regard to one
who has a right to the truth . But no one has a right to a truth that
harms others .

This passage can b e read i n two different ways. As will become
clear in a moment, the first of these , the one chosen by Kant,
does not have much basis in Constant's text. Kan t h olds that
Constant's reasoning is an attempt to make a mle (a principle)
out of the very exception to the mle. According to Kant,
Constant's concept of the middle principle implies that the
violation of a norm can (in certain circumstances) itself become
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a norm , which would make the very concept o f violation of duty
absurd, since this violation would then have to be seen as
imposed by duty itself. Kant is not, however, the only one to
read Constant in this way. In his commentary on the Kant
Constant controversy, Paton, for example, speaks through o u t of
exceptions to rules and to the categorical imperative .
If this were in fact Constant's position, then Kant would h ave
every reason to attack it. It is i n fact possible to show that Kan t
imputes to Constant something which the latter does not m ain
tai n , and that he is thus fighting against an imaginary adversary.
In spite of this, h owever, Kan t's argument remains perfectly valid
in itself. It bears examination especially because critics of Kant
have often defended Constant against Kant with p recisely this
Constant ( the one presumed to propagate exceptions to rules ) .
Indeed, if Constan t's middle principle involved exceptions to
general principles, the concept of a principle as such would be
deprived of all sense. The violation of the law can never, however
exceptional the circumstances, become a rule or a principle,
and this is precisely what would happen if we were to formulate
an exception to a rule in terms of a 'middle principle' . We h ave
already pointed out that from the moment the law exists, the lie
cannot be considered a 'supreme crime ' , one that undermines
the very possibility of the law, but has to be seen as just one
violation among others. What would, however, count as the
'supreme crime ' would be to ratify the lie, to formulate some
thing like 'a righ t to lie ' . The ' supreme c rime' would be to write
into a law the stipulation that, in certain circumstances, it can
be violated. As a matter of fact, there is an importan t difference
between the two statements:
1 . In certain circumstances it is permissible to violate the l aw.
2 . There are cases where the law does not come into force

( consequently, it cannot be violated in such cases) .
If matters are not yet sufficiently clear, they may b ecome so if
we take into consideration the other possible reading of Con
stant's argument.
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First of all, it should be stressed that Constant never uses the
te rm 'exception ' , and never speaks of 'exceptions to the rules'
o r of the ' right to lie ' . He never says that in this particular case
( that of the murderer pursuing our friend) we have the right to
violate the general norm which requires that we tell the truth .
O n the contrary, what he says is that if we lie in such a situation,
we do not in fact go against any (juridical ) norm or duty.
( ,Where there are no righ ts, there are no duties . ' )
In order to understand the point of Constant's argument, we
would do well briefly to consider the legal status of the so-called
' case of necessity ' . This is often described as a logical and
j uridical paradox, since it involves a kind of 'legi timate' violation
of the law. Say I kill somebody in self-defence: if we describe this
as a 'violation permitted (or even prescribed) by the law ' , we
have a paradox. The paradox disappears, however, the moment
we realize that the case of necessity is not an 'instance of the
law' . In short, in such a case the judge would declare that no
law has been violated, not that I was legally justified in violating
the law. And this is what Constant is getting at. Constant is not
(as Kant and many others maintain) saying that the murderer's
violation of the law legitimizes my own violation of the law (in
the given case, my lying) ; he tries instead to show that in this
case there is no violation of the law at all.
W e can thus conclude this discussion about the legal aspect of
the lie by granting that Constant's arguments are indeed more
plausible than Kant allows. In this debate , we might even say,
Kant himself 'violates' one of the fundamental principles of his
practical philosophy, the principle that compels us to distinguish
the ethical domain from the legal. This distinction, however,
must be maintained if we are to reach the point where Kant's
insistence on the unconditional character of duty acquires its
righ tful value.
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Unconditional

We have already stressed that it is the ethical aspect of Kan t's
text on lying that has provoked the most indignation and
discomfort among his critics. The ethical problem - to leave
behind the framework imposed by Constant's example and
formulate it more generally as a structural problem - can be
expressed as follows: can ' humanity' - or, more p recisely, love
for our fellow-man - justify us in m aking an exception to the
moral law (provided that there is a conflict between the two ) ?
Not much thought is required to answer this question, given the
fundamental p rinciples of Kantian ethics. There is only one
moral good, defined as an act accomplished in conformity with
duty and strictly for the sake of duty. If my act conforms with
duty and if it is, at the same time, accomplished only for the
sake of duty (which would mean , in the case we are discussing,
that if I tell the murderer the truth, it is not out of fear) , then it
is an ethical act. In spite of this, however, Kant's p osition on this
question remains ambiguous in the Grounding for the Metaphysics
of Morals and in the Critique of Practical Reason, especially because
of the examples he chooses to illustrate his point.
In the Ethics of Psychoanalysis Lacan calls atten tion to this
ambiguity. At the end of the chapter 'Love of One ' s Neighbour'
he focuses on the famous example Kant gives in the second
Critique: the ' parable of the gallows' . The parable goes like this:
Suppose that someone says his lust is irresistible when the desired
object and opportunity are present. Ask him wheth e r he would not
control his passions if, in front of the house whe re he has this
opportunity, a gallows were erected on which he would be hanged
immediately after gratifying his lust. We do not have to guess very
long what his answer may be. But ask him whether he thinks it would
be possible for him to overcome his love of life, however great it may
be, if his sovereign threatened him with the same sudden death
unless he made a false deposition against an honorable man whom
the ruler wished to destroy under a plausible pretext. Whether he
would or not he would perhaps not venture to say; but that it would
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b e possible for him h e would certainly admit without hesitation. He
judges, the refore, that he has do something because he knows that
he ought.
Y
.

.

Let us put aside for the moment the first part of this parable
and focus on the second, which is supposed to illustrate the way
the moral law imposes itself upon the human subject, even if
this requires the ultimate sacrifice. What is wrong with Kant's
argument in this part? Lacan remarks: 'In effect, if an assault on
the goods, the life , or the honour of someone else were to
become a universal rule, that would throw the whole of man 's
universe into a state of disorder and evil. ' 1 3 We must not
overlook the irony implicit in this remark. Lacan criticizes Kant
for introducing a c onsummately pathological motive, hidden
behind the fat;:ade of a pure moral duty. In other words, Lacan
criticizes Kant for c heating ( ' Kant, our dear Kant, in all his
innocence, his innocent subterfuge' ) . 1 4 Kant deceives his readers
by disguising the true stakes and the true impact of this (ethical)
choice. In his example, he puts the categorical imperative (our
duty) on the same side as the good ( the well-being) of our
fellow-man. As a result, the reader will most probably follow
Kant without much hesitation when he says that in this case the
idea of accepting one's own death is, at least, possible. The
problem lies in the fact that the reader follows Kant here not
because she is convinced of the inexorability of duty as such , but
because the image of the pain inflicted on the other serves as a
counterpoint. Kant's example is destined to produce in us 'a
certain effect of a fortiori' (Lacan) , as a result of which we are
deceived about the real stakes of the choice. In other words, the
reader will agree with Kant for - if we may put it like this - 'non
principled reasons ' ; she will agree with Kant on the grounds of
an a fortiori reasoning: not because she is convinced of the a
priori value of the moral law, but on the basis of a 'stronger
reason ' . We accept Kant's argument because we are guided by a
certain representation of the good in which we situate our duty
- and this is heteronomy in the strictest Kantian sense of the
word. If we bear in mind that the central novelty of Kantian
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ethics ( the point of the ' Copernican revolution ' in ethics ) con
sists in reversing the hierarchy between the notion of the good
and the moral law, then the very least we can say about the
examples discussed is that it obscures this crucial point.
This is why Lacan suggests that we change the example a little,
in order to elucidate the real issue. What if I find myself in a
situation where my duty and the good of the other are on
opposite sides, and where I can accomplish my duty only to the
detriment of my fellow-man? Will I stop before the evil, the pain
that my action will inflict on the other, or will I stick to my duty,
despite the consequences? It is only this case that allows us to
see whether what is at issue is the attack on the rights of the
other, as far as she/he is my semblable, my 'fellow-man ' , or
whether it is, rather, a question of false testimony as such. Thus,
Lacan invites us to consider the case of a true witness, a case of
conscience which is raised, for example, if I am summoned to
inform on my neighbour or my brother for activities which
threaten the security of the community. Lacan comments on
what is at stake in this case:
Must I go toward my duty of truth insofar as it preserves the authentic
place of my jouissance, even if i t is empty? Or must I resign myself to
this lie whi c h by making me substitute forcefully the good for the
pri nc i ple of my jouissance, commands me to blow alternately ho t and
cold?l 5
,

Indeed, it i s in the choice between these alternatives that the
crucial issue of Kan tian ethics is formulated in the clearest
possible way. If the moral law excludes any prior consideration
of the good, then it is clear where this ethics stands in regard to
these alternatives. Once the good comes on stage, the question
necessarily arises: 'Whose good ? This is what Lacan has in mind
with ' blow alternately hot and cold ' : if I do not betray my
brother or my neighbour, I may betray my other c ountrymen.
Who is to decide whose good is more valuable? This is the
fundamental deadlock of any ethics based on the notion of the
good, be it 'individualist' or 'communitarian ' . The proj ect of
Kantian e thics is precisely to escape this deadlock, and this is
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why it i s n o t just a version o f ' traditional ethics ' , but a n irrever
sible step towards something different. As we have seen, how
ever, Lacan criticizes Kan t for not making this point clearly
enough : Kant seems to h ave trouble accepting some of the
consequences of his own cen tral theoretical stance. Therefore
Lacan challenges him with this question: Must I follow my duty
to tell the truth i n so far as it preserves the authentic place of
my jouissance, even if this is empty? Or must I resign myself to a
lie which , by making me substitute forcefully the good for the
principle of my jouissance, commands me to blow alternately hot
and cold?
What is most striking about this ' transhistorical ' debate
between Lacan and Kant is that Kant actually does answer Lacan :
while replying t o Benjamin Constant ( i n ' On a Supposed Right
to Lie Because of Philanthropic Concerns' ) , he actually replies,
in a much more satisfactory manner, to Lacan.
It thus remains for us to say a few words about the value of
Kant's insistence upon the unconditional character of duty.
The subj ect's pathology ( h is interests , inclinations and well
being) preven ts him from acting in a strictly eth ical way. The
final limit of the subject's pathology, however, is to be found not
in him, but in the Other. When the subject has, so to speak,
already bracketed his interests, another obstacle to carrying out
his duty still remains: the good of his fellow-man . If I find myself
in a situation where there is my duty on one side and the good
of my fellow-man on the other, the latter can constitute an
obstacle to the accomplishment of my duty. If I cannot accom
plish my duty except to the detriment of others, I can tell myself
that I have no choice but to ' renege on my duty' and spare my
neighbour. And this claim that 'I have no choice ' , while it still
remains opposed to freedom and ethics, seems here to be morally
j ustified. This is what constitutes, for Kant, the fundamental,
o riginal lie, the proton pseudos. The fundamental lie consists of
telling oneself that there was no choice, that the force of
circumstances was such that one could not h ave acted otherwise.
If what is at stake is really a lie - if we are really dealing with a
case of ' reneging on our duty' - this is never without conse-
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quences. The fault and t h e guilt remain, even though the reason
for 'giving way' was good. It is at this point that Kant's e thics
encounters the Lacanian 'ethics of desire ' . 16
One of the main reasons for the irreducibility of the patho
logical thus resides in the fact that the ultim ate point of the
subj ect' s pathology 'lodges' in the Other, and that consequently,
a ' successful ' act is never without consequences for the Other.
In relation to this, we should point out that th i s is a problem for
every ethics, not only for Kant. The crucial question is whether
we are aware of this ' extimate' and essentially empty point of
our being, or whether we try to hide it behind the fa�ade of a
Good larger than the good of those affected by our actions. An
ethics that identifies d u ty with the good of one ' s neighbour
cannot avoid this problem. In fact it redoubles it, since it is
forced to confront both these questions: ( 1) D oes what we hold
to be the good of the other also function as such in his/her own
judgement, or are we trying to impose on the other our idea of
his/her good? (2) Whose good are we talking about, for there
might be several different 'neighbours' to take in to account?
We might thus ask whether, in the particular case 'imputed'
to Kant by Constant, one is really - according to the principles
of Kantian ethics - obliged to tell the (potential ) murderer the
truth. This question arises especially since the example is so
' contrived ' - it is not clear why the subject could not simply
reply to the murderer: 'I refuse to tell you ' . Ano ther example
might better express the ethical issue at stake here, as well as
allow us to outline the framework of the ' ethics of desire' - the
example Lacan introduces in his seminar The Ethics of Psychoanal
ysis: Antigone. Antigone stops at nothing in order to c arry out
her intention of burying her brother Polyn ic e s In her persist
ence she is not guided by any 'good' : neither her own ( the only
'good' awaiting her is burial alive) , nor the good of the com
munity represented by Creon ( the consequence of Antigone' s
act is the ruin o f the community, the fall o f the kingdom) . Her
starting point is an unconditional 'must' - Polynices must be
buried.
At any number of points in the drama, Antigone could have
.
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stopped and asked herself: ' Is it really worth it? ' ' Is i t worth
insisting on doing this, given the circumstances? ' In this case , of
course , there would be no Antigone. To be sure , there will always
be someone willing to defend the point of view that Antigone
would have acted even more ethically had she renounced her
quest to bury her brother and saved the kingdom. This kind of
ethics, however, does not enter the perspective opened by Kant,
nor the one discussed by Lacan , for they both reaffirm ethics in
a perspective which is far from comfortable. They situate the
e thical act in a dimension which is neither the dimension of the
law (in the usual, sociojuridical sense of the word) nor the
dimension of a simple transgression of the law (An tigone is not
an activist, fighting for 'human rights' that are being trampled
down by a tyrannical state ) , 17 but that of the Real.

The Sadeian trap
If, however, we accept Kant's position , another trap soon pre
sents itself: the ' Sadeian trap ' . The Kantian subject cannot
escape the Real involved in unconditional duty by hiding behind
the image of his fellow-man - but neither can this subj ect hide
behind his duty, and use duty as an excuse for his actions. As
Slavoj Z izek has pointed out, as ethical subject I cannot say:
'Sorry, I know it was unpleasant, but I couldn ' t help it - the
moral law imposed that act on me as my unconditional duty! '
On the contrary, the subject is fully responsible for what he
refers to as his duty. 1 8 The type of discourse where I use my duty
as an excuse for my actions is perverse in the strictest sense of
the word. Here, the subj ect attributes to the Other ( to Duty or
to the Law) the surplus-enjoyment he derives from his actions:
'I am sorry if my actions hurt you, but I only did what the Other
wanted me to do, so go and talk to It if you have any objections. '
In this case, the subj ect is hiding behind the law.
In order to illustrate this, let us take an example suggested by
Allison . 19 Suppose I have a violent dislike for someone, and have
come into possession of a piece of information about him , which
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I know will cause him great pain if he learns of it. With the
intent of causing him pain, I decide to inform him of the m atter,
but I justify this action to myself on the grounds of his right to
know. Accordingly, rather than admitting that this is a vicious
act of inflicting unnecessary pain on another, I represent i t to
myself (and perhaps to others) as a laudable act of truth-tellin g.
I might even convince myself that it is my sacred duty. Allison
takes this example to illustrate what he calls the ' self-deception '
by means of which we are able to ignore ' the morally salie n t
factor(s) ' o f a situation. We will take this example, however, as
an illustration of something else: the perverse attitude which
consists in presenting our duty as an excuse for our actions.
What is more , we are dealing here with a case of double 'self
deception ' .
The first moment of self-deception is the one pointed out by
Allison: we deceive ourselves as to our actual intention, which is
to hurt another. But this self-deception is possible only on the
basis of another, more fundamental moment of self-deception.
It is possible only in so far as we take ( the 'content' of) our duty
to be 'ready-made ' , pre-existing our involvement in the situation.
This is why it would be impossible to expose this person's actions
as hypocritical by saying to him: 'We know that your real
intention was to hurt another person. ' In this case he would
simply go on asserting hypocritically that he had to muster all
his strength in order to tell the truth to the other, that he
himself suffered enormously when he hurt the other, yet could
not avoid it, because it was his duty to do so . . . . The only way to
unmask this kind of hypocrite is to ask him: 'And where is it
written that it is your duty to tell the other what you know? What
makes you believe this is your duty? Are you ready to answer for
your duty? '
According to the fundamental principles of Kantian ethics,
duty is only that which the subject makes his duty; it does
exist somewhere ' outside ' , like the Ten Commandments . It is
the subject who makes something his duty, and has to answer
for it. The categorical imperative is not a test which would
enable us to make a list (even a list that is not exhaustive) of
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e thical deeds, a sort o f ' catechism o f pure reason ' , behind which
we could hide the surplus-enj oyment we derive from our acts.20
At this point we can return to Kant's essay 'On a Supposed
Right to Lie Because of Philanthropic Concerns' . It is now clear
what makes Kant's position unbearable: not the fact that my
duty d oes not necessarily coincide with the good of my fellow
m an ( this is something that we have to admit as possible ) , but
the fact that Kant takes, in this case, the duty to tell the truth as
a ready-made duty which has passed , once and for all, the test of
the categorical imperative , and can thus be written on some
master list of commandments valid for all future generations. It
is precisely this gesture that makes it possible for the subj ect to
assum e a perverse attitude, to justify his actions by saying that
they were imposed upon him by an unconditional duty, to hide
behind the moral law and present himself as the ' mere instru
ment' of its Will. Indeed, Kant goes so far as to claim that the
subject who tells the murderer the truth is not responsible for
the consequences of this action, whereas the subject who tells a
lie is fully responsible for the outcome of the situation. Conse
quently, instead of illustrating the fact that duty is founded only
in itself, and that it is precisely this point which allows for the
freedom and responsibility of the moral subject, this notorious
example, rather, illustrates the case of a pervert who hides the
e njoyment he derives from betrayal behind a supposed respect
for the Law.
Let us , however, stress once again that this in itself does not
diminish the value of the other aspect of the example. It is
possible that someone would make it his duty to tell the murderer
the truth: paradoxical as it may sound, this could be an ethical act.
What is inadmissible is that the subject claims that this duty was
imposed upon him, that he could n o t act othenvise , that he only
followed the commandment of the Law. . . .
This brings us to th e core of the relatio n between the subject
and the Law. Why is it inadmissible to fulfil, once and for all ,
the enigmatic enunciation of the categorical imperative with a
statement ( i . e . 'Tell the truth ! ' ) , which reduces the Law to the
list of pre-established commandments? Not simply, as we might
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suppose, because in this case we neglect all the particular
circumstances which may occur in a concrete situation; not
simply because one case is never identical to another, so that in
any given situation we can come across a new factor which we
have to take into account when we are making our decision .
The situation i s a much more radical o n e : even i f it were possible
- say, by means of a sufficie n tly powerful computer - to simulate
all possible situations, this would still not imply that we could
put together a workable list of ethical decisions corresponding
to given situations. The crucial problem of the moral law is not
the variability of the situations to which we 'apply' it, but the
place or role of the subject in its very constitution, and thus in
the constitution of the universal. The reason why the subj ect
cannot be effaced from the 'structure ' of the ethical (by means
of making a list of duties which would absolve the subj ec t of his
responsibility and freedom) is not the particular, the singular,
or the specific, but the universal. That which can in no way be
reduced without abolishing ethics as such is not the multicolou
red variability of every given situation, but the gesture by which
every subj e ct, by means of his action, posits the universal,
performs a certain operation of universalization . The ethical
subject is not an agent of the universal, he does not act in the
name of the universal or with its authorization - if this were the
case, the subj ect would be an unnecessary, dispensable ' element'
of ethics. The subject is not the agent of the universal, but its
agens. This does not mean simply that the universal is always
'subj ectively mediated' , that the Law is always ' subj ec tive' ( par
tial, selective, or prejudicial ) ; it does not point towards a certain
definition of the universal but, rather, towards a definition of
the subj ect: i t means that the subject is nothing other than this
moment of universalization , of the constitution or determina
tion of the Law. The ethical subject is not a subj ect who brings
all his subjective baggage to a given (moral) situation and allows
it to affect things ( i . e . by formulating a maxim which corre
sponds to his personal inclinations ) , but a subject who is , strictly
speaking, born of this situation , who only emerges from it. The
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e thical subject is the point where the universal comes to itself
and achieves i ts determination.
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the Logic of Illusion

to the Postulates

The 'stonny ocean' of illusion
We now go on to examine those ' things ' that Kant designates
with the general name of 'transcendental ideas ' , so that we can
' deduce ' from the m the logic and function of the postulates of
pure practical reason . The transcendental ideas - which Kant
also calls entia rationis, heuristic fictions, concepts of reason,
regulative ideas - belong to the realm of thought which opens
up with the second part of the Critique oj Pure Reason, th e
transcenden tal dialectic. If, in th e transcendental analytic, we
were dealing wi th the logir oj truth, the transcenden tal dialectic
confron ts us with the logic oj illusion (hoth designations are
Kant ' s ) . We m i ght, on the other hand, equally say that these two
parts of the first Critique deal wi th two differen t logics of truth .
In the former, truth is understood a s the conformity of knowl
edge to its obj ect; while in the latter, truth is conceived of as the
conformity of knowledge with itself.
In other words, the 'logic of truth ' deals with the classical
theory of truth [ adaequatio intellectus et rei] ; whereas the 'logic of
illusion ' is closer to the Lacanian conception of truth according
to which truth is to be situated on the level of the articulation of
the signifiers as such, and not on the level of the relationship
between signifiers ( ,words ' ) and things as simply exterior to
them. It is precisely this 'lack of externality', the nonexistence
of a limit, which accounts for the fact that the truth has, as
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Lacan insists, the structure of fiction, and that it is n o t wh o le'
[pas-louie] . Yet this fictional character of the truth in no way
implies that the truth is arbitrary.
This is also true for the transcendental ideas. On the one hand,
reason is 'free ' of any direct link to things (objects of experienc e ) ;
it deals only with concepts (of the understanding) , placing the m
i n different configurations and combinations; o n the other hand
it turns out that nothing is less free than this 'free play' with
concepts. This is Kant's starting point in the transcendental
dialectic: since it operates independently of experience, reason
seems capable o f producing any kind of phantasm it pleases. But
instead of this being the case, if we consider the history of
philosophy, we find that it systematically produces the same ideas
again and again : the ideas of the soul, of the world ( as a whole) ,
and of God. From this ' e ternal return of the sam e ' , from this
' compulsion to repeat' , Kant concludes that these ideas must be
necessary. In the structure of th e human mind there is something
which necessarily leads to these - and precisely these - ideas.
Al though Kant takes as his starting point the classical theory
of truth which defines truth as the conform ity of k n owledge to
its object, it is also clear that Ka n tian philosophy - which, in
many ways, departs significantly from classical philosophy cannot be satisfied with such a defi nition of truth , implying as it
does a pre-Kantian conception of the relation between subj ect
and o�ject. The object to which knowledge has to correspond
can only be an object of possible experience , whic h means that
such an object is already 'mediated' by the a priori ( subjective)
conditions of sensibility. Moreover, Kant establishes as the condi
tio sine qua non, as the ' negative condition ' of any tru th , a l ogical
criterion which he defines as conformity of knowledge to the
general and formal laws of understanding and reason. The
conditio sine qua non of any truth is thus the conformity of
knowledge with itself, and the question of the conformity of
knowledge to the ' object' comes only later.
It is possible to see in what Kant calls the 'formal criterion of
truth ' the necessary background of the distinction between true
and false. That is to say, what we call false or untrue also has to
'
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satisfY the formal criterion o f truth i n order for u s to be able to
recognize it as false. The formal criterion of truth has to be
satisfied if we are to be able even to ask about the truthfulness
or falsehood of any possible statement. If this is not the case,
whatever it is we are considering cannot even be 'false' - it can
be only what Kant calls an ' Unding , a non-thing (such as, for
example, a 'square circle ' ) .
I n these terms, the dialectic o r the 'logic of illusion ' is to be
defined as the pretension to arrive , via pure logic, at ' material '
tru th , truth in the ordinary sense of the word ( the conformity of
knowledge to things) . The l ogic of illusion claims to deduce from
the negative condition of truth , which functions only to establish
the possibility or impossibility of truth (this cannot be true
because it is logically con tradictory; that could be true, because it
involves no contradiction) , its obj e ctive value. In other words,
the logic of illusion induces us to hol d that something is true
because, and only be c a u s e it is n o t impossible from the l ogical
point of view. In relation to th e analytic, the dialectic is thus
defined through a double play of the ' not enough ' and the ' too
much ' . Th e dialectic (illusion) equals the analytic ( truth ) minus
the obj ect of possible experience; the dialectic ( illusion ) equals
the analytic ( truth ) plus an object that cannot be found anywhere
at all in experience. As a result, illusion is not the opposite of
truth, but must instead be situated on another level. Dialectical
illusion is something that appears where there should in fact be
nothing. In other words: this illusion is an object in the place of the
lack of an object. We thus have a formal logical structure ( the
conformity of knowledge to the general and formal laws of
understanding and reason) in which there is a place for an object
which ' is missing from its place ' (i.e. cannot be found in experi
ence ) . This means that dialectical illusion is not really the illusion
of something, it is not a false or distorted represen tation of a real
object. Behind this illusion there is no real obj ect; the re is only
nothing, the lack of an obj ect. The illusion consists of ' something'
in the place of ' nothing' - it does not involve a deception i n
which something i s falsely represented; it involves deception by
the simple fact that it is.
'
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Transcendental illusion has to do not with the content of an
' image ' but with its very existence - it deceives on the level of
being. In this respect, the Kantian concept of ( transcendental)
illusion is very close to the Lacanian concept of Ie semblant.

If we are to give a fair reading of Kant's conception of transcen
dental ideas, we must begin their examination one step before
the beginning - not at the beginning of the Dialectic , but at the
end of the Analytic, where Kant lays out his fam ous map of the
territory of understanding and describes the sublime view that
opens to the inhabitant of this territory as she l ooks beyond it:
We have n ow not merely explored the terri tory of pure understand
ing, and carefully surveyed every part of it, but have also measured its
exte n t, and assigned to everything in it its rightful place . This domain
is an island, enclosed by nature itself wi th i n unalterable limits . It is
the land o f truth - enchan ting n ame ! - surrounded by a wide and
stormy ocean, the native home of illusion , where many a fog bank
and many a swiftly melting iceberg give the deceptive appearance of
farther shores, deluding the adventurous seafarer ever anew with
empty hopes, and engaging him in e n te r p ri s e s which he can never
abandon and yet is unable to carry to co m pl e tion . '

An island of truth in wide and agitated ocean of illusion: this,
then, is the description of the state of things at the end of the
Analytic. Once we have covered and measured the land which
bears the enchanting name of truth, this land loses i ts charm for
adventurous spirits, and they take off to seek adventure else
where. But they do not know that they are headed only towards
their own ruin.
The images Kant uses to accentuate the importance of this
particular point of the Critique of Pure Reason deserve examin
ation on their own. In this context, let us indicate just one
possible reading, the one that turns on the distinction between
the beautiful and the sublime: the difference betwe en a natural
world in which everything seems to be in its perfect place, where
harmony reigns, and a chaotic Nature, full of sudden and
unexpected 'eruptions' - between a Nature which makes us feel
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safe and c omfortable ( the beautiful) and a Nature which leads
us ' b eyond the pleasure principl e ' , toying with us as the wind
toys with a grain of sand ( the sublime) .
If we bear in mind Kant's life - the unchanging routine and
order of his everyday habits, and above all the fact that he never,
not even once, left his native Konigsberg - we could say, fi rst,
that he has elevated fidelity to his land (of truth) to the level of
the ' e thics of existence ' ; and second, that this therefore enables
us to imagine how dramatic must have been the emotions which
buffeted Kant when, in his philosophical journey, he decided to
leave the land of truth behind, and to cast off out on to the
stormy ocean of the Dialectic.
We will see, however, that later this Kan tian story takes a some
what unexpected and surprising turn . As a matter of fact, it is
interesting to observe how, after such dramatic announcements,
evocative of dread and fascination , our expectations are left mostly
unfulfilled. Nothing too spectacular happens in the Dialectic.
Instead of chaos we encounter a ' systematic unity'; instead of the
' intrusion of the real' we get the transcendental Idea. Reason does
not in fact lead the understanding to its ruin but, rather, provides
coherence to the concepts produced by the understanding - in
spite of the fact that all this happens in the 'land of illusion ' .
In what follows w e will examine in detail just o n e o f the
transcendental ideas - the one that follows from the paralogism
of personality.

'Person also means mask'
We find these words in Kant's Opus postumum,2 in the section
dealing with the transcendental ideas. This e tymological link is
also pointed out by Lacan in his 'Remarks on the Report by
Daniel Lagache: "Psychoanalysis and structure of personality" ' .
Lacan stresses that there i s m ore than a n etymological play
involved: 'What is at stake is the evocation of the ambiguity of
the process by means of which the concept came to embody a
unity that is supposed to assert itself in being [ etre] . '3 It is difficult
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to overlook the Kantian echo of these words, which describe in
their own way the same notion as the transcendental idea: a
concept that embodies a unity that seems as if it really exists in
the world of what is (being) .
Let us then consider the paralogism of personality. Kant for
mulates it as follows: That which is conscious of the numerical identity
of itself at different times is in this regard a person. It is important to
stress that this paralogism is part of what Kant c alls 'illusion '
[ Schein] , but it is nevertheless an 'inevitable ' and 'necessary' con
clusion of reason . In other words, the 'inference' [ Schluss] about
personality is a 'spontaneous ideology' of the thinking subj ect.
According to Kant's critique of this paralogism, the conclusion
about our identity amounts to this: for the whole of the time in
which I am conscious of myself, I am conscious of this time as
belonging to the unity of myself; and 'it comes to the same
whether I say that this whole time is in me, as individual unity,
or that I am to be found as numerically identical in all this
time ' .4 The poin t here is that I cannot think the one without the
other. So if 1 want to observe the mere 'I' in the flux of
representations, I can refer to no other correlatum except, once
again, myself. The identity of self-consciousness at different
times is only a formal condition of my thoughts and their
coherence ( the transcendental unity of apperception) , and the
' identity of the person in no wise follows from the [logical]
identity of the " 1 " ' . 5 Of course, it would be a diffe rent matter if
this identity could appear and be observed from 'outside' , in the
form of ' outer sense ' . But this is not the case, even if we
introduce a second ' person ' :
But if I view myself from the standpoin t of another person (as obj ec t
o f h i s outer intuition ) , it i s this outer observer who firs t represen ts me
in time, for in the apperception time is represe n ted, strictly speaking,
only in me. Although he admits, therefore, the ' I ' , which accompanies,
and indeed with complete identity, all representations at all times in
my consciousness, he will draw no inference from this to the objective
permanence of myself. For just as the time in which the observer sets
me is not the time of my own but of his sensibility, so the identity
which is necessarily bound up with my consciousness is not therefore
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bound u p with his, that is, with the consciousness which contains the
outer intuition of my subject.6

To put this m ore simply: the fact that somebody else views mt:
as an object of his outer intuition does not yet permit me to
draw any conclusions about my identity. Such an inference
would be possible only if I were able to put myself in the very
place from which I am being observed, if I were able to view
myself at the same time as object of inner and outer intuition - if
I were able to see mysrdf the way the other sees me. This is precisely
what the transcendental idea of personality provides the concep
tual framework for.
Yet by formulating things in this way, we have reached not
only the transcendental idea which corresponds to the paralo
gism of personality, but also the Lacanian conception of the
Ego-Ideal as ' the way I see the Other seeing me ' . 7
I t should b e pointed out, however, that this conceptual constel
lation is not confined to 'psychological ideas ' (the idea of person
ality falls under the rubric ' psychological ideas ' ) , but is - at least
in one sense - paradigmatic for the transcendental ideas in
general . Whenever Kant speaks about transcendental ideas, he
does so by using visual metaphors that describe the very configu
ration we are discussing here. All transcendental ideas express a
certain relationship between understanding and reason. The
creation of concepts and series of concepts on the one hand, and
the ordering and uniting of these concepts into totalities on the
o ther, are the two distinct tasks distributed between the under
standing and reason. The understanding is absorbed in the task
of the creation of concepts, and therefore never has in view ( th e
expression is Kant's) their totality. This totality can b e seen only
from the ' point of view' of reason. Yet if the standpoint of reason
is to have any impact on the process of attaining knowledge ( as it
always has, albeit only in a ' regulative manner' ) , this conception
of two mutually exclusive ' points of view' is not sufficient. On the
contrary, the understanding has to perform its j ob as if it shared,
'with o ne of its eyes ' , the point of view of reason . If reason is to
have any impact on the work of the understanding - via transcen-
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dental ideas as 'regulative principles' - the transcendental idea
in its most general sense can be nothing but the way the under
standing sees itself being seen by reason.
Consider this passage from the chapter 'The Regulative
Employment of the Ideas of Pure Reason' :
[Transcendental ideas] have an excellent, and indeed indispensably
necessary, regulative employment, namely, that of directing the
understanding towards a certain goal upon which the rou tes marked
out by its rules converge, as upon their point of intersection. This
point is indeed a mere idea, a focus imaginarius, from which, since it
lies quite outside the bounds of possible experience, the c oncepts of
the understanding do not in reality proceed; none the less it serves
to give to these con cepts the greatest possible unity combined with
the greatest possible extension . Hence arises the illusion that the
lines have their source in a real object lying outside the field of
empirically possible knowledge - j ust as objects reflected in a mirror
are seen as behind it. Nevertheless this illusion is indispensably
necessary if, . . . besides the objects which lie before our eyes, we are
also to see those which lie at a distance behind our back.S

Is there any better way of conceiving the situation described by
Kant than to refer to Lacan 's fam ous optical tableau? This is a
schema that Lacan borrowed from Bouasse, with some modifi
cations, and used on several occasions to illustrate some of his
concepts ( the difference between ideal ego and Ego-Ideal, and
the passage from the imaginary to the symbolic) :
- - - - - - - - - -- - - -
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Let u s fi rst examine the left part of the schema, the section on
the left side of the flat mirror (0, for ' Other' ) . There is a
sp h e r i c a l mirro r ( x, y) in front of which a prop is placed, with
flowers fixed on i t. Given that this schema could be seen as a
purely conceptual model, it is possible to substitute the flowers
wi th what in terests us in the present discussion. Let us imagine
that the flowers stand for a series of conce p ts created by under
stan ding, or for the assemblage of the multiple 1 thinks' that
accompany (at different times) each of my representations.
Inside the prop there is a vase turned upside down , that is,
the ' nothing with something around i t' which is perhaps not a
bad representation of what Kant calls the transcendental unity
of apperceptio n , in so far as it is only a formal or logical unity
(it is the one thought that I can never 'see ' as an independent
tho ught, because everything I think, I think ' through ' it, and it
can therefore never be an object of my immediate consider
ation ) . If o n e were to place an observer ( ourselves , for instance )
in the upper right-hand corner of this half of the schema (i.e.
somewhere above the flat mirror, 0 ) , the vase would appear, by
the effect of the spherical mirror ( x, y) , on the prop, and would
unite the flowers into a who l e , providing a totality for the series
of concepts, making a 'real ' unity out of the merely logical unity
of the self. According to both Kant and Lacan , this configuration
is at work in the Cartesian fou ndation of cogito. The problem
wi th Descartes ' s formulation, however, is that - as both Lacan
and Kant realize - the subj ect can never occupy the position of
such an ideal observer ( of oneself) . As a subj ect, 1 am necessarily
situated ' somewhere among the flowers' ( Lacan ) ; 1 am a part of
what the spherical mirror unites into a totality. In Kant's version ,
the reason for this is, of course, that he refuses to allow i n tellec
tual in tuition ' : I cannot ' contemp l ate myself contemplating
m yself' . Th e observer is thus necessa r ily placed some w here
above the fl owers ( the eye in the sch e ma ) .
We n ow i n troduce the second (th a t is, th e flat) m i rro r ( 0 ) ,
w hich opens up a ' vi r t ll al sp a ce ' , th e r igh t- hand part of the
schema. What happens with this intervention? Al tho u gh r, the
subject, still find myself ' so m ew here among th e fl ow ers ' , I can
'
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now see before me what is usually 'behind my back' ( the totality
of myself included) . I can n ow see in the flat mirror the
' coherence' and ' unity' that are an effect of the spherical mirror.
In other words, what happens with the intervention of the
second mirror is precisely what Kant describes as dialectical
illusion ( , Hence arises the illusion that the lines have their
source in a real object lying outside the field of empirically
possible knowledge - j ust as obj ects reflected in a mirror are
seen as behind it. Nevertheless this illusion is indispensably
necessary if, . . . besides the objects which lie before our eyes, we
are also to see those which lie at a distance behind our back' ) .
The ' 1 think' as a pure form of transcendental apperception
transforms itself - via the notion of personality implied by this
configuration - into an identity which appears as if it really h eld
in the realm of what is.
In order for this 'illusion ' , as Kant calls it, to occur, the subj ect
has to be situated between two mirrors in such a way that he
discerns in the second mirror the ' effect' he (or any other
object) has on the first one, the one that is situated behind his
back. The function of the transcendental idea is to give a frame
to this configuration. In the case of the idea of personality, it
embodies the virtual point from which the subj ect would see
himself as he is seen by the other.
Analogically, on a more general level, the transcenden tal idea
articulates the relationship between the understandin g and rea
son. As we have already said, it is the way the understanding sees
itself as seen by reason. It is i n terestin g to observe that Kant
always conceives transcendental ideas through the image of the
'standpoi n t of an observer' . For example:
Every c o n c e p t may be regarded as a point which, as the station for
an observer, has its own horizo n , that is, a variety of things which can
be represen ted , and, as it were , surveyed from that standpoint.
But for different h orizons . . . there can be a common h o ri z o n in
reference to which, as from a common centre , they can be surveyed ;
a n d from this higher genus w e c a n proceed until we arrive at the
highest of all genera, and so at the universal and t ru e horizon, which
is d e termined from the standpoi n t of the highest concept.9
.
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The ' highest concept' i s thus not a frame which would contain
all the points of a given universe, but a point of view or
standpoint from which we see all these points and from which
they appear to form a unity. According to Kant, the subject of
knowledge h as no direct access to this point of view; he cannot
- if we pursue the visual metaphor - see himself seeing. The
possibility of such a perspective opens up only with the concept
of the regulative idea that constitutes precisely the virtual point
of view with which the subject identifies in order to perceive this
' unity' .
The paradox lies, of course, in the fact that in order to reach
this unity, the subj ect has to lose his 'organic' unity. Identifica
tion with this virtual point of view already requires and presup
p oses the division (or alienation ) of the subject. The fact that I
am perceiving myself as a person ( identical in time) implies that
my personhood, in its very core, is already marked by the point
of view of the Other.
Kant compares the transcendental idea to the transcendental
schema for which no object, not even a hypothetical one, is
directly given, and which enables us to represen t other objects
to ourselves only indirectly: in their systematic unity, by means
of their relation to this idea. lo The transcendental idea concerns
the very act of representation; it is the 'form ' of the represen ta
tion, not its 'conten t ' . We could say that the concepts of under
standing and the con cepts of reason ( the ' ideas of reason ' ) have
the same content. The additional 'something' introduced by the
concepts of reason is just this point of view which shows this
' conte n t ' in a new light. The soul (or the person ) , the universe
and God are these kinds of concepts: th eir only content is the
mode of represen tation of another content, the one which is
already given by the concepts of the understan ding.
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The passage to the postulates
In relation to the transcendental ideas, the postulates (Kant
establishes three: freedom, the immortality of the soul, an d the
existence of God) present a certain shift. Three of the transcen
dental ideas ' get' their objects. As Kant puts it, three concepts
of pure reason are now 'described assertorically as actually having
objects ' . l l I emphasize the word 'assertorically' because i t poin ts
neatly t o the basic difference between the regulative ideas a n d
the postulates. W e could say that the objects o f the transcenden
tal ideas have the structure of fictions ( Kant calls them the
'heuristic fictions ' ) , whereas the existence ( of the objects) of the
postulates is axiomatic.
As far as the transcendental ideas are concerned, we notice ,
first o f all, a certain hierarchy i n the sense that e ach new idea
'includes' more. Thus, says Kant, the psychological ideas con
cern ' the absolute unity of the thinking subj ect' , the cosmologi
cal ideas ' the absolute unity of the series of conditions of
appearance ' , and the theological ideas ' the absolute unity of the
condition of all objects of thought in general ' . 1 2 However, this
hierarchy or gradation implies neither an interdependence of
these ideas nor an all-embracing concept which would relate
these ideas among themselves.
With the postulates , the situation is slightly different. The first
importan t difference here concerns the place and the excep
tional status of the postulate of freedom . In contrast to two
other postulates which Kant develops in the Dialectic of Pure
Practical Reason , the postulate of freedom is a condition and an
integral part of Kan t's argument in the Analytic . What is more,
unlike th e two other postulates, which - as Kant stresses at the
beginning of the Dialectic - do not enter the determining
ground of the will, freedom , as indissolubly linked to the moral
law, is this very determining ground of the wil l . Thus, in the
Critique of Practical Reason freedom does not have o nly the
function of a postulate, but is also , as a condition of any ethics,
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a fact, a ' fact of reason ' . So, i n a certain sense there are only two
genuine postulates: the immortality of the soul, and God.
The second important difference between transcendental
ideas and postulates is that the postulates ( or, more precisely,
the second and third postulates) do have some o ther concept
above them , n am ely the concept of the highest good (defined
as t h e complete fitness of the will to the moral law, not as any
particular 'good ' ) . The highest good is not the determining
ground of the will, but its obj ect. The immortality of the soul as
well as the existence of God are postulated in order to make
p ossible the ' realization ' of the highest good.
In this respect it is important to note not only that the h ighest
good is situated ' above ' God and immortality, but also that the
two must necessarily be postulated together. In relation to the
h ighest good (which is the only reason why they are postulated)
t h e y are nothing without each other; it is o n l y together that they
can play the ro l e requ i r e d o f th e m . In l o gi c al and structural
terms, this role does not d i ffe r greatly from the one played by
the transcendental i d eas . T h e only crucial difference is that now
the po i n t of view o f the u nders ta n d i ng an d t h e point of view of
reaso n be c o m e , s o to speak, ' pe rs o n i fi e d ' .

postn late o f the i m m o rtal i ty of
p o ss i b i lity of an i n fi n i te progress t owa rd s

S c h e mati cal ly speaki n g , th e
t h e soul c on c e rn s th e

th e

ideal of t h e com p l e t e c o n fo rm i ty of t h e wi l l to the m o ral l aw

( wh i c h would be
to

a t tain

this

the

h i gh e s t goo d ) . Since

p e rfe c ti o n ,

o n g o i n g i m p r ove m e nt

we

postul ate

life is too s h o r t for us
the p o s sibil i ty of an

a k in d of ' l i fe afte r l i fe ' w h i c h would
possible the continuation of moral progress . It is here that
the difference between the two p o i nts of vi ew i n te rve n e s ; thus
the necessity arises of linking the postulate of God to the
postulate of immortality. The infinite existence of subjects does
not in itself make possible the highest good ; it does not yet give
us access to it. It is only the perspective of God ' s poin t of view
that m akes it possible, since it is only from the point of view of
God that this (infinite) duration appears as a whole, as a unity.
In relation to the regulative ideas, we stressed that their role
was to articulate the point of view of understanding with that of
m ake
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reason. The understanding is immersed in the task of the
creation of concepts and series of concepts, which is why - as
Kant himself puts it - it never sees their totality. The latter is
visible only from the point of view of reason. If the understand
ing is to take notice of the directives provided by reason, it h as
to operate in such a way that it 'identifies' itself with the point
of view from which it is seen by reason . With the postulates this
constellation becomes, so to speak, materialized. Now it is the
( ethical) subject who embodies the perspective of the unde r
standing. The subj ect is directly engaged and immersed in the
( infinite ) process of improvement, busy creating a ' m oral series'
of his existence, which is why he can never see its totality. God,
on the other hand, embodies the point of view of reason, which
sees this series as a totality:
The Infinite Being, to whom the temporal condition is n othing, sees
in this series, which is for us without end , a whole conformable to
moral law. . . . [A man] cannot hope here or at any foreseeable point
of his future existence to be fully adequate to God's will . . . . This he
can do only in the infi n ity of his duration wh ich God alone can
survey. 13

It is interesting to see how, i n this passage, Kant establishes a
difference between the 'Infinite Being' and the infinite existence
of a being. When he says that for the Infinite Being ' the
temporal condition is nothing' , this implies that for the immor
tal soul, the temporal condition remains valid. I n this perspec
tive the postulate of immortality turns out to be qui te an unusual
one: the immortality of the soul postulates nothing supersensi
ble, only the infinite duration of the sensible which remains
dependent on the ' temporal condition ' .
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Good and Evil

Fantasy within

the limits of reason alone

Kant introduces the postulate of the immortality of the soul as a
necessary presupposition of the notion of the highest Good,
itself defined as a complete fitness of the will to the moral law. Let
us take a look at Kant's ' deduction ' of the immortali ty postulate :
C o m plete fi tn ess of the will to the moral law is holiness, which is
perfection of which no rational being in the world of sense is at any
time capable But since it is required as practically n e cessary, it can
be fou n d only i n an endless progress to t.hat complete fi tn ess . . . .
This infinite progress is possible, however, only under the presuppo
sition of an infinite ly enduring existence and personality of the same
rational being; this is called the immortality of the soul. Thus the
highest good is practically possible only on the supposition of the
immortality of the soul, and the latter, as inseparably bound to
the moral law, is a postulate of pure practical reason .l
.

A little further on, Kant adds that ' only endless progress from
lower to higher stages of moral perfection is possible to a
rational but finite being'.
This ' deduction' and i ts premisses face an obvious difficulty
that strikes the reader most forcefully in Kant's s tatement that
to a rational but finite being, only endless ( infinite) progress is
possible. This paradox has already been pointed out by Lewis
White Beck:2 if the soul is immortal, it is - upon the death of
the 'body' - no longer a denizen of the world of space and time;
and if the soul is no longer subject to temporal conditions, how
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are we to understand 'continuous and unending progress'? We
migh t also ask why the soul , delivered of all 'bodily chains' ,
would n eed such progress, for i n this case h oliness could be
accompl ished instan tly. And if not - if the presupposition of th e
eternity of the soul included continuous change (for the better)
- then we would be dealing not wi th an eternal but with a
temporal mode of e x i s te n c e . The notion of change makes sense
only wi th in time. What are we then to th ink of this paradoxical
'deduction ' of the postulate of the immortality of the soul?
These questions lead us to the inevitable conclusion : What
Kant really needs to postulate is not the immortality of the soul hut the
immortality of the body. Th e presupposition of 'endless progress
from lower to higher stages of moral perfection ' , as Kant puts it,
cannot yield an immortal soul but, rather, an immortal . inde
structibl e , sublime body. This would be a body that exists and
changes through time, yet approaches its end, its death , in an
endless asymptotic movement. This is what justifies our saying
th at the postulate in question is a 'fantasy of pure practical
reason ' , a fan tasy in the stri ctly Lacanian sense of the word.
What is especially interesting about the immortality postulate
is that in its formulation, Kan t provides exactly the same answer
to a particular structural impasse that Sade does. It is well known
that Lacan wrote an essay entitled 'Kant with Sade' in which he
displays and brings to our attention the extraordinary proximity
of Kant and Sade. Although he does not discuss the immortality
of the soul, we could say that it is precisely in relation to this
postulate that his assertion 'Kant should be read with Sade' finds
its most convincing illustration.
The basic problem that confronts the Sadeian heroes/ tortur
ers is that they can torture their victims only until they die.3 The
only regrettable and unfortunate thing about these sessions which could otherwise go on endlessly, towards more and more
accomplished tortures - is that the victims die too soon, with
respect to the extreme suffe ring to wh ich they might have been
subjected. The enj oyment [jouissance] - which the vi ctims seem
to experience and which coincides, in this case, wi th their
extreme suffering - encounters here an obstacle in the form of
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the 'pleasure principle' - that is, the l imit to what the body can
endure . This is what is implied in the phrase 'to o soon ' . The
torture ends too soon in relation to the ' encore! , which is the
imperative and the 'direction ' of jouissance. In short, the prob
lem is that the body is not made to the measure of enj oyme n t.
There is no enj oyment but the enj oyment of the body, yet if the
body is to be e qual to the task (or duty) of jouissance, the limits
of the body have to be ' transcended ' . Pleasure - tha t is , the limit
of sufferi n g that a body can still endure - is thus an obstacle to
enjoym e n t. Sade's answer to the impossibility of surpassing this
limit is fantasy, the fantasy of infinite suffering: the vic tims are
tortured endlessly, beyond all boundaries of imagination, yet
they go on living and suffering, and even become more and
more beautiful, or more and more 'holy' .
It is important to acknowledge the fact that this ' Sadeian
scenario' or Sadeian fantasy is not simply a frivolous fan cy of a
sick imagination, but that it responds to a very s p e cific and, at
the same time, general structural problem : the articulation of
the relation between pleasure and enjoyment. This relation
extends far b eyond its immediate sexual connotations, and
embraces the relation between pleasure and duty.
Kant is confronted with a very similar proble m . For in his
work, the pathological (that is, what a subject can feel, pleasure
and pain, which can also include 'intellectual' or ' spiritual'
pleasure) represen ts an obstacle, a hindrance to freedom. For
Kant, freedom is essentially bound up with the 'divisi o n ' of the
subject; it is constituted in the act of the subject'S separation
from the pathological. Yet we could say that the pathological
takes revenge and imposes its law by planting a certain kind of
pleasure along the path of the categorical imperative. This
pleasure could best be described as ' pleasure in p ain ' : pain as a
transformation of pleasure, as a modality of the pathological
which takes the place of pleasure when the latter is used up.
Here, the subj ect's immediate interest is replaced by something
else - for example, an Idea or some cosa nostra in the name of
which the subj ect is willing to forget her immediate i n terests
and pleasure. For instance, the subject is willing to accept pain
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because she knows that i t serves a ' good cause ' . Both Sade and
Kant attempt to go beyond this logic.
Thus , for Kant, freedom is always susceptible to limitation ,
either by pleasure (in the form of any kind of pathological
motivation ) or by the death of th e subj ect. What allows us to
'j ump over' this hindrance, to continue beyond it, is what Lacan
calls fantasy. Kant's postulate of the immortali ty of the soul ( the
truth of which is, as we saw, the immortality of the body) implies
precisely the same gesture, the same ' solution ' . Its function is to
institute the co-ordinates of time and space outside of time and
space , and thus to enable an infinite , endless progress 'from
lower to higher stages of moral perfection' .
Kant's in troduction of the postulate of the immortality of the
soul is often met with the objection that in contrast to the
arguments in the 'Analytic of Pure Practical Reason ' , Kant now
see m s to promise moral subjects ( some kind of) heaven and
happiness. With this postulate he seems to introduce, ' through
the back door' , that which he previously excluded so rigorously:
a possible ' pathological motive ' for our actions. Yet, in the light
of our argument concerning the immortality postulate, this
promise ( o r encouragement) proves a very curious one. For this
is what it s ays: if you persist in following the categorical impera
tive , regardless of all pains and tortures that may occur along
the way, you may finally be granted the possibility of ridding
yourself even of the pleasure and pride that you took in the
sacrifice i tself; thus you will finally reach your goal. Kant's
immortality of the soul promises us, then , quite a peculiar
heaven; for what awaits ethical subjects is a h eavenly future that
bears an uncanny resemblance to a Sadeian boudoir.

The logic

of

suicide

We must point out, however, that infinite progress towards
moral perfection is not Kant's only answer to what seems to be
the inherent, structural impossibility of accomplishing a pure
ethical act. In Kant's texts on morality it is possible to discern
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another line of argument which goes in the opposite direction,
and is most explicitly formulated in the following passage, which
we have already quoted, from Religion Within the Limits of Reason
Alone.
But

i f a m an is to become not merely legally, but morally, a good man
this cannot be brought about through gradual reformation so long
as the basis of the maxims remains impure, but must be effected
through a revolution in the man ' s disposition . . . . He can become a
new man only by a kind of rebirth , as it were a new creation"
.

.

.

It is this second perspective that brings Kant's developme n ts
closest to Lacan 's conception of an ethical act. Let us borrow
here Slavoj Zizek' s outline of this conception . The act differs
from an ' action' in that it radically transforms its bearer (agent) .
After an act, I am 'not the same as before ' . In the act, the
subj ect is annihilated and subsequently reborn (or not) ; the act
involves a kind of temporary eclipse of the subject. The act is
therefore always a ' crime' , a ' transgression ' - of the limits of the
symbolic community to which I belong.5 It is in relatio n to these
features of an act that Lacan claims that suicide is the paradigm
of every ( ,successful' ) act. Yet we must be very careful in our
understanding of this statement, because what is at stake is not
simply the (voluntary) death of the subj ect.
It might, therefore, be instructive to draw a distinction , with
Kant's help, between two different logics of suicid e . First there
is the suicide that obeys the logic of sacrifice. When duty calls, I
sacrifice this or that and, if necessary, even my life. Here, we are
dealing with the logic of infinite 'purification' , in which sacrific
ing my life is just 'another step' forward - only one among
numerous ' obj ects' that have to be sacrificed. The fact that it is
a final step is mere coincidence; or, to put it in Kantian terms, it
is an empirical , not a transcendental necessity. I t is this logic
that governs Kant's postulate of the immortality of the soul, and
serves to preserve the consistency of the big Oth er. According
to this logic, it is the subject who has to separate herself infinitely
from everything that belongs to the register of the pathological.
At the same time, (the position of) the big Other only gets
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stronger; its ' sadis m ' increases with every new sacrifice the
subject makes, and i t therefore demands more and more of the
suqject. We can point to examples from popular culture, which
seems to be m ore and more fascinated by this superegoic side
of morality. Consider, for instance, Terminator 2. The Terminator
first helps people to wipe off the face of the earth everything
that could lead, in the future, to the invention of machines such
as the Terminator ( and thus to catastrophe, and the eruption of
' radical evil ' ) . In the end, the Terminator him/itself remains
the only model that could serve to decipher all the n e cessary
steps for the production of such cyborgs. He/it throws him-/
i tself into a pool of white-hot iron in order to save the human
race from catastrophe. The same type of suicide occurs in Alien
3. Ripley first exterminates all aliens, only to find out in the end
that the last one resides inside herself. In order to eliminate this
last alien, she has to kill herself - she has to destroy the
' stranger' in herself, to cut off the last remains of the ' pathologi
cal' in herself.
The second type of suicide is less popular, for it serves no
cause , n o purpose. What is at stake is not that in the end we put
on the altar of the Other our own life as the most we have to
offer. The point is that we ' kill ' ourselves th rough the O ther, in
the Other. We annihilate that which - in the Other, in the
symbolic order - gave our being iden tity, status, support and
meaning. This is the suicide to which Kant refers in the famous
footnote from The Metaphysics of Morals in which he discusses
regicide (the execution of Louis XVI ) . ' Regicide' is not really
the right term, because what preoccupies Kant is precisely the
difference between the murder of a monarch (regicide) and his
formal execution. It is in relation to the latter that Kant says: 'it is
as if the state commits suicide ' ,e' and describes it in terms of
what he elsewhere calls ' diabolical evil ' . What we are dealing
with is the difference between the ' king's two bodies' . Were the
monarch simply killed, murdered, this would strike a blow only
at his ' empirical body' , whereas his 'other body' , incarnated in
his symbolic mandate, would survive more or less unharmed. Yet
his formal execution, which Kant - in spite of, or even because of,
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his almost obsessive insistence on form - describes as outra
geously useless, is precisely what strikes a blow at th e monarch ' s
' symbolic body ' , that is, the given symbolic order. Wh y i s it that
for Kant this act of ' the people' has the structure of suicide?
Because people are constituted as The People only in relation
to this symbolic order. Outside it, they are nothing more than
'masses' with no proper status. It is the monarch ( in his symbolic
function) who gives people their symbolic existence, be it ever
so miserable . A very audible undertone of Kant's argument thus
implicitly poses this question: if the French people were so
dissatisfied with their monarch, why didn ' t they simply kill him;
why did they h ave to perform a formal execution , and thus
shake the very ground beneath their feet ( that is, ' commit
suicide' ) ?
There is yet another reason why Kant i s s o 'shake n ' by this act
of ' diabolical evil ' : he is compelled by his argument to describe
it in exactly the same words he used to describe an ethical act,
in that:
1 . It is a purely formal act; it complies with the form solely for

the sake of form , which is, as we know, the very definition of
morality: what distinguishes morality from legality is precisely
a surplus of form , the fact that we act not only in conformity
with duty, but exclusively because of duty.
2. The feeling of horror it provokes is not aesthetic but is,
rather, a moral feeling.
3 . It cannot be explained as arising from a sensible i mpulse but,
rather, only as arising from a maxim.
4. 'It cannot be explained, since only what happens in accor
dance with the mechanism of nature is capable of being
explained' - thus it is an act offreedom.'
We can thus see the principal reason for the terror that seizes
Kant before this act of ' diabolical evil' in its uncanny resem
blance to the pure ethical act.
So, on the one hand, the possibility of the comple te fitness of
the will to the moral law (which defines the highest Good) relies
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o n the ' l ogic o f fan tasy' , that is, o n the paradoxical postulate of
the immortality of the soul the function of which is to institute
the co-ordinates of time and space outside time and space, and
thus to enable an infinite , endless progress 'from lower to h igher
stages of moral perfection ' . This postulate serves precisely to
maintain the possibility of non-action, in so far as, in this perspec
tive, action as such is impossible . On the other hand, an act
which satisfies all the conditions of an ethical act is already here,
' realized ' - yet always only in a perverted, ' perverse ' form: as an
act of diabolical evil, an act which follows the logic of suicide via
the Other (in Kant's example, the French people 'commit
suicide ' because they have an nihilated what, in the Other, gave
them th eir sym bolic identity) .

Degrees

of

evil

The theme of ' radical evi l ' is c urrently something of a hot topic,
and Kant, as a ' theoretician of radical evil ' , is subject to very
diverse and sometimes con tradictory readings. In his book
L 'Ethique Alain BadiouR points out that the topic of radical evil
has become a spectre raised by ' e thical ideologists' every time a
will to do something (good) appears. Every ' positive ' p roject is
capable of being undermined in advance on the grounds that it
might bring about an even greater evil. Ethics would thus be
reduced to only one function: preventing evil, or at least lessen
ing it. I t seems that such an ethics of ' the lesser evil' is j ustified
in its reference to Kan t. The criticism of Kant according to
which h e defined the criteria of the (ethical) act in such a way
that one can never satisfy them goes back as far as Hegel. From
this point it follows that all our actions are necessarily 'bad ' , and
that one can remain ' pure ' only if one chooses not to act at all.
In this perspective, good does not exist, whereas evil is
' omnipresent' .
Basing this position on Kant, however, is possible only if two
crucial features of Kantian practical philosophy are neglected:
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1 . For Kant, it is in no way easier to realize Evil than it is to

realize Good.

2 . The ' radical' character of radical evil does not refer to its

' quantity' , since it is not a concept designed to explain the
' radicality' of evil as it affects the real world. It is, rather, a
theoretical ' construction' which Kant introduces as the
necessary consequence of the possibility of freedom. This is
why, in our opinion, those who discuss the (Kan tian ) concept
of radical evil in reference to - for example - the Holocaust
simply miss the point of this concept.
On the first point, let us just remark for the time being that it is
related to the difference Kant establishes between Ubel and Bose.9
A path ological act is not ' good' , yet this does not suffice for it to
qualify as 'evil ' . Rather, it remains on this side of good and evil.
What about the second point? Kant introduces the notion of
radical evil in Religion Within the Limits of Reason A lone ( 1 793) .
This work, more than any other of Kant's texts, surprised,
shocked and scandalized his contemporaries. H ow can w e situate
the source of this scandal and the uneasiness that accompanied
it? That ' the world is evil ' , states Kant, is a complaint as old
as history itself. One thing is certain here: with his conception
of radical evil, Kan t in no way tries to add his voice to this song
of ' the beautiful soul ' , denouncing the wicked ways of the
world. We can locate one of the sources of the ' s candal ' of
Kant's theory of evil in the fact that it was, literally, 'out of
plac e ' . It was out of place in respect to the two predominant
discourses concerning evil in Kant's time : that of the religious
tradition, and the discourse of the Enlightenment. Kant is
opposed to the way evil is conceived in the religious tradition that is, in the Scriptures - on two points. The first inadmissible
claim of this tradition, according to Kant, is what we might call
its ' historicization of the logical' : the moment which should be
conceived of as logically first is presented in the Scriptures as
first in time. The origin of evil in the human race is situated at
the origin of its history, so that evil ' descended to us as an
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inheritan ce from our first parents ' . The Fall (into evil) i s con
ceived as one of the stages of human history. Yet for Kant, evil
can be said to be ' innate ' only in the logical sense, that is,
posited as the ground an tecedent to every use of freedom in
experience, and thus conceived of as present in humanity at
birth
though birth need not be the cause of it. The p ropensity to
evil is not only the formal ground of all unlawful action, but is
also itself an act ( of freedom ) . 1 0
The second disputable point for Kan t is as follows: when the
Scriptures narrate the passage of man from an origi nal state of
innocence to evil (via original sin) , they describe it in terms of a
transgression of the Law, of D ivine commandmen ts. Evil is thus
born when innocence trespasses into forbidden territory. This
gives rise to an obvious question: how did innocence as inno
cence come to take this step? It was, of course, seduced, incited
to do it.
According to Kant, these answers to the question of evil are
incompatible with freedom, and thus with ethics. If we consider
evil as exterior to humanity, and if we conceive of the relation
between the two as that of a seduction which is impossible to resist,
we fall i n to the classical determinist aporia: God is a duplicitous
God who punishes us for something that was, strictly speaking,
beyond our control . On the other hand, if one can resist
temptation, but nevertheless continues to do bad things, the
question of the possibility of evil remains unanswered. Kant
situates the problem on another level: an actor's disposition
[Anlage] is neither good nor evil but neutral; temptation is not
irresistible , yet evil deeds are still done. Kant's solution to this
problem is that one has to recognize the propensity to evil in
the very subjective ground of freedom . This ground itself has to
be considered as an act of freedom [Aktus der Freiheit] . In this
inaugural act, I can choose myself as evil .
Ka n t iden ti fies three diffe r e n t modes o f evil :
-

1 . Th e frailty of h u man nature, on account of which we yield to
pathological motives in spite of o u r will to do good. The will
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was good, we wanted the good, but the realization of this
good failed .
2. The impurity of the human will. Here the problem is not a
discrepancy between the maxim and its realization. The
maxim is good in respect to its obj ect, and we are also strong
enough to ' practi se ' it, but we do so not out of respect for
the moral law but, for example, out of self-love , out of som e
personal interests, because we think doing good will be useful
to us . . . .
3. Wickedness [ Bosartigkeitl or ' radical evil' , which is structured
so m ewhat differently : its foundation is a ( free , albeit non
temporal ) act in which we make the incentives of self-love the
condition of obedience to the moral law.
It m ay also be called the perversity [perversitas] of the human heart,
for it reverses the ethical order [ of priority] among the incen tives
of a free will; and although conduct which is lawfully good (i.e.
legal) may be found with it, yet the cast of mind is the reby
corrupted at its root ( so far as the moral disposition is concerned) ,
and the man is hence designated as evil. 1 1

I n o ther words, radi c al evil reverses the hierarchy o f ( patho
logical) incentives and the law. It makes the former the
condition of the latter, whereas the latter ( the law) ough t to
be the supreme condition or the ' criterion ' for the satisfac
tion of incentives. We obey the moral law only ' by accident ' ,
when it suits us o r when it i s compatible with o u r pathological
inclinations. Radical evil is in effect that which , given the fact
that we are free, explains the possibility of the first two modes of
evil, no more ( or less ) . It does not refer to any empirical act,
but to the root of all pathological, non-ethical conduct. It is
the precondition of the adoption of maxims other th an those
that come from the moral law.
To these three 'degrees ' of evil Kant also adds a fo u rth, ' diabol
ical evil' , which has to be carefully distinguished from radical
evil. Kant excludes diabolical evil as a case that can not apply to
human beings. Here we come to the first point above: for Kant,
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it is i n n o way easier to realize Evil than it i s to realize Good. An
ac t of pure malice is no easier to realize than an act of pure
goodness. vVhat is more, it is by no means certain that we could
even distinguish between a pure act of malice and a pure act of
goodness, since they would have exactly the same structure.

Like angels, like devils

' Diabolical evil ' would occur if we were to elevate opposition to
the moral law to the level of the maxim. In this case the maxim
would be opposed to the law not just 'negatively' (as it is in the
case of radical evil) , but directly. This would imply, for instance,
that we would be ready to act contrary to the moral law even if
this meant acting contrary to our self-interest and our well
being. We would make it a principle to act against the moral
law, and we would stick to this principle no matter what (that is,
even if it meant our own death) .
The first difficulty with this concept of diabolical evil lies in its
very definition: that diabolical evil would occur if we elevated
opposition to the moral law to the level of a maxim (a principle
or a law) . What is wrong with this definition? Given the Kantian
concept of the moral law - which is not a law that says 'do
this ' or 'do that ' , but an enigmatic law which only commands
us to do our duty, without ever naming it - the following
objection arises: if the opposition to the moral law were elevated
to a maxim or principle , it would no longer be an opposition
to the moral law, it would be the moral law itself. At this level
no opposition is possible . It is not possible to oppose oneself to
the moral law at the level of the ( moral) law. Nothing can
o ppose itself to the moral law on principle - that is, for non
pathological reasons - with out itself becoming a moral law. To
act wi thout allowing pathological incen tives to influence o ur
actions is to do good. In relation to this defin i tion of the good,
( diabolical ) evil would then have to be defined as follows: it is
evil to oppose oneself, wi thout allowing pathological incentives
to i n fluence one 's actions, to actions which do not allow any
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pathological incentives to influence one 's actions. An d this is
simply absurd.
Within the context of Kant's ethics, it thus m akes no sense to
speak of opposition to the moral law: one may speak of the frailty
or impurity of the human will (which imply a failure to make
the law the only incentive of our actions ) , but not of o pposition
to the moral law. Opposition to the moral law would itself be a
moral law, since there is no way of introducing any d istinction
between them at this level. In other words, ' diabolical evil'
inevitably coincides with ' the highest good' , which is precisely
why, in his discussion of the formal execution of the m onarch,
Kant is forced to describe it in the same terms as h e would
describe a pure ethical act. The way in which he i ntroduces
diabolical evil is strictly symmetrical with his introduction of the
highest good: they are both positioned as the ' ideals' in which
the will would coincide entirely with the Law, and they are both
excluded as cases which cannot apply to human agents. The
only difference lies in the fact that Kant gives the high est good
the support of the postulate of the immortality of the soul, but
we must not forget that the immortal soul could equally well
function as the postulate of diabolical evil. We could transcribe
the first paragraph of the chapter 'The Immortality of the Soul
as a Postulate of Pure Practical Reason ' as follows:
The a ch ieve me nt of the h ighe s t evil in the world is t h e necessary
obj ec t of a will determinable by ( i m ) moral law. I n such wil l , however,
the c om pl e t e fitness of d is positi o n to the ( i m ) moral law is the
supreme condition of the h ighest evil. However, th e perfe c t fit of the
will to the (im) moral law is the diabolical , which is a perfection of
which no rational being of this world of sense is at a ny ti m e capa b l e
But since it is required as p ra c t ic a l l y necessary, it can be found o n ly
in an endless p ro gressi o n to that perfect fitness. This infinite progress
is possible only under the presupposition of the immortality of the
soul. Thus t he high es t evil is practically possible only o n the supposi
tion of the immortality of the soul.
.

Our objection to Kant, however, does not simply refer to the
fact that he conceived ' the highest evil ' in the same terms as
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' the highest good' . Rather, i t refers to the fact that even though
he ' p roduced' it, he failed or refused to recognize and to accept
this structural identity as such. Following Kant - but at the same
time going against Kant - we thus propose to assert explicitly
that diabolical evil, the highest evil, is indistinguishable from the highest
good, and that they are nothing other than the definitions of an
accomplished (ethical) act. I n other words, at the level of the
struc ture of the ethical act, the difference between good and
evil does n o t exist. At this level, evil is formally
indistinguishable
.
from good.
What follows from Kant's conception of ethics is that the
formal structure of an ethical act does not presuppose any
(noti on of the) good but, rather, defines it. The good is nothing
but the name for the formal structure of action. This, on the
other hand , is exactly what Lacan is after when he says: 'No
positive legality can decide if this maxim can assume the rank of
a universal rule , since this rank can even tually j ust as well oppose
it to all posi tive legalities . ' 1 2 The fundamental paradox of ethics
lies in the fact that in order to found an ethics, we already have
to presuppose a certain e thics (a certain notion of the good ) .
The whole project of Kant's ethics is an attempt to avoid this
paradox: he tries to show that the moral law is founded only in
itself, and the good is good only ' after' the moral law. This
insistence, however, has a price.
'Act so that the maxim of your will can always hold at the
same tim e as the principle giving universal law' - what is the
paradox implicit in this formulati on of the categorical impera
tive? The paradox is that, despite its ' categorical ' character, it
somehow leaves everything wide open. For how am I to decide
i f ( the m axim of) my action can hold as a principle providing a
un iversal law, if I do not accept the presupposition that I am
originally guided by some n otion of the good ( i . e . some notion
of what is universally acceptable) ? I n other words, there is no a
priori criterion of universality. It is true that Kant was convinced
that he had found this criterion in the principle of non-contra
diction . H owever, there is an impressive body of commentary
demonstrating the weakness of this criterion. As Henry E. Allison
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has pointed out, 1 3 many c ritics have already shown that virtually
any maxim, suitably formulated, can be made to pass the univ
ersalizability test. In other words: anything can be transformed into
a universal claim; nothing is a priori excluded from ethics.
Our argument is that this supposed weakness of Kan tian ethics
is in fact its strongest point, and that we should therefore accept
it as such. Allison does correctly identify the source of the
problem: it lies in the idea that the categorical imperative is a
test which can unambiguously tell us what our duty is, and so
provide a guarantee. Yet in our view he provides the wrong
answer to this problem: instead of rej ecting as misleading the
very notion of the ' test ' , he tries to identify something in reality
which could help us in testing our maxims. First, he introduces
the notion of self-deception as one of the most i mportant
notions of Kant's ethics. Then he claims :
it is prec i s e ly the testing of maxims that provides the major occasion
for self-deception, which here takes the form of disguising from
ourselves the true nature of the principles upon which we act. In
short immoral maxims appear to pass the universalisability test o n ly
because they ignore or o bscure morally salient features of a
situatio n . 1 4
,

The problem with this argument, which suggest� that while
testing our maxims we must at the same time pay attention to
the 'morally salient features of a situation ' , is, of course, the
conceptual weakness of the notion of the ' morally salient fea
tures of a situation ' . As we have known since Althusser, the
salient or obvious features of a situation, which are supposed to
protect us from self-deception, can in fact involve the most
refined form of self-deception. Every ideology works hard to
make certain things ' obvious' , and the more we find these thi n gs
obvious, self-evident and unquestionable , the more successfully
the ideology has done its j ob. If we accept Allison 's suggestions
- that there is something in reality on which we can rely whe n we are
testing our maxims - then we must also accept the logic und e r
lying the following maxim: 'Act in such a way that the Fuhrer, if
he knew about your action, would approve of it.' If we replace
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Fiihrer with God , we get a categorical imperative that i s far more
acceptable in our culture: 'Act in such a way that God, if He
knew about your action, would approve of it. ' But we must not
forget that the logic and the structure of these two imperatives
are exactly the same. We test our maxims against something
which is ' external ' to the moral law, and determines the horizon
of what is generally acceptable and what is not.
Th is is why we have to maintain that it is only the act which
opens up a universal horizon or posits the universal, not that
the latter, being already established, allows us to ' guess' what
our duty is, and delivers a guarantee agai nst misconceiving it. At
the same time, this theoretical stance has the advan tage of
making it im possible for the subj ect to assume the perverse
attitude we discussed in Chapter 3: the subject can not hide
behind her duty - she is responsible for what she refers to as
her duty.
This brings us back t o the indistinguishabil i ty of good and
evi l . What exactly can this mean? Let us start wi th what it does
not mean . It does not refer to th e inrertitude as to whether an act
is ( o r was ) ' good ' or 'bad ' . It refers to th e fact that the vcry
structure o f the act is foreign to th e register constituted by the
couplet good / bad - that it is neither good nor bad.
We can si tuate th is discussion in yet another perspective. The
indistinguishability of good and evil here simply indicates that
any act worthy of the name is by definition ' evil ' or 'bad' (or will
be seen as such ) , for it always represents a certain ' overstepping
of boundaries ' , a change in 'what is ' , a ' transgression ' of the
limits of the given symbolic order (or community) . This is clear
in Kant's discussion of the execution of Louis XVI . It is also
clear in the case of Antigone.
If Kant shrinks from this conclusion, it is nevertheless true
that he implicitly endorses i t, and that he was the fi rst to push
things far enough for this to be brought to light in all i ts rigour.
In addition, the fac t that Kant 'falls back' on the logic of the
' bad infinity' which implies a radical impossibility of accomplish
ing an act must not induce us to reject his conception of the
act. In other words, the real problem is not that Kant demands
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the 'impossible' , and that for this reason we can avoid ' evil ' only
if we refrain from acting. To reject the Kantian conception of
the act would be to resign oneself to the 'necessary' , that is, to
the 'possible ' - it would be 'grist to the mill ' of the ' ethical
ideology' whic h systematically avoids this aspect of Kantian p hi l
osophy, the aspect which aims precisely at the 'impossible' . This
'ethical ideology' avoids this aspect of Kant because it insists
upon what it calls Kant's ' non-metaphysical humanism ' , whereas
the Kantian conception of the act is 'an ti-humanist' (or non
humanist) in the strictest sense of the word.
This is why we propose to maintain the concept of the act
developed by Kant, and to link it to the thematic of ' overstep
ping of boundaries ' of ' transgression ' , to the question of evil. I t
i s a matter of acknowledging the fact that any ( e thical) act,
precisely in so far as it is an act, is necessarily ' evil' . We must
specify, howe ver, what is meant here by 'evil ' . This is the evil
that belongs to the very structure of the act, to the fact that the
lat ter always implies a tran s gre s sion ' , a change in ' what is ' . I t is
not a matter of some 'empirical ' evil, it is the very logic of the
act which is denounced as ' radically evil' in every ideology. Th e
fundamental ideological gesture consists in providing an image
for this structural 'evil ' . The gap opened by an act (i.e. the
unfamiliar, ' out-of-place' effect of an act) is immediately linked
in this ideological gesture to an image. As a rule this is an image
of suffering, which is then displayed to the public alongside this
question: Is this what you want ? And this question already implies
the answer: It would be impossible, inhuman, for you to want this!
Here we have to insist on theoretical rigour, and separate this
(usually fascinating) image exhibited by ideology from the real
source of uneasiness - from the ' evil' which is not an ' undesi
red ' , 'secondary' effect of the good but belongs, on the contrary,
to its essence. We could even say that the ethical ideology
struggles against 'evil ' because this ideology is hostile to the
'good' , to the logic of the act as such. We could go even further
here: the current saturation of the social field by ' e thical dilem
mas' (bioethics, environmental ethics, cultural ethics, m edical
ethics . . . ) is strictly correlative to the ' repression ' of ethics, that
,

'
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i s , to a n incapacity t o think ethics in its dimension o f the Real,
an incapacity to conceive of ethics other than simply as a set of
restrictions intended to prevent greater evil . This constellation
is related to yet another aspect of ' modern society' : to the
' depression ' which seems to have became the 'social illness ' of
our time and to set the tone of the resigned attitude of the
' ( post) modern man ' of the 'end of history' . In relation to this,
it would be interesting to reaffirm Lacan ' s thesis according to
which depression ' isn ' t a state of the soul , i t is s imp l y a moral
failing, as Dan te , and eve n Spinoza, said: a sin, which means a
m o ral weakness ' . ! " I t i s agai n s t th i s m o ra l weakness o r cowardice
[ lrichete morale] that we m us t affirm th e ethical dimension proper.

The act as 'subj ectivation without subj ect'
Another problem still remains, however: the question of the
possibility of ( performing) an ethical act. Is it at all possible for
a human subject to accomplish an (ethical ) act - or, more
precisely, is it possible that something like an Act actually occurs
in ( empirical) reality? Or does it exists only i n a series of failures
which only some supreme Being can see as a whole, as an Act?
If we are to break out of the 'logic of fantasy' , framed by the
postulates of immortality and God (the point of view of the
Supreme Being) , we have to assert that Acts do in fact occur in
reality. In other words, we have to 'attack' Kant on his exclusion
of the 'highest good ' and the 'highest (or diabolical) evil' as
impossible for human agents. But does this not m ean that we
thereby give in to another fantasy, and simply substitute one
fantasy for another? Would this kind of claim not imply that we
have to ' phenomenalize ' the Law, abolish the internal division
or alienation of human will, and assert the existence of devilish
and/or angelic beings? This point was in fact made by Joan
Copjec , 1 6 who defends Kant against critics who reproach him for
- as she puts it - ' lack of intellectual nerve , ' for not h aving
enough courage to admit the possibility of diabolical evil. The
attempt to think diabolical evil (as a real possibility) turns out,
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according to this argument, to be another atte m p t to deny the
will's self-alienation, and to make of the will a pure , positive
force . This amounts to a voluntarist reading of Kan t's p hilos
ophy, combined with the romantic notion of the possibility of a
refusal of the Law.
We do not contest the validity of this argume n t per se. But the
problem is that it leaves us with an image of Kantian e thics
which is not very far from what we might call an ' e thics of tragic
resignation ' : a man is only a man; he is finite, divided in himself
- and therein lies his uniqueness, his tragic glory. A man is not
God, and he sh ould not try to act like God , because if he does,
he will inevitably cause evil . The problem with this s tance is that
it fails to recognize the real source of evil (in the common sense
of the word ) . Let us take the example which is m ost frequen tly
used, the Holocaust: what made it possible for the Nazis to
torture and kill millions of Jews was not simply that they thought
they were gods, and could therefore decide who would live and
who would die, but the fac t that they saw themselves as instru
ments of God (or some other Idea) , who had already decided
who could live and who must die. Indeed, what is most danger
ous is not an insignificant bureaucrat who thinks he is God but,
rather, the God who pretends to be an insignificant bureaucrat.
One could even say that, for the subject, the most difficult thing
is to accept that, in a certain sense, she is ' God' , that she has a
choice. Hence the right answer to the religious promise of
immortality is not the pathos of the finite; the basis of ethics
cannot be an imperative which commands us to endorse our
finitude and renounce our 'higher ' , ' impossible ' aspirations but,
rather, an imperative which invites us to recognize as our own
the 'infinite ' which can occur as something that is ' essentially a
by-product' of our actions.
What the advocates of the Kantian exclusion of ' diabolical
evil' fail to see, or simply pass over in silence , is the symmetry of
the (highest) good and the ( highest) evil. In excluding the
possibility of 'diabolical evil' we also exclude the possibility of
the good ; we exclude the possibility of ethics as such or, more
precisely, we posit the ethical act as something whic h is in itself
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impossible, and exists only in its perpetual failure 'fully' to
realize itself.
Thus, our criticism of Kant on this matter is not that he did
not have enough ' courage ' to accept something as radical and
as extreme as diabolical evi l . On th e contrary, the problem is
that this extremity (which calls fo r exclusion ) is already in itself
a result of a certai n Kantian conceptual ization of ethics. In order
to iden tify the source of this p robl e m , let us ret urn to the
Critique 0/ Practical Reason. In this work Kant distinguishes
between , on the one hand, the objects of pure practical reason
and, on th e other, the will. He affirms th at ' the sole objects of
practical reason are those of the good and the roit: Y At the same
time, he defines a complete fitness of the will to the moral law
as holiness. Thus we have, on the one side, the highest good as
the object of practical reason and, on the other, the holy will as
its supreme condition . The postulate of the immortality of the
soul operates against the background of this distinction . The
basic operation introduced by this postulate consists in linking
the object of practical reason ( the highest good) to the will; in
making it an object of the will, and positing that the ' realization'
of this object is possible only under the supposition 0/ the holy will. It
is precisely this operation which, on the one hand, brings Kant
close to Sade and his volonte de jouissance, 'will to enjoyment' ,
and, on the other, makes it necessary for Kant (who does not
want to be Sade) to exclude the highest good/evil as impossible
for human agents. At this point I would like to raise an obj ection
to Kan t, since in my view this link between the obj ect and the
will is not a necessary one. My thesis would thus be that the
' highest evil' and the 'highest good ' as synonymous with an
accomplished act do exist, or, rather, they do occur what does
not exist is the holy or diabolical will.
This stance has, of course, some importan t consequences for
the status of the ethical subject, but before examining this side
of the matter, let us try to demonstrate the assertion that the
extreme character (which calls for exclusion) of 'diabolical evil'
is al ready in itself a result of a certain Kantian conceptualization
of e thics.
-
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This could be seen most clearly in the first part of Kant's
parable of the gallows, which we did not examine in our
discussion of the lie. Kant invents two stories which are sup
posed first, to 'prove ' the existence of the moral law and,
secondly to demonstrate that the subject cannot act con trary to
his pathological interests for any reason other than that of the
moral law. The first story concerns a man who is placed in the
situation of being executed on his way out of the bedroom as a
condition of spending the ni g h t with the woman he desires. The
other story, which we have al ready discussed , concerns a man
who is put in the position of either bearing false wi tness against
someone who, as a result, will l ose his life, or being put to death
h imself if he does not do so. As a comment on the first
alternative, Kan t simply affirms: 'We do not have to guess very
long what his [ the man s in question ] answer woul d be. ' As for
the second story, Kant claims that it is at least possible to imagine
that a man would rather die than tell a lie and send another
man to his death. It follows from these two comments that there
is no 'force' apart from the moral law that could make us act
against our well being and our pathological interests ' . Lacan
raises the objection that such a 'force' namely, jouissance (as
distinct from pleasure ) does exist:
,

,

'

-

'

-

-

The striking significance of the first example resides in the fac t that
the night spent with the lady is paradoxically presented to us as a
pleasure that is weighed against a punishment to be undergon e . . .
but one only has to make a conceptual shift and move the night
spent with the lady from the category of pleasure to that of jouissance,
given that jouissance implies precisely the acceptance of death . . . for
the example to be ruined . ' s

Lacan's argument i s subtle. He does not posit jouissance a s some
diabolical force which is capable of opposing itself to the law.
O n the contrary, he recognizes in jouissance the very kernel of
the law: it is enough , he states , for jouissance to be a form of
suffering for the whole situation to change its character com
pletely, and for the meaning of the moral law itself to be
completely altered Anyone can see that if the moral law is, in
.

'
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effect, capable of playi ng some role here, i t is precisely as a
support for the jouissance involved . ' 1 9 In other words , if - as Kant
claims - nothing but the moral l aw can induce us to put aside
all our pathological in terests and accept our own death , then
the case of someone who spends a night with a woman, even
though h e knows that h e will pay for it with his life, is the case of
the moral law. It is the case of the moral law, an ethical act,
without being 'diabolical ' (or ' holy' ) . This is the crucial point of
Lacan ' s argument: there are acts which perfectly fit Kant's
criteria for an (ethical) Act, without being either 'angelic' or
'diabolical ' . It happens to the subj ect that he performs an act,
whether he wants to or not. It is precisely this point which exceeds
the kind of voluntarism that would lead to romanticizing a
diabolical ( or angelic) creature. Jouissance (as the real kernel of
the law) is not a matter of the will - or, more precisely, if it is a
matter of the will, it is in so far as it always appears as something
that the subject does not want. What - according to Lacan brings Kant close to Sade is the fact that he introduces a 'want
for jouissance' ( the highest good) : that he makes the Real an
object of the will. This then necessarily leads to the exclusion of
( the possibility of) this object (the h ighest good or 'diabolical
evi l ' ) , an exclusion whi c h , in turn , supports the fantasy of its
realization ( the immortality of the soul ) . For Kant, it is unim
agi nable that someone would want h is own destruction - this
would be diabolical . Lacan 's answer is not that this is neverthe
less imaginable , and that even such extreme cases exist, but that
there is nothing extreme in it at all: on a certain level every
subj ect, average as he may be, wan ts his destruction , whether he
wants it or not.
In other words, the ' angelification' of the good and the
' diabolization ' of evil constitute the (conceptual ) price we have
to pay for making the Real an object of the will for making the
coincidence of the will with the Law the condition of an ethical act. This
entails nothing other than the claim that the ' hero' of the act
exists, and this in turn brings us to the question of the status of
the ethical subj ect. Kant, to a great extent, identifies the (ethi
cal) subj ect with his will. As his fi rst step, h e links the ethical
-
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dimension o f the act t o the will o f the subject. From there i t
follows that i f the subject were (successfully) t o acco mplish an
ethical act, he would have to be either an angelic or a diabolical
suqject. But n either of these cases can apply to human beings,
and Kant excludes them as impossible (in this world) . From this
exclusion of angels and devils there follows a perpetual diaeresis
operating in what is left. The subj ect is ' handed over' to the
irreducible doubt which manifests itself in the persistence of
guilt: he has to separate himself from his pathology in
indefinitum.
In other words, the (internal) division of the will, its alienation
from itself, which many critics prize as the most valuable point
of Kantian ethics, is in effect already a consequence of the fact
that Kan t failed to recognize a more fundamental alienation:
the alienation of the subject in the act, an alienation which
implies that the subj ect is not n ecessarily the hero of ' his' act. If
Kant had recognized this fundamental alienation or division, his
conception of a ' successful' act would not require either a holy
or a diabolical will.
Now, what exactly does this mean - what exactly is the
'fundamental alienation ' that Kant refuses to acknowl edge, and
how is his refusal visible? It is visible once again in the examples
that he invites us to consider in order to prove his theoretical
positions. Let us consider the famous example of the d eposit:
I have, for example, made it my maxim to augment my p roperty by
every safe means. Now I have in my possession a deposit, the owner
of which has died without leaving any record of it. Naturally, this case
falls under my maxim. Now I want to know whether this maxim can
hold as a universal law. I apply it, therefore, to the presen t case . . I
immediately realize that taking such principle as a law would annihi
late itself, because its result would be that no one would make a
deposit.20
.

.

What exactly is Kant saying here? He is saying that - to use
Lacan's words - there is no deposit without a depositor who is
equal to his task. There is no deposit without a depositor who
wholly coincides with and is entirely reducible to the notion of
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depositor. With this claim Kant actually sets as a condition of an
( e thical) act n othing less than the holiness of the will ( the
complete fitness of the will to the moral law - this is implied in
being ' equal to one ' s task ' ) . This point can be formulated more
generally: there is no ( ethical ) act without a subject who is equal
to this act. This, however, implies the effacement of the distinc
tion between the level of the enunciation and the level of the
statement: the subject of the statement has to coincide with the
subj ect of the enunciation - or, m ore precisely, the subject of
enunciation has to be entirely reducible to the subject of the
statement.
From this perspective i t is probably not a coincidence that the
lie , or the act of lying, is the most ' neuralgic' point of Kant's
ethics. The problem we are dealing with is precisely the problem
or the paradox of the liar. If the liar is equal to his task, he can
never say 'I am lying' (because he would be telling the truth ,
e tc . ) . As Kant would have said, this is impossibl e , because this
would make lying impossible . As Lacan has rightly pointed out,
however, this is simply not true. We know from our ordinary
experience that we have no problem accepting and ' understand
ing' such a statement. Lacan designates this paradox as only
apparent, and resolves i t precisely with the distinction between
the subject of the enunciation and the subject of the statement.21
The a m lying is a signifier which forms a part, in the Other, of
the treasury of vocabulary. This 'vocabulary' is something that I
can use as a tool , or som e thing that can use me as a ' talking
machin e ' . As subj ect, I emerge on the other level, the level of
enunciation, and this level is irreducible . Here we come, once
agai n , to the point which explains why the subject cannot 'hide
behind' the Law, presenting himself as its mere instrument:
what is suspended by such a gesture is precisely the level of the
enunciation .
That ' there i s no deposit without a depositor who is equal to
his task' , or 'there is no ( e thical ) act without the subj ect who is
equal to his act' , implies that we set as the criterion or the
condition of the ' realization' of an act the abolition of the
difference between the statement and the enunciation. This
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abolition is then posited as impossible (for human beings ) , and
at the same time (in interpretations of Kant) as forbidden : if we
attempt actually to carry it out, we will inevitably cause evil.
But the crucial question is why the abolition of this difference
should be the criterion or the necessary condition of an act.
Why claim that the accomplishment of an act presupposes the
abolitio n of this split? It is possible to situate the act in another,
inverse perspective : it is precisely the act, the ( ,successful ' ) act,
which fully discloses this split, makes it present. From thi s
perspective , the definition of a successful act would b e that it is
structured exactly like the paradox of the liar: this structure is
the same as the one evoked by the liar who says ' I am lying' ,
who utters ' the impossible' and thus fully displays the split
between the level of the statement and the level of the enuncia
tion, between the shifter ' I ' and the signifier ' am lying'. To
claim, as we are claiming here, that there is n o subject or ' hero '
of the act means that at the level of ' am lying', the subj ect is
always pathological (in the Kantian sense of the word) , deter
mined by the Other, by the signifiers which precede him. At this
level, the subj ect is reducible or 'dispensable ' . But this is not all
there is to it. Whereas the ' subject' of the statement is deter
mined in advance (he can only use the given signifiers ) , the
(shifter) 1 is determined retroactively: it ' becomes a signification,
engendered at the level of the statement, of what i t produces at
the level of the enunciation' .22 It is at this level that we must
situate the ethical subj ect: at the level of something which becomes
what 'it is' only in the act (here a 'speech act ' ) engendered, so
to speak, by another subject.23
However, the fact that the act ' reveals' the difference between
the level of the statement and the level of the enunciation does
not imply that the subj ect of the act is a divided subj ect. On the
contrary, we know very well that when we are really dealing with
an act, the subject ' is all there in his act' . What reveals the
distinction between the statement and the enunciation, between
the subj ect who says or does something and the subjective figure
which arises from it, is precisely the abolition of the division of
the subj ect. Of course, this does not mean that the subject of an
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act i s a 'full ' subject who knows exactly what he wants but,
rather, that the su�ject ' is realized' , 'obj ectified' in this act: the
subject passes over to the side of the object. The ethical subject
is not a subject who wants this object but, rather, this object
itself. I n an act, there is no 'divided subj ect' : there is the ' it' ( the
Lacanian (a) and the subjective figure that arises from it.
We may thus conclude that the act in the proper sense of the
word follows the logic of what Lacan calls a ' headless subjectiva
tio n ' or a ' subjectivation without subj ect' .24
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Literature

When speaking of Zeno's famous paradox (Achilles and the
tortoise ) , Lacan observes: 'A numbe r has a limit and it is to that
extent that it is infinite. I t is quite clear that Achilles can only
pass the tortoise - he cannot catch up with it. He only catches
up with it at infinity [ infinitude] , . 1 This remark allows us to
distinguish the ' two faces of Achilles ' : his 'Sadeian ' and his 'Don
Juanian ' face. These ' two faces of Achilles' , as we will show,
exemplify very well what we developed above as the two aspects
of Kant's theory of the act. On the one hand we have an infinite
approach towards the holiness of the will which requires the
( Sadeian ) fantasy of the immortali ty of the body and, on the
other, the 'suicidal ' act that always goes ' too far ' , leaving a hole
in the Other, and thus becomes the paradigm for 'diabolical
evi l ' . In other words, either one more step is required for the
accom plishment of an (ethical ) act, or such an act has already
been left behind; either we still have not attained the object (of
desire ) , or we have already gone beyond it.
The 'Sadeian movemen t' implies that we will approach the
whole of the object of desire ad infinitum. With each step we
come closer to it, yet we never really 'cover the whole distance ' .
Therefore , as Sade puts it i n his fam ous statement, we (always)
have before us one more effort to make . This is why the Sadeian
' paradigm ' is apt to strike us as quite tedious: Sade ' s narratives
progress exceedingly slowly, 'bit by bit' (as if Achilles were
actually trying to catch up wi th the tortoise ) ; th e y are overloaded
with a myriad ' technical details' and lengthy digressions. It
appears that th e heroes of these stories have 'all the time in the
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world', and that it is postponing the attainment of pleasure that
gives them the greatest pleasure. This is the paradigm that also
governs what we call the erotic.
On the other hand, we have the 'Don Juanian movement' ,
perhaps best described as an overhasty pursuit. Here, every time
we set out to attain the object of desire, we move too quickly
and immediately overtake it, so we find ourselves h aving to
begin again and again. If the 'Sadeian paradigm ' is m o notonous
(yet still attracts us with its suspense) , the ' Don Juanian ' is
repetitive (yet full of adventure ) . The difference between these
two approaches can also be formulated in terms of the differ
ence betwee n a ' part-by-part' and a 'one-by-one' approach to the
object of enj oyment. In the first case, we enj oy the body of the
other part by part, but when we want to 'put the pieces together ' ,
they can never !p.ake a whole, a One. I n the secon d , we begin
with the One, we enjoy a multiplicity 'one by one' , yet we can
never say that we enjoyed them all. 'She ' , each one of them, is
essentially One-less-than: That's why, in any relationship of man
with a woman - she who is in question [ en cause] - it is from the
perspective of the One-less [ Une-en-moins] that she must be taken
up. I already indicated that to you concerning Don Juan . . ' 2 It
is probably no coincidence that both these attempts ( trying to
rejoin the O ther 'part by part' or ' one by one' ) , undertaken
seriously, enter the territory of 'diabolical evil' . In this chapter
we will closely examine the logic of these two ' approaches' to
the object of desire as two answers to a fundamental deadlock:
the one that governs the relationship between the will and
jouissance as the real kernel of the act. We will take Valmont, the
hero of Laclos 's Les Liaisons dangereuses, as the h ero of the
Sadeian paradigm , and Don Juan as the paradigm of himself.
.

.

The case of Valmont
The whole of the story told in Les Liaisons dangereuses is set
against the background of an origin al myth - the mythical
relationship between Merteuil and Valmont which was broken
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off in order for the current story to begi n . This relationship is
presented to us as a kind of 'original Oneness ' where love and
enj oyment coincide, precisely in so far as they are fundamentally
incompatible. Regarding this incompatibility, the ton e of the
novel agrees with Jacques Lacan 's statements from his seminar
Encore. love has to do with identification, and thus functions
according to the formula 'we are one ' . On the other side is
enj oyment, jouissance, which in principle is n ever 'whol e ' . The
jouissance of the body of the other is always partial ; it can never
be One.3 At the beginning of the n ovel , Merteuil warns Valmont
against his planned seduction of Madame de Tourvel, saying
that she could offer him only a half-enjoyment [ demijouissance] ,
stressing that in such a relationship 1 + 1 always makes 2 (and
never 1, which would be the definition of 'whol e ' , 'non-half'
enj oyment) . Although 'in the real world ' jouissance, enj oyment,
is always only a half-enj oyment, in the case of Merteuil and
Valm o nt there was an ' absolute self-abandon' and ' ecstasy of the
senses, when pleasure is purified in its own excess ' .4 This is the
Marquise ' s description. Valmont, on the other hand, puts it like
this: 'when we took the bandage off the eyes of love and forced
it to enlighten with its flame the pleasures it envied us ' . In this
mythical relationship the antinomy of love and enjoyment is or, rather, was - thus abolished.
In the beginning there was the (successful ) sexual relation
ship, the attainment of a One. Valmont and Merteuil broke this
relationship off because ' larger concerns demanded their atten
tion ' , because d u ty called. They separated for the benefit of the
world, and s tarted ' preaching the fai th in their respective
spheres' ( p . 28) . Their original relationship, however, remained
presen t i n all their subsequent e n terprises as the immeasurable
measure compared with which all their other partners turn out
to be inadequate , whereby a series opens up from the original
One. I t is this disproportion - or, more precisely, the threat of
this disproportion - that is the cause of jealousy on Merteui l ' s as
well as on Valmont's part. When Merteuil becomes involved in
the relationship with Belleroch, Valmont, for instance, says:
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The fact is, my love, that as long as you distribute your favours in
more than one quarter I am not in the least j e alous: your lovers
remind me of Alexander's successors, unable to m aintain between
them that m i gh ty empire where once I reigned alone. But that you
should give yourself en tirely to one of them ! That there should exist
in one other man a challenge to my power! I will not tolerate it; you
need have no hope that I will. Take me back, or at l east take a second
lover. (p. 48)

The logic at work here is: it is either me alone (Valmont) or a
series of others. And the larger this series is, the more flattering
it becomes for Valmont. Of course, the privileged partner can
never be a part of the series. The Marquise confirms this when
she says, in response to Valmont's asking her for the agreed
upon reward after his successful seduction of Madame de Tour
vel, 'I may sometimes have had pretensions to bodying forth a
whole seraglio in my person; but I have never been persuaded
to belong to one ' (p. 306) .
In other words, there is no relation, no ratio, between the
Marquise de Merteuil on the one side and all o ther women on
the other. The same goes for the Vicomte de Valmont. He is
furious when the Marquise (seemingly) promotes someone else
to the 'post' of One ( and only) ; Merteuil is furious when the
Vicomte tries to place her in a series with other women.
When the One breaks apart (as it must) , we are transposed
into the logic of what mathematicians call the 'continuum of
real numbers ' : since there is always a real number between any
two given real numbers, we can never nullify their difference by
gradually diminishing it, just as Achilles can never catch up with
the tortoise by successively covering half the distance between
them . He may in fact overtake the tortoise, but he will reach it
only at infinity. A� the Chevalier de Danceny puts it in a letter
to the Marquise, ce n 'est pas nous deux qui ne sommes qu 'un, c 'est toi
qui est nous deux. v\That is at stake here is not the conventional
formula of love , we two are one; the point is that Merteuil is ' both '
(of them ) . Thus Merteuil 's attitude: t o b e one with the other is
possible only if you are (already) both.
In the background of Val mont's and Merteu i l ' s undertakings
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and conspiracies lies the assumption that love can be ' mechani
cally' produced and regulated, that its ' fl ame' can be raised or
lowered according to one's wishes. Valmont decides to make
Madame de Tourvel fall in love with him, so he forms a strategy
and systematically carries i t out step by step, leaving nothing to
chan ce. And Madame de Tourvel does i n fact fall in love with
him . This assumption is, as Mladen Dolar has pointed out, a
central theme in eighteenth-century European literature. Dolar,
in his analysis of Mozart's opera Cosz' Jan tutte, links i t to the
more general fascination with the machine, the model of
{ 'h omme-machine or 'automaton' as a coun terpart to the autono
mous subj ectivity of the Enlightenment. According to this the
matic : ' the most sublime feelings can be mechanically produced
by deterministic laws, they can be experimentally and syntheti
cally provoked' ." The person who knows this (in Cosz'Jan tlltte, the
philosopher) can manipulate these machines as he/she pleases ,
gen erating whatever results arc desired.
I n Laclos's novel it is the Marquise de Merteuil who is in such
a position . In letter 1 06, for example, she claims that women
like Cecile are nothing but ' machines d plaisir' , ' machines for
giving pleasu re ' . She adds: ' Don ' t forget that everyone is soon
familiar wi th the springs and motors of these machines; and
th at, to make use of this one without danger it will be necessary
to do so with all speed, to stop in good time, then to destroy it'
(p. 2 5 4 ) . This knowledge, however, is effective only as long as it
is privil eged. When it becomes ' common knowledge ' , i t rapidly
loses its power and effi cacy. Yet in the universe of Les Liaisons
dangereuses it is not o n ly kn owledge that separates the autono
m ous subj ects from the automatons and pleasure machines.
Merteuil also uses an other expression to refer to these non
suqj ects ; ' especes' . �speces are people-machines that can be
manipulated, and treated like things that are equivalent, replace
able and exchangeable for one another. On the other side we
could place what Merteuil calls the seelerats ( ' the evil people ' ) .
Only the see{bat is able to rise above the status of an object, a
machine or a thing. In other words - and this could be regarded
as an essential eighteenth-centu ry theme - the path to alltonomy
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leads through Evil, evil as an 'ethical attitude ' , evil as a project
(and not j u st as 'occasional evil ' ) . Knowledge itself is not
enough. It is in fact the ground of superiority, ye t in order for
this superiority to be effective, something more is required: the
decision for evil and the strength to persist in it regardless of
the consequences, even at the expense of one's own well-being.
For the purposes of our discussion, a very interesting aspect
of Les Liaisons dangereuses is the nature of Valmont's seduction
of Madame de Tourvel. Valmont's aim is far from being simply
a 'victory' over Madame de Tourvel in the sense of 'spending
the night' with her. The latter is, rather, to be a by-product of
another plan. The project Valmont undertakes with Madame de
Tourvel is in fact unique; it is not exactly like his o th er proj ects.
Tourvel is not only married, she is also 'happily married ' ; her
virtue and loyalty are 'genuine ' , they are not - as i n the case of
' most other women' - feigned, and adopted because of given
social norms and values. From the very beginning Tourvel is not
approached by Valmont as j ust ' one more ' , she is not
approached as just an other tasty morsel for Valmont's fickle
appetite. We could go further, and even say that it is only with
the seduc tion of Madame de Tourvel that Valmont actually
becomes Valmon t. Before this he is just another version of Don
Juan , the tireless seducer who 'conquers ' one woman after
another. With his seduction of Madame de Tourvel, Valmont
compl etely shifts the paradigm of seduction: the logic of ' one by
one ' ( or, rather, th ree by th ree) gives way to the logic of ' piece
by piece ' , bit by bit: the logic of the infinite approach to the
goal .
What makes Valmont's enterprise so difficult is not only the
saintly virtue of Madame de Tourvel, but also - and especially 
the conditions set for this project by Valmont himself. Victory
must be complete, he says, which means that it is not enough
for Madame de Tourvel to give in to his seductive efforts in a
moment of confused passion. Instead, her act of surrender must
be a result of reflection and sober decision. Valmont does not want
Madame de Tourvel on the level of the especes, on the level of all
other women - machines for pleasure. When she takes the
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decisive step, this step has to be accompanied by the clear
awareness of what she is doing and what the consequences of her
act may be . In other words, he wants Madame de Tourvel as
Subject.
This is why Valmont twice refuses to take advantage of oppor
tunities offered to him. The first time is when he ' softens'
Madame de Tourvel with a 'noble act' . This is the episode where
Valmont ( knowing that Tourvel has ordered his 'surveillance ' )
goes t o the nearby village and 'generously' saves a very poor
family from the seizure of their property. He reports th e event
to Merteuil :
H ow weak w e must b e , how strong t h e domination o f c i rc umsta n c e ,
if eve n I. wi t h o u t a though t for my p l a n s , could risk l o s i n g a l l the
charm of a pr o longe d struggle , all the fascination of a lab o ri ous l y
a d m i n i stered defe a t , by c o n c lud i ng a pre m a ture vi c t o ry; i f, d i s tracted
by the most puerile of d e s i r e s , I c ou l d be wil l i n g that the c o n q u e r o r
o f Madame de T o u rve I s h o u l d t a k e n o th i n g for the fru i t of h i s
l a b o u rs but t h e tasteless distinction of having added one more name
to the roll . Ah , le t her s urre n d er , but let her figh t! Let her be too
weak to prevail, but strong e n ough to resist; let her s avo u r th e
knowledge of her weakness at her leisure , but let her be unwilling to
adm i t defeat. Leave the humble poacher to kill the stag where he has
surp rised it in its hiding-place; the true hunter will bring it to bay.
( p. 63 )

He adds to this report: Ce projet est sublime, n 'est pas ? (Do you not
think my scheme sublime?)
This paragraph deserves comment on several points. First of
all , Valmont outlines the difference between himself as a person,
as a ' pathological subj ect' (who almost gets carried away by lust) ,
and himself as a ' professional ' . Valmont uses an impersonal
expression , saying that he almost put in danger ' the conqueror
of Madame de Tourvel' , that is, himself as a 'professional' . The
second important thing here is his definition of this ' danger' :
he is in danger of receiving nothing for his labours ' but the
tasteless distinction of having added one more name to the roll'
of women he has seduced. Valmont's intentions towards
Madame de Tourvel are unique . The decisive question is not
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whether h e will 'have' her or not; it is whether he will 'have ' h e r
in the right way. T o p u t it differently: victory itself i s n o t enough
for vic tory. The victory of the 'humble poacher' killing the stag
where he has surprised it is one thing; quite another is the
victory of the ' true hunter' who brings the stag to bay, and does
not take advantage of the effect surprise produces.
Later in the story, Valmont is offered another opportunity,
which once again he does not take. This tim e he writes to
Merteuil in explanation: 'As you know, the victory must be
complete . I shall owe nothing to circumstances ' ( p . 2 3 2 ) .
He says sim ilar th ings in other letters. I n letter 6 , for instance,
he says:
How e n c h a n ting to be in turn the cause and th e cure of her remors e !
be it from m e to destroy the pr ejudi c es that possess h e r . Th ey
will add to my gratification and to my glory Let her bel ieve in virtue,
but l e t h e r sacrifice i t for m y sake; let her be afraid of her sins, but
let th em not c h e ck her. ( pp. 33-4)
Far

.

In letter 70 , h e puts it like this:
My plan , on the contrary, is to make her perfectly aware of the value
and exte n t of ea c h one of the sacrifices she makes me; not to proceed
so fast with her that the remorse is unable to catch up; i t is to show
h er virtue breathing its last in long-p rotracted agonies; to keep that
sombre spectacle ceaselessly before her eyes. (p. 1 50)

We are now in a position to see more precisely what it is that
Valmont is after. He leads Madame de Tourvel to take a certain
step, then h e stops, pulls back and waits for her to become fully
aware of the implications of this step, to realize the full signifi
cance of her position. If Valmont's usual procedure is to seduce
a woman, make her 'dishonour' herself, and then abandon and
(if possible ) destroy her, with Madame de Tourvel he tries
something else: he tries to 'destroy' her before her actual
destruction. In other words, Valmont systematically pushes
Madame de Tourvel towards the realm 'between two deaths' .
In her study o f the ' tragic' heroines of three eighteenth
century novels
The New Heloise, Clarissa and Les Liaisons
-
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dangereuses Roseann Runte points out that all three women
Qulie , Clarissa and Madame de Tourvel) have one thing in
common: they all j oin, at a certain point, the living dead.6
Without exaggeration we can say that this is one of the key
themes not only of Les Liaisons dangereuses but also of the
eigh teenth cen tury in general (and beyond the eigh teenth
century as well, as this theme can be found elsewhere ) . When
Val mont says that Tourvel has ' to keep that sombre spectacle
ceaselessly before her eyes ' , these words should remind us of
an other - this time cinematographic - image : the film Peeping
Tom. In this film the plot revolves around a series of women who
were murdered, and who have one feature in common: all of
them died with an expression of absolute horror in their eyes.
Th eir expressions are not simply the expressions of terrified
victims; the horror on their faces is unimaginable, and no one
among those investigating the murders can account for it. This
enigmatic expression becomes the major clue in the investi
gation, which turns on what it was that the victims saw before
they died, what inspired them with such horror. We might
expect that the answer will be that the murderer is some kind of
monster, or that he wears a monstrous mask. But this is not the
case. The solution to the mystery, it turns out, is that the victims
saw their own images while they were being killed. The murder
weapon consists of two long, scissor-like blades to the end of
which a mirror is attached, so that the victim can see the blade
penetrating her, and watch herself dying. But there is more. The
murderer is a filmmaker by profession , who lures his victims to
a suitable location under the pretence of having them do a
'sc reen test' for a part in a film. At a certain point during the
'screen test' the murderer reveals the two blades at the end of
the camera support, and moves in to kill the victim while she
watches in a mirror surrounding the approaching lens. As she
watches herself die , the Peeping Tom films it all - focusing
especially on his victi m ' s expression of fear. His obsession is far
from simply that of murdering women. As in the case of Val
mont, this is merely an inevitable by-product of a 'sublime plan ' .
'Al l ' the Peeping Tom wants i s to catch o n fi l m the expression
-
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o f the ultimate horror o n his victims' faces (and the opportunity
to study it afterwards 'in peace ' ) . His enj oymen t consists of
watching the oth er wat.ching her own death . Here the gaze is
literally the obj e c t of his fantasy.
This scenario is paradigmatic for Valmont's enj oyment, and
of his plans with Madame de Tourvel . He wishes to make her
fully conscious of her own death , long before sh e is to die; he
wis h es to see death leave its mark on a living o rganism, to bring
his victim to the point where she is forced - if we can put it like
this - to live death. Valmont says just this when he exclaims: ' La
pauvre femme, eile se voit mourir' ( , Poor woman , she is watching
herself dying' ) . This is p recisely what fascinates him so much. So
we cannot help but agree with Valmont when he says that his
proj ect is 'sublime ' .
But what exactly does it mean ' to live one 's death ' and ' to
watch oneself dying'? The unspoken exclamation behind ' La
p auvre femme, elle se voit mourir' is none other than ' L 'heureuse
femme, elle se voit jouir' ( ' Fortunate woman, she is watching herself
enjoying!) . Thus we are dealing here with the paradigm case of
the perverse position as Lacan conceives it: what is at stake for
the pervert is not finding enjoyment for himself, but making the
Other enj oy, completing the Other by supplying the surplus
enjoyment she lacks.7 The pervert wan ts the Other to become a
' complete ' subj ect, with the help of the jouissance that he makes
appear on the part of the Other. This intention to subj ectivize
the Other is, as we have seen, quite apparent in the novel.
We have already mentioned Merteuil's distinction between
the especes and the scelirat. We pointed out that only the scelirat,
the 'evil ' , can reach the level of the autonomous subject, while
all others remain mere machines or things. However, this is not
all there is to it. Valmonfs victim, Madame de Tourvel, is also to
be elevated , at a certain moment, from the level of the m ass of
mere machines, the especes. And it is her tormen tor who thus
upgrades her: in h is hands and through the tortures to which
he subjects her, through the choice the victim is compelled to
make, she becomes a subj ect. Here, the novel offers a rem ark
able image of Tourvel's ' first death ' - of the mom ent when she
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finally c h ooses Valmont, and ' surrend ers h e rself' . Lad os gives
us, via Valmon t ' s p e n , the fol lowi n g descri p tion of Madam e de
Tourvc l : ' I magi n e a woman seated i n stiff imm obility with a
fixed e x p ression on her fac e , s e e m i n g neither to thi n k nor to
liste n , n o r to understan d ; from wh ose s taring eyes the tears fall
conti n u ously and u n c h e cked'
i m age o f Condillac ' s statu e , R

( p . 303 ) . Is
a

this n o t a perfec t

s tatue that is about

t o begin

agai n , fro m nothing, as a figure of a n e w { b o rn ) subj ect?
The other aspect of the novel that particularly interests us
here, i n re lation to ethics, is the q u e s ti o n of Valm ont's desire
and guilt as they e m e rge from his relationship with the Marquise
de Me rteu i ! . At a ce rtain point Valmont be trays his relationship
or pact with the Marquise , and thus renounces his ' e thi c s ' and
his ' du ty ' . This side of the s tory is c o ndensed in the fam ous
le tte r

1 4 1 , in which th e M arquise de Me rte uil wri tes a le tter

within-a-l e tte r, which Valmont will afterwards simply transcribe
and s e n d to Madam e de Tourve ! . We are referri n g

to the fam ous

' rhetorical ' lette r in which every thought con cludes with the
phrase

' ce n 'est pas ma faute'

( ' it is not my faul t' ) :

One is very soon bored with everything, my angel; it is a law of
nature. It is not my fault.
If therefore I am now bored with an adventure which has claimed
my attention for four mortal months, it is not my fault.
If, that is to say, my love was equal to your virtue - and that is
certain ly saying a great deal - it is not surprising that the one came
to an end at the same time as the other. It is not my faul t.
It follows that for some time I have been deceiving you, but then
your relentless tenderness forced m e in some sort to do so! It is not
my fault.
A woman that I love madly now insists that I give you up for her
sake. I t is not my fault.
I quite realize that th is is the perfect opportunity to accuse me of
perj ury: but if, wh ere nature has gifted men with no more than
constancy, she has given women obstinacy, it is not my fault.
Believe me, you should take an ot.her lover, as I take another
mistress. This is good, very good advice: if you find it bad , it is not my
fault.
Good-bye , my angel. I took you with pleasure: I leave you without
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regret. I shall come back perhaps. Such is life . I t is not my fault.
(pp. 335-6)

It is not Valmont's faul t, and this is because it is the law of nature,
because Madame de Tourvel herself forced him to do as he does,
because another woman insists on it, because nature has gifted
men with no more than constancy, and because such is life. The
rhetoric of the argument is shaped so that it renders its own
basis ridiculous as one progresses. The persiste n t repetition of
'it is not my fault' (i.e. 'I could not have acted otherwise ' ) fully
expresses the fact that everything could have been different if
only Valmont had wanted it so. And this, of course, is what is
most painful for Madame de Tourvel. As she reads this letter,
she finds herself in the position of having lost the very thing for
which she has sacrificed everything else . This is yet another
version of the process of becoming an (ethical) subj ect.
This letter is a lethal letter, a poison-pen letter by which
Valmont literally kills Madame de Tourvel - or, more accurately,
this letter is the letter by which the Marquise de Merteuil kills
Madame de Tourvel using Valmont's 'sword ' .9
Valmont comes out of this episode a complete ' sucker' . Mer
teuil has made an absolute fool of him:
Yes, Vicomte, you were very much in love with Madame de Tourvel,
and you are still in love with her: you love her to distraction. But
because it amused me to make you ashamed of it, you have bravely
sacrificed her. You would have sacrificed her a thousand times rather
than take a joke. To what lengths will van ity lead us! The sage was
indeed right who called it the enemy of happiness. ( pp. 340-41 )

On the other hand, this whole affair results in a rude awakening
for the Marquise, because her long-held assumption that Val
mont is attracted to her only because of his 'vanity' proves to be
entirely j ustified.
Where can we locate the decisive moment when Merteuil
comes to know with certainty that Valmont is really in love with
Madame de Tourvel? Precisely when Valmont sacrifices Madame
de Tourvel, as he himself puts it. This sacrifice, because it is a
sacrifice, is far from a testimony to his indifference to Madame
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d e Tourvel ; i t i s proof o f his love for her. I n the stage of the
game leading up to Val m on t ' s admiss i o n that the l oss o f Tourvel
was a sacri fi c e , M e rteuil chooses the pe rfect way to discover h is
real fee l i n gs for Madam e de Tourvel. She sets a trap for him i n
t h e register o f ' desire a n d guil t ' . T h e questi o n for h e r i s n o t
whether or n o t Valmon t ' obj ectively' broke the rules they both
swore to follow. The decisive questi o n is wh ether he broke them
' subj e c tively' , o n the level of his desire . Hence the poi n t of
M e rteuil ' s trap is n o t to find out whether Val m o n t i s ready to
sacrifi ce Madame de Tourvel, i t i s to find out w h e ther he

considers it a sacrifice

to break with h e r . The question is n o t

whether Val m o n t h as ' objectively ' d o n e wrong; t h e real question
is whether h e

feels guilty

-

if h e does feel guilty, th en for the

M arquise, h e is guilty. Merteuil knows very well that if Valm o n t
is gui l ty, h e w i l l respond t o her provocations exactly as he does:
wi th a sacri fi c e . I f Valm o n t feels guilty, then the logic of the
superego will

autom atically lead h i m

to take what is most

p recious to h i m , and sacri fi c e it.
This letter c o n tains ye t another ' twis t ' . The phrase

ma faule is

ce n 'est pas

n o t originally Merteuil ' s inve n ti o n ; thus wh at we h ave

h e re is n o t j u s t 'a letter copied from a letter-wi thi n-a-le tter' . At
the origin of all this i s an other letter that Valmo n t wro te to
M e rteuil after his 'success' wi th Madame de Tourve l . I n this
le tter h e says , am ong o ther th i n gs: 'I am n o t i n l ove , and it is
n o t my fau l t if circu m s tances compel me to play the part'
( p . 328) . It i s th us in a le tter from Val m o n t

to the Marquise

that

we fi rs t c o m e across the expression ' i t is not my faul t ' . I t is this
ph rase that makes Merteuil aware of th e gravity of th e situati o n ,
th i s l i n e t o w h i c h s h e responds b y tel l i n g h i m t h e story about a
frie n d who , like Val m o n t himself, wen t on doing stupid thi n gs
and clai m i n g afterwards that it was n o t h i s fault. This is the story
that Val m o n t copies fro m her le tter and sends to Madam e de
Tourve l , the le tter we h ave al ready quoted.
M erteuil k n ows very well that i t is precisely the p h rase

pas ma faute that i s

ce n 'est

the purest form of the admission of guilt. She

kn ows very well that because of th eir underlying logic, claims
like ' ci rcums tan ces forced me to do i t ' , 'I could not h elp i t ' , ' i t
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was beyond my control ' are the best testimony to the subj ect's
guilt. They show that the subject has ' given up on his desire'
[ cede sur son desir] . The definition of what we might call the ' law
of desire' is that desire pays no attention to the 'laws of nature' ,
to how the 'world goes ' , o r to the 'force of circumstances' . This
is precisely what links the 'logic of desire' to the (original)
project of the Marquise and Valmont. So when Valmont
addresses her with such a flat excuse, Merteuil takes it as an
outrageous insult. The letter-within-a-letter which she sends to
Valmont, which he later copies and sends to Madame de Tour
vel, is not only a ' knife in the heart' of the latter but also a sharp
reminder to Valmont that this kind of rhetoric suits only autom
ata, not autonomous subj ects. In other words, it is a remin der
that while mechanical, human creatures, especes, can be fooled
with this kind of 'fatalistic crap' , it is unforgivable for a person
who believes himself to be an autonomous subject to use such
an excuse in addressing another autonomous subject. Merteuil ' s
irritation comes from Valmont daring to say t o her that ' i t i s not
his fault' - from his showing that he underestimates her, as well
as himself. He underestimates himself simply by usin g such a
lame excuse, and her because he believes she will 'buy' it.
This point about the law of desire is in keeping with Lacan ' s
comments in The Ethics of Psy choanalysis:
Something is played out in betrayal if one tolerates it. If, driven by
the idea of the good . . . one gives ground to the point of giving up
one's own claims and says to oneself, 'Well, if that's how things are,
we should abandon our position: neither of us is worth that much,
and especially me, so we should just return to the common path . '
You can b e sure that what you find there is the structure o f cider sur
son desir. Once one has crossed the boundary where I combine "in a
single term contempt for the other and for oneself, there is no way
back. i O

This is exactly what happens to Valmont: he steps on to the path
of no return. What is more, he does it precisely in the name of
the good (in keeping with Lacan 's account) . When Valmont
realizes the gravity of the situation, he desperately falls back on
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his last reserves: he offers the Marquise a bargain . He writes her
a very connubial and jealous letter, putting her affair with
Danceny on the same level as his affair with Tourvel and
proposing, so to speak, mutual forgiveness. Mter the Marquise
sharply refuses this bargain , as well as its 'blackmailing' subtext
( ' if you don ' t want to lose me, you 'd better do what I say' ) , he
suggests in another letter that Merteuil, too, should 'give up on
her desire ' , because otherwise they will both be destroyed. In
letter 1 52 he tells her, more or less: Each of us is in possession
of all that is necessary to ruin the other. But why do it, if instead
we can re-establish our friendship and peace? The choice is
yours, but you should know that a negative answer will be taken
as a declaration of war. M erteuil's response is: Fine, w a r it is.
Thus it is fair to say that the Marquise is the only one who
remains loyal to her duty until the very end, and refuses to
tolerate Valmont's offer of mutual betrayal - she refuses to give
up on her desire:
What I call ' Glider sur son desir' is always accompanied in the destiny of
the subject by some betrayal. . . . Either the subject betrays his own
way . . . or, more simply, he tole rates the fact that someone with
whom he has more or less vowed to do something betrays his hope
and doesn ' t do for him what their pact en tailed - whatever the pact
may be , fated or ill-fated, risky, shortsighted, or i ndeed a matter of
rebellion or fligh t, it doesn ' t matter. "

When Valmont writes: 'it is not my fault if circumstances compel
m e to play the part ' , he enters a game that is quite different
from the one he has previously been playing. We could define
the shift he undergoes as a shift from the perspective of the
' moral law' ( i . e . the law linked to the position he adopts as his
principle, which determines his subjectivity) to that of the law of
the superego. This shift is visible, first of all, in the way h e
responds t o the Marquise ' s letter. He is perfectly aware o f his
guilt, but he gets it all wrong: he understands giving up Madame
de Tourvel as the price he has to pay in order to resume his old
ways and to make peace with the Marquise . He does not see that
whatever he does, things can only get worse. The Marquise is in
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n o doubt that h e i s capable o f sacrificing what i s most precious
to him . The point is that this sacrifice is the ultimate p roof of
his guilt. Whether he gives up Tourvel or not is a ' technical
question ' . Whatever he does from this point on will have to be
either too much or too little, and this is enough to establish that
here we are dealing with the superego. He makes the sacrifice
required of him, he rejects the obj ect most dear to him, but by
doing this he only becomes further entangled in the snare of
the superego. This much is clear when he writes to the Marquise
that one thing alone can bring him greater glory: winning
Madame de Tourvel back. Thus Valmon t's act is an act that
remains essentially unaccomplished. In order to accomplish it, he
(perpetually) has to make ' one m ore effort' .

The

case

of Don Juan

What makes Don Juan (we will focus here on one of the most
sophisticated versions of this myth, Moliere's play) a fi gure of
diabolical evil is not his debauched life , his sinfulness. The
'diabolical' character of his position -just as in Kant's definition
of diabolical evil - springs from the fact that the evil h e
represents i s n o t simply the opposite o f being good, and thus
cannot be j udged according to the (usual ) criteria of good a n d
evil. This, o f course, i s d u e to the fact that h i s persistence i n
'evil' i s constant, that it has the form of a programme, o f a
'principled nonconformity' with (existing) moral n orms. We can
see this clearly in M oliere' s play where Sganarelle (the servant
who accompanies Don Juan on his j ourneys) is presented as
someone who believes in the good, who abhors sin and believes
in God, but who is at the same time willing to make numerous
concessions and, unlike Don Juan, skilfully bends his principles
according to his immediate needs and advantages.
Don Juan 's position is not governed by the logic of transgres
sion and negation (opposition, rebelliousness, dispute) . His only
no is the no he delivers to repentance and grace, which are
offered to him but which he steadfastly refuses. His position is
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not, as some interpretations suggest, that o f a n 'enlightened
atheist' for whom 'nothing is sacred ' . As Camille Dumoulie has
observed - correctly, in my opinion - an atheist is really only in
search of belief, if only we can present him with some ' real
proofs ' . 1 2 It is intrinsic to the atheist's attitude that he is willing
to 'grab' greedily at the fi rst 'material ' evidence of Divine
existence available, and thus become an enthusiastic believer.
Don Juan, of course, does nothing of the sort. He is literally
bombarded by Heaven with a mass of 'substantial evidence'
confirming God's existence ( a statue that moves and talks, the
apparition of a woman that changes its form and becomes Time,
etc. ) , evidence that would convince even the most hardened
atheist, but in the face of this evidence Don Juan rem ains
unmoved.
One is thus compelled to ask whether there might not be a
basic misunderstanding in the ' communication ' between
Heaven and Don Juan. Don Juan never says that he doubts the
existence of God. What he does say is that 'all he believes in is
that two and two make four and two fours are eight' . This
famous statement is usually taken as the clearest possible
expression of his atheism and cynicism. Yet in the Cartesian
universe - which is undoubtedly also Don Juan 's universe - to
say that we believe that two and two make four is as good as
saying that we believe in the existence of God. Only a truthful
God can guarantee that this 'mathematical truth' is eternal and
unchangeable. We also know that it is essential to Don Juan that
the truth of mathematics stays unchangeable, for he ( this time
as Mozart' s Don Giovanni) has an important calculation to
make: 640 in Italy + 2 3 1 in Germany + 1 00 in France + 91 in
Turkey + 1 003 in Spain. (Mille e tre, the famous Don Juanian
number, thus takes into account only his conquests in Spain. If
we add up his list, we get the number 2065. If we consider his
' results ' in each country, as well as the grand total, we can see as Kierkegaard has already pointed out - that most of his numbers
are odd, ' not whole ' [ 23 1 , 9 1 , 1 003, 2065 ] . As a result, it perhaps
becomes possible to link the effect of such numbers to what
Lacan designates with th e term pas-toute [ the i n-c o m plete, the
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not-all] . In this context it is ironic that the only country where
Don Juan makes a 'whole' number of conquests [ 1 00] is Franc e .
Thus France i s quite strikingly out o f keeping with the true spirit
of Don Juan - we had to wait for Lacan to debunk the myth that
in France the 'sexual relationship' exists more completely than
it exists anywhere else . )
Don juan 's attitude might best b e described as: ' I certain ly
believe (or even: I know perfectly well) that God exists - but so
what? ' This is what makes his position so scandalous, intolerable,
unthinkable and 'diabolically evil' . All the characters in the play
(including Heaven , which is undoubtedly one of the dramatis
personae, since it intervenes directly in events) are persuaded that
Don Juan acts as he does because he does not believe (or know)
that the Supreme Judge really exists; they believe that he h as
only to be convinced of His existence, and everything will
change. What is utterly unthinkable in this universe is that
someone who does not doubt the existence of God should live
his life in complete disregard of Him.
Yet this is the very split that Don Juan embodies. This is why
his attitude becomes completely unbearable (for the com
munity) only at the moment when he - despite all the substantial
evidence and grace offered to him - utters his final ' No and no!'
He thus goes far beyond the truism that for him, as for any
other 'atheist' , the judicious thing to do would be to repent
before he dies, by saying: 'Mter all, one never really knows what
may be ahead, let's do it just in case . . . .' Don Juan knows all
too well what is ahead of him; the point is that despite this
knowledge, he refuses to repent and ' play it safe ' .
According to an undocumented story, Vol taire ( another
notorious 'atheist' ) was once seen to touch his hat in salute
while he was passing a church. Later, according to this same
story, the person who witnessed this mockingly asked Voltaire
how it happened that he, a sworn atheist, should take his hat off
in front of a church . Voltaire looked surprised, and answere d :
'Well, i t may be true that God and I are n o t on speaking terms.
But w e s t i l l gre e t each other. '
This story can also be taken to describe Don Juan ' s atti tu d e .
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The scene in Moliere ' s play that takes place i n the woods, where
D o n Juan and h i s servan t Sganarelle meet a poor m a n , is

instructive i n this respect:

Would you care to help me, sir, with a little something?
So your advice wasn ' t disi n terested !
POOR M A N : I ' m a poor man, sir. I have lived alone in this wood for
the last ten years. I will pray to Heaven for your good fortune.
n O N JUAN: Hm. Pray for a coat to your back and don ' t worry about
other people ' s affairs.
S G A N A RELLE: My good man , you don ' t know my master. All he
believes in is that two and two make four and two fours are eight.
D O N J U A N : How do you employ yourself here in the forest?
POOR M A N : I spend my days in praying for the prosperity of the good
people who show me charity.
D O N JU AN : You must live very comfortably then .
P O O R M A N : Alas, sir, I live i n great penury.
DON J U A N : Surely not? A man who spends his days in prayer cannot
fail to be well provided for.
P O O R M A N : Believe me, sir, I often haven ' t a c rust of bread to eat.
D O N JUAN: Strange that you are so ill repaid for your pains! Well, I ' ll
give you a gold piece here and now if you 'll curse your fate and
blaspheme.
P O O R MA N : Ah , sir, would you have me commit a sin like that?
D O N J UA N : Make up your mind. Do you want to earn a gold piece or
not? There is one here for you provided you swear. Wait - you
must swear.
POOR M A :-.I : Oh, sir!
D O N J U A N : You don ' t get it unless you do.
S G A N A R E L L E : Go o n , curse a bit. There isn ' t any harm in i t.
D O N J U A N : Here, take it, I tell you, but you must swear first.
P O O R M A N : No, sir, I ' d rathe r starve to death .
D O N J U A N : Very well, then , I give it to you for your human i ty's sake. l �
POOR M A N :
DON J U A N :

What i s especially i n teresti n g abou t th is episode i s th at i t all ows
for two completely opposite i n te rpretati o n s . Accord i n g to the
fi rs t o n e , Don Juan comes out of th e e n c o u n te r with the poor
man wterly

defeated.

T h e poor man does n o t yi e l d to te m p tation ,

and thus proves to D o n Juan that a Go o d , wh ich the latter
despises

an d does not b e l i eve in, neverth el ess exists . From this
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perspective, Don Juan's final gesture - the fact that h e gives
money to the poor man after all - functions as the desperate
gesture of a humiliated master by means of which he strives to
save what is left of his dignity and pride. Only a master can
afford to be so generous, to give his money away whenever he
likes to whomsoever he chooses. So, in the ab ove scene, the only
thing that distinguishes Master (Don Juan ) from Slave (the poor
m an ) is this gesture of ' charity' , which only a m as ter can afford.
On the other hand, the same scene can be also u nderstood as
a triumph for Don Juan , as a consecration of his own attitude. To
see this we must not overlook the fact that the poor man is not
simply the opposite of Don Juan; the two speak the same
language. Don Juan encounters his equal, he e ncounters his
'positive' (in the photographic sense of the term ) . What is at
stake is an encounter between the 'highest Good' and the
'highest Evil ' , both of which speak the same language. This
uncanny resemblance is especially striking whe n we compare
Don Juan 's and the poor man 's respective arguments with
Sganarelle's exhortation: ' Go on, curse a bit. There isn ' t any
harm in it' - itself a perfect example of the customary logic of
the (common ) Good. From the perspective of this logic, exces
sive insistence on something - however good that thing may b e
i n itself - i s automatically perceived a s something disturbing
which destroys the harmony of the community. While swearing
is evil, preferring to die rather than 'swear a little ' betrays an
element of the 'demonic' , the 'dangerous ' , the destabilizing. 14
Thus we have , on the one hand, Don Juan , who has 'palpable '
reasons to repent, but refuses to do so; and , o n the other,
someone who has no 'palpable ' reason not to swear, yet refuses
to do so. In other words, both are in a position where everything
'palpable ' ( God's signs in Don Juan 's case and a complete
absence of such signs in the poor man 's case ) speaks in favour
of an act wh i c h they both rc:j ect with equal stubbornness. Don
Juan 's final gesture , his charity, thus has an e n tirely differe n t
impact: h e does n o t give money t o the poor m a n i n spite of h i s
perseverance b u t because of i t ; h i s is no longer an act of chari ty
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but, rather, the gesture o f the maste r who recognizes and
acknowledges in the slave his equal : another master.
In relation to this reading of the situation in terms of the
dialectic of master and slave, it is possible to offer yet another
explanation of what is so scandalous about Don Juan 's attitude.
Where else, and between which parties, does this dialectic figure
in the play? On closer examination it becomes clear that it
actually takes place between Don Juan and God ( Heaven, the
Commander's statue) . This is especially true in Moliere's version
of Don Juan, which omits the scene which usually begins the
story: the scene in which Donna Anna mourns her father ( the
Commander, who has died in a duel with Don Juan ) , and cries
for revenge. Many interpreters have claimed that by cutting out
this opening scene , Moliere committed a dramaturgical mistake,
since the finale of the play ( Don juan 's confrontation with the
Commander's statu e ) thus l oses its proper motivation . Yet it
m ight a l s o be argued that with this omission Moliere accom
plished something else - that he thereby shifted the centre of
the drama. The Commander's statue no longer represents some
one who has personal reasons for avenging himself on Don
J u an ; instead , we recognize the horrifying statue as the envoy of
Heave n , of the Beyond. In this way, another dram a is brough t
to the fore : that w hic h takes place between Don Juan and
Heave n , in whi ch Don Juan paradoxi cally occupies the p o s i tion
of the 'slave ' . The struggle between m aster and slave (with the
'Absolute M as t e r ' Death, in th e background ) thus becomes a
st.ruggle b e twe e n master and Absolute Master (incarnated in the
Commander's statue ) . From this pers p e c ti ve D o n Juan ' s
po s i ti on is that o f th e slave w h o d o e s not back down before the
Absolute Maste r ( Death ) and refuses to accept the symbolic pact
offe red him ( r e p e n t a n c e leading to h i s absoluti o n ) , wh ich would
allow him to avoid real as well as sy mbolic death ( the e ternal
curse) . Even t h oug h he knows very well that th e blow directed
to the other is a blow to o n eself' , 1 5 h e n everth e l ess perseveres in
his stance until the end.
By so doing, he provokes what we might call a hystericization
of the Beyond, of the Other, God. The finale of the play stages
,

,

'
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this 'hystericization ' with the greatest clarity. In the final scene a
series of messengers from Heaven appear one after another, all
reminding Don Juan where he is heading, and o ffering him a
chance to repent, an offer he persistently refuses. The spirit of
these 'interventions from beyond' could best be described in
terms of the Lacanian question ' ehe vuoi ?' ( 'What do you
actually want? ' ) . Only when it is confronted with Don Juan 's
steadfast refusal to bend under the weight of this question, to
give up on his enigmatic desire, does Heaven become powerless
and fall from its position as Master. The best expression of this
powerlessness is the ' hysterical outburst' which finally puts an
end to Don Juan's scandalous life. (Rolls of thunder, flashes of
lightning. The earth opens up and swallows him up. Flames rise from
the pit into which he has vanished. ) Fire, thunder, the earth itself
opening up to swallow Don Juan . . . several interpreters have
already drawn attention to the comical effect of this spectacle.
In fact, one could establish a connection betwee n this comical
effect and one we know from our everyday expe rience. When,
for instance, a schoolteacher can no longer m anage to ' keep
order' in his or her class by ordinary subtle means, and starts to
yell at the students, he/she usually provokes laughter rather
than fear or respect. Likewise, we can say that in Don Juan,
thunder, infernal fire and the earth yawning open are not so
much manifestations of authority as clear signs of its breakdown .

One of the distinguishing features of Moliere's Don Juan is the
way the hero sees his relationship with women. Don Juan 's
position can be summed up as: 'All women have the righ t to a
share of my agalma, and they all have the right to make me
appreciate theirs . ' Or, as Don Juan himself puts i t:
All beautifu l wom en h ave a righ t to o u r love, and the accid e n t of

of a fair share in our
. . . the fact th at I am in love wi th one p e rso n shall never m ake
me unjust to the o th ers . I keep an eye for th e merits of all of them
and r e n d e r each o n e the homage, pay each one th e tribute that

being the first c o m e r s h o u l d n ' t rob others
hearts
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nature enj oins . . I feel i t i s i n m e t o love the whole world, and like
Alexander still wish for new worlds to conquer. (p. 202)
.

.

In short, Don Juan 's reasoning here is a distortion of the
reasoning at the basis of pure practical reason, the universal
language of the moral law. The distortion consists in the fac t
that what he proposes as a n object o f universal distribution is
the one thing which is exclusive by its very definition: the 'gift
of love ' . Don Juan offers to share what Lacan calls the objet petit
a or, in his interpretation of Plato's Symposium, the agalma: the
mysterious treasure , the secret obj ect that the subject has within
him which provokes the love and desire of the other. Moliere 's
comic genius brilliantly captures the logic of this 'universal
distribution of the substance of enjoymen t ' . This is evident from
the very start of the play, which begins with Sganarelle 's praise
of tobacco, itself an accurate summation of his master's way of
life . What Sganarelle says about tobacco can be applied, down
to the last detail, to the 'homage and tributes' that Don Juan
offers to women:
Aristotle a n d t h e philosophers c a n say what they like, b u t there ' s
nothing t o equal tobacco . . . . Haven ' t you noticed how, once a chap
s tar ts taki n g snuff, he behaves poli tely to everybody, and what a
pl e asure he takes in offering it righ t and left wherever he happens to
be? He d o e s n t even wai t to be asked or until folk know that th ey
want it! ( p . 1 99 )
'

This i s precisely how D o n Juan handles his agalma: he happily
distributes it all around him, 'offering it right and left' , even
before anyone asks for some.
The inexhaustible character of Don Juan 's agalma was also
pointed out by Kierkegaard: 'What wonder, then, that they all
crowd about him , the happy maidens! Nor are they disap
pointed, for he has enough for them all . ' 1 6 Kierkegaard proposes
to resolve the paradox of Don Juan 's ' inexhaustible spring' by
in terpreting the hero as a 'force of nature ' , as the principle of
sensuousness. He therefore dismisses those who view Don Juan
as an individual, suggesting that this perception of the hero is
absurd, since such a condensation of sensuousness as such into
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one person is unthinkable. This is also why Kierkegaard is
convinced that the only appropriate medium for the Don Juan
myth is music, and its only acceptable version is Mozart's opera.
Consequently, he dismisses Moliere 's play as entirely inadequate,
even silly. Yet the question arises of whether the interpretation
of Don Juan as a Principle (of sensuousness) does not actually
avoid the very dimension of Don Juan that is most disturbing,
scandalous and ' unthinkable ' : the fact that the Principle itself
appears a s Don Juan, as a concrete individual; that the universal
takes the form of the singular. According to Kie r kega a rd it is
only in so far as we understand Don Juan as an abstract principle
that we can manage to avoid seeing his story as some sort of
burles q ue, especially when it comes to the fam ous mille e tre.
This, however, is the weak point of Kierkegaard ' s interpre ta tion
for it fails to grasp how the very thing i t considers to be the
problem is a c tu al ly al r eady a s o lution of a problem - a bur
lesque soluti o n , perhaps, yet one which, through its very i ncre
dibility, bears witness to the difficulty it seeks to resolve . In othe r
words: mille e tre is the answe r, not the q uestion ( or the problem ) ;
i t i s the outcome of a certain project, not its origi n al purpose; it
is not an impossible task, but already an answer to an impossible
task; it is an answer to a more fundamental, structural and not
empirical i m passe If t h e mille e Ire is an empirical impossibility,
t he fu n d am e ntal impossibility lies in another domai n . As we
shall see, it is only this perspective that will enable us to account
for a fact which is usually not given much atten tion, but is
nevertheless crucial for the myth of Don Juan .
The myth o f D o n Juan i s i n fact a co m posite o f two myths that
existed separately long before the first version of Don Juan. The
first is a myth or legend about a dinner with Death. Versions of
this legend differ in some details, but its basic outline is this: a
young man, usually a farmer, finds a skull by the road or in a
field. He does not cross himself, or see to it that the skull gets to
the place whe re it belongs; instead, he breaks the rules of
'symbolic death ' . He kicks the skull, and jokingly invites it to
have dinner with him (in some versions an ordinary dinner; in
others some kind of feast - for instance, a weddin g feast) . One
,

,

'

.

'
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of the living dead ( often i n the form o f a skeleton) actually
shows up for this dinner - not to eat or drink, but merely to
return the invitation : to invite the farmer to dine with the dead.
The second feast, the feast of the living dead, customarily ends
eith er with the intruder's death or with a note of amnesty,
accompanied by a moral lesson: in future you will respect the
deadY
The second legend in question is the one we usually associate
with Don Juan : the legend about the capricious seducer, a ladies'
man or libertine. Before Don Juan, Hylas l 8 was such a popular
hero in France.
It is in teresting to note that when we hear the name Don J u a n
today, we automatically th ink of th is second com ponen t of th e
Don Juan myth . In deed, it would be difficult to find anyone
who , asked what associations the name of Don Juan calls up ,
would answer 'disrespect for the dead ' , or 'dinners with the
livi ng dead ' . Rather than exploring the reasons for this eclipse
of one of the components of the myth by th e other, let us simply
observe that this double structure is an essen tial and constituent
element of Don juan, and gives it a kind of weight that neither
of its consti tuent legends has by itself.
From this perspective, a fundamental question arises: how is i t
that, in Don juan, these two seemingly divergent stories come to
be j oined? What legitimizes this fusion? What do the profanation
of the dead and the serial seduction of women have in common?
We can answer th is question only if we view the serial seduc
tion of women as a solution to a certain impasse - a solution
whic h , precisely because of its continual failure to provide a real
solution, only reveals the true scandal: the fact that one half of
the human race is actually composed of the 'living dead': that
is, beings with no signifier of their own that would adequately
represent them in the symbolic.
It is well known that Don Juan sleeps with all kinds of women:
blonde or brunette, tall or short, fat or skinny, old or young,
gentlewomen or peasants , ladies or maids . . . . As some interpret
ers - Kierkegaard among them - have pointed out, we would be
wrong to understand this as Don Juan 's preference for a 'varie-
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gated menu ' . What makes Don Juan ' s attitude possible is, rather,
his indifference to all differences. Don Juan 's paradigm is not
variety, but repetition. He does not seduce women because of
what is special about or unique to each one of them , but because
of what they all have in common: the fact that they are women .
It is true that Don Juan 's perception of himself seems to go
against this reading. In Moliere's play, for example , he says that
'all the joy of love is in the change ' . Yet we must bear in mind
that p u rsui t of change for the sake of change is one of the
purest instances of repetition compulsion. In fact, Don Juan
himself poin ts out that the change h e seeks is not a n ew woman
but a ' n ew conquest' . The identity of the object of this conquest
is of minor importance here. At the core of perpetual change is
a repetition of one and the same gesture .
To sum up: Don Juan 'seduces' women regardless of their
looks , their 'appearances ' - that is, with no regard for the
criteria of th e dimension of the imaginary; and equally regardless
of the symbolic roles of his conquests ( i t doesn ' t matter whether
they are mistresses or maids, married or single, daughters or
sisters of important men, wives or fiancees . . . ) . Th e question is:
what else remains? Does anything remain at all? The whole of
Don Juan 's existence testifies to the fact that something remains,
though the identity of this something is completely
undetermined.
At this point, we can introduce Lacan 's infamous statement
that 'Woman [la femme] doesn ' t exist' . If we are to grasp the
feminist impact of this statement, it is important to realize that
it is not so much an expression of a patriarchal attitude
grounded in a patriarchal society as something which threatens
to throw such a society ' out of joint' . The following obj ection
to Lacan is no doubt familiar: 'If "Woman doesn ' t exist", in
Lacan's view, this is only because the patriarch al society he
upholds has oppressed women for millennia; so instead of trying
to provide a theoretical justification for this oppression, and this
statement, we should do something about it. ' Yet - as if the
statement 'la femme n 'existe pas' were not already scandalous
enough by itself - what Lacan aims at with this statement is even
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m o re s o . Th e fac t that 'Woman doesn ' t exist'

i s not a result of

th e opp ressive character of p at ri a rcha l society; on th e c o n trary,
it is p a tr i arc h a l society (with i ts oppressi o n of wo m e n ) which is
a ' resul t ' of the fac t
to

with

deal

that 'Woman

and

' overco m e '

doesn ' t exist' ,
this

fact,

to

a

vas t attempt

make

it

pass

u n notice d . 1 9 For wom e n , afte r al l , seem to exist perfe c tly well in
this s o c i e ty
dance

of

as

daughters , sisters, wives and moth e rs . T h i s

abun

sym bolic i d e n ti ties disguises the lack that ge nerates

th e m . These ide n ti ties make it obvious not only that Woman
does i n d e e d exist, but also

wha t she is: the ' c ommon d e n o m i na

to r ' of all these symbolic roles, the substance u n d e rlyi ng all
these sym b o l i c attri b u tes. This fu n c tions perfe c tly well u n til a
D o n Juan shows up a n d demands to h ave - as if on a silver
platter - th i s substance
mother,

in itself.

not

a

wife , daugh te r, sister or

but a woman.

H e re we must rem ember that it is the men i n the story, not
the wo m e n , who find Don Juan ' s actions most offe n s ive It is no
accident that the play takes place in Si ci ly , which is even today
- con sidered to be a cradle of pa tr iar ch al values . Nor is it a
c o i n c i d e n c e that Don Juan is p e rsecuted by two brothers ( o f the
' di s h o n oured woman ' ) It is no secret th a t the best way to insult
a typi c al ' m ale c h auvi n i s t ' is to make allusions to his siste r ' s
sexual ac tivi ties. T h e m e r e th ough t that his sister i s not just his
sister, i s not reducible to her symbolic id e n ti ty, but may be
s o m e th i n g else as well ( unsurprisingly, but significantly, this
' something else ' usually comes down to only one alternative: a
whore) drives him mad. What is especially interesting about this
kind of i n sult is that although on the level of content it is an
affro n t to the woman involved, it actually always functions as a
' knife through the heart' of the man ( indeed, such insults are
always addressed to men ) . Watching the insulted m an ' s
respo nse , w e can easily ge t t h e sense that this kind o f insult
affects him in the very core of h i s being.
Wh at, after al l , are insults like 'your sister ( o r m o ther) is a
.

-

.

whore ' o t h e r than vulgar remin ders of the fac t that 'Woman
doesn ' t exist' , that she is

'not

whole' or 'who l l y his

[ toute

a

lui] ' ,

as Lacan p u t i t?20 Thus, the po i n t is that the d i c tum 'woman is
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not-all' is most unbearable not for women but for men, since i t
calls into question a portion of their own being, invested a s it i s
i n the symbolic roles o f the woman. This i s best established by
the extreme, utterly disproportionate reactions which these
insul ts occasion, up to and including murder. Such reactions
cannot be accounted for by the common explanation that m an
regards woman as his ' property' . It is not simply his property,
what he has, but his being, what he is, that is at stake in these
insults. Let us conclude this digression with another dictum .
Once we accept the fact that 'Woman doesn ' t exist' , there is
only one way to define a man: a man is - as Slavoj Z izek put it
in one of his lectures - a woman who believes she exists.
A woman who - even if it is only for a brief moment - appears
outside the symbolic roles that determine her, and sleeps with a
man 'outside ' the realm of the law ( of marriage ) , is, in this
symbolic universe, an 'unbearable sight' , an ' open wound ' .
There are only tw o ways o f dealing with this situation, a n d they
both rely on the symbolic register. The first follows the logic of
what Hegel called das Ungeschehenmachen, 'retroactive annihila
tion ' . The man who ' took the woman 's honour' ( that is, her
place in the symbolic) , and thus ' opened the wound' , h as to
heal it by marrying her. If she becomes his ' lawful ' wife, the
'horrible thing' that happened between them retroactively
becomes subsumed by the law, and loses its disturbing aspect. If
he refuses to marry her, he deserves to die, but his death alone
is not sufficient to 'heal the wound'. This is taken care of by the
institution of the convent. In traditional patriarchal societies, the
convent is usually the only refuge for women who 'have lost
their honour ' , their place in the given configuration of symbolic
roles, and thus have 'nowhere to go' . In its sym bolic function,
the convent is equivalent to the funeral rite. In both cases, the
main objective is to make ' real death ' coincide with 'symbolic
death' - otherwise ghosts appear. Yet if the role of funeral rites
is to accompany real death with symbolic reference points which
enable us to cope with it, the role of the convent is precisely the
opposite. A woman who has to enter a convent because she 'has
lost her honour' is already dead in the symbolic order, even
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though 'in reality' she is still alive. This is why she functions as
an ' unbearable sight' , as a spectre. She therefore has to be
'removed fro m circulation' ( i mmured in the convent) to stop
her from looking like a loose woman: a creature who is symboli
cally dead ( that is, with no symbolic attachments that could
possibly define her) , but who nevertheless continues to wander
aroun d . A woman who has 'sinned' (who has slept with Don
Juan, for instance) , but does not go into the conven t, is like a
member of the living dead, a spectre, a being with no place in
th e symbolic, 'in this world ' , ye t still walking the earth.
Thus, the other haun ting creature ( along with the Com
mander's statue) that visits Don Juan in Moliere 's play is none
other than ' a spectre in the form of a veiled woman' . The finale of
the play is structured so that both 'apparitions' visit Don Juan
one after the other. First the Woman (who still wants to save
him ) , then the statue (who leads him to death ) . This is how
Moliere stages the connection between the two components of
the myth : between profaning the dead and seducing women.
The exposure of women as the 'living dead ' is not, of course,
specific to the Don Juan myth . This constellation is abundantly
present in much eighteenth-century literature.2! We have already
encountered it, for instance, in Les Liaisons dangereuses. But if
this exposure of women as the 'livi n g dead' is not specific to the
Don Juan myth , what is it that distinguishes Don Juan in
particular?
The fundamental difference between Valmont and Don Juan
lies in the fact that Don Juan , unlike Valmont, is not really a
seducer. For this, 'he lacks time in advance in which to lay his
plans, and time aftenvard in which to become conscious of his
act' .22 In the case of Val mont, the stress is entirely o n the process
of seduction i tself, on ' softening the resistance ' , on his endless
( and excruciatingly slow) approach to the goal . Al though at one
point in Moliere ' s play Don Juan praises the process of seduc
tio n , with words that could easily be attributed to Valmont, this
should not lead us to any precipitate conclusions. The real
difference between them becomes most explicit in the light of
the respective narrative structures of Don Juan and Les Liaisons
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dangereuses. In the latter, the narrative is focused on the relation
ship between a libertine and a privileged woman ( Madame de
Tourvel ) ; everything leads up to the seduction of this most
inaccessible of women. This is not true of Don Juan. If Don Juan
were a prototype of Valmont, the centre of his story would be
the seduction of Donna Elvira who, as we learn , lived in a
convent; Don Juan seduced her after considerable effort, made
her leave the convent and marry him, then abandoned her. Yet
this 'Valmontian ' gesture does not function as the central theme
of the play; instead, it appears at the very beginning as a fait
accompli. In the play itself there is no emphasis on the process of
seduction and the enj oyment that it procures.
This aspect of the fait accompli is crucial. We might even go so
far as to say that for Don Juan enj oyment is always ( already) a
fait accompli, whereas for Valmont, it is always (still) a 'fait a
accomplir' , that is , a mission that he (still) has to accomplish, a
goal that he (still) has to attain. This is because for Valmont,
enjoyment has to coincide with consciousness ( awareness) of
this enjoyment, which is not the case for Don Juan. We could
thus say that enjoyment is the drive of Don Juan 's actions,
whereas in the case of Valmont, it is the will to enj oy ( ' la volonte
de jouissance' ) that constitutes his drive. Valmont makes enj oy
ment an object of his will; he tries to abolish the gap between
the enjoyment and the will - which is why he himself becomes
an instrument of the enjoyment of the O ther. In his case, this
Other is embodied in Madame de Tourvel. We have already
pointed out that when Valmont exclaims: ' Poor woman , she is
watching herself dying' (which, of course, is the result of his
own laborious efforts) , the unspoken exclamation behind this is
none other than : Fortunate woman, she is watching herself enjoying!
If this is so, then Valmont can abolish the gap between en
joyment and consciousness ( or the will) only by delegating
enjoyment to the Other.
The difference between Valmont and Don Juan can also be
conceived in terms of the difference between desire and the
drive. Valmont represents a figure of desire inasmuch as desire
maintains itself by not being satisfied. He sleeps with women in
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order to ' purify' his desire. 'It has become necessary for me to
have this woman, ' he writes, 'so as to save myself from the
ridicule of being in love with her' (p. 29) that is, so as to find
again the gap that separates desire from any obj ect which
pretends to 'satisfy' it. Love is supposed to fill up the hole, the
lack, introduced by desire. Don Juan , on the contrary, finds the
gap that constitutes the drive of his actions in satisfaction itself.
His case is not that of the metonymy of desire, of the eternal
elusiveness of the ' true ' object ( of desire ) . He is not looking for
the right woman ; his constant moving on to another woman is
not motivated by disappointment or lack, by what he did not
find with the previous woman . On the contrary, for Don Juan
each and every woman is the right one, and what drives him
further is not what he did not find in his previous lover, but
precisely what he did find. He attains satisfaction without attain
ing his aim or - more exactly, he attains satisfaction precisely in
so far as his aim is nothing but ' getti n g back into circulation ' .
This is exactly what makes Don Juan a figure o f the drive.23
However much he stuffs himself, he can not fill up the hole that
constitutes the drive of his actions. In this way he reminds us
that appetite (or the objet petit a) refers not to the object one
wants to eat, but to the satisfaction of the urge to eat as itself the
o�ject. 'When you stuff the mouth - the mouth that opens in
the register of the drive - it is not the food that satisfies it, it is,
as one says, the pleasure of the mouth . ' 24
To paraphrase the expression 'his eyes are bigger than his
stomach ' , we might say that Valmont takes care always to keep a
' hole in his stomach ' so as to keep th e eyes of his desire open.
H e maintains the gap between desire and its 'pathological
obj ects' by declaring the latter ' not ( completely) satisfactory'.
Don Juan maintains this same gap by declaring these objects
'very satisfying' , but 'not-all ' , pas-tout.
Let us conclude our literary digression here. We will return to
the distinction we have seen at work - between desire and the
drive - in the last chapter, where we will link it more explicitly
to the Lacanian conception of ethics.
-
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Between the Moral Law
and the Superego

The quantum of affect
In Kantian theory, the moral law and the (ethical) subj ect 'meet'
on two different levels. The first level is that of the signifier the level of the categorical imperative, of the 'formulation' of
the moral law. So far, we have primarily been interrogating this
aspect of Kantian ethics and the role that the subject plays in
the 'formulation ' (and ' realization ' ) of the moral law. The other
level of the encounter between the subject and the moral law is
of quite a different kind: the level of the affect. The moral law
' affects ' the subj ect, and this results in a very singular feeling
that Kant calls ' respect' [AchtungJ . Kant's theory of respect
displays, in its own way, the fundamental ambiguities of his
ethics, especially his oscillation between two different 'portraits'
of the moral law: the unconditional yet 'void ' moral law, and the
somehow ' subj ectivized' law of the superego.
Kant examines the unique feeling he calls Achtung ( respect)
in the third chapter of the Critique of Practical Reason, ' Of the
Drives of Pure Practical Reason' . Respect, as he attempts to
show, is the o n ly feeling that characterizes the subject's relation
to the moral law. ' Respect for the moral law' does not mean
' respecti ng the law' , n o r does it mean ' havi n g respect for the
law ' . Rather, it is a fee l i n g which indicates that the law is
' n earby' , it indicates the ' p resence ' of the moral law, the sub
ject's ' close encounter' wi th the moral law. Kant offers an
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elaborate account of this feeling, an account which shows that
his sense of the term 'respect' has nothing whatever to do with
our ordinary usage of the term . In his explanation Kant detaches
it from other feelings that may seem to resemble it but are in
fact of a very different nature - the feelings of inclination, love,
fear, admiration, wonder and awe.
It has already been suggested that the Kantian n o tion of
respect might be situated in the same register as the psychoana
lytic ( or, rather, Lacanian) notion of anxiety. ! In fact, if we
examine Kant's discussion of the feeling of respect, this kinship
is quite strikingly confirmed .
The starting point of Kant's argument in this chapter is the
following question: How is it possible for the moral law to be the
direct incentive of the will ? How is it possible for something that
cannot be an object of representation [ Vorstellung] to determine
our will and become the drive behind our actions? Kant ' s answer
is that this ' is an insoluble proble m for h uman reason ' .2 How
ever, he goes on to say that if it is not possible to show how such
a thing is possible, we can at least prove that it must exist - that
it actually happens that the moral law directly determines the
will. We can 'prove ' that this happens because of the effect it
produces, and it is this effect that Kant conceives of in terms of
( the feeling of) respect. The feeling of respect is evidence that
something that is not an obj ect of representation can n everthe
less determine the will.
According to Kant, respect is a 'singular feeling, which cannot
be compared with any pathological feeling. It is of such a
peculiar kind that it seems to be at the disposal only of reason,
and indeed only of pure practical reason. ' 3 The feeling of
respect is not a pathological but a practical feeling; it is not of
empirical origin but is known a priori; it ' is not the drive to
morality, it is morality itself' .4
In order to grasp fully what is at stake here, and to under
stand what impels Kant to call respect an ' a priori ' and 'non
pathological ' feeling, we must bear in mind Kan t's th eory of
what and how something can be a cause of our actions. This
theory is best summarized in these sentences: ' L ife is the faculty
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of a being by which it acts according to the laws of the faculty of
desire. The faculty of desire is the facul ty such a being has of
causing, th rough its representations [ Vorstellungen) , th e reality of
the objects of this representation. '5 In other words, human
actions are governed by the law of the faculty of desire. This
faculty i m plies a representation of a certain obj e c t (which might
very well be 'abstract' - things such as ' sham e ' , 'honour' , 'fam e ' ,
'approval [ of o thers ) ' are all objects o f representation i n the
required sense ) . The subj ect is ' affected' by a certain represen
tation, and this ' affectio n ' is both the cause of her actions and,
at the same time, the reason why her actions are determined
' pathologically' . Now, the problem is that this does not leave any
room for morality, since the latter, by its very definition,
excludes all pathological motives for our actions, even the m ost
noble ones. The difficulty - which Kant tries to resolve in the
chapter ' Of the Drives of Pure Practical Reason' - thus consists
in finding and articulating another type of causality, one that is
foreign to the mode of representation. As we have seen , Kant finds
this problem an ' insoluble p roblem of human reaso n ' , yet
simultaneously a problem that is in some way always-already
'solved' in any eth ical action. The solution lies in what he calls
respect, and describes as the only drive of pure practical reason.
The avant la {ettre Lacanian intent of Kant's conception of the
difference between desire [ Begehrung] and drive [ Triebfeder] is
striking here. While desire essentially belongs to the mode of
repr e sentat i on ( the metonymy of the signifier on the one hand;
fan tasy on the other) , the logic o f th e drive is q ui te different.
When Lacan asserts that the drive 'attains its satisfaction wi thout
attaining i ts goa\ ' , th is means precisely that the o�j ect of drive is
not an object of representation. I t is not the object we ai m at,
the object we want to obtain (our ' g o a] ' ) . The o�ject of the
drive coincides with t he itinerary o{ the drive/' and is not something
t hat this i t i nera ry 'in tends' to attain. I n other words, the object
of th e drive is not an obj ect supposed to provide some satisfac
tion to the subj ect, but this sati s faction itself: the obj ect of the
drive is satisfaction as object. ' This, as we have just see n , is exactly
h ow Kant defines respect: it ' is not the drive to morality, it is
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morality itself' . Respect is thus the irreducible ' quantum of
affect' that emerges on the part of the subj ect: it is n othing but
the final residue of the pathological which, in fact, is no l onger
'pathological ' in the strict sense of the word. Respec t is the
other name of what we earlier called 'ethical transubstantiation ' ,
the conversion o f the form (of the law) into a drive.
At first sight, this seems to imply that respect is linked to a
lack of representation (i.e. to the fact that the m oral law as
noumenal cannot become an object of representati o n ) , and that
it is this lack or void that engenders respect. Yet if we examine
this situation more closely, we soon realize that it is not simply
that the absence of representation gives rise to the feeling of
respect. What gives rise to the feeling of respect is the absence
of something constitutive of the subject of representatio n . In
Kant's theory, the constitution of the subj ect of representation
coincides with a certain loss. The subject loses, so to speak, that
which she never had: direct, immediate access to h erself. This is
the whole point of Kant's critique of Descartes's cogito. The
subj e ct who coincides entirely with herself is not yet a subject,
and once she becomes a subject she no longer coincides with
herself, but can only speak of herself as of an ' object' . The
subject's relation to herself does not allow any ' short cut' ; it is of
the same kind as the subject's relation to all other obj e c ts (of
representation ) . The T is j ust a thought, a represe n tation like
any other representation. The fundamental loss or 'alienation'
this implies is the condition of the thinking subj e c t, the subj ect
who has thoughts and representations. It is this loss that opens
up 'objective reality' ( phenomenal reality) , and allows the sub
ject to conceive herself as subject. In Lacanian terms, a little
piece of the Real necessarily falls out in the constitution of the
subj ect.
Thus , the cause of th e singular feeling Kant calls respect is
not simply the absence of representation but the absence of this
absence, of th is lack which could provide a support for the
subject of representation . Representation itself is founded on a
certain lack or loss, and it is this lack that falls short. This
situation is precisely that of a 'lack that comes to lack ' , a 'lack
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that runs out' - and this i s exactly Lacan 's definition o f the
cause of anxiety: le manque vient a manquer. 8
The feeling of respect seizes us when the law becomes visible
in an exemplary case of ethical action . What becomes visible in
this way is precisely the absence of a cause for such an action.
The Kantian notion of respect and the Lacanian notion of
anxiety have this in common: they do not have a cause, but they
have an object. We might even say that this lack of a cause
correlates with the emergence of the object. If the moral law
determines our will immediately, this means that some thing
detaches itself from the chain of causality and begins to function
as object. As long as it stays thus detached, it arouses respect or
anxiety. It arouses the discomfort which manifests itself in the
fact that we seek - as Kant puts it - to discover something ' that
will lighten the burden of it for us, some fault . . . to compensate
us for the humiliation which we suffer from such an example' . 9
Even the moral law itself, h e adds, is subject to this attempt to
keep oneself from yielding respect to it. It is clear that this
' attempt' aims at reattaching to the causal chain the thing that
seems to be detached from it, wanderi ng around without a cause
( thus we seek, for exam ple, to discover a pathological m otive for
an action wh ich seems purely ethical ) .
In exactly the same way as Kant defi nes respect here , we find
Lacan defining anxiety as an ' affect' or ' feeling' fundamentally
at odds with all other feelings. Lacan places himself in oppo
sition to the theory which claims that anxiety differs from fear
in that anxie ty, unlike fear, does not have an object. According
to th i s theory, when we are afraid it is always of something, whereas
with anxiety there is no object we can point to and say: ' This is
the o�ject of my anxiety' . Lacan claims that, on the con trary, it
is in anxiety that the subj ect comes closest to the object (i.e. to
th e Real kernel of his jouissance) , and that it is precisely this
proximity of the object which lies at the origin of anxiety. This
claim cannot be explained away by a reference to the specific
Lacanian sense of the term ' object' . We should say, rather, that
i t is Lacan ' s conception of anxiety that explains the specific
sense of the word ' obj ect' in his terminology. In this way of
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distinguishing between fear and an xiety, Lacan basically agrees
with Kant: fear is a feeling like any other feeling; it is ' subjective '
and ' pathological ' . The fact that we fear some object tells us
nothing about this object; it does not mean that thi s obj ect is 'in
itself' (i.e. as an object of representation) someth ing horrible .
Or - as Kant puts it - a feeling [ Cefuh[J ' designates nothing
whatsoever in the object' . 1 0 There is no feeling without a repre
sentation - that is to say, representation is a necessary condition
of feeling , although feeling itself is not yet a representation of
an obj ect. A feeling is the way ' the subject feels himself,
[ nam e ly] how he is affected by the representation ' . l l Lacan
would say that feeling tells us nothing about the obj ect; it tells
us something about the subject's 'window of fan tasy ' in th e
fra m e of which a certain object appears terrifying.
Now, as with respect in Kantian theory, in La c a n ian th e o ry
an x i e ty is not a ' subj ective ' but, rather, an ' objective feeling' . I t
is a 'feeling which does not deceive' (Lacan ) , o n e which indicates
that we have come near to the ' obj e ct ' (designating the e x tima te
pl a ce of our jouissance) . If we do not bear in mind this ' obj ec
tive', ' obj ecta l ' character of a certain subj ective ex perie n ce, we
may find ourselves in the p o sition of the analyst in the well
known j oke : A patient comes to see him , complaining that a
crocodile is hiding under his bed. During several sessions the
analyst tries to persuade the patient that this is all in his
i m agination. In other words, he tries to persuade him that it is
all about a purely ' subjective ' feeling. The patient stops seeing
th e analyst , who believes he has cured him. A month later the
analyst meets a friend, who is also a friend of his ex-patient, and
asks him how the latter is. The friend answers: ' Do you mean
the one who was eaten by a crocodile? ' The lesson of this story
is profoundly Lacanian: if we start from the idea that an x iety
does not have an obj ect, what are we then to call this thing
which killed, which ' ate' the subject? What is the subject telling
the analyst in this j oke? Nothing other than: 'I have the objet petit
a under my bed; I came too close to it. '
In order to drive this point home further, we can also link it
to the Lacanian notion of the drive: anxiety is the way the
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subj ect experiences the drive , the surplus-satisfaction produced
in i ts circuit - that part of satisfaction that the drive finds
' beyond ' the subject.
We have already mentioned Kant's remark that we tend to
'defend' ourselves against the feeling of respect, and strive to
' lighten the burden ' 12 it lays upon us. Yet the question must
nevertheless arise as to whether Kant's conception of respect
does not, at a certain point, take the path that really represents
a ' defence ' against the real dimension of respect. As a matter of
fact, Kant does reintroduce the dimension of representation ,
which will allow the subj ect to ' recover' , to ' regai n
consciousness ' .
This other direction of Kan t ' s conception of respect involves
conceivi n g it in terms of a ' consciousness of free submission of
the will to the law' 1 3 A new representation comes in here, and
res pect becomes respe c t for th e moral law as it is manifest in this
rep resentation . Res p e c t is no longe r the effect/affect that pro
duces the moral law in us, directl)' determ ining th e wil l ; it
becomes i n s t e a d a representation of th is effect: 'The thing, the
represen tation of which, as determ i n i n g principle of our will,
humiliates us in our self-consciousness , provokes . . . respect. ' 1 4
In other words, what now arouses the feeling o f respect is the
fact that the subject sees herself being subj ected to the law, and
observes herself being humiliated and terrified. Kant writes:
.

I n th e boundless esteem for th e pure m o ral l aw . . . whose

voice m akes

even the b o l dest s i n n e r tre mble and forces him to h ide h i mself from
its gaze, there is something so s i n gular that we cannot wonde r at
fi n d i n g this i n fl u e nce of a me rely i n tellectual Idea on feeling to be
inexplicable to speculative reason .

.

. . 1 ;,

Here , respect is ( re ) formulated in terms of a ' boundless esteem'
for the moral law, linked to the fear and horror which ' m akes
even the boldest sinner tremble' . At this point we are quite a
long way from respect as an a priori feeling. Instead, we are
dealing here with a law that both observes and speaks. It is
difficult to understand how it happened that Kant could have
overlooked the fact that, wi th this conceptualization, the feeling
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of respect turns into pure and simple Ehrjurcht, wonder ( defined
by Kant as ' respect linked to fear' ) , thus becoming an ordinary
pathological motive.
At the same time, this introduction of the voice and the gaze
(the two Lacanian objects par excellence) is a result of a
manoeuvre which aims to fill a hole in the Other ( th e Law) by
means of supplementing the Other by the obj ect that it lacks
(and the lack of which makes the Other ' not-whole ' ) . We have
already argued that a certain inconsistency or incompleteness of
the Ot h er (the m o ral law) is the very kernel of eth ics. Yet Kant,
in the passage j ust quoted, restores the absolute (complete,
whole) Other by supplying it with a voice and a gaze. The
tre m bl i n g of s ome o n e w h o fin ds him-/herself befo re both the
gaze a n d the voice of the Law mu s t n o t m i s l e a d us; this trem
blin g is al r e ad y a rel i e f c o m pared to the origin al feeling of
r e s p e c t Fear is al re ady a relief from the anxiety of respect.
If we ask ourse lves wh i c h l aw i t is that spe aks and observes,
th ere is of course only one possible answer: the law of th e
su pe re go In the passage from the Critique of Practical Reason
q u ote d above , we can see clearly how the moral law transforms
itself i n to the l aw of the superego. It is the superego which, by
definition, both sees everything and never ceases to speak,
issuing one commandment after another. This also explains
another expression often used by Kant, an expression which is
not entirely compatible with the strict conception of the moral
law: that it 'humiliates ' us, and that ' the effect of this law on
feeling is humiliation alone ' . 1 6 We could in fact say that in the
chapter in question Kant actually introduces two different feel
ings linked to two different conceptions of the moral law: respect
and humiliation. More precisely, respect as an a priori feeling
and the respect that springs from the consciousness of humili
ation; or respect as a mode of anxiety and respect as a mode of
fan tasy (where we observe ourselves being humiliated by the
moral law) .
It is important to point out here that th e insti tution of the
superego (or the 'superegoization' of the moral l aw) is strictly
correlated with what might be called ' a fear of success' . What is
.

.
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feared here i s a certain {:a n e manque pas, a certain ' i t does not
fail' . 1 7 The absolute Other (in the form of the superego) is there
in order to guarantee that there will always be a lack on the
other side ( the side of the subject) ; that this lack will never ' run
out ' , and that 'it' ( the act) will never succeed . If an accom
plished (or ' successful ' ) act is always related to th e dimension of
the 'lack that comes to lack ' , the superegoic version of the
(moral ) law focuses on preve n ting the act from even taki ng
place. But the only real guarantee that can be fabricated to
prevent th e act from even taking place is the advent of the
figure of an absolute Oth er. I f there is 'an O ther of the O ther' ,
the very possibility of the act is excluded by definition. And such
an exclusion , in spite of the humiliation and torment that the
subject must endure at the hands of this Other, is, in fact,
pacifying.
This shift of the moral law towards the superego is not without
consequences. In fact it governs the whole of the dialectic of the
sublime; it also explains why Kant, who had previously estab
lished a clear distinction between respect and other feelings,
such as wonder and awe, can conclude the second Critique with
the fam ous phrase: 'Two things fill the mind with ever new and
increasing wonder and awe, the oftener and the more steadily
we reflect on them: the starry heavens above m e and the moral
law within m e . ' 1 8
This same identification provides the tone of the Critique of
Judgement ( 1 799) and dictates, to a large extent, its procedure.
As a matter of fact, the third Critique could be said to accomplish
the shift which was already announced in the Critique of Practical
Reason. This shift concerns Kant's conceptualization of Achtung
( respect) , and it is symptomatic of a shift undergone by the
concept of the moral law in Kant's work. In this shift respect is
' degraded' and situated on the same level as all other feelings .
This shift had already been accomplished by the tim e o f The
Metaphysics of Morals, the 'doctrinaire ' presentation of Kantian
moral philosophy, which appeared two years before the Critique
ofJudgement. If, in the Critique of Practical Reason, Kan t dedicated
a whole chapter to the notion of respect, the paragraph entitled
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'Respect' in The Metaphysics of Morals does not even get a whole
page . Moreover, respect is defined in this paragraph as ' etwas
bloss Subjektives [ something merely subjective l ' . 1 9 Kant no longer
speaks of an 'a priori ' and ' non-pathological ' feeling. The
'object' of respect changes as well . In the Critique of Practical
Reason it is the moral law as such that consti tutes the obj e c t of
respect; whereas in The Metaphysics of Morals we can already see
the inversion which will govern the dialectic of the sublim e in
the th ird Critique. This inversion is formulated as follows: ' The
feeling of the sublime in nature is respect for our own vocation .
But by a certain subreption . . . this respect is accorded an obj ect
of nature that, as it were , makes intuitable for us the superiority
of the rational vocation of our cognitive powers over the greatest
power of sensibili Ly. ' 2 0

The sublime and the logic of the superego
The feeling of the sublime [ das Erhabene] , according to Kant,
emerges like an echo. At first the subj ect is fascinated by some
spectacle of nature (for example, ' the boundless ocean heaved
up' ) and by the ineffable force that manifests itself therein. At
this initial stage, the subject experiences only powerlessness and
displeasure. Then, suddenly, an inversion takes place, an 'echo'
of this first feeling, which expresses itself as the feeling of the
sublime: in his ' physical ' powerlessness the subject becomes
aware of a power that he has as a rational being, capable of
' elevating' himself above natural and phenomenal existence.
The subject's own powerlessness or inability [ Unvermogen] , writes
Kant, discloses to him a consciousness of an unlimited ability
which is also his, and the mind is capable of judging this ability
aesthetically only in terms of the previous feeling of power
lessness.21
It might be argued that Kant in fact distinguishes two
moments comprising the feeling of the sublime. The first is the
moment of anxiety and of discomfiting fascination in the face of
something incomparably larger and more powerful than oneself
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( this appears as a massive and ' overflowing' presence) . This is
an anxiety from which the subject can escape only by transform
i n g it into the second moment, i n to th e feeling of the sublime
i tself - that is, of the subject's own ' supersensibl e ' superiority.
This is why the pleasure of the sublime is always a negative
pleasure; it is a pleasure that takes the place of an intensely
negative and discomfiting experience. Hence, ' the object is
apprehended as sublime with a pleasure that is possible only by
m eans of a displeasure ' . 22
Let us turn to two very interesting and significant passages
where Kant discusses the feeling of the sublime. The first comes
at the end of the Critique of Practical Reason, shortly before Kant's
hymn to ' the starry heavens above me and the moral law within
me':
The former view of a countless multitude o f worlds annihilates, as i t
were, m y importance a s an animal creature, which must give back to
the planet ( a mere speck in the universe) the matter from which i t
came, t h e matter which i s for a little time provided with vital force,
we know not how.2'

The second passage is from the Critique ofJudgement.
Hence if in judging nature aesthetically we call it sublime, we do so
not because nature arouses fear, but because it calls forth our
strength (which does not belong to nature [within us] ) , to regard as
small the [oqiects] of our [ natural] concerns: property, health , and
life .
24
.

.

.

These two passages call to mind an episode in Monty Python ' s
fi l m The Meaning of Life, where the contrast between the magnifi
cence of the starry heavens and the insignificance of our ordi
n ary lives also plays a major role . Of course, this episode is a
caricature , but this does not prevent i t from helping us to define
the logic of the sublime more sharply.
The scene takes place in the apartment of a married coupl e .
Someone rings the bell. The husband opens the door, a n d two
men make their entry. They are in the 'live organ transplants '
business, and they demand h i s liver, which h e had made the
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mistake o f donating in his will. The poor man defends himself
by saying that they have the right to take his liver only in the
event of his death , to which objection the two men reply that in
any case he is not likely to survive the removal of his liver. In
what follows we witness a gory scene: blood splashes everywh ere,
one of the two ' butchers ' drags bloody organs out of the victi m ' s
viscera a n d waves them i n front o f the camera . . . . But what
really interests us here is the second part of the s tory, which
could be regarde d as a veritable ' analytic of the sublime ' . While
one of the men continues to chop up the defenceless husband,
the other accompanies the wife to the kitchen. He asks her what
she is going to do now, if she intends to s tay on her own , if
there is somebody else waiting in the wings. He m akes it sound
as if he is courting her and she replies that no, there is no one
else. Satisfied with her answer, he asks her to donate her liver as
well. Of course she has no inclination to do so, and shrinks
back in fear. However, she changes her mind after she is
brought to the edge of the sublime - that is to say, when she
' realizes' how insignificant her position appears from a more
'elevated ' point of view. A tuxedo-clad man emerges from the
refrigerator and proceeds to escort her out of the kitchen of
her everyday life, on a promenade across the u niverse. While
'
they are strolling across the starry heavens, h e sings about
the 'millions of billions' of stars and planets, about their 'intelli
gent' arrangement, etc . , etc. Thanks to this cosmic ( an d for
her undoubtedly sublime) experience, the woman comes, of
course, to the desired conclusion: how small and insignificant I
am in this amazing and unthinkable space ! As a result, when
she is asked once again to donate her liver, she no longer
hesitates.
As we have already said, this is a caricature. Nevertheless, the
logic of this story is precisely the same as the logic pointed out
by Kant regarding the sublime. There are mome n ts when some·
thing entrances us so much that we are ready to forget (and to
renounce) everything, our own well-being and all that is associ·
ated with it; moments when we are convinced that our existe nce
is worth something only in so far as we are capable of sacrificing
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it. Th ere is no need to s tress, of course, that the whole thing
seems ridiculous only to the 'disinterested observer' who is not
overwhelmed and challenged by the same feeling of the sublime.
This specific m ode of challenge is, as we shall see, quite import
an t for the logic of the sublime, which we are attempting to
define here.
The two essential points in the passages cited above describing
the experience of the sublime are therefore:
1 . The feeling of our insignificance as far as the 'whole of the

universe' is concerned (we are but a speck in the immense
universe) .
2 . The fact that what fun ctions as the centre of gravity of our
existence in our ordinary life suddenly strikes us as trivial and
unimportant.
The momen t we ' resolve ' the feeling of anxiety into the feeling
of the sublime ( of the elevated, das Erhabene) we are dealing
with a sublimity (elevation) relating to ourselves as well as to the
world outside us. In other words, the feeling of the sublime,
the reverse side of which is always a kind of anxiety, requires the
subject to regard a part of herself as a foreign body, as some
thing that helongs not to her but to the 'outer world' . We are
dealing here with what we might designate as ' the disjunction of
the body and the soul ' , that is to say, with the metaphor of
death. We become aware of our ' smallness' and insignificance,
but at the same time our consciousness h as already been ' evacu
ated' - it is already situated in a place of safety, from which we
can enunciate this kind of elevated j udgement and even
renounce the part of ourselves that we find small and insignifi
cant. Thus we can enj oy the narcissistic satisfaction that results
from our consciousness of being able to ' elevate ' ourselves above
our everyday needs. That is to say, the feeling of the sublime is
linked, as Kant puts it, wi th a self-estimation [ Selbstschiitzung] .25
Let us turn our attention to this point for a moment. What we
are calling ' narcissistic satisfaction' here is in fact closely con
nected to the Selbstschiitzung that emerges with the feeling of the
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sublime. Kan t's exposition o f this point comes quite close to
Lacan 's account of the 'mirror stage ' . First of all we must poi n t
out that t h e narcissism in question i s n o t t o b e understood
simply as the narcissism of an ego closed in upon itself. In order
for me to form an image of myself, I have to see or observe
myself ' from outside ' , in a space that belongs to the O ther (for
example , in the space of a mirror) . In other words, there can be
no narcissism without a fundamental alienation through which
the subject can refer to herself as if she were simultaneously
someone else. This is what is at stake when the subject is excited
by her own capacity to ' triumph over' herself, or 'vanquish
h erself' . The fi gure of the double this implies is already presen t
in Kant's text.
Secondly, narcissism always contains a hint of death. The
' dialectic ' of narcissism revolves around the (possibility of) death
of the subject. One's relation to one's double is always deter
mined by some exclusive disjunction: it is either 'you or me' this place is not big enough for the two of us; one of us has got
to go. In this sense, narcissism is much more ambiguous than it
migh t at first seem ; it cannot be reduced to a simple 'love of
oneself', since this love cannot be entirely separated from hatred
and destructive aggression directed against oneself. Kant's term
Selbstschiitzung, self-estimation, expresses this dimension of nar
cissism very well, implying as it does an element of evaluation.
Furthermore, what is essential in Kant's text is that one evaluates
oneself not in relation to someone else, but in relation to
oneself. We can thus say that, ultimately, I love myself not
because I think myself better than others, but because I ' find
myself better than myself .
A question arises from all of this: the question about the logic
operating in this shift where the subject converts the feeling of
anxiety and some considerable discomfort into a certain gain of
pleasure. This logic is evocative of the mechanism of humour
which , according to Freud , is always a matter of pleasure that
takes the place of suffering. Humour, as distinct from j okes and
the comic, follows exactly the same logic as Kant' s logic of the
sublime. Let us consider an example of humour described by
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Freud himself, which might also b e classified a s a n example of
sublimity. Freud's example of humour is that of a criminal led
to the gallows on a Monday, who observes: 'Well, the week is
certainly beginning nicely. ' Jokes, the comic and humour have
certain common features. Nevertheless, humour is distinguished
by a characteristic which is lacking in these other two ways of
obtaining pleasure from intellectual activity. Humour ' has some
thing of grandeur and elevation ' . 26 And this distinguishing fea
ture, Freud continues, ' clearly lies in the triumph of narcissism,
the victorious assertion of the ego's invulnerability' .27 It is diffi
cult not to see here the fundamental frame of the sublime .
Nevertheless, the mechanism o f i ts functioning still remain s
unclear.
Here the subject is confronted with the traumatic proximi ty
of a ( threatening) Thing, and responds by in troducing a new
distance , a kind of disinterestedness in the face of something of
drastic concern . This is precisely what Kant refers to as the pathos
of apathy. But on what does this distance rest? Freud 's answer is
that it rests on the superego. The attitude in question consists in
the subj ect's having 'withdrawn the psychical accent from his
ego and having transposed it on to his superego. To the super
ego, thus inflated, the ego can appear tiny and all its interests
trivial. '28 The subj ect thus assumes a distant or ' elevated' point
of view regarding the world, and himself as a part of this world.
We can even say that the stronger the subj ect'S superego, the
more this subject will be susceptible to the feeling of the
sublime.
Can we not also add that the same shift of emphasis is at work
in the feeling of the sublime, when we discover in ourselves the
'strength to regard as small the objects of our natural concerns:
property, health, and life . . . . ' In terms of a spatial metaphor,
the superego might be considered the birthplace of the feeling
of the sublime - a proposition that we should not find at all
surprising. This dominion the subj ect feels over herself and her
'natural existence' is precisely the capacity of the superego to
force the subject, despite all the demands of reality, to act
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contrary to her well-being, to renounce her interests, needs,
pleasure, and all that binds her to the 'sensible world' .
At this point another question demands an answer. The
sublime is often said to lie at the edge of the ridiculous. Quite
frequently we encounter formulations like It is sublime or ridicu
lous, depending on how we look at it.29 As we have already seen with
the episode from the film The Meaning of Life, it is enough to be
a 'disinterested' observer of someone overwhelmed by the feel
ing of the sublime for this very feeling to be transformed
immediately into a farce. How, then, do we account for this
convergence of opposites? Simply enough: what is sublime from
the point of view of the superego is ridiculous from the point of
view of the ego.
The feeling of the sublime, however, consists n ot only in its
indication of the proximity of a Thing (that is threatening to
the subject) ; it is at the same time a way to avoid actually
encountering it. That is to say, it is the very ' inflation ' of the
superego that plays the crucial role in the strategy of avoiding
the Thing [ das Ding] , the death drive in its ' pure s tate' , even
though this ' inflation ' itself can lead straight to death. ( Kant, as
we saw, claims that the subj ect in this state is ready to give up
property, health and even life . )
I n his own way, Kant also comes to the poi n t where moral
agency emerges in the element of the sublime. H e does so while
he is dealing with the problem of universality. The discussion in
question concerns the fact that even though the sublime and
the beautiful as aesthetic categories can never attain the univer
sality of law, there is nevertheless a kind of universality that can
be attributed to them, a universality other than the universality
of law. It is upon this paradoxical universality that the notion of
Urteilskraft ( the power of j udgement) is based. When we are
judging an aesthetic phenomenon, we do not, according to
Kant, postulate everyone's agreement - rather, we require agree
ment from everyone .30 It is the judgement itself (for instance,
'this image is beautiful' ) that constitutes its own universality.
Better yet, in our judgement we constitute the 'universe' within
which this judgement is universally valid. Yet by thus requiring
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agree m e n t from eve ryone, we are fo rced t o rely o n som e thing
else, and this ' s o m e thing else ' is, in the c ase of the sublime,
p recisely moral age n cy:

' [A j udge m e n t about the subl i m e ] has

i ts fo undation in human nature: in some th ing that, along wi th
common

sense ,

we

may require and d e mand

of everyon e ,

n am e ly, the predisposi tion t o t h e feeling for ( p ractical ) ideas ,
i . e . to m o ral fe eling. ' :, 1 In this passage we can already detect th e
' su p e rego i c face ' of th e moral law in ' the p redisposition
. to
m oral fee l i n g ' . As we shall s e e , th is ' fac e ' of the m o ral law
.

.

gradually attains a great deal m ore i m portan c e .

At t h i s p o i n t , w e may wo nder: what exactly is t h e relation

hetween what th e subj e c t sees in front of her ( a hurricane, for
i nstance) and what s h e th en discovers in h e rself (a s till greater
forc e ) ? What is i t that makes the fi rst evo ke the second? Our
thesis is that in the Kan tian p e rspective , a confro n tation wi th
something that

is

te rrifying

'in

i tself'

( to

take

Kan t ' s

own

exam p l e : ' h urri canes with all the devastati o n they leave behin d ' )
strikes t h e subj e c t a s a kind o f bodyin g forth o f the cruel,
unbridled and m e n acing superego - the ' real o r reverse side' of
the moral l aw ( i n u s ) , of the superego as the place

of jouissance.

The destructive power of natural phenomena is already familiar
to th e subj e ct, so the devastati n g force ' above me' easily evokes
a devastating fo rce ' wi thin m e ' . The feeling of the sublime
develops through this m e to nymy. It is clear that the ' devastating
force wi thin me' can n o t really refer to the m oral law in the strict
sense, b u t i t corresponds very well to the agency of the superego ,
that is, to the l aw e quipped w i th th e gaze and voice wh ich can
' make eve n the boldest sinn e r tremble ' .
We are now i n a posi tion t o spell out the maj o r difference
be tween the beautiful and th e sublime. Kan t defines the beauti
ful in terms of ' purp osiven ess without purpose ' . Beauty always
h as th e form of purposiveness, yet it never a c tually has a purpose
- a concept to wh i c h i t corresponds. This is why craft obj e c ts
c an neve r be j udged truly beautiful - th eir function or usefulness
gets i n the way. T h i n gs of beauty, on th e other hand, h ave no
p urpose outside th emselves, ye t they are s tructured

as if they

had o n e . Beauty is possihle only if it is fortuitous, if it serves no
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antecedently given purpose. This is why, for Kant, the examples
par excellence of the beautiful are natural formations. What m akes
a natural formation (a crystal form, for example) beautiful,
however, is the fact that it gives us the impression of a knowledge
on the part of Nature. We get the feeling that Nature knows what
it is doing, that there is some significance or sense in what it is
doing, even though we are well aware that this is not the case.
The simplest definition of beauty is thus that it is a senselul form
which draws its fascination from the fact that we know this form
is entirely coincidental, contingent, or unintentional . The sub
lime, on the other hand, is explicitly a senseless form; it is more of
an incarnation of chaos ( the eruption of a volcano, a turbulent
ocean , a stormy night . . . ) . It appears as pure excess, as the
eruption of an inexplicable 'jouissance' , as pure waste. In o ther
words , if the beautiful is characterized as the place where Nature
knows, the sublime is the place where Nature enjoys. It is precisely
this jouissance of the Other, a jouissance that does not serve any
(real or apparent) purpose, that is so fascinating about the
sublime.
This definition is valid not only for the dynamically sublime
(Kant's first type of the sublime, exemplified by violence in
Nature) , but also for the other type of the sublime, the mathe
matically sublime. If the dynamically sublime embodies the
cruelly inexorable and lethal aspect of Kantian moral agency,
the mathematically sublime, which aims at infinity and e ternity,
brings forth the dimension of the ' infinite task' imposed upon
the subject of the moral law, the fact that all we can do is
approach in infinitum the pure moral act. Or to place this logic
of the mathematical sublime in the Sadeian perspective - i t
sustains the fan tasy o f infinite suffering, the fantasy i n the fram e
of which every body functions as a sublime body.
This suggests that Kant's theory of the sublime can also be
read as a theory of the ' logic of fantasy' .32 This becomes even
clearer if we consider the difference between 'simple ' horror
and the feeling of the sublime.
Kant tells us that the feeling of the sublime has one absolutely
necessary condition : as spectators of a fascinating spectacle of
-
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Nature , we ourselves have to b e somewh e re

safe,

out o f immedi

ate danger. Watching a hurri cane from a d istance is subl i m e . If
a hurri cane destroys the h ouse wh e re we are shelteri n g , how
ever, we wi l l n o t see this as subl i m e ; we will feel n o t h i n g but
h orror and fear. I n order for the fee l i n g of the sublime to
emerge , o u r ( sensibl e ) powerless n ess and m o rtal i ty have to be
staged ' d own th ere somewhere ' , in such a way th at we can
observe th e m q u i e tly. The nec essary c o n d i ti o n of the fee l i n g of
th e sublime is that we watc h the hurricane ' th rough the win
dow' ; this is n o th i n g other than what Laca n calls ' th e wi n d ow of
fan tasy ' :

thunderclouds piling u p i n the sky and moving about accompanied
by lightning and thunderclaps, volcanoes wi th all their destructive
power, hurricanes with all the devastation they leave behind . . . compared to the might of any of these, our ability to resist becomes
an insignificant trifle. Yet the sight of them becomes all the more
attractive the more fearful it is, provided we are in a safe place."
Thus it is as if, th rough the win d ow, I were observing myself
being reduced to an ' i nsign ificant trifl e ' , a toy i n the hands of
fo rces e n o rm ously m ore powe rful than myself. Here we can
discern Kan t ' s ' fundamen tal fan tasy' - the

pathos of apathy,

which

i s the reve rse side of the a u to n om ous and active subj ect, a n d i n
wh ich the subj e c t is e n ti rely passive , an i n e rt m atter give n over
to the e nj oym e n t of the Law .
This c o n s tellation - where we are at o n e and the same time
' i nside ' and ' o u tside ' , wh e re we are b o th an ' insignifican t trifl e ' ,
a grain o f sand toyed with by enormous fo rces , a n d the observer
of this s p e c tacle - is c l osely c o n n e c ted to the change that the
fe e l i n g of respect u n d e rgoes in Kan tian th e o ry. This is because ,
as we h ave already s e e n , what in late Kan t provo kes the fe eling
of resp e c t is the fac t that the su�j ect

watches

h e rself being

su�j ected to the law - that s h e watc h e s h e rse l f being h u m i l iated
and terri fi e d by it.
In th i s c o n text i t may be in teresti ng

to poi n t out th at the

i d e n tificati o n of the m o ral law with th e logic of the superego is
a c c o m p an i e d i n Kan t ' s work by th e e m ergence of a n o tion
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which - and this is remarkable enough by itself - played no role
whatsoever in the Critique of Practical Reason, and was not even a
part of its vocabulary: Gewissen or ' (moral) conscience' . This
notion , however, is prominent in The Metaphysics of Morals, where
it is quite eloquently described - for example: 'Every man has a
conscience and finds himself observed, threatened, and, in
general, kept in awe (respect coupled with fear) by an internal
judge . ' 34 Here , we find the figures of the gaze and the voice,
implied in the conscience's powers of 'observation' and ability
to issue 'threats ' . Kant continues:
.

.

.

He can indeed stun himself or put himself to sleep by pleasures an d
distractions, but he cannot help coming to himself or waking up
from time to time; and when he does, he hears at once its fearful
voice. . . . [C) onscience is peculiar in that, although its business is a
business of man with himself, a man constrained by his reasons sees
himself constrained to carry i t on as at the bidding of another person. 35

We can therefore conclude that Kant's ethics, at a certain poi n t
in its later development, takes the path o f the superegoic moral
law, a path which gets ' reinforced' by the importance of the
( avant la lettre) figure of the superego in his theory of the
sublime. This observation , however, must not l e ad us to con
clude that this ' evolutionary pathway' of the moral law in Kant's
philosophy is the only possible one, or that i t is the logical
outcome of Kant's initial position.
This warning is in order since, as we have see n , it is possible
to distinguish in Kant's account of the moral law two different
lines of argument, which even, if we sharpen th ings a bit, lead
to two quite different conceptions of the moral law. The first is
the one associated with the image of the ' cold-hearted Kant' :
the moral law is unconditional ; it is foreign to any so-called
' human impulses ' ; it stands alone in a void (since it cannot be
derived from any higher principle or concept ) , and only by
means of this void can it affect the subject (because the feeling
of respect that it awakens in the subject is essen tially connected
to the absence of any m otives and any m eans of representing
the moral law) . The other 'portrait' of the moral law that
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emerges is attached to a more 'warm-hearted Kant' , standing in
the dark of the night, admiring the starry heavens above him
and the moral law within him.
When we consider the role of the superego in the latter
portrait of the moral law, the question arises whether it is at all
possible to conceive of a moral law - or, at least, a moral agency
- that is n ot reducible to the figure of the superego. Is it possible
to conceive of an ethics that is not subject to the logic of the
supe rego in all i ts resonances: free, on the one hand , from the
often-stressed ' irrationality' of its demands and, on the other,
from its socializing function as the 'internal ' representative of
'external ' authorities, values and norms? We can reply affirma
tively, simply by pointing out that this is exactly what Lacan is
after with his conception of ethics. Before we get to this,
however, we may do well to consider whether Kant can answer
in the affirmative as well.

The status of the law
Let us approach the problem of the status of th e moral law in
Kant from the perspective of the relation between pure reason
and empirical objects (or actions) . Kant deals extensively with
this relation in the Critique of Pure Reason. On the one hand
there are o�j ects of possible experience, phenomena. These
appear in certain sets of associations, and in a certain order,
which together constitute empirical reality. However, the associ
ations and the order of phenomena that we perceive in empiri
cal reality do not yet themselves imply a law of causality. This
law is situated on the other side of the divide - among the a
priori concepts of the understanding that Kant calls the ' categor
ies ' . Objects of experience and the categories are two absolutely
heterogeneous elements of our cognitive faculties. It is imposs
ible to establish any immediate links between them - which is to
say that the concepts of the understanding cannot be applied
( directly) to phenomena, for they are ' quite heterogeneous
from empirical intuitions, and . . . can never be met with in any
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intuition' .36 The famous Kantian metaphor according to which
concepts without ( empirical) content are empty and intuitions
without concepts are blind must not be taken to imply a comple
mentarity. These 'ideal partners' cannot meet in order to give
one another what each lacks alone. To solve the problem
created by this strict disjunction, Kant develops the theory of
schematism. In order that the categories and obj ects of experi
ence may be connected, and thus for knowledge ( the grasping
of a certain order of appearances as necessary) to arise , ' there
must be some third thing, which is homogeneous on the one
hand with category, and on the other hand with the appearance,
and which thus makes the application of the former to the latter
possible' .37 This 'mediating representation ' , as Kant calls it, must
be in one respect intellectual and in another sensible. Such a
representation is the transcendental schema. It can accomplish its
mediating task since it consists of the transcendental determina
tion of time, which is the necessary condition both of any
experience and, at the same tim e , of any concept of the under
standing.
'The schema ' , asserts Kant, ' is in itself always a product of
imagination. Since, however, the synth esis of imagination aims
at no special intuition, but only at unity in the determination of
sensibility, the schema has to be distinguished from the image
[ Bildej . ' 38 The schema is thus not an image, but something
which establishes the 'co-ordinates' for the encounter between
the category and the object of experience , for the application of
the categories to the appearances.
We can thus see that in the domain of ' theore tical philos
ophy' , the emergence of a genuine law ( of causality) involves a
certain leap , and that the role of the transcendental schema is
not to transform this into a linear transition, but to create a
space within which this leap can be accomplished. We might say
that the transcendental schema serves to guarantee that when
we 'j um p ' from the side of the category, we don ' t jump i n to a
void, but ' land' instead on an obj ect of possible experience.
As we move on to the domain of practical philosophy, things
will become much more complicated, although the point of
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departure will be similar. O n the one hand we have the empiri
cal reality of an action; on the other we have the 'law offreedom'
which determines the will a priori, independently of all empiri
cal elements . But since all possible actions are empirical actions,
' i t seems absurd to wish to find a case in the world of sense . . .
which admits the application of a law of freedom to it' .39 Once
again we are confronted with a fundamen tal heterogeneity of
two elements which must somehow be linked together in a
j udgement. The difficulties here, however, are more severe than
those we encountered in the case of ' theoretical reason ' . This is
because the 'law of freedom ' is not only a priori, but is also - as
opposed to the categories - 'independent' of the a priori forms
of sensibility ( time and space ) . This means that the transcenden
tal schema will not be able to help us establish a link between
the law and empirical reality. More precisely, the schema we are
looking for is not the schema of a case occurring according to
laws, but ' the schema (if this word is suitable here) of a law itself . 4 0
As we have seen , the schema is a universal procedure of imagin
ation wh ich must correspond to a natural law as a law to which
o�jects of sensible intuition as such are subj ect. But since no
intuition - and hence no schema - can be supplied to the law
of freedom, th e moral law has no other cogni tive faculty than
the understanding to mediate i ts application to objects of
Nature . The understanding is capable of supplying to an Idea of
reason not a schema of sensibili ty, but a law. ' This law, as one
which can be exhibited in con creto in obj ects of the senses, is a
natural law, but only in its form . ' 4 1 It is th is law that Kant calls
the type of the moral law.
Instead of the schema, we now have the type, constructed on
the model of natural law, taken only in its formal character - its
universali ty. But what exactly is this ' typ e ' ? Kant formulates it
thus: 'Ask yourself whether, if the action which you propose
should take place by a law of nature of which you yourself were
a part, you could regard it as possible through your Will. ' 42 This
formulation corresponds exactly to what Kant calls elsewhere
�he categorical imperative. In the Groundingfor the Metaphysics of
Morals, where he offers several formulations of the categorical
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imperative, we find the following formulation: ' Act as if the
maxim of your action were to become through your will a
universal law of nature . ' 43 This phrase is almost exactly the same
as the one that Kant uses in the Critique of Practical Reason to
define the ' type ' .
The categorical imperative i s therefore none o ther than the
type of the moral law. But further questions arise: what, then, is
the moral law? What does it command? What does i t 'want'? The
phrase 'So act that . . . ' of the categorical imperative is not the
answer to the question 'What should I do? ' but, rather, to the
question ' How do I do it? ' - a question in which the 'it' remains
an enigma. A rigorous conception of Kantian ethics compels us
to conclude that this ' it' is something which either does or does
not occur in an act; that it has no pre-existence ( n o t even in the
form of commandment) ; and, finally, that we have no guarantee
that it is going to occur whenever the categorical imperative is
strictly applied (since we know th at conformity with the law does
not suffice for an act to qualify as ethical ) .
So the type (of the moral law) is not an image o f the l aw, it is
not a 'projection' of the (noumenal ) law i n to the field of
sensibility. The type is not a ' deformation ' of the law in represen
tation; the type is the law, but not ' the whole ' law (since it is a
law of nature taken only in its form) . The type is a ' half-law ' , just
as the categorical imperative is a ' half-said' [ o le mi-dire' ] . So act
that the maxim of your will could always hold at the same time as the
principle giving universal law: this is a paradigmatic example of a
' half-said' which, in order to become a law, has to b e supple
mented with an actual act of the subject. The moral law as
atemporal and trans-subjective ' depends' upon a temp o ral act
of the subject, an act which has no pre-establishe d guarantee in
the law (in the 'big Other' ) , for it is only in this act that the law
itself is constituted. This point is absolutely crucial: the law is
not always-already there, waiting for the subj ect to submi t herself
to it: it is this very submission, the (ethical) act, which constitutes
the Law as atemporal and trans-subjective.44
How can this be understood? Let us take as a s tarting point
Lacan 's famous statement according to which desire is ( always)
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the desire o f the Other. I t i s important to bear i n mind that this
ph rase does not exclude the ethical maxim : ' do not give up on
your desire ' . In o ther words, th e dimension of the O ther does
n o t exclude the authenticity of the subj e c t ' s desire . But how is
this possible? Only if we admit that th e desire of th e Other does
not pres e n t i tself in the form of an answer or a commandment
( ' 1 wan t this or th at! ' ) , but - as Lacan poi n ts out - i n the form
of a question or an e n igma, com parable to the o n e that th e
Sph i n x posed to Oedipus . 40 The subj e c t will reply an d , replyi ng
i n one way or another, h e will wri te th e destiny of his desire .
The state m e n t ' desire is the desire of the Other' postulates the
O th e r as the site where the question of desire origi nally e m e rges .
The poi n t is not that th e rlesire of the O th e r e x i s ts somew h e re
else , with the subj e c t knowing what it is and making i t the m odel
of his own desi re . Exactly the same th i n g can be said about the
Kantian m o ral law. The subject does n o t know wh at th e l aw
wants. It is at this point that we can si tuate a converge nce or an
encounter between Kant and Lacan . ' The law is a law oj the
unknown'4 fi is the fundamental proposition of any ethics worthy
of th e nam e .
What, the n , would b e a way of conceiving o f the moral law, as
distinct from the superegoic law? As a first approach , one could
say that it is a law that wan ts nothing from us. Yet th is 'wanting
nothing' can itself be the ultimate form of the superego . When
the subj e c t asks 'What do you wan t' , and gets the reply
' N othing' , this can engender the logic of the superego in its
pure form : 'What are you aiming at with this "nothing" ? ' The
subj ect understands this ' nothing' as the way the O ther i nvi tes
her to guess Its desire .
The moral law is neither a law that says ' I wan t this ' , ' I wan t
you to do this ! ' , nor a silent law that wants n o thing. The moral
law has th e structure of an enunciation without a statement, i t
h a s the structure of a n enigma or oracle. Our intention here,
we must e m phasize, is not to oppose to a ' bad law' ( th e law of
the superego) a ' good law' (a law that has the structure of the
oracle ) . For i t is precisely this structure of the oracl e ( o r
t h e enigma) that c a n o p e n t h e d o o r for the constitution o f the
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superego, as well as for another figure of the law, the 'law of the
unknown ' . It is because the moral law has the structure of an
enigma that two different conceptual figures of the law and two
different ethics can follow from it.
1 . One can understand ethics as a pursuit of the desire of the
O ther, as a hunt for or an attempt to figure out the desire of
the Other before one 'moves into action ' . Here, h owever, the
subject not only has to 'guess' the desire of the O ther, but also
- and above all to see to it that the Other has a desire in the
first place. The subj ect, of course, will never be capable of
satisfying the demands of the Other. It is precisely this series of
failures ( ' that ' s not it' , ' try agai n ' , ' make another effort' . . . )
that mai n tains the Other as the one who knows what I t wan ts: if
It doesn ' t want this, I t apparen tly wants something else, and
knows very well what this something else is. The guilt that the
subject experiences for not having done what was demanded
(for not having found the right answer to the e nigma of the
desire of the O ther) and the self-accusations that follow from it
aim at making the Other forget that It doesn ' t exist. The subject
knows very well that the Other doesn ' t exist; this is, even , the
only real certitude she has. Yet nothing changes if we tell such a
subject: 'You are torturing yourself for nothing. The Other that
terrifies you so much does not exist' , since the subject is tortur
ing herself precisely because the Other does not exist. The
certainty that the Other does not exist takes away from the
subject every other certainty (about what one has to do, how
one is supposed to act or respond to things . . . ) and the
erection of the law of the superego gives the subject at least
access to a negative certainty (the ' that's not it' ) , to some criterion
or ' compass' for her actions. The subject who does not know
whether what she wants to do (or is doing) is 'right' or 'wrong' ,
whether it is 'pathological' or not, whether it is really 'it' or just
a pretence - such a subject finds in the superego a sort of
'practical guide ' that at least gives her the ' clue' that the best of
all possible actions is always the one that makes you suffer the
most. Thus the subject acts; she can even act ( and suffer)
-

,
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persisten tly; yet all this ac tivi ty can only mai n tain th e subject in
a state of suffering - in a state of passivi ty vis-a-vis th e all
powerful Other.
In relati o n to this, we should m e n tion ye t another version of
this ' path of passivi ty ' , which consists in trying to extort from the
Other th e ' righ t answer' . Here, the subject wan ts th e O ther to
choose for him . For such a subj ect, the Oth e r always appears in
th e form of some other perso n . One could say that this subj e c t
a i m s at elevati ng s o m e small o t h e r t o th e rank o f t h e ( big)
Other. The subj e c t spends his life imposing c h oices upon others ,
re minding t h e m that they are free individuals w h o must know
what they really wan t. To take an exam ple: in the case of a love
affai r that does n o t suit him any more, such a subj e c t will n ever
break it u p , h e will delegate this decision to the other. He will
play the honest o n e , he will adm i t that he is cheating, that he is
indeed weak and that apparently he is not up to a real relation
ship. H e will tell the other: 'There, these are the facts, this is
how I am , I ' m laying myself bare before you - what more can I
do? - and now it's your turn to make a decision, to m ake your
choice . ' And if this other decides to leave , she l eaves precisely as
the ( big) Other. We migh t eve n say th at all the activi ty of such a
subj e c t is l eading towards this scene of a miraculous metam or
p hosis of the other i n to th e Other (who kn ows what she wan ts
or does not wan t, and ac ts accordingly) .

2 . O n e can admit that it is only with his act that the subj e c t

creates w h a t t h e O th e r ( th e Law) wan ts. Such is, for example, the
act of Oedipus: Oedipus retroactively c reates the symbolic debt
into which he should have been born, but which was taken away from
him in a series of attempts to avoid this desti ny. The lesson of
his story is n o t that ' everyth ing is al ready decided' ( by th e big
Other) , and that whateve r the subj e c t does, h e is lost i n advanc e .
O n th e con trary, t h e story of Oedipus shows u s , rather, that it i s
t h e big Oth e r w h o is l o s t wi thout t h e subject. With out t h e a c t of
Oedipus, th e oracle would have be en noth i n g but an inconsist
e n t a n d senseless babbling. In other words, wi thout O e dipus ' act
the l aw of the oracle would be only what it is: a ' half-said ' which
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'will have becom e ' the Law only i n the act of the subj e c t . I t is at
this level that we must si tuate freedom, and the real dimension
of the act. This, h owever, re q ui r es further definition : if the law
is constituted as the Law o n ly in th e act of the subj e c t , and if th e
subj ect s uppleme n ts th e law with some part of himself, it should
be stressed that this ' p a rt of himself' is not recogn i z e d by the
subj ect as such ( as belonging to h i m ) . One sh ould say , ra th e r ,
th at th e poin t of th e e n coun te r between the law and the subj ec t
is extimate t o both .
Here, also, Oedipus provides a good e xa m p l e , for h e supple
ments th e law ( of the oracle) with a part of himself that he does
not know. I n order to avoid another misunde rstanding, let us
point out that this ' unknown ' is not simply the unconscious but,
rather, somethin g one m ight call the cause of the unconscious
or the cause of unconscious desire: ' th e part of our flesh which ,
necessarily, remains caugh t in th e formal machinery' . 47 We are
speaking h e re of somethi ng that is sep ara ted from the subj e c t ,
but is still internal to the sphere of his e x iste n c e . In temporal
terms we c ould say that this separation is anteri o r to t h e uncon
scious, and constitutes its foundation. This is why, i n his com
mentary on Claudel ' s heroine Sygne de CoUfo n taine, Lacan puts
such emp h asis on the Versagung as an o riginal refusal , ' beyond
which there will be eith er the path of neurosis or the path of
norm ality , neither o f them be i ng worth m o re than the other
in relation to what is, at the begi nn i ng, the possibility of the

Versagung .48
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Ethics and Tragedy

======

in

Psychoanalysis

Some preliminary remarks
Why the necessity of co-ordinating psychoanalytic experience
with the experience of tragedy? What compelled Lacan to offer,
in the years 1 958 to 1 96 1 - that is, in three consecutive seminars
(VI , VII , VI I I ) - an elaborate interpretation of great works of
tragedy such as Hamlet, Antigone and the Claudel trilogy ( The
Hostage, Crusts, The Humiliation of the Father) ? We should also
include here the tragedies about Oedipus ( Oedipus the King and
Oedipus at Colonus) , even though Lacan 's references to these
tragedies are dispersed throughout his work, and therefore do
not exactly take the form of a commentary. Can we simply
attribute this affinity for tragedy to Lacan's ' existential' phase
from the 1 950s, when his cen tral questions were those of guilt
and symbolic debt (guilt at the fundamental level of being) , and
the end of analysis was considered to be a subj ectivation in
which the subj ect assumes his guilt and/ or his constitutive debt,
according to a logic of a ' heroism of the lack'? Might we - to
put the matter in a different perspective - understand Lacan 's
interest in tragedy (and myth ) as the opposite of the tendency 
more and more pronounced towards the end of his life towards mathematization or, more precisely, towards the ' math
ematization ' of psychoanalytic theory? Might we oppose myth
and tragedy in their guise of 'fable ' to the scientific precision of
formulae and mathemes? Might we see in Lacan's references to
tragedy a kind of ' flesh' at which he ' gnaws ' throughout the
course of his work, finally to arrive in the end at the purely
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formal 'bones' of analytic thought? Lacan himself gives us some
justification for answering all these questions in the negative.
When he posed himself the question of the role played by
' Claudelian mythology' and myth in general in his work, he
responded:
In the function of myth , in its game, the transformations operate
according to certain rules which turn out to have a revelatory value,
creative of superior configurations or of particular illuminating cases.
In brief, they demonstrate the same sort of fecundity as mathematics. l

Thus we can say that the myth has exactly the same function as
the matheme. Myth and tragedy, as Lacan understands the m ,
are not t o b e looked at in terms of narratives ( c ontinuous
'historical ' unfoldings of events) as opposed to discrete formu
lae, for Lacan treats myth and tragedy themselves as instantia
tions of formal structures. When he refers, for example, in his
commentary on Hamlet, to the fam ous graph of desire, the
tragedy is not just an illustration of the graph but, rather, the
graph itself - that is to say, its proper articulation. One m ight
say that Lacan 's 'detour' through tragedy is - contrary to our
expectations - his first attempt at 'formalizing' analytic experi
ence, not an attempt to 'poetize' this experience. In reference
to another famous definition, in which Lacan claims that myth
is ' the attempt to give epic form to what is operative through
the structure ' ,2 we might maintain that the manner in which
Lacan treats myth is above all an attempt to disclose this struc
ture, this ' real' . Thus, for example, the myth of Oedipus is not
simply to be read as a story of parricide and incest but, rather,
as an inscription of the fact that ' the father is not the progenitor,
and that the Mother remains the contaminator of woman for
man's offspring; the rem ainder follows from that' .3
Even though it is true that Lacan also claimed that in his
work, 'you see the alternation of the scientific definition and
something entirely opposed, which is . . . the tragic experience ' ,4
we must take care not to read this comment too hastily. Lacan
relied on the experience of tragedy in order to articulate
something that escapes (ordinary) scientific definition - or,
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more exactly, something which cannot b e directly transcribed in
the Symbolic, something visible in the Symbolic only by means
of its consequences and its impasses. It is precisely this function
that Lacan ' s later formulae ( or mathemes) will serve . Thus, for
exam ple, the fam ous 'formulae of sexuation ' are nothing but
the attempt to present graphically something that cannot be
given a wri tten or symbolic description - namely, a ' successful'
sexual relationship. In other words, they are a method for
spelling out our inability to spell out the sexual relationship.
C:Jearly, the queslion remains of why Lacan ultimately gave
p reference to his formalistic ' mathemes ' , why he even tually saw
in them a more adequate way of formulating psych oanalytic
theory. The answer is, perhaps, that he was able , through these
mathemes, to articulate a more ' immanent' account of psycho
analytic experience. Whatever the truth may be, this question is
not the one which really interests us here. Since we will limit
ourselves to Lacan 's ' tragic' phase, we wish only to point out
that his concern with tragedy is not an attempt at a ' poetization'
of psych oanalytic theory' ; on the contrary, it is a first attempt at
a ' mathematization' or formalization of this experience.
In his seminar Le transfert, Lacan offers this account of the
difference between classical tragedy and modern or contempor
ary tragedy:
We are no longer guilty just in virtue of a symbolic debt. . . . It is the
debt itself in which we have our place that can be taken from us, and
it is here that we can feel completely alienated from ourselves. The
ancient A te doubtless made us guilty of this debt, but to renounce it
as we can n ow means that we are left with an even greater misfortune:
destiny no longer applies."

On the one hand, we have a tragedy brought on by a 'fate'
about which nothing can be done, which allows only for our
recognition in it of the traces of our own being, and which
compels us to accept it as such . As Hegel had already put it in
his Lectures on Aesthetics, the force of the great tragic characters
of antiqui ty consists in the fact that they have no choice: they are
what they will and accomplish from their birth on , and they are
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this with all of their being. For this reason, Hegel goes on , they
absolutely do not claim to be innocent of their acts. On the
contrary: the greatest offence we can do to a true tragic h e ro is
to consider him innocent; for great tragic characters, it is an
honour to be guilty.6
Now, according to Lacan, modernity introduces the possibility
of one further step: even this last refuge of our being - the guilt
and debt where we could previously take shelter - can be taken
from us. It is this radical 'destitution' of the subj ect that the
Claudelian heroine Sygne de Coufontaine incarnates.
Lacan 's conception of the difference between these two ' types'
of tragedy should not be taken as a literary-historical claim
which aims to describe the difference between ancient and
contemporary tragedy. It has more to do with a change, a
rupture in what might be called ' the history of desire ' . Lacan
wishes to stress that desire no longer articulates its elf as it did in
a previous epoch - that in between is a rupture, and this rupture
is connected to the role of knowledge in human action. This is
the aim of all the passages in Lacan's commentary on Claudelian
tragedy which insist on the change brought about by the intro
duction of knowledge into the field of the tragic n arrative .
In terms of the structure of desire disclosed in tragedy, the
first such rupture can be located in Hamlet, a visible break with
the classical figure of Oedipus. Unlike the situation in which
Oedipus finds himself, a situation defined by a lack of knowl
edge , in Hamlet the Other ( the Father) knows ( that he is dead)
and, what is more, lets the subject (Hamlet) know that he knows.
The fact that knowledge thus enters into the picture at the very
beginning ( the subj ect knows that the Other knows) determines
that what follows will be a tragedy quite different from that of
Oedipus:
The action of Hamlet is not the action of Oedipus, for the action of
Oedipus supports Oedipus' life, and makes of him the hero he is
before his fall, in so far as he knows nothing. Hamlet, on the other
hand, is guilty from the moment he enters the game - guilty of
existing. 7
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We might say - following Lacan - that the tragedy 'of desire and
guilt' , the tragedy of symbolic debt, of the guilt with which we
are born, appears only with the configuration of Hamlet, whereas
the stakes of Oedipus ' tragedy are of an entirely different order.
Claudel 's trilogy introduces yet another displacement. The
fate of Sygne de Coiifontaine introduces a rupture into the
' paradigm of Hamlet' more than it does with regard to the Ate
of antiquity - at least the Ate governing Oedi pus' fate ; for in
Antigone, the si tuation is quite different (in contrast to Oedipus,
Antigone knows exactly where things are going; she knows what
she is provoking with her actions) . The triad Oedipus-Hamlet
Sygne can perhaps be read in terms of the Hegelian movement
of A ufhebung, with Sygne as a kind of sublation of the opposition
between th e first two: if Oedipus the King is all about ignorance
( the lack of knowledge ) , and Hamlet has to do with knowledge,
we find in Sygne something that might be called a ' knowledge
of the deficiency of this knowledge ' . Even though Sygne knows
that the O ther is dead, this knowledge , and the guilt with which
it is linked, are no longer capable of assuring her a place in the
symbolic order, a role relative to symbolic debt. This is why her
destiny approaches that of Oedipus: they both (in contrast to
Antigone and Hamlet) end up as outcasts, sights unbearable for
others. The destiny of Sygne repeats - but in an even more
horrifYing manner - that of Oedipus. We might describe Sygne
de Coufontaine as an Oedipus who knows, at the two decisive
moments of the drama, that he is about to kill his father and
sleep with his mother - that he is about to do that which
absolutely belies all his convictions - without being able to
escape the calamity of these acts thanks to this knowledge but,
rather, finding himself in a situation where this very knowledge
compels him to commit these atrocities. Hamlet, in contrast,
hesitates; he is not capable of acting precisely because he knows
( that the Oth e r knows) . Action for Hamlet is in itself impossible
to the exten t that the Other knows,H and Hamlet will not be able
to accomplish his task except by means of his failure to act, and
only when he has been mortally wounded himself. ( , Hamlet
does not strike his blow until after having made a certain
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number of victims, after having passed by the body of his friend,
his companion Laertes, after his mother also, by mistake ,
poisons herself, and after h e himself has been mortally
wounded. ' ) 9 Sygne, by contrast, finds herself in a situation where
she must make the decision to act despite her knowledge, and
to commit the deed which this very knowledge makes
'impossible' .
In what follows, we will consider at greater length Lacan ' s
account o f two tragic heroes, Oedipus and Sygne d e Coufon
taine. These figures have at least three things in common. First,
in contrast with the amount of attention that has been paid to
Lacan 's readings of Antigone and Hamlet, his treatments of Oedi
pus (at least as a tragic hero) and Sygne have been relegated to
the background. Second, both have in common the status of
outcasts; their respective tragedies do not end on a note of
sublimity but, rather, leave us with a feeling of malaise and, as
we shall see, with a ' grim ace ' . Finally, their subjective position
does not correspond to the formula 'desire and guilt' - which,
as we shall discover, has important consequences for their
ethical status.
Oedipus, or the Outcas t of th e Signifier

The theft of desire - and the mother in exchange
Oedipus' story is often taken as an illustration of the process
through which the subject accepts his contingent ( and, as a rule ,
unfortunate ) destiny a s something necessary, recognizing in i t
the meaning o f his existence. It i s thus construed as a n illus
tration of the process through which the subject takes upon
himself an irreducible guilt and, in so doing, 'internalizes' and
gives meaning to his contingent destiny. Even if Oedipus is n o t
truly guilty o f his crime (since it had been foretold well before
his birth ) , he heroically shoulders responsibility for his acts,
assumes his destiny and lives with it until the end. Oedipus thus
figures as the 'prototype ' of the existential condi tion in which
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we are born guilty, as bearers of an unpayable symbolic debt th at is to say, born into a pre-existing symbolic constellation in
which we must recognize the significan ce of our being. Suc h ,
accordin g t o this view, i s the very source of tragedy.
Despite i ts popularity, however, we find little in Sophocles '
play to support this reading. It is true that Oedipus is born into
a situation where the course of his destiny is determined in
advance, but everything he does, he does to avoid this course,
and the curse that accompanies it. When it finally turns out that
he has in fact carried out the prophecy precisely by trying to
avoid it, there is still nothing that might justify the interpretation
according to which he assumes his destiny, reconciles himself to
it and h eroically bears it. On the contrary, after he finally learns
what has ' really' happened, Oedipus blinds himself. How are we
to understand this gesture, which has, of course, been given
numerous and diverse interpretations? The words of those who
witnessed his blinding of himself, as well as Oedipus ' own words,
suggest an in terpretation which should not be neglected: Oedi
pus refuses - and this in the most literal sense of the term - to
recognize himself in the actions that are ' truly' his.
One might object here that this self-punishment ( his blinding
of himself) is a perfect sign of Oedipus ' recognition of his guilt.
But this is precisely the question: can we reduce Oedipus' deed
to an act of self-punishment? The entire last part of the play
contradicts this reading. For here Oedipus and his interlocutors
speak of his self-inflicted blindness not in terms of (self-} punish
ment, but in terms of recognition and misrecognition. For
example, the palace messenger who tells the story of Oedipus
blinding himself says:
He rips off h e r brooches, the long gold pins holding her robes - and
lifti ng th em h igh , looking straigh t u p i n to the points, he digs them
down th e socke ts of his eyes, cryi ng, 'You, you 'll see no more the
pain I suffered, all the pain I caused ! Too long you looked on the
ones you n ever should h ave seen , blind to the ones you longed to
see , to know' Blind from th is hour on ! Blind in the darkness blind! ' ' ''
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When, a few moments later, Oedipus appears i n fron t of the
palace, blood dripping from his face, things become even more
interesting. He says roughly: Perish the sheph erd who once
prevented my death , dooming me to a still greater misfortune .
Without this man, I would have never come to kill m y father,
nor sleep with my mother. He goes on: 'What grief can crown
this grief? It's mine alone, my destiny - I am Oedipus ! '
At first glance, o n e might see i n these words Oedipus' self
recognition - the fact that he has finally assumed his destiny.
The rest of this dialogue, however, places things in a different
perspective . The leader of the Chorus, who quickly agrees with
Oedipus that it would have been better for him to die immedi
ately after his birth, takes the occasion to say, in effect: Indeed,
what are you still doing here alive, given that you had the perfect
opportunity and excuse to end your life beside the body of
Jocasta? Better to die, he says, than be alive and blind (p. 242) . The
ethical undertone of this ' better to die than . . .' is clear. It is
certainly surprising that Oedipus himself does not come to this
same heroic conclusion, a conclusion based on the logic of the
'lack of being' which , giving pre-eminence to death, emphasizes
the burden of existence. The second part of the Chorus leader's
reply also merits our attention : Better to die than be alive and
blind. The beauty and ambiguity of this reply comes from the
fact that it refers, at one and the same time, to the moment of
the play when it is pronounced (Oedipus would have done
better to kill himself instead of blinding himself) and to Oedi
pus' past (it would have been better if Oedipus had died righ t
after h e was born ; i f he had never lived, he n ever would have
blindly committed his scandalous deeds ) . In sum , Oedipus has
always been blind, he has been blind his entire life - but then,
when he finally gained the power of sight, when he saw what he
had done, he ' tore away' his eyes, saying: I prefer to continue
being blind! Thus Oedipus responds to the Chorus with harsh
words: 'Don '/ lecture me, ' he exclaims, and adds that he does not
have the sligh test desire to go directly to Hades, where he would
once again have to see his father and his mother.
This tone may strike us as unsuitable for a hero. Instead of
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taking his symbolic debts upon himself and 'settling' them with
his death, Oedipus begins to quibble, to protest, even to haggle:
he finds the price excessive; he is the victim of an inj ustice . This
element of the drama is emphasized even more in Oedipus at
Colonus, where it grows to fill the entire play.
In Lacan 's work, we can detect a certain ambiguity concerning
this aspect of Oedipus. At several points in The Ethics of Psycho
analysis, Lacan calls attention to this quibbling of Oedipus and
the absence of a reconciliation with his destiny. I I Nevertheless,
in his other works, there are also passages which seem to go
against our interpretation . For example:
Me phynai, this would that I were not or would that I had not been
is
what is at stake in the case of Oedipus. What is indicated here? if
not the fact that through the imposition of destiny upon the man ,
through the exchange prescribed by the parental s tructures, some
thing comes into play, some thing hidden on account of which, at his
entrance into the world, man enters an in tractable game of debt. In
th e final analysis, Oedipus is only guil ty because of the charge he
receives from the debt of the A te which precedes him. I "
.

.

.

-

Even if the second part of Lacan 's argument stands - namely,
the statement that Oedipus is born into the in tractable game of
debt - the attitude he assumes in relation to this game of debt
seems to be m ore ambiguous than this reading would suggest.
Me phynai, the words Lacan often evokes as Oedipus' own words
- the words whose underlying logic he himself comes to criticize
in his later work, saying that they involve a glorification of the
lack which, in the context of the end of analysis, has to do with
the fact that analysis is centred uniquely around the signifier are not, in fact, uttered by Oedipus. As in the case of the saying
' Better to die than be alive and blind' - which follows the same
logic - it is the Chorus who sings me phynai, not Oedipus. Here ,
once again , Oedipus' attitude differs significantly from the
views expressed by the Chorus. Indeed, Oedipus does not let
himself be carried away by any glorification of lack-of-being:
what his position glorifies, rather, is the 'being of an outcast' .
His existence is that of something cast off by the signifier, the
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'spittle' of the signifier. So at the end of Oedipus the King,
Oedipus does not choose suicide - this would annul his exist
ence as an outcast, and lead the tragedy back towards a pure
articulation of signifiers, in which all debts are neatly paid off.
Instead h e ' chooses' to continue his existence as a blind, direc
tionless outcast.
If we were to search for parallels between the end of Oedipus
the King and Lacan 's various accounts of the end of analysis, we
might be justified in claiming that Oedipus is closer to that
accoun t formulated in terms of ' traversing the fan tasy - identi
fying with the symptom' than it is to the account in which the
subject ultimately assumes his guilt and 'internalizes' his contin
gent destiny. Oedipus does not identify with his destiny, he
identifies - and this is not the same thing - with that thing in
him which m ade possible the realization of this destiny: he
identifies with his blindness. This is why, at the e n d of Oedipus'
tragedy, we are dealing not with 'subjectivation' ( with the pro
cess th rough which the subject retroactively recognizes h is sub
jective being precisely where he was nothing but the toy in the
hands of destiny) but, on the contrary, with 'obj ectification' or
' reification ' . Oedipus ends as an abject-object in the Lacanian
sense of the term . If, at the moment of his horrible discovery,
Oedipus had killed - rather than blinded - himself ( as was
suggested to him by the Chorus) , he would have completed the
process of subj ectivation. The continuation of his 'blind exist
ence' , in contrast, moves things in an enti rely different
direction.
Indeed, the fact that Oedipus does not die at the end of the
play warrants further attention . At the very least we can say that
this is an atypical ending for a tragedy, for it seems to interfere
with the mechanism of catharsis. If Oedipus had died, his
parricide and incest would have remained the central Thing,
around which his image and destiny would have e rected a screen
to arrest and capture our desire ( this is how Lacan defines
catharsis in the case of Antigone - the sublime image of Antigone
'between two deaths' attracts our desire and has the effect, at
the same tim e , of arresting it: fascinated with this image, we
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hesitate, saying t o ourselves: 'we won ' t g o any further' , 'we have
seen enough ' ) . 1 3 But instead of this, what happens in the case
of Oedipus is that Oedipus himself becomes the Thing of his
tragedy, the outcast, 'a thing of guilt and holy dread so great it
appals the earth, the rain from heaven, the light of day', as
Creon so generously describes him. There is no sublime image
at the end of Oedipus the King, for this we will have to wait until
the end of Oedipus at Colonus.
Not only does Oedipus not die at the end of Oedipus the King,
he also appears as the principal character in the 'sequel ' , Oedipus
at Colonus, which , we migh t say, ' immortalizes' his life as a blind
outcast. In fact, one of the leitmotivs of Oedipus at Colonus is
precisely his failure to be reconciled with destiny, Oedipus' refusal
to see himself as guilty. These passages emphasize this th eme:
C H O R U S : What you 've d o n e �
OEDlPCS:
CHORUS:
O E D I PU S :

No, not done

-

Wh a t th e n ?
Re ce ived . received

as a

gift,

a

prize t o break t h e heart - O h

wou l d t o god I ' d n ever served m y c i ty,

n e ve r

w o n t h e p rize they

handed u p to me! ( p . 3 1 6 )
OEDIPUS:

I

I ' l l tell you: th e man

I

m u rd e red

-

h e ' d have murdered m e !

am i n n oc e n t ! Pure i n the eyes of the law, b l i n d , u n knowi n g , I,

I

came to th i s ! ( p . 3 1 7 )
OEDIPUS:

Bloodsh e d , i n cest, misery , all your mouth l e ts fly at m e ,

I

h ave suffered it all, and all against my wil l ! Such was the pleasure
of the gods . . . !
OEDIPUS:

(p. 344)

Com e , tell me: if, by an oracle of the gods, some doom were

hanging over my fath er's head that he should die at the hands of
h i s own son, how, with any justice, could you blame

me? (p. 344)

In addition to these passages, Oedipus' entire response to Creon
(when Creon comes to offer Oedipus 'reconciliation' because, as
a result of a new oracle, Oedipus has once again become
valuable to Thebes) might be termed ' the no of Oedipus' - to
paraphrase Lacan 's ' the no of Sygne': No, I am not guilty; no,
your conduct has not been just; and no, I will not help you now!
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Let u s pause for a moment a t O edipus ' insistence that he is
not guilty. When he says this, we believe him; it do es not occur
to us to reply: 'What a lame excuse ! ' Thus when Oedipus says,
'it was not my fault' , i t does not have anything like the effect
that the same words had when they were uttered by Valm o n t in
Les Liaisons dangereuses. Valm o nt defends himself from guilt by
saying that it is not his fault if the project of seducing M adame
de Tourvel takes up all his time; that it is the nature of his prey
that requires this; nevertheless, the Marquise de Merteuil, to
whom he addresses this excuse , immediately realizes that Val
mont willingly accepts this effort, that he has actually begun to
enjoy it, precisely because he uses this excuse .
Still, it would be wrong to place the difference between the
classical and the modern hero in this context, in the sense that
not until modernity do we e n c ou n ter guilt in the strict sense of
the term . Rather, Oedipus himself already differs from other
classical heroes, since his lack of guilt is atypical . Although
Greek tragedy always had as its horizon the subordination of
human agents to Divine power, it was still able to put its fi nger
on th e knot of subjective guilt. A good ex am ple of this is in
Aeschylus' Agamemnon. When Agamemnon sacrifices his daugh
ter Iphige n ia , h e does it ex anankes, out of necessity; he m ust
obey the order of Artemis, communicated thro ugh the p ri e st
Calchas, and he cannot desert the wartime alli a nce , the goal of
which - the destruction of Troy - is demanded by Zeus. Aga
me m non thus finds himself faced with the inevitable : the gods
desire him to go to Troy, and the gods say that he must sacrifice
his daughter in order for the winds n eeded to bring him there
to return. He kills his daughter, we could thus say, ' out of
necessity' . Nevertheless, he is held absolutely responsible for this
murder, for which he will pay. But why? Could he not say in his
defence that he was caught up in a game of th e gods, and that
in any case, he could not have acted otherwise? The answer is
no, because:


That which Agamemnon is constrained to do under the yoke of
Ananke is also what he wishes, with all his soul, if it is only a t this
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price that h e can win. That which Agamemnon proclaims to be
religiously permitted, is not an act that he would be constrained to
perform against his will, but rather his own intimate desire to do
everything that might open the path for his army. l4

This situation of ' desire and guilt' repeats itself when it comes
to the punishment of Agamemnon - the j ustice meted out by
Clytemnestra. In spite of the fact that it was:
required by Erinyes of the race a n d desired by Zeus, the killing of
the Ki ng of the Greeks [Agamemnon ] was p repared, decided,
executed by his wife for her own reasons corresponding to her
character. It's all very well for her to evoke Zeus or Erinyes, but it is
her own hatred of her husband, her guilty passion for Aegisthus, her
virile will-to-power, which made her act. ' "

Thus, even though both Agamemnon and Clytemnestra only
carried out the will of the gods, they did so ( all too) 'willingly' that is to say, th ey had their own personal reasons for doing as
they did, and for this reason they are i rredeemably guilty.
In relation to the question of guilt as it is played out here, we
could invert the Lacanian dictum according to which ' desire is
the desire of the Other' by reading it in the opposite direction.
The subject becomes guilty at the instant when the desire of the
O ther becomes the desire of the subject - that is to say, the
instant when the subject takes advantage of what is ' objectively
necessary' , and finds his surplus-enjoyment therein. From this
perspective, it turns out that it is the desire ( of the subj ect)
which supports obj ective necessity, or 'destiny' .
Let us return to Oedipus. What is it that makes Oedipus, in
contrast to Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, not guilty? What
prevents us from saying, ironically, 'It is certainly true that what
h appened to Oedipus was the will of the gods, and determined
long before his birth, but that did not stop him from having a
fi eld day with it? ' Why do we not have the urge to say: 'In this
domain, there is no negation, there are no innocents?' In order
to answer this question , let us start by attempting a definition of
guilt.
We have already said that guilt, in the sense of symbolic debt,
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arises when the subj ect knows that the Other knows. Without
this knowledge, there is no guilt. To illustrate this, let us imagine
what the drama of Hamlet would have been like if it had not
begun with the apparition of the Other ( his fathe r ' s ghost) who
knows ( that He is dead) , and lets the hero know about this
knowledge , but with Hamlet finding certain circumstances sur
rounding the death of his father suspicious, and opening up an
investigation. Clearly, we would have an entirely different sort of
drama - most probably a whodunit. 1 6 But does not the differ
ence between a whodunit and a tragedy such as Hamlet lie
precisely in the status of guilt? I n a whodunit novel, the question
of guilt is resolved by 'explaining' the crime and revealing the
murderer, while in Hamlet this revelation serves only to inaugur
ate guilt - it places the hero in a posi tion where he is ' guilty
without being guilty' , guilty at the very level of his existence,
guilty simply on account of the fact that he knows. But what
exactly does it mean to be ' guilty of being' , and where does
knowledge fit into the story?
The knowledge in question is a double knowledge . On the
one hand, it is the knowledge Lacan terms ' the knowledge of
the Oedipal crime ' ; on the other hand, it concerns something
which we might call ' the knowledge of death ' - the apparition
of the dead father who knows that he is dead, and testifies to
the fact that death does not bring oblivion. This latter dimension
of knowledge is clearly linked to the theme of 'unsettled
accounts ' . The former king, Hamlet's father, had been 'cut off
even in the blossom of his sin, unhousell'd, disappointed, u n
aneled; no reckoning made, but sent to his account with all his
imperfections on his head' . In other words, death froze Hamlet's
father's assets at the moment when it surprised him; the final
account of his life was made such that h e remains equal to the
sum of his sins.
But what is played out in the tragedy of Hamlet goes beyon d
Hamlet's avenging his father's death. The punishment o f the
murderer ( Hamlet's uncle) is far from being, for Hamlet, the
principal task. His principal task is to settle his father's accounts
(pay his father's debts) , and see to it that his father's life can at
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last be brough t to a conclusion . This i s what makes his mission
so difficult. In Hamlet, we must distinguish between two levels of
the drama, two levels which are often conflated wi th each other.
The motors of Hamlet's drama are in effect two different crimes:
the crime of Claudius, upon which the new rule is founded; and
the crime (s) of Hamlet's father - for which h e had no time to
repent. He who knows ( Hamlet's father) is - following Lacan 's
formula - he who has not paid for the crime of his existence;
the consequences for the following generation are not going to
be easy, and Hamlet must see to i t that this debt is paid. We
never learn anything specific about the crimes of his father, but
the torments which he suffers because of them are eloquent
enough . He tells Hamlet that a description of only the least of
his torments 'would harrow up thy soul; freeze thy young blood;
make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres; thy knotted
and combined locks to part, and each particular hair to stand
on end, like quills upon the fretful porpentinc ' .
His wanderings between two worlds, the infernal dream which
death brings him instead of oblivion, the horrific place ' between
two deaths ' : Hamlet's father was not condemned to all this
simply because he was the victim of a cowardly and deceitful
attack, but because death surprised him when he was not
prepared. The punishment of the murderer alone cannot
change a thing, because Hamlet's father's problem is situated
on anothe r level. Hamlet's taking revenge on Claudius will not
be enough to pay the debts of his father - it will serve only to
pay off Claudius ' outstanding debt. Thus, "What am I to do ?, the
question that torments Hamlet, is not about whether or not he
should kill Claudius. The real question is: what can I do so that
the debt of the father will be paid before the murderer has the
opportunity to settle his own accounts? This task is much more
difficult than simply getting revenge , and it is this which explains
Hamlet's famous exclamation : 'The time is out of j oint. '
With the death of the king, time has stopped at a dead point
that allows for no future , and this precisely because the former
king is unable really to take leave of his kingdom and ' rest in
peace' . The ghost does not return to Elsinore, it lives there . I t is
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not the case that the 'something rotten' of the present is the
consequence of a murky and hidden past. Rather, Elsinore does
not even have a present, so the castle is condemned to live in
this past. The protagonists of the play - above all Hamlet - are
literally captives of the past, of an unrealized story of the king
and the father. The world continues on its course, but for
Hamlet, time has stopped. Hamlet is thrust into the time of his
father's life , which he must bring to a conclusion so that his own
time can resume its course.
Hamlet will be able to accomplish this only in another time
( ' in the hour of the Other' ) , at the hour of (his own ) death : in
the timeless interval that opens up between the moment when
Hamlet receives the fatal blow from Laertes and the moment of
his death. He can accomplish h is task only by offering himself
as a kind of splint which would set time back in ) oint' - that is,
by placing himself in the time of his father, in the time of the
living dead, in the time between two deaths, whence his final
words resonate. It is only here that he can not o nly avenge the
death of his father, but also see to it that his father's debts to
this world are paid. Hamlet's death completes the story of h i s
father - a s i s only fitting, since from a certain moment on,
Hamlet's life has been nothing more than the prolongation of
his father's story. All this thus provides support for our thesis
that Hamlet is to be judged guilty at the level of existence, guilty
because of living.
Let us now return to our original problem. Why is it that
Oedipus is not guilty? We have said that guilt enters the stage
with the fact that the Other knows, and lets the subj ect know
that He knows. But what is it that the Other knows? It is not
simply a matter of the Other knowing (in advance) the destiny
of the subj ect, revealing i t to him. The knowledge at stake is not,
for example, of the form: 'You will kill your father and sleep
with your mother' , a kind of knowledge that is - as Oedipus the
King testifies - a useless kind of knowledge, only another form
of blindness. On the contrary, it has to do with something that
might be called 'surplus-knowledge ', a knowledge to which the
desire of the subj ect is attached. This ' surplus-knowledge' ( to
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paraphrase Lacan 's 'surplus-enj oymen t ' ) is related t o the place
from which knowledge ( of parricide and incest, for exampl e ) is
enunciated. It is the very fact that knowledge is ' dislocated ' ,
separated from the place o f its enunciation, which stands at the
origin of the tragedy of Oedipus. The oracle revealed Oedipus'
destiny to him when he was living in Corinth, in the home of his
'adoptive parents ' , whom he took to be his true parents. Oedi
pus believed that he had embarked on the voyage of his destiny
in Corinth, without knowing that this voyage had actually been
under way since his birth in Thebes - and this discrepancy
suffices for him to complete his voyage without being aware of
its scandalous character. In other words, Oedipus' being finds
itself on board in Thebes, while his knowledge - and, with it, his
desire - embarks only in Corinth . This is what makes the tragedy
of Oedipus unique, and justifies our description of it with the
words Lacan uses with reference to Claudel's tragedy: 'Someone
has his desire taken away from him and, in exchange, he is given
to someone else - in this case, to the social order' , or, in another
formulation : ' the subject has his desire taken away from him
and, in exchange, he is sent to the marketplace, where he is
offered to the highest bidder' . 1 7
Why, then, i s Oedipus not guilty? Because, from the very
beginning, h e is robbed of his desire (which alone could have
rendered him guilty) . In exchange he is given over to someone
else, to the 'social order' ( to the throne) and to Jocasta; he will
later call this a disastrous gift received in exchange for his
services. Let us recall again the dialogue between Oedipus and
the Chorus concerning incest:
What you 've done !
No, not done
C H O R U S : What then?
O E D I P U S : Received, received as a gift, a prize to break the heart - Oh
would to god I'd never served my city, n ever won the prize they
handed up to me!

C H O RU S :

OED I PU S :

-

I t is perhaps with these words that the destiny of Oedipus is best
summed up: ' the theft of desire and the mother in exchange ' .
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The death of the Thing
In his book Oedipus the Philosopher, Jean-:Joseph Coux calls our
attention to many curious elements in the Oedipus myth. Coux
takes as his point of departure the fact that the myth of Oedipus
is atypical. According to its formal structure, it is a myth of
initiation: the hero finds himself before a challenge, before an
ordeal ( the confrontation with the Sphinx) , which he meets
successfully, thus integrating himself into the social/symbolic
order - winning the throne and a wife. However, if one com
pares the myth of Oedipus to other myths dealing with the same
subject (Perseus' confrontation with the Medusa, Bellerophon
and the Chimaera, for example) , a whole list of irregularities
becomes apparent, summed up by Coux:
A. In the case of Oedipus, we do not find the typical motif of an
ordeal imposed by a king; Oedipus decides of his own accord to
confront the Sphinx.
B. This confron tation with the feminine monster itself presents the
following anomalies:
1 . Oedipus vanquishes the Sphinx without the assistance of the gods
(which is, strictly speaking, unheard of) , and without even the
assistance of mortals (without the counsel of a wise man or a
prophet) .
2. The ordeal itself is not structured, divided into stages in which the
hero vanquishes the monster step by step (as is the case for the other
heroes) .
3. He vanquishes the monster without physical force, using as a
weapon only a single word ( ' anthropos' ) .
C . I n the end, h e does not marry the king's daughter, but his own
mother . l s

These deviations from the ' typical ' myth do not, according to
Coux, constitute a variation on a basic theme , but represent a
complete reversal of this basic theme. In other words, Oedipus '
story is not one of a number of variations on the myth of
initiation; it is, rather, the myth of a failed initiation. According to
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this perspective, parricide and incest are precisely the conse
quences of a failed initiation.
The typical initiation of non-Oedipal heroes, and thus their
story, unfolds as follows: a king, who is at the same time a figure
of authority and a rival of the hero, forces upon the hero a
seemingly ' impossible' ordeal. This ordeal includes a confron ta
tion with a monster (who is, as a rule, female) . In his ' test' , the
hero is assiste d by gods and sages - that is to say, by the ancestral
knowledge of his forefathers - and he will not succeed in his
task until he has come close to losing his life. At the end of this
extremely difficult ordeal, in the course of which he kills the
Woman-monster, the hero wins access to the thron e and to
' normal ' sexuality - he marries a woman who is, as a rule, the
.
daughter of the king.
I t seems that this typical story allows for a straightforward
translation into Lacanian terms. At the begin ning, the subject is
captive to an imaginary relation with his rival, the king; in the
ordeal given him by this ' paternal figur e ' , the hero must resolve
his relation to the Thing/Mother /Jouissance. Not un til after he
has ' killed the Thing' does he gain access to his proper, lawful
place in the symbolic.
What happens in th e case of Oedipus, according to Coux, is
that a crucial element of the initiation story fails to appear.
Oedipus does not kill the Sphinx; rather, he tries to ' talk his way
out' and, in so doing, simply postpones his true confrontation
with her. Oedipus wants to play the part of the intellectual, the
'philosopher' , and is therefore unable to muster the 'virility'
necessary to enter into the symbolic order - for this reason , he
ends up in his mother's lap. According to this interpretation ,
the guilt of Oedipus is located in the fact that he has not
consented to the loss of the Thing/Jouissance which is the usual
condition of the hero ' s initiation . The tragedy of O edipus, Coux
concludes, is the story of the vengeance of the desire of the
m other: the Sphinx avenges herself for not having been killed, but
only put off, by Oedipus ' clever response.
Let us state immediately that this interpretation strikes us as
problematic. Nevertheless, it can serve as a provocative point of
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departure for our attempt to develop another interpretation of
Oedipus, and as a way of allowing us to bring out some less
familiar elements of Lacanian theory - elements which will cast
a different light upon the standard formula: the imaginary
relation plus ( symbolic) castration equals the subject of the
symbolic law plus the loss incarnated in the objet petit a as cause
of desire. The ' typical myth of initiation' follows this formula:
the hero's entry into the symbolic, into the signifier, implies the
loss of the Thing and creates, on the one hand, the pure subject
of the signifier and, on the other, an indivisible remainder
which will henceforth be the driving force of the subj ect's desire,
in so far as the object he attains will never be It ( the Thing
itself) . Nevertheless, there is another, even more 'Lacanian '
version of this story, and its hero is none other than Oedipus.
The central presupposition of Coux' s interpretation is funda
men tally anti-Freudian: his casting in the crucial role. of the
development of the subject the maternal , not the paternal
figure. According to this interpretation - and in opposition to
Freud - 'in the beginning' was not the original parricide but a
matricide . The function of the father is considered secondary
compared to that of the mother. If, according to Lacan, 'Woman
[la femme] is one of the names of the father' , Coux maintains
that it is the father who is nothing but one of the names of the
Wo m an. It is true, of course, that Freud is often criticized for
neglecting the fact that the monsters killed by mythological
heroes are in principle female, a fact that is then held to indicate
the primacy of the woman ( or mother) in the mythological
constitution of the subject. However, the ' noir' versio n of the
myth of Oedipus mentioned (in Note 1 6) above shows us clearly
how this interpretation falls into the very trap it attempts to
avoid: namely, the perspective that privileges ' m asculine fantasy' .
In the noir version of Oedipus the King i t is, of course , the Sphinx
who plays the role of the femme fatale. And the position of the
femme fatale ( that is, of the Woman) is that of the exception
constitutive of the phallic function, which thus represents the
masculine fantasy par excellence. It is the position of the
'capricious master' who is not limited by the law and who 'wants
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i t all ' (for this, suffice i t to recall the image o f the Lady of
courtly love) . In other words, the Woman [ La femme] is precisely
'one of the names of the father' . The father is not only the
symbolic and pacifying instantiation of the law. This figure has
as its inverse the figure Lacan calls ' FatherJouissance' : it is this
' real ' father, this father jo u issance, who must die in o rder for the
Law to be instituted.
According to this perspective, the tragedy of Oedipus is not
the tragedy of a man who has not succeeded in accomplishing
the passage from the imaginary to the symbolic, but, on the
contrary, the tragedy of the entry into the symbolic itself. But and this is the exemplary value of the Oedipal myth - ' tragedy'
here does not refer to all that must be lost, to the price that
must be paid, in order to gain entry into the symbolic. It does
not refer to all that must be heroically, painfully renounced
(complete jouissance, for example) in order to win access to
one's proper place. The accent in tragedy is not on the con
ditions of entry into the symbolic, but on the consequences of
this entry. Thus in opposition to Coux's argument, we would
claim that Oedipus 'kills the Thing' much more radically than
his mythological counterparts, and this precisely because he
responds to its threat with words, not with force . In his response
Oedipus names the Thing - and it is no surprise that It 'evapo
rates' as a result: that it disappears without leaving any blood
stains behind. But then, if this is the case, we must ask where
the tragedy of this situation ( Oedipus ' tragic destiny) 'comes
from' , if the Thing thus evaporates without remainder, if the
passage to the symbolic takes place with such ease .
Such a question usually provokes the response that, all the same,
the Thing has not really evaporated without remainder; there is
always a certain part of the Thing that survives the entry into the
symbolic and its 'mortification' in the signifier. But this story of
remainders can be misleading, since it risks falling into the trap
of an ' evolutionary' perspective: first the Thing, then the signi
fier and what is left of the Thing. Lacan ' s position here is much
more radical: ' the remainder' (what he calls the objet petit a) is
not simply the remainder of the Thing, but the remainder of the
-
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signifier itselfwhich retroactively establishes the dimension of the
Thing; it is not the remainder of some 'matter' that the signifier
was incapable of 'transforming' into the symbolic, it is the
remainder, the outcast, the 'spittle' of the self-referential dynam
ics of signifiers. It is in this sense that we should understand the
thesis according to which the operation of the symbolic ( of
symbolization) never comes out right, that i t always produces a
remainder. It is not that after this operation something pre
symbolic is left over, as 'unsymbolizable ' or something that
'escapes' symbolization, it is that symbolization, in its very perfec
tion and completeness, produces a surplus which ' undermines'
it from within by engendering impasses. To paraphrase Hegel:
the remainder is the bone of spirit itself, not something external
that spirit has not been able completely to devour.
I t is for this reason that in his famous 'graph of desire' Lacan
situates at the place of the remainder of the signifying chain the
voice which is, strictly speaking, a product of the signifying chain
itself - of the chatterin g away of signifiers - not a remainder of
something prior to the advent of the symboli c . This, then, is the
conceptual value of the Oedipal myth: it situates the source of
tragedy in fully, 'one hundred per cent completely' accom
plished symbolization, in the word, after the appearance of
which the Sphinx vanishes without trace. What 'seals the fate ' of
Oedipus is not some hidden remainder of the Sphinx/Thing,
but precisely the word and its consequences ( its ' remainder' ) .
Hence Oedipus' ruin will be brought about by the fact that he
will remain (albeit involuntarily) true to his word.
As for the internally generated impasses of the symbolic, the
tragedy of Oedipus unfolds on two levels. The first is the level of
the divergence between the empirical and the symbolic - a
divergence which follows from the fact that the others ( and
above all his father and mother) are not always true or equal to
their words, to their symbolic function. The second level on
which the tragedy unfolds concerns the fact that Oedipus
becomes a ' hostage ' of his word, of the answer to the riddle
posed to him by the Sphinx. Let us address these levels of
Oe dipus ' t r agi c fate one at a tim e .
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The first level is that of the dramatic position that arises from
the gaps between the empirical father and the Name-of-the
father, and between the empirical mother and the maternal
function. In the course of his story, Oedipus encounters his
parents only in their empirical 'form ' . More precisely: Oedipus'
dramatic traj ectory crosses a space where his symbolic parents
and his real ( in the empirical sense) parents fail to coincide. As
Lacan puts it:
At least in a social structure truly like ours, the father is always, in
some way, a father discordant with his function , a deficient father, a
humiliated father, as Mr Claudel would say. There is always an
extremely sharp discordance between that which is perceived by the
subject on the level of the real, and the symbolic function . It is this
gap that gives the Oedipus complex its value. l 9

Oedipus encounters his father in the form of a rude and
aggressive traveller (whom he kills on the road ) , and his mother
in the form of a woman who is a sexual obj ect. At the end of the
play, he is confronted with a cruel equation which is not that of
' the spirit is a bone' but, rather, that of ' the bone is a spirit' :
these two vulgar creatures are my Mother and Father.
In the passage just cited from ' Le mythe individuel du nev
rose ' , Lacan shows how the neurotic responds to such a discord
by fabricating a myth in which he redoubles the paternal and/
or maternal figure, and ' assigns ' to the double all the disturbing
features of this figure . The something in the father that is more
(or less) than the Name-of-the-father ( the simple man, more or
less decent, with all his weaknesses and desires) is embodied, for
example, in the figure of the uncle (who is at the same time a
potential sexual rival of the subject) . And the some thing that is
in the mother more than the role of the mother ( the woman,
with all her intellectual and sexual life ) is embodied in another
feminine figure ( the mother-in-law, for example, or a friend of
the family) , who is ' permitted' to function as a sexual object for
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the subj ect. We should note that the same structure is operative
in Hamlet. we have the good and the bad father embodied in the
Name-of-the-father (the ghost) and the uncle respectively, and a
double mother, the (ex-)wife of the Name-of-the-father, one
could say, and the uncle's mistress. Here we can see the other
face of the Oedipus myth, and even of the Oedipus complex: a
'quadripartite ' structure which has as its motor force the fact
that the father is not equal to his duty. This is not without
consequences for the father himself; there is, of course, a
paternal version of this myth , a 'pereversion' of the Oedipal
story, exemplified by the dream of the father m e n tioned by
Freud in The Interpretation of Dreams. In his dream, the father
sees his ( dead) son appear beside his bed and whisper to him
reproachfully: Father, don 't you see I'm burning? Father, don ' t you
see that you are not equal to your duty as a father?
The father who is not equal to his duty represents a failure
that belongs essentially to the symbolic. From this perspective
we might define Oedipus' tragedy as the tragedy of a man who
finds himself, from the very beginning of the drama, already in
the symbolic, with all its obligations, but he does not know it he does not know that the rude traveller is his father, and that
the woman to whom he is married is his mother - he learns this
only at the end. Herein lies the speculative mea n i n g and scope
of the myth of Oedipus: he travels the path of initiation (of
'symbolization ' ) in reverse and , in so doing, he experiences and
demonstrates the radical contingency of the Meaning borne by
the symbolic.
According to the story of the ' typical genesis of subjectivity' ,
the subj ect gradually comes to learn that the Father is also a
father (a man with all his weaknesses) . He is confronted with an
equation of the type ' the spirit is a bone ' : the ' Name-of-the
father' is really just another subj ect, my fellow-man, and he
defends himself against this equation by constructing, for
exam p l e , his 'individual myth ' in which the two ' aspects' of the
father are i ncarnated into two ( different) peopl e . That is, we are
dealing here wi th the dimension of the symboli c which Slavoj
Z izek has formulated thus: ' the very failure of symbolization
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opens u p the void within which the process of symbolization
takes place ' . 2o The subject is born into the symbolic, but into a
symbolic which produces its own failure , a territory that it does
not completely cover (in the present case, the gap between the
empirical father and the symbolic father) , and it is in this space
that symbolization, the initiation of the subject, takes place. The
story of Oedipus represents the inverse of this process.
At the beginning, Oedipus finds himself thrown into a void,
into a space not yet delimited by symbolic landmarks ( h e does
not know who his ' real ' mother and father are ) . Not until after
he has traversed this empty space which has, for him, the status
of the empirical does he retroactively create the symbolic and its
debt into which he should have been born, but which was taken
from him by his parents in their attempt to evade destiny. We
might say that it is only at the end of his story that O edipus
actualizes the conditions of his own birth, the conditions of the
symbolic and of his own 'initiation ' . For this reason, Oedipus is
not ' guilty from the moment he enters the game' (as Lacan
describes the position of Hamlet) .
In this context, it is informative to see what Oedipus (at
Colonus ) says about his parricide in his dialogue with Creon
(who wan ts to bring Oedipus back, either willingly or not, to
Th ebes, since a new oracle has predicted prosperity to the town
where Oedipus is buried ) . What makes this dialogue particularly
captivating is that the two speakers address a third person,
Th eseus ( king of Athens) , and a chorus of Athenians. Creon
wants to persuade the Athenians that Oedipus is a truly repug
nant criminal to whom they should refuse hospitality and wh o
should be handed over to him, Creon. A� for Oedipus, he must
convince the Athenians that this is not true - that he is not, in
fact, a criminal . Thus , from the dramaturgical point of view this
dialogue is central , since it presents us wi th a si tuation in which
th e Other - the jury' - must decide whether Oedipus is guilty
or not.
Of course , Creon does not hesitate to use harsh words and
accusations: ' a father-killer . . . worse, a creature so corrupt,
exposed as the mate, the unholy husband of his own mother'
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(p. 343) . I would never have thought, he says to Theseus and his
men, that you, most honourable Athenians, would do anything
but condemn such a wretched man. Oedipus responds to this,
also addressing himself to the Athenians, with an argument
worthy of a skilful lawyer addressing a jury: Ask yourself a simple
question. If at this moment a stranger approached you and
seemed to want to attack you, would you defend yourself, or
would you first ask him if he is not, by any chance, your fathe r?
(Evidently, the same argument works equally well for the charge
of incest: are you in the habit of asking a woman, before you
sleep with her, if she might, by any chance, be your mother? )
The comic effect of this reply, with which Oedipus conquers
the hearts of the Athenians, must not divert us from the real
point at which it aims: What is a father? How does one recognize
a father? And if I am not capable of recognizing someon e as my
father (and he, for his part, is equally incapable of recognizing
me) , is he still a father?21 To this, Oedipus adds a s till more
significant argume n t: if my father were to return to the world, I
do not think he would have anything to say against me. That is
to say: the father himself would not recognize himself as Father
in the traveller who attempted to kill Oedipus.
It is at this point that the whole tragedy of Oedipus' story
reveals itself - I did not kill my father! This returns us onc e again
to the question of the guilt of O edipus, and we can thus see
more clearly the ambiguity in the lament that Oedipus repeat
edly utters: if only I were guilty! If these words suggest a complaint
about injustice ( Oedipus pays dearly for something of which he
is not guilty) , they also suggest somethi n g perh aps even more
radical. If o n ly I were guilty - but you too k from me even that
honour, that place in the symbolic (open to me by rig h t ) ! After
all the suffering I have undergone, I am not even guilty ( th is
emphasizes the non-sense of his d estiny, not its Sense or Mean
ing) . You did not even leave me the possibility of participating
in things as a subject ( of desire) .
Thus Oedipus is not in any position heroically to shoulder the
guilt for murdering his father, because 'in his story, the re is no
father at all ' (Lacan) ; b ecause he did not kill the Father. This is
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what Lacan i s aiming at when h e says in ' Le m ythe individuel du
nevrose' that the entire Oedipal schema deserves criticism. The
point of the Oedipus complex is not simply that the son wants
to kill his father to be able to sleep (at ease) with his mother.
Instead, what the son wants to kill in the father is precisely his
inability to live up to the paternal function. The son 's aggression
is directed not at the father as agency of the symbolic law (which
forbids access to the mother) , but at the 'empirical father' who
is not 'equal to his task' , this same 'arrogant traveller' killed by
O edipus. This is why Lacan is able to say (speaking of Claudel's
Crusts) : The extreme, paradoxical, caricaturesque point of the
O edipus complex . . . the obscene old man forces his sons to
marry his women, and this to the very extent that he wants to
have theirs . ' 22 In this case, we are dealing with the ' extreme ' ,
' paradoxical ' and ' caricaturesque' point of the Oedipus com
plex, not - and this is the important point - with its opposite .
And the son - i n this case, Louis de Coufontaine - will in fact
kill his fathe r and marry his father's mistress. The father wh o
forces his sons to marry his women is not the anti-Oedipus of
' modern society' ; on the con trary, he represents the ve ry logic
of the Oedipus complex carried to its extreme point. I t is to the
extent that we conceive the Oedipal schema in the perspective
of the disj unction between the empirical father and the symbolic
agency of the Father that we can see its relevance.
Let us return to Oedipus the King. We have already mentioned
Hegel ' s observation according to which no greater injustice can
be done to a (classical ) hero than to claim that he is innocent
of his acts. For such great characters, Hegel says, it is an honour
to be guilty. And this is precisely the insult Oedipus suffers.
Al though it is true that no one exactly says that he is innocent,
the problem is that Oedipus himself knows that he really is. He
knows that he does not even have the right to claim the last
honour of being guilty, 'dishonourable ' as it may well be. This
could perhaps be seen as the key to his 'incomprehensible'
(non-heroic) behaviour at the end of Oedipus the King. Oedipus
is not really a vic tim of bad fortune (a sport of the gods) ; he is,
strictly speaking, cast out, rejected even from such a game .
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He is thus the perfect incarnation of the obj ect, defined by
Z izek as follows: 'And objet petit a is precisely the paradoxical
object generated by language itself, as its 'fall-off' , as the material
left-over of the purely self-referential movement of signifiers.'23
Oedipus has, in effect, been 'duped'. He is the detritus of the
self-referential movement of signifiers (of the oracle) , and his
story quite explicitly underlines this self-referential side of
things. The prediction is made, the signifiers are set in motion,
Oedipus tries to escape his destiny by doing ' something com
pletely different' , only to realize at the end what it was ( ' that was
my mother and my father' ) - since, in the final analysis, 'it'
could have been anything whatsoever. To paraphrase Kant, we
could say that the law of the signifier itself creates the reality to
which it refers, and Oedipus' fate is to be caught in this self
referential cleavage. And, of course , he is not even allowed the
opportunity to participate in it with his desire .

What shall we do with Oedipus?
Let us now consider how Oedipus' status as ' the material left
over' is manifest in the ' sequel ' , Oedipus at Colonus, which immor
talizes his life as an outcast. One of the principal themes of
Oedipus at Colonus can be summed up in the questio n : what shall
we do with Oedipus? This hOTS-lieu of Oedipus ( the fact that no
one knows what to do with him, that he is 'out of place' every
where) is insistently accentuated. This is linked, of course, to the
theme ' neither guilty nor innocent' . For the moment, however,
it is another theme that interests us, one which plays on the
impossibility of situating Oedipus in a more literal sense. At the
beginning of the play, when Oedipus, accompanied by Antigone,
arrives on the outskirts of Athens, the following dialogue develops
between him and the first person he encounters:
Friend, m y daughter sees for both o f u s . . . she says you've
come to find out who we are, and lucky for us, too: you can explain
some things, give us some light -

OEDIPUS:
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Stop ! No more questions, not till you leave that seat! Get up
- it' s holy ground, you m ustn 't walk on it. (p. 285)

CITIZEN:

After some explanations, the passer-by leaves to fetch some
people from the neighbouring town. When he returns with
the m , the dialogue continues:
Move ! - move off forbidden ground, come down where the
law permits us all to speak, till then hold back, be silent - not a
word ! . . .

CHORUS:

OEDIPUS: Still farther?
C H O R U S : Come forward, a little more .
OEDI PUS: Still more?
C H O R U S : Help him along, young one, you can see the way. .
Here - no farther. This base of native rock, never lift a foot
from this firm threshold.
OEDIPUS: SO, far enough?
CHORUS: Just enough, you hear me?
OEDIPUS: Now may I sit down?
C H O R U S : Move to the side a little, you ' re righ t at the rock 's edge n ow crouch down . (pp. 292-5)

CHORUS:

We have here very strange , almost comic proceedings in which
Oedipus is moved around in an attempt to get him properly
situated - which, of course, serves to emphasize his elusive status.
He has come from Corinth to Thebes, and now from Thebes to
Athens, but nowhere has he been ' in his place ' , even though he
has remained throughout in plain view for all to see. This
moving Oedipus around in an attempt to situate him is repeated
once again at the end of the play, this time in a more sublime
manner. H ere the concern is with the ' topology' of Oedipus'
death , which transforms the outcast into a sublime obj ect, into
an agalma ( as we have already seen, the body - or, rather, the
tomb - of Oedipus becomes a precious object in the game of
rivalry between Athens and Thebes) .
The messenger who describes the miraculous death - or,
rather, disappearance - of Oedipus stresses its topological aspect
( , He took his stand midway between that bowl and the Rock of
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Thoricus, the hollow wild-pear and the marble tomb . . . ) and
concludes his report with words which give a very parti cul ar
meaning to Oedipus ' death: ' and Oedipus we couldn 't see the man
he was gone - nowhere! (p. 38 1 ) . 'He was gone n owhere' - h e
had disappeared, evaporated just as the Sphinx had when she
was confronted with his word. We saw only the king ( the king of
Athens accompanied Oedipus to the place of his death , and
witnessed his mysterious disappearance ) , the messenger con
tinues, ' both hands spread out against his face as if some terrible
wonder flashed before his eyes and he, he could not bear to
look' ( p . 38 1 ) . Here, we can clearly see the mechanism of the
restitution of desire (and of sublime beauty) at work. In Lacan
ian terms, Sophocles restores the lack ( essential to the dimen
sion of the sublime) to its place by introducing a mirror of the
Other. We no longer see Oedipus-ou tcast-and-receptacle-of
impurities, we see only the effect which he (or, rather, h i s
disappearance) produces in t h e space o f the O ther, in the
' mirror' of the king of Athens. And this, on the d rama tu rigi c al
level, suffices to effect his transformation from outcast into
sublime obj ect.
The next piece of evidence comes in the form of the lam e n t
o f Oedipus' daughters: h e has disappeared, without a tomb, alone,
far from all. Antigone and Ismene have no tomb to visit in order
to pay their respects . Oedipus has vanished without remainder,
he has not even left a ' mortal shell' behind him. If, at the end
of Oedipus the King and at the beginning of Oedipus at Colon us,
Oedipus appears as an outcast, as a waste produc t, as a remain
der, it is this remainder whic h now disappears without remainder.
But if the Sphinx's disappearance without remai n der as a result
of Oedipus ' answer to her question nevertheless had quite
palpable consequences for Oedipus himself, we might also say
that the ' immaculate ' disappearance of Oedipus will not be
lacking in consequences for the next generation.
'

-

-

-
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The hostage o f the word

There is yet another component of the Oedipus myth , which we
have already mentioned, which is of crucial importance: the
function of the riddle or enigma in Oedipus' confrontation with
the Sphinx, which in some ways redoubles the function of the
oracle . The Sphinx asks Oedipus to tell her what it is that first
goes on four feet, then on two and finally on three . Oedipus
replies: ' man ' - as a child who crawls, as an adult walking on
both feet, and as an old man with a cane. Ye t , as Jean-Pierre
Ve rnant has pointed out, the knowledge that enables Oedipus
to decipher the riddle of the Sphinx is self-referential ; it con
cerns Oedipus himself. Oedipus' answer is, in a certain sense ,
' ( man ) -Oedipus' , since Oedipus combines in himself the three
generations suggested by the riddle:
By his parricide followed by i ncest, he installs h imself at the place
occupied by his father; he confuses in Jocasta his mother and his
bride; he identifies h imself at the same time with Laius ( as ]ocasta's
h usband ) and with his children ( for whom he is both father and
brother) , thus mingling together the three generations of the
lineage .24

When Oedipus gives his answer to the riddle, the Sphinx disap
pears. Lacan returns to this part of Oedipus the King in Seminaire
XVII: L 'envers de la psychanalyse, i n the context of a discussion of
the status of knowledge and its relation to truth. Lacan takes as
his starting point the thesis that knowledge has two faces: a
knowledge that ' knows itself' and a knowledge that 'does not
know itself' . 25 The knowledge that does not know itself is the
knowledge that works or 'does the work' (in the subject) , and is
' th e means of enj oyment' . To illustrate this side of knowledge
as it is linked to enjoyment ( or, more precisely, to ' surplus
e nj oymen t' , the Lacanian variation on Marx ' s 'surplus-value' ) ,
Lacan uses the following comparison:
I challenge you to ;xove in any way that descending 500 metres by
foot wi th 80 kilograms on your back and, once you have descended,
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climbing back u p 500 metres, that it i s nothing, no work a t all. Make
the effort, give it a try, you will find proof to the con trary, But if you
express this in terms of signifiers, that is to say, if you walk the path
of dynamics, it is absolutely certain that no work is involved,26

This is quite a striking definition of surplus-enj oyment/work:
work which, from the point of view of 'articulated' knowledge
( the knowledge that 'knows itself' ) , has not taken place , but
which has nevertheless made us sweat profusely; the knowledge/
work which was not articulated in the symboli c , in dynamic
equations where ' 500 + 500 0 ' , the sole proof of which is the
sweat on our brow, We can find an equivalent of this ' knowledge
that does not know itself' in the problem that so-called 'women's
work' (housework, ' unproductive ' work which is n ever quanti
fied or ' expressed ' in numbers) poses to economists and their
' equations',
In so far as it 'gets lost' , this knowledge that does not know
itself (that remains unknown ) , but still does the work, constitutes
the point through which we have access to jouissance, and also to
truth: 'It is by means of knowledge as means of e nj oyment that
work gets done, the work that has a meaning, an obscure
meaning, This obscure meaning is that of truth. '27
It is in relation to this point that Lacan poses the crucial
question : What is truth as knowledge? Or, in other words, how can
we know without knowledge ( or without knowing it) : comment
savoir sans savoii? The answer lies in the 'logic' of the riddle o r
enigma. Truth as knowledge i s structured like a riddle compar
able to the one posed by the Sphinx to Oedipus. Truth as
knowledge is a 'half-said' (a mi-dire) , just as the Sphinx is a ' half
body' , ready to disappear as soon as her riddle is solved. The
Sphinx poses a riddle to Oedipus, who answers in a particular
way - Lacan emphasizes that many other answers to the riddle
of the Sphinx are also possible - and it is through this that he
becomes Oedipus:
-

=

If I have long insisted upon the difference between the level of the
enunciation and the level of the statement, it was to give sense to the
function of the riddle [ enigma] . The riddle is probably just this: an
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enunciati o n . I ask you to make a s tate m e n t out of i t . Go about i t as
you best know h ow - as Oedipus d i d - and you will suffe r the
conse q u e n c es . This is what the riddle is all abou t.28

Knowledge as truth is a riddle - nevertheless, it is not the kind
of riddle the answer to which we can find written at the bottom
of the page, or in a dictionary of riddles. The subject who solves
riddles with the help of a dictionary of riddles in fact knows
many things, but this knowledge has nothing to do with truth.
For in order for the effect of truth to occur, the subject must
throw in his word like a wager, as Oedipus did - yet another
difference between him and his ' typical ' mythical counterparts,
whom the gods assist by whispering the right answer in their
ears. ( Might we not say that the classical gods appear today in
the guise of dictionaries of riddles, thus confirming the Lacanian
thesis according to which the authentic atheist statement is not
' God is dead ' , but 'God is unconscious ' . ) Clearly, we derive our
pleasure from solving riddles or crossword puzzles before we
consult the dictionary and check the correct answer - that is to
say, before we have recourse to the knowledge that knows i tself.
It is this knowledge, the knowledge which might be called the
knowledge guaranteed (by the Other) , that Oedipus lacks. No
one (neither a divinity nor a dictionary of riddles) can guarantee
him in advance that his answer will be right (or 'true ' ) . And in
spite of this, he ventures his answer. In this, he comes closer
than his mythical counterparts to the dimension of the Act in
the proper sense of the term.
But what does this mean? Does this imply that Oedipus ' act is
an act of ' transgression ' and betrayal of the Other or the
tradition (as Coux suggests, seeing his answer to the Sphinx
itself as the crime, in relation to which his parricide and incest
are nothing but consequences - punishment for this original
crime) ? Moreover, if there are several possible answers to the
riddle of the Sphinx (as Lacan claims) , does this not imply that
truth is wholly arbitrary? Could Oedipus, who does not have his
dictionary of riddles to hand, have given any answer whatsoever?
Does not such a relativistic view obscure rather than clarify the
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function of truth? Does it not lead to the conclusion that at the
end of the day, truth does not exist, because there is n o
' objective ' criterion o f truth?
The answer to all these questions is no, and it is precisely this
that we learn in the tragic story of Oedipus. Lacan's two faces of
knowledge can be summarized:
1. Knowledge as the ' kn owledge that knows itself' is the knowl
edge behind a statement supported by an anticipated guar
antee (at the level of the enunciation ) , in the sense that the
Other is always-already there, ready to offer a guarantee for
the subject's statement.
2. Knowledge as truth is a word, a statemen t for which the
subject alone holds the guarantee in an act of anticipation,
of 'precipitate identification ' .
This definition o f knowledge as truth is nevertheless still quite
sketchy, since it does not yet answer questions linked to the
absence of 'obj ective' criteria of truth and to the ' relativism' of
truth. Let us therefore make it more precise. It is quite true that,
in a certain sense, the subject can give 'any answer whatsoever',
and that prior to this answer there is no statement which could
be established in advance as ' true ' . Nevertheless, in giving his
answer, the subject actually gives something - he must give or
offer his words; thus he can be taken at his word. The m oment
the subject gives his answer to the riddle, the words of his
response are neither true nor false, they are an anticipation of
the truth which becomes truth only in the consequences of these
words. This is Lacan 's point when he claims that the structure
of (psychoanalytic) interpretation should be ' knowledge as
truth ' :
If the analytic experience finds i tself i n the position where i t owes
some of its nobility to the Oedipal myth , it is because it preserves the
sharp edge of the enunciation of the oracle. And I will say even more:
that interpretation in the analysis remains at the same level, i t only
becomes true in i ts consequences, precisely as it is the case with the
oracle.29
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The function o f the riddle i n Oedipus the King thus redoubles the
fun c tion of the oracle, since - as we have already seen - the
riddle asks who reunites in himself three generations. Oedipus
answers with a single word, and he will become the hostage of
thi s word, the truth of which he will attest to at a heavy price.
For this reason, we maintain that Coux misses the c rucial point
when he interprets Oedipus ' resolution of the riddle as a
transgression ( Oedipus offends the 'Other' - the gods, the sages,
the tradition - because he ignores them and finds the answer all
by himself, thus provoking his punishment) . What is problematic
about this interpretation is that it loses sight of a side of the
Oedipus myth that is much more radical and much more
important: the fact that it is above all about an 'act of creation ' .
Oedipus ' act, his utterance o f a word, is n o t simply a n outrage,
a word of defiance launched at the O ther, it is also an act of
creation of the O ther (a different Other) . Oedipus is not so
much a ' transgressor' as the 'founder' of a new order. After
Oedipus, nothing will be as it was before, and it is exactly such a
rupture which articulates the configuration called the 'Oedipus
complex ' : Oedipus did not have an Oedipus complex, but he
created i t for all subsequent generations. The ' structure ' of
Oedipus ' act is the structure of all discoveries: the effect of the
'shock of the truth ' is to restructure the field of given knowledge
( of knowledge that ' knows itself' ) and to replace it with another
knowledge . This is what Alain Badiou has formulated so
poignantly:
A truth . . . transforms the codes of communication, changes the rule
of opinions. It is not that these opinions become ' true ' (or false ) .
They are incapable of this . . . . But they become other. This means
that judgements which were previously evident for opinion are no
longer sustainable, that others are necessary, that the habits of
communication have become different, e tc.30

At the prese n t time we would no doubt be justified in saying
that O edipus has in fact had such an effect: he was not a simple
exception to the rule. He did not merely commit a ' transgres
sion ' which could have been punished, and thus ' retroactively
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annihilated' ( ungechehengemacht, as Hegel would say) ; on the
contrary, his act has had considerable consequences.
It is necessary to point out, however, that in this act of
creation, of precipitate identification, there is nothing heroic; if
we are looking for heroism, we would do better to seek it in the
consequences of Oedipus' act. This is the fundamental differ
ence between ethics in the strict sense of the term and the story
of Oedipus the King. The latter operates on a terrain that we
could call ' pre-ethical ' ; it renders the advent of ethics possible.
In Badiou's terms, we could say that ethics arises from the
fidelity to that event which always-already precedes it and consti
tutes its ' eccentric kernel' . Indeed, Oedipus' only real ethical
act takes place at the end of Oedipus the King, when he ' repeats'
the act which inaugurated his story and when, in choosing
between suicide (which would have amounted to his identifica
tion with his destiny) and the life of a blind outcast, he chooses
the latter he ' chooses the impossible' .
The difference between these two 'acts ' (the act undertaken
in his original state of 'blindness' and the act of blin ding himself
at the end) , between their two ' tenses ' , is also the difference
between Oedipus (the king) and Antigone. For Antigone is a
'figure of fidelity', fidelity to that which occurred in the story of
Oedipus ; in her act, she will repeat such an impossible choice.
Perhaps it is useful here to emphasize the fact that the figure
of Oedipus is doubled in the course of his story: first we have
King Oedipus (the figure of power) , then we have the criminal
Oedipus (who has ' chosen' himself as outcast) . In the next
generation, of course , this double figure of Oedipus will be
incarnated in his two sons (Polynices and EteocIes) ; while Antig
one will be the figure who repeats Oedipus' final choice. Lacan
formulates this as follows:
-

The fruit of the incestuous union has split into two brothers, one of
whom represents power and the other crime. There is no one to
assume the crime and the validity of crime apart from Antigone.
Between the two of them, Antigone chooses to be purely and simply
the guardian of the being of the criminal as suchY
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I f we set aside for a moment what we have j ust defined as
O e dipus ' e thical act, and limit ourselves to his inaugural act,
and take An tigo n e as a figure of th e e thical act, we can specify
the difference and the re lation between the two tenses of the
act.

I n his analysis of classical tragedy, Hegel - wh o refers

especially to

Oedipus the King

-

begins by s tating that the hero -

that is to say, ' the doer' - fi n ds himself, by this very fact ( i . e . the
fact that he acts ) , caugh t in an opposition between knowledge
an d lack o f knowledge. (We should, of cours e , unde rstand this
i n the light of Lacan ' s disti n ction be twe e n th e knowl e dge that
does and the kn owle dge that does not kn ow i tself. ) Be cause of
the nature of h is c h arac te r, the h e ro ' kn ows only th e

one powe r

of substan c e , the other remaining fo r h i m concealed ' . What is
ope rative h e re is the difference between ' the power that kn ows
and reveals itself to consci ousness , and th e power th at conceals
itself and lies in ambush ' . 32 The one is th e aspect of Light, the
god of th e Oracle

(or the Sp h i n x ) - it is a knowl edge ' that

kn ows itself' , but is always a ' h alf-kn owledge ' . The hero will
' c om plete ' this ' h alf-kn owledge ' through his deeds. Hence the
division between knowledge and non-kn owledge is i n terior to
th e consciousn ess of the one wh o acts. I n o ther words, by acti ng,
th e h e ro i n ternalizes th is divisi o n . Acting o n the basis of kn owl
edge that ' knows i tself' , the hero sets in m o tion the k n owledge
tha t does not k n ow itself: 'The significance of the deed is that
what was u n m oved has been set in moti o n , and that what was
locked up in m ere possibility h as been brough t out into th e
ope n , h e n c e to link toge th e r the unconscious and the conscious ,
n o n-being with being. '33 This is a ve ry concise definition of
Oedipus ' ( in augural ) ac t . But what exactly does Oedipus do? H e
p r o n o u n c e s a word , a s i g n i fi e r a s a pure p o te n tiality of a
meaning that still has to come i n to being. By so doing he opens
up a space within which the knowl edge that does not know i tself
will c o m m e n c e i ts work; he sets this kn owledge i n m o tion . I t is
this k n owledge that does not know itself which, strictly speaking,
will accomplish o r 'weave ' the h e ro ' s d estiny.
For this reason - and again in con tras t to An tigone - th e case
of O e dipus is one that fails to fi t Hege l ' s description of tragedy,
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in which two opposed sides of being must both end up ruined,
because each represents only one aspect of being, while the
truth is found in their unity. Oedipus opposes himself to
nothing, he rebels against no one, he does nothing 'heroic' .
What h e does i s travel a certain distance under the sway o f a
knowledge that does not know itself, and accomplishes its work.
And when, at the end of his path, this knowledge 'returns to
itself' and becomes 'knowledge that knows i tself' , Oedipus
remains as its 'only' remainder, as the incarnation of that work
which did not take place but which, all the same, made us sweat
up a storm.
In the case of Antigone, the situation is different. Antigone
commits her act ' knowingly' , as Hegel tells us; she ' knows before
hand the law and the power' she opposes.34 We might add here
that the work Oedipus accomplished, the work that produced a
'new' knowledge ' that knows i tself' , is the prior condition of the
tragedy of Antigone as a tragedy of desire. This is why a certain
' heroic' dimension opens up in the character of Antigone.
The children of Oedipus ( the ' third generati on ' ) know all
there is to know. They have read Hegel, studied Lacan, they
know everything there is to know about the function of the
oracle, they even know that desire is the desire of the O ther.
This is evident at the end of Oedipus at Colonus, where the
story developed in Antigone is mentioned. Polynices - who is
supposed to share the throne of Thebes with his brother Eteo
cles, each ruling in alternate years - is embroiled in a conflict
with Eteocles, who has refused to allow him to resume his rule.
Polynices visits Oedipus, his father, whom he had p reviously
exiled from Thebes, to obtain his blessing for a military
expedition against Eteocles and Thebes. Instead of granting his
blessing, Oedipus pronounces a curse against him: Oedipus
takes on the role of the oracle by predicting: 'And pack these
curses I call down upon your head: never to win your mother
country with your spear, never to return to Argos rin ged with
hills - Die! Die by your own blood brother's hand - die ! - killing
the very man who drove you out! ' ( p . 365 ) . When Polynices,
despite these dire predictions, maintains his resolve to fight,
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' D on ' t you see? You carry out father's

proph ec i es to th e finish ! ' (p.
Lacanian manner:

367) . Polynices replies in a truly

' True, that 's his desire - but I, I can 't give up. '

H e , Polynices, cannot give up on his desire - h e re defined
explicitly as the desire of the O ther.
It is clear that in

Oedipus the King we

find ourselves operating

on an en tire ly different leve l , access to which Oedipus himself
opened up . Knowledge came i n to i ts own with Oedipus, and this
all ows fo r the em ergence of desire, symbolic debt, and heroism
in the proper sense of the term .
Before rushing off to meet his destiny, Polynices does not
fo rge t to tell his sisters : ' D o n ' t neglect m e , p l ease , give me
burial , th e hon oured rites of death ' (p.

366) . At this moment, of

course , An tigo n e ' s own destiny is already evident - all the
elem ents are i n place , ready to unfo l d .
At t h i s l eve l , we c a n s tate t h e diffe rence between Oedipus and
Antigon e : An tigone is th e subj ec t who aspires to or aims at the
' Thi ng' , m oves to embrace I t ( as such she fun c tions for us in
the end, i n the splendour of her doom , as a screen in fron t of
the Th i n g ) ; while Oedipus - after blinding hims elf and before
he miracul ously disappears -

is

precisely this ' Th i n g ' itself, this

amorph ous outcast.
But let us consider the elemen tary section of the graph of
desi re , th e figure that prese nts the des tiny of Oedipus the King.

s
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This part of the graph is intended to illustrate the retroactive
constitution of meaning. We have the signifying chain (S -4 S f )
crossed b y another vector starting from a mythical pre-symbolic
intention and ending, after it passes through the signifier, with
the subj ect ($) . The vector of (subjective) intention retroactively
'quilts' or fixes the vector of the signifying chain: it enters the
signifying chain at an 'ulterior' point and leaves it at an ' ante
rior' point. The effect of the operations of such a 'quilting
point' [point de capiton] is that the subject recognizes, in a
contingent series of signifiers, the Meaning (of his existence) .
This moment of the recognition of Meaning is the moment of
subjectivation. Nevertheless, the paradoxical status of Oedipus,
as we have already seen, pertains to the fact that he does not
subjectivize (himself) - he never becomes a subj ect. On the
contrary, Oedipus ends up as an outcast, as a little bit of detritus
that has fallen out of the signifying chain itself ( the 'voice' in
the graph ) , and not as the 'outcast' of the vector of (subjective )
intention. But this confirms what we have already seen : that
Oedipus travels along the path of initiation in the ' wrong'
direction, since it is only at the end of the story that he actualizes
the conditions of his own birth and creates the symbolic network
into which he should have been born. Hence, in his case, we are
not dealing with the retroactive constitution of meaning which
is characteristic of the logic of 'ordinary' initiation. In other
words: it is the retroactive logic of quilting the signifying chain
that produces the illusion of linearity. Once the ' quilting point'
appears, all the elements that were previously ' floating around
aimlessly' are linked together into a consistent series and given
meaning, creating the illusion that they have always-already been
like this, that have always followed logically from one anoth er.
With Oedipus, in contrast, we are dealing with a logic of
linearity which , however, includes this moment of inversion, the
retroactive determination of meaning ( Oedipus retroactively
actualizing the conditions of his birth) , as its Real. As an illus
tration of this logic, let us take the following situation: suppose
you are on your way to the airport when your car gets a fla t tyre .
Because of this you miss your flight, which is lucky for you, as
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th e plane that you should have been o n c rashes. I t i s only i n
retrospect, from t h e vi ewpoint of t h i s ulterior moment, t h a t the
' fl at tyre ' will take on i ts Meaning. If th e tyre h ad not gon e fl at,
you would have been dead . Thus it may seem that th e flat tyre
' had a purpose ' , ' i t was i n te n d e d ' - it n ow conveys the message
that you had not yet been desti n e d for death .
Th e case of O e dipus is diffe re n t: it is the case of som eone
who is told ahead of time that his plane is going to cras h . As a
result of h earing th is prediction , he changes his plans and takes
the n e x t flight - and, of cours e , it is this fl ight which ends up
plum m e ting from th e sky. Here we h ave not a re troac tive effect,
but a c e rtai n ' th rust forward ' . In other words, i n our example,
the subj e c t always takes the 'wro n g ' plan e , an d this i s precisely
be cause the sense of the ' right' or 'wrong' plane is n o t yet fixed
- it c h anges or ' m oves along' in tan dem with c h anging subj ective
i n te n ti o n s . Mean i n g is n ever d e termined in advan ce; in order to
fi n d i ts d e termin ation and be ' fi xe d ' , an

act

of the subj ec t is

require d . The 'wrong' plane is the one the subject eve ntually
take s .

So we fi n d ourselves in

a positi o n

of observing the

retroactive d e terminati on of meaning as if ' from ahead ' , from
the p o i n t of view of the ve ctor of the signifier, and n o t from the
p o i n t of view of subjective i n te n ti o n . The o racle , the pre d i c tion
of Oedipus' fate , has th e parad oxical consequence of revealing
the c o n tingency behind the appearance of necessity produced
by th e re troac tive effe ct of his action . I t is in th is way that
O e dipus learns re troac tive ly that ' these two here ' were in fact
his fath e r and his m o ther. On th e other h an d , he also experi
e n ce s the c o n ti n ge ncy of meaning, and becomes aware of his
own

role i n the constitution

of this m eaning.

Had he left

Corinth to go to Ath e n s instead of Thebes , he still m ight have
suffered th e same desti ny: he wou l d have e n countered another
two ' stran gers ' and, in the e n d , might have been told th at ' th ese
two h e re ' were his father and m o th e r. Thus we have h ere an
absolutely i n evi table n e cessity, but one wh i c h , at the sam e ti m e ,
d e p e n d s absolutely on t h e action of th e su�j ect.
I t is i n this sense tha t Oedipus d e m o nstrates the inverse side
( always h i d d e n , but still always prese n t ) of the process of subjec-
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' symbolizes the

or th e contingent' ( th e re troac tive l ogic of the determina

ti o n of meaning) and
sam e act,

' realizes the symbolic' .

he u n d e rmines th e

'vanishing mediator'

( to use

With o n e and the

Oth e r and plays the role

of

Fredric Jameson ' s fo rmulati o n ,

which applies p e rfec tly to Oedipus) which installs th e O ther. In
this way, his act is the p aradigm atic act: h e i n s talls the O th e r
( th e sym bolic order) w h i l e simultaneously demonstrating that
the O ther ' doesn ' t exist' .

Sygne , or th e Enj oym e n t of the Remainder
The year after h e developed a comme ntary o n A ntigon e i n his
seminar
seminar

The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, Lacan u ndertook,
Le transfert, a reading of con temporary tragedy

discussion of Paul Claude l ' s Coufontaine trilogy.
sion , we will limit ourselves to the play

i n his
with a

In our discus

The Hostage.

The play takes place towards the end of Nap o l e o n i c rule , o n
t h e estate o f the impoverished noble fam ily o f Coufontai n e in
th e French coun tryside . After many years o f assiduous e ffort,
Sygne de CoUfo n taine, th e last member of th e family to rem ain
th ere, has succeeded in bringing togethe r what was left of the
estate after the Revolutionary turmoil. One night she rec e ives
an unexpec ted secret visi t from her cousin George s , heir of the
fam ily and a ferve nt Royalist, who h as emigrated to England.
Sygne and Georges take a vow of e te rnal l ove which simul
tan eously expresses th eir profound attach m e n t to the fam ily
land and ti tl e . The two l overs are united in th e p rosp e c t of
m arryi n g and continuing the family tradition : they h ave d e di
cated and sacri fi c e d everything, their youth and happiness , to it;
the family titl e and a small piece of land are all they have .
H owever , new troubles are al ready looming on

the h o r i z o n :

Georges h as return ed to Fran ce on a ve ry sensitive s e cret politi
cal missi on - he has brought i n to th eir manor the Pope, who is
fleeing Napol e o n . The next m orn ing Sygne is vi s i t e d by Tous
sai n t Turelure , Prefect of th e regi on and a

nouveau riche,

a
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person she thoroughly despises: Turelure , son o f h e r servant
and h e r wet nurse , has used the Revolution to p romote his
caree r - as a local Jacobin potentate , he ordered the execution
of Sygne ' s pare n ts i n the presence of the i r childre n . This same
Turelure, arch-en emy of the family, now approaches Sygne wi th
the followin g p roposal : his spies have informed him of the
prese n c e of Georges and the Pope, and of course he has stric t
o rders from Paris t o arrest t h e tw o immediately; h oweve r, he i s
ready t o let the m slip away i f only Sygne w i l l marry h i m , and
thus transfer to him th e Coufo n taine fam ily title . . . . Al th ough
Sygn e proudly rej e c ts the offer and dismisses Turelure , a long
c o nversation wi th the local priest ( Badilon ) , a c o n fi dant of the
fam ily, makes h e r chan ge her mind. A year later, Turelure, n ow
Sygn e ' s husban d and Prefe c t of Seine, conducts the n egotiations
for th e surrender of Paris to the advancing Royalists; by m eans
o f his nego tiating skill s , he e n sures for himself one of the most
p owe rful positions in post-Napoleonic Fran c e . The chief nego
tiato r for th e returning ki n g is none o ther than Georges; more
over, n e gotiations take place on the very day when a son is born
to Sygne and Turelur e . Unable to bear th e fact tha t the corrup t
and opp ortunistic Turelure has usurped the family ti tl e , Georges
gets i n to a vio l e n t fight with h i m . There is a shoot-out between
th e two men in the pres e n c e of Sygn e ; Georges is m ortally
wound e d , while Sygne shields Turelure with h e r own body,
i n tercepting Georges ' s bullet. I n an alternative version of th e
scene which foll ows this shoot-out, Turelure, standing by the
bed of the fatally wounded Sygn e , desperately asks her to give a
sign which would confe r some meaning on h e r unexpected
sui c i dal gesture of saving the life of her loath e d husband anyth ing, even if she didn ' t do it for love of him but m e rely to
save th e fam ily name from disgrac e . The dyi ng Sygne utters not
a sou n d : she merely signals h e r rej ection of a final reconciliation
with her husband by means of a compulsive tic , a kind of
convulsed twi tching which repeatedly disto rts h e r face, as i f she
we re shaking her head: ' No ' . The last scene of the play: while
Sygne is dyi ng of her wou n d , Turelure bids a pathetic wel come
to the king on behalf of a fai thful France . . . .
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Ethics and terror

The account of the difference between ' classical' and ' contem
porary' tragedy Lacan develops in his seminar Le transfert
implies, as we will see, a distinction between two types of e thics.
That is to say, Le transfert deals once again with the ' ethics of
psychoanalysis ' , as is already eviden t in the fac t that Lacan begins
his commentary on Claudel with the question of the desire of
the analyst. But Antigone and Sygne de CoUfontain e find them
selves in two very different situations, which could without
oversimplification be described as one of tyranny ( exercised by
Creon over Antigone) and one of terror ( the terror to which
Sygne is subjected) . The respective acts of the two h eroines
differ according to their respective situations, as do the implica
tions for the topic of ethics to be d rawn from them .
Lacan describes the situation in which Sygne de CoUfontaine
finds herself in these terms: 'The subj ect is asked to assum e with
enjoyment the very injustice that he finds horrifying. ' 35 These
words concisely express what is at stake in terror as opposed to
tyranny. If tyranny is defined as the classical form of the relation
of domination pushed to its extreme, we might say that it is
always characterized by a radical ' desubjectivation' of subj ects in
relation to the master. Subj ects in this case are not really
subj ects: they lack the essen tial dimension of subjectivity, the
possibility of choosing. They do not have the power of choice,
since it is the master who has always-already chosen for them.
Terror, in contrast, goes in the opposite direction. The ultimate
act of terror, the most radical terror, is when we are forced to
subjectivize ourselves, where we are forced to choose. It is not only
that we are allowed to choose - we must do so, and thus demon
strate that we are free subjects, whether we want to or not.
An excellent example of this is in Alan Pakula's film Sophie's
Choice: the fam ous traumatic scene where Sophie ( Meryl Streep)
arrives at Auschwitz with her two children, a girl and a boy. A
German officer approaches her and asks her if she is a c ommu
nist, to which she responds that she is neither communist nor
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J ew, but Polish and Catholic. At this moment th e re is a pelVerse
turn in th e acti o n . The officer says to her: You can keep one of
your two childre n - the other is going to the gas chamber; and
as you are neith e r a Jew n o r a communist, but a Catholic - tha t
is t o say, a s ubj e c t - I leave t h e choice to you . . . choose o n e of
your two c h ildren l If you do not choose , we will kill th em both .
At first, Sophie refuses to choose, despite the repeated com
mands of the offi cer. But fi n ally, just as h e is giving the order
for b o th c h ildren to be taken away and killed, Sophie makes h e r
c h o i c e : she chooses t h e b o y , a n d th e soldiers take the girl away.
The scene ends wi th a close-up of Sop h i e , her face twisted in a
grimace of a sil e n t scream, while at the same ti me we hear the
cries of th e girl offscre e n , as if they came from her mother ' s
mouth .
Th e re is a strong homology be tween this situati o n , Soph i e ' s
choice , a n d the situation faced by Sygne in Claud e l ' s

The Hostage.

This is evi d e n t fi rs t of all in what Lacan calls ' th e grimace of life '
which w e

fi n d a t the end o f the scene j ust described, as wel l as

at th e end of the tragedy of Sygn e . An tigon e , once s h e enters
the realm

' between two death s ' , appears in

all her subli m e
.

spl e n d o u r , b u t Sygn e d e Coufon tai ne c arries u s still fu rther:

In brief, during the final scene . . . Sygne is presented to us as being
agi tated by a nervous tic of her face, setting in this way the seal on
the fate of the beautiful. I t is this which shows us that what we find
here goes beyond the term I designated . . . as something respected
by Sade himself - the beauty insensitive to outrage . 36
.

.

.

We find a similar ' grimace ' in th e case of Sophi e , a grimace
equally accompanied by ' the absence of the signifi e r ' , by a
sil e n c e , a pain l ocated somewh ere beyond the c ry.
It is clear that in the course of the episode just mention e d ,
Sophie l o s e s m o r e than a child, a n d that t h e s c e n e takes place
in a n extreme ' beyond . ' Eve n if her two children were kill e d at
Aus chwitz, Sop h i e ' s suffering would still be far from what she
actually goes through in this h o rrific scene. I n order to save at
least one child, she must sacrifice something more than anything
she

has.

She would gladly sacrifice h e r own life to be able to
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avoid this c hoice, but she does n o t have that opportunity. S h e is
forced to sacrifice more

than her life . She h as to sacrifice

some thing m ore than all that she has - she has to sacrifice what
she

is,

her being whi c h determines her beyond life and death .

Le t us stress once again that the terror of the s i tuation in
which Sophie finds h e rself is essentially linked to the mechanism

of

subjec tivati o n , not to that of desubj e c tivatio n . N everth eless,

subj e c tivati o n paradoxically coincides here with a ' d e s titu tio n of
the subject' . How is this p ossible?
It is well known that Lacan placed wh at he calls the
alienation ' at the o rigin of subj e c tivation - this

vel is

' vel

of

his ' l ogical

operator' expressi n g the l ogic of the forced choice, the classical
example of which is: 'Your m o n ey or you r life ' . Th i s , of c ourse ,
is an i mpossible choice, since if I ch oose the m o n ey, I lose both,
but then , if I choose life , I ge t life wi thout m o n ey - that is, life
dep rived of the m e ans to J ive i t . The paradox

of

the forced

c h o i ce comes from th e fact that o n e of the alternatives b e tween
wh ich we arc required to choose is at the same ti m e the u n i
versal (and quasi-n e u tral ) medium of choice i tself; i t is at one
and the same tim e th e p art and the whole, the o bj e c t of the
choice and that which generates and sustains the p o ssibility of
choosing. It is for this reason that we must c h oose o n e al terna
tive if we do not wan t to lose th em both - that is, if we do n o t
wan t

to l o s e the possibility of c h oice i tself. I n the disj u n c ti o n

'Your money or y o u r life ' , i t is life which i s at t h e same time t h e
part a n d the wh ole - i t i s the indispensable conditi o n of choice
itself.
The choices which face Sophie and Sygne are , h owever, of a
sligh tly different nature . Even if, fundamen tally,

the l atte r ' s

choice is also a forced c h o i c e , the logic of this ' forcin g ' is slightly
different. This difference can be illustrated by anoth e r example
of Lacan ' s :

For example, freedom or death ! There, because death comes into

play, there occurs an effect with a rather different structure . . in
the conditions in which someone says to you, freedom or death ! , the
only proof of freedom that you can have in the conditions laid out
.
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before you is precisely to choose death , for there, you show that you
have freedom of choiceY
The logic o f this second exam ple of fo rce d choice - whi c h is, as
Lacan himself points out, linked to the phenomenon of terror can be formul ated as foll ows : terror presents itself in those
si tuati ons where the only way you can ch oose A is by choosi n g
i ts n egati o n , n o t-A ; t h e o n ly way t h e subj e c t c a n stay true t o h e r
Cause is b y be trayi ng i t ,

her to make this sacrifice.

subj e c tivati o n

by sacrificing to it the very thing which drives

It is this paradoxi cal l ogic wh i c h allows

to coincide h e re wi th th e ' d estituti o n ' of the

subj e ct. While the subject consti tu tes herself as subj ec t through
th e act of choosing, the n ature of th is ve ry choice re nders her
destitu te as a subj e ct.
At the very moment wh e n we thus formul ate terror i n its most
radical fo rm , h oweve r, we suddenly re cognize a s trange struc
tural h o m ology between

terror

and

ethics.

If ethics is always

correlative to choice , we might say that the closer we come to
the e thical Act, the closer we are to the most radi cal instance o f
c h oice - t h e o n e w e have designated a s t h e core of terror. I n
the final analysis, Sophie ' s Ac t i s th e e thi cal ac t

par excellence:

to

save at least one child, she has taken upon herself an impossible
choice, and with i t ful l respon sibility for the death of th e oth e r
c h i l d . W e migh t even say that h e r e thical a c t h a s an

ultimate

characte r , because the o n ly way she can act e thically is to choose
to act ( to use Kan t's words ) i n a pathol ogical - that is to say,
n o n-e thical - manner. I n this way Soph i e ' s choice traces the
l i m i t of un iversal e thics, i n showi n g us a situation where the
' c riterion of u n iversality' n o longer fun c tions - or, more pre
cisely, a situati o n where the moral law requires its own transgres
sio n . We must n o t forge t that Sophie fi n ds herself faced with
two choices. The fi rst compels her to decide if s h e agrees to
c h o ose between the two children or if s h e refuses and thus loses
th e m both . I t is difficult to say what Kant would h ave suggested
i f he had been faced with this dilemma. We might n evertheless
h ave grounds for clai m i n g that h e would have agreed with
Sophie ' s choice . Seeing that one life is going to be lost in any
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case, he might have said that the categorical imperati ve demands
that we save the o ther.
The ethical implications of this decision are serious none the
less. Once the firs t choice has been made, Sophie is no longer
able to find any support in the universal criterion of the categor
i cal impe rative , as a way of nego tiating the second choice. The
choice of one child over the other can n o t b u t be p a tholo gi c al ;
So phi e is not able to choose except by virtue of some p ar ti c ul a r
inclination, some p a rticul ar incentive [ Triebfeder] . I t is precisely
the moment when she must invest herself in the choice with, so
to speak, her own flesh , wi th a l i ttle p iece of her own pathology,
which renders her i rredeem ab ly guilty . Here we come once
agai n ac ross t he fi gure of a part of our flesh whi c h inevitably
remains cau gh t in the formal machine ry of the law, which we
saw at work in a diffe re n t c o n tex t in C h ap ter 7 .
As for the German officer, his attitude mi gh t be described i n
terms o f the p sychoan alytic concept o f pervers i on: like the
pervert, he identifies not with the victim but with her jouissance
that is to s ay, with the pathological scrap which , so to speak,
animates Sophie in her choice . Because it is this pathological bit
(that which allows her to choose one child and not th e other) ,
more than the loss of her child itself, which is the real kernel of
her suffering
All the same, it is necessary to point out that the pathology
opera tive in Sophie's choice is not situated on the same level as
the ' ordin ary p athology of which Kan t speaks, which would
simply be the opposite of the ethical. In contrast to the ' ordi
nary' logic of pathology, where the subject gives priority to her
interests, her inclinations, and so on, over her duty, in the case
of Sophie it is more than clear that she would sacrifice every
thing (all she has , her life included) to be able to avoid this
' p ath ological act. It is this other 'pathology', a pathology
beyo nd pathology, which allows us to understand what Lacan is
aiming at with his formula: ' the subject is asked to assume with
enjoyment the very inj ustice at which he is horrified ' .
T o return t o the tw o logics o f the forced choice - the o ne
exemplified by 'Your money or your life ' (where we must choose
-

.

'

'
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life without money, o r lose both ) and the one exemplified by
' Freedom or death ' (where I cannot affirm my liberty except by
choosing death) : the first type of forced choice supports the
classical logic of mastery, and thus classical e thics . It is probably
unnecessary to emphasize that the vel 'Your money or your life'
sums up the dialectic of master and slave. The slave 'gives in'
and chooses life , while the master insists on the maxim which,
at its heart, is a maxim of classical ethics: better death than . !
This does not imply, however, that the master can now live in
peace for ever after, for sooner or later he will find himself in a
situation where he must prove himself equal to his maxim . The
occasion for such a proof will arise when he is confron ted with
the second type of choice. It is this that Lacan emphasizes in The
Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis, referring to his inter
pretation of Claudel three years before:
.

.

The revelation of the essence of the master is manifested at the
moment of terror, when it is to him that one says freedom or death, and
then he has obviously only death to choose in order to h ave freedom.
The supreme image of the master is that character in Claudelian
tragedy, Sygne de CoUfontaine, of whom I have spoken at length in
one of my seminars. It is she who wished to abandon nothing of her
register, the register of the master, and the values to which she
sacrifices bring her, over and above her sacrifice, no more than the
need to renounce, in all its depths, her very being. It is in so far as,
through the sacrifice of these values, she is forced to renounce her
essence, her very being, her most intimate being, that she illustrates,
in the end, how much radical alienation of freedom there is in the
master himself. S8

To illustrate the difference between the two configurations of
e thics presented by these two types of forced choice, let us take
another example. Let us say - this situation is already an
archetype - that a hero falls into the hands of his enemies, who
demand, on pain of death, that he betray his comrades. Faced
with this choice , the hero will, as a rule, follow the m axim ' better
death than a life of treason ' . This is a classical exam pie of the
e thical decision, and the examples Kant uses in his works are
generally of this type . Let us look at a slightly different variant
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o f this e x ample The ' enemies' are clever enough to know that
this method is not going to lead anywhere. Thus they confront
our hero with another choice in comparison with which death
would perhaps seem like a relief. This situation is, of course, the
backbone of many narratives. The enemies seize an 'innocent'
person , and threaten to torture and kill him if the hero d oes
not betray his comrades. This is the situation in which Sophie
finds herself, even if in her case the configuration is particularly
awful because she must choose between her own two children that is to say, the two things she must choose between are of
exactly the same value. If, in this type of story, the hero usually
'gives in' and betrays his Cause , without thereby becoming a
simple traitor, the other alternative (that of permitting the death
of an innocent being) functions as a sort of 'heroic monstrosity' ,
as an 'inhuman ' choice . (Yet for Sophie, this ' monstrosity' awaits
her just as much in one of her alternatives as in the other. ) This
is the lesson of these stories: one's humanity constitutes the limit
of ethics and of one's duty. If the hero cannot carry out his duty
except at the price of his 'humanity' , he cannot be guilty of
moral failure.39
From this perspective, the story of Sygne de Coufontaine
presents j ust such a choice of ' heroic monstrosity' against
humanity. The dialogue between Sygne and the priest Badilon
illustrates this very well. At first, Sygne refuses with repugnance
the possibility of marrying Turelure in order to save the Pope.
'Better death than the loss of honour and the betrayal of all that
I believe in' - this is how one might sum up her first reaction.
And when Badilon reminds her that Turelure h olds in his hands
not only her life and the life of the Pope, but also the life of
Georges - the one person Sygne cherishes most in the whole
world
she does not hesitate to reply: 'Let him die, as I am
ready to die ! We cannot live forever. God gave me my life, and I
am ready and anxious to give it back to Him. But the name is
,
mine , and my woman's honour is mine, and mine alone ! 40 She
then tells Badilon that she regrets not having killed Turelure,
even if, as a result, his companions, who h ave been waiting
outside, would have killed everyone in the house. In her words:
.

-
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'We would all then have died together, and I should not have
been called upon to choose ' (p. 55) . She formulates the stakes
of th e choice she is called upon to make: ' Must I save the Pope
by losing my soul ? ' (p. 65 ) . The paradoxical logic exemplified
by this choice is nothing but a particular example of the general
dilemma we formulated above: must I do my duty at the price of
my humanity? Must I do my duty even if it implies the loss of
that something in me that makes me worthy of duty? Is God able
to ask, as the ultimate proof of my faith and my fidelity, that I
betray this faith and fidelity, and that, as a consequence, I betray
Him Himself? Faced with this attitude of Sygne's, Badilon does
not impose a duty on her. As Lacan remarks, 'he goes further'
by saying: 'I do not ask; I do not demand; I merely stand and
look at you, and wait . . .' ( p . 56) . Do we not find here the
Kantian law in i ts purest form, the law which becomes truly
unbearable at the very moment when it wants nothing (from
us) ? It is to this aspect of the Kantian law that Lacan refers when
he says that ' the moral law . . . looked at more closely, is simply
desire in its pure state ' Y
Let us return t o Sygne. We have already mentioned that i n
typical stories o f this genre, the hero does not lose his dignity if
he betrays his Cause to prevent an innocent person from being
killed. Sygne's choice is presented in the same m anner. ' If I do
not do it, shall I be free from sin ? ' , she asks. Badilon responds:
' No priest would refuse you absolution ' (p. 58) . Sygne later asks:
'What, then, obliges me to make it [ this sacrifice] ? ' Once again
Badilon responds, 'Oh, Christian soul; oh, thou Child of God !
Thou alone, and thine own free will can 'st make it! ' (p. 6 1 ) . So
we find here something that goes further than all duty, some
thing that opens ' a hole beyond faith ' (Lacan) . So Sygne finally
decides to go all the way, even if this path carries her towards
the negation of all that she believes in, towards a ' monstrous'
and 'inhuman ' choice.
I t is here that the crucial question arises which will direct us
in our interrogation of the ethical dimension of Sygne: is the
limit that Sygne must cross the limit of ethics itself ( thus
representing a realm 'beyond ethics' ) , or is it only beyond that
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limit - once ' the hole beyond faith ' has appeared - that ( mod
ern) ethics, properly speaking, begins? In o rder to answer this
question, we must bear in mind that the configuration of the
first play of Claudel 's trilogy, The Hostage, in which we have
recognized a certain aspect of terror, is not unique in twentieth
century theatre. As Alain Badiou shows in his own play, Les
Citrouilles42 which stages an encounter between the figures of
Brecht and Claudel - almost the same configuratio n is found in
Brecht's The Measure Taken. This serves as further evidence for
the claim that we are dealing here with the adven t of a peculiarly
modern dimension of the ethical, a dimension which imposes
itself on our thought in general, and which should not be
written off as a ' horror' occurring only in extreme cases. For
this reason, any discussion of 'modern ' ethics must take this
unprecedented dimension into consideration.
-

Enjoyment

-

my neighbour

One of the most provocative elements of Sygne ' s 'sacrifice' , her
marriage to Turelure, the killer of her parents, is the one that
leads us to the heart of what Freud called ' das Unbehagen in der
,
Kultur [civilization and its discontents] . The Thing towards
which Sygne moves, that Thing, the horror of which is presented
to her as an abyss open before her - is this n o t precisely the
thing before which Freud himself had drawn back in horror:
namely the commandment, in all its rigour, to love one's
neighbour?
Freud ' s remarks on this commandment are well known, but
his argument merits a close examination. This argument has
three steps. Freud begins by stressing that the logic of l ove is in
its essence founded on exclusivity: my love is something
precious, and I must not squander it; more precisely, it is
precious exactly to the extent that I do not squander it - if I
gave it to everyone, it would no longer possess any value . If I
loved everyone indifferently, I would commit an injus tice: an
injustice with regard to ' my own people ' who see in my love for
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them a n expression o f a prefere n c e ; i t would b e a n Injustice
against the m were I to accord a stran ger th e same favour.
The second s tep of Freud ' s argu m e n t in troduces hostility, the
c ruelty of th e n eighbour. Not only is this stranger ( my neigh
bour) in general unworthy of my l ove , s tates Freud, 'I must
h onestly confess that h e h as more claim to my hostility and even

my hatred ' . 43 This neighbour does n o t have the least consider

ation for m e . If som e thing is useful to him, he will not hesi tate
to harm m e . Eve n wo rse - wi th no c o n cern for his own gai n , but
simply for th e pleasure h e finds in so doing - h e has no scruples
about d e riding m e , offending me, eve n slandering me. Concern
i n g thi s hostility of the neighbour, Freud m e n tions a further
com mandm e n t that ' arouses s till stronger opposition in m e ' :
' l ove thine enemies ! ' .
N evertheless, Freud i m m e diately c orrects himself - and this is
th e third step of his argument - by writing: ' If

I

think i t over,

h oweve r, I see that I am wrong i n tre ating i t as a greate r
i m positi o n . At bo tto m it is the same thing. ' 44 In short, my
n e ighbour, the strange r wh om I must love , is by definition, o r
' at bottom ' , my enemy. If - wi th Freud ' s words in m i n d - w e go
back to the dial ogue between Sygne and Badilo n , we can now
s e e its truly scandalous charac te r . Who is the ne ighbour whom
Sygne must love , li terally, at any pric e ? On the first level i t is, of
c ourse , Turelure, her m ortal ene my, the o n e who had killed all
h e r family, and who represe nts the n egation of everything she
believes i n . Turelure i s p resented to us as th e most evil neigh
bour we could p ossibly i magine. Ye t Sygn e is asked to love him
wi thou t reserve - th is i s what is i m plied for a Christian i n the
sacrame n t of m arriag e , and Badilon does not n eglect to draw
h e r atten tion to this fact:
I

warn you to take due heed, lest in any way you should profane that
holy sacrament that marriage is
And likewise He has sanctified
the oath , willingly pledged, between two persons, who swear unto
each other in a marriage for all eternity. (p. 58)
.

.

.

.

These words are destined to rem i n d Sygne of the fact that she
will i nevi tably commit

a

sin. The two characters know very well
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that, in her heart, Sygne will n ever consent and that she will lie
when she accepts the sacrament. Furthermore, Badilon - in a
very Kantian manner - dispels any illusion she might nourish
that this lie still serves a good cause. Hence he tells her: 'It is
not God's will that we should seek good by doing evil ! ' ( p . 56) .
It is absolutely clear that Sygne and her soul are lost in advance.
Therefore - and it is only here that we reach the true source
of this scandal - if we closely examine the dialogue between
Sygne and Badilon , we notice that, in fact, Sygne i s not required
to love Turelure. She is asked to love as herself ( or even more)
the Pope. The injunction to love ( or, more precisely, to marry)
Turelure is situated on another level - it is the instrument of the
martyrdom that Sygne must undergo in attesting to her love for
the Pope. And here we get the uncanny impression that it is
Freud who speaks through her mouth. She first establishes the
difference between her 'own people' and 'strangers' , and places
the Pope among the latter, among the intrude rs who demand
proof of her love , a love they are far from meriting. A few
excerpts from the play suffice to show this:
Sygn e ! Save the Holy Father!
Ay, but not at that p rice! I refuse ! I cannot! Let God protect
his own . My duty is to mine own people. (p. 53)

B A D I LO N :

SYGNE:

Would you let Georges die that this old man may live?
Georges it was who sought him out, and brought him
under this roof.
S Y G N E : This guest of a single night! That old man who has nothing
left to render up but his last breath ! (p. 55)
SYGNE:

BA D I LO N :

If your cousin's c hildren were still alive ; if it were a matter
of saving him and his children, and the name, and the family; and
if he himself asked you to make the sacrifice I ask of you, would
you make it, Sygne? Would you, Sygne?
S Y G N E : [ . . . J Yes. I should make the sacrifice. (p. 5 9 )

B A D I LO N :

Here we can clearly discern the very language of Freud's argu
ment. For this intruder, for this 'old man who has n othing left
to render up but his last breath ' , Sygne must sacrific e her body
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and her soul. She must love him more than even her 'blood' this neighbour who, because of the choice he has placed before
her, is even more vicious than Turelure . It is at precisely this
point that we must situate the scandal of this dialogue: the terror
of Turelure 's demands pales before the terror inflicted upon
Sygne ( through the intermediary of Badilon) by the Holy Father.
We must not fail to add here that the situation in which Sygne
finds herself, which brings up the paradoxes and the 'discon
tent' linked to the commandment 'Thou shalt love thy neigh
bour as thyself' , has not lost its currency. The commandment in
question is evident in the profane discourse of ethics (and
politics) , where it presents itself under the flag of ' cultural
diversity' and the associated commandment: 'Respect the differ
ence of th e other. ' This commandment, it is true, does not ask
that we love the neighbour/other - it suffices that we ' tolerate '
him or her. But it seems that ' at bottom ' , as Freud would say, it
comes down to the same thing. This new commandment engen
ders the same problems, the same paradoxes - that is to say, the
same discontents. Thus Badiou has observed:
A first suspicion arises when we consider that the proclaimed apostles
of ethics and of the ' right to difference' are visibly horrified by any
difference that is even a bit pronounced. Because for them, Mrican
costumes are barbarous, Islamic fundamentalists are frightening, as is
the Chinese totalitarian, and so on. In truth , this famous 'other' is
not presentable unless he is a good other, that is to say, insofar as he's
the same as us.
Just as there is no freedom for the enemies of
freedom , so there is no respect for those whose difference consists
precisely in not respecting differences.45
.

.

.

That is to say: one finds here the same conjuncture as in the
case of the commandment to 'love thy neighbour' : what hap
pens if this neighbour is 'wicke d ' , if he or she has a completely
different idea of the world, if he or she gets his or her enjoyment
in a manner that conflicts with mine? When Lacan, in The Ethics
of Psychoanalysis, comments on the commandment Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself' , and on Freud's hesitation regard
ing this subject, he formulates its impasse with essentially the
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same words as Badiou uses in speaking of the ' right to
difference ' :
My egoism i s quite content with a certain altruism, altruism of the
kind that is situated on the level of the useful. And i t even becomes
the pretext by means of which I can avoid taking up the problem of

the evil I desire, and that my neighbour desires als o . . . . What I want
is the good of others in the image of my own. That doesn ' t cost so

much. What I want is the good of others provided that it remain in
the image of my own .46

Lacan , of course , places the source of hostility, of the aggression
which arises in my relation to the neighbour, in the field of
enjoyment. It is enj oyment that is always strange, other, dissimi
lar. Lacan formulates still another argument which agrees with
Badiou 's interpretation:47 it is not simply the mode of e nj oyment
of the neighbour, of the other, that is strange to me. The heart
of the problem is that I experience my own enj oyment (which
emerges along with the enjoyment of the other, and is even
in dissociable from it) as strange and hostile. To put it another
way: we cannot conceive of radical alterity, of the ' completely
other' ( to which Lacan gives the Freudian name das Ding [the
Thing] ) , without bringing up the question of the Same ( as
opposed to the similar) .
The similar [ Ie semblable] presupposes and necessitates differ
ence; it requires - in Badiou's terms - a multiplicity, even an
'infinite multiplicity' . Contrary to this, the problem of e�oyment
is the problem of the Same, which must be excluded so that this
multiplicity can be closed, or 'united' . The moment the similar
gives way to the Same, evil appears, and with it the hostility
associated with the 'completely other' . This is readily apparent,
for example, in Edgar Allan Poe ' s story 'William Wilson ' , which
develops the theme of the double in exemplary fashion.
The similar (and, with it, the logic of the ' principle of the
good' , the service of goods) is founded o n an exclusio n of the
Same, of enj oyment. At this point two images arise under which
that which has been excluded manifests itself. The first is its
manifestation under the mode of radical difference, of the
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' completely other' : thus, for example, the monstrous creatures
who incarnate jouissance as such, the ' substance of enjoyment'
which threatens to swallow us up. The second mode of its
manifestation is in terms of the 'radically identical ' . In the first
case, that which is excluded from an image remains excluded
and gets a s eparate image of its own , which, of c ourse, must be
as 'unimaginable' and 'formless' as possible (a disgusting mon
ster, for example ) . In the second case, the excluded reappears
in the image of that from which it had been excluded. Here, of
course , we find the phenomenon of the double, whom we find
unbearable precisely because of the absence of any difference.
The o ther does not resemble me, she is exactly the same (as
me) , and this 'sam e ' , in going beyond resemblance, is also
situated som ewhere beyond the logic of recognition. My double
is absolutely strange to me; I cannot recognize myself in this
Same (as myself) . The Same (the fact that I am 'absolutely
identical' to myself) leads to a loss of identity.
If, on the one hand, following the logic of the imaginary, the
Same is to be distinguished from the similar, it must also be
distinguished from identity, which occupies the register of the
symbolic. Identity, or symbolic iden tification, presupposes dif
ference; it is linked to the signifier, which connotes pure
difference. The Same, the similar and identity pertain to three
different registers - the real, the imaginary and the symbolic,
respectively.
According to Lacan, it is precisely the question of the recog
nition of the Same ( and the related question of enj oyment,
jouissance) that Freud evades in his argument. In turning away
from the commandment to 'love thy neighbour' , he passed over
the fundamental problem of jouissance (and the ' evil' to which it
is linked) .4 8
We left Sygne de Coufontaine at the moment when she speaks
wi th Freud 's words, where she refuses to 'squander' her love by
granting it to anyone, even if this anyone happens to be the
Pope. She changes her mind, however, and proceeds to cross
the line of demarcation between th e good ( Lacan 's service of
goods) and enjoyment. She crosses th e boundary which has until
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this point, as a boundary, 'held together' her universe and given
it meaning. What is it that incites her to do this? How does
Badilon succeed in 'seducing' her? By showing her, ' open in
front of her, the abyss of this acceptance ' ( Lacan ) . He absolutely
does not attempt to help her make the ' right' decision; o n the
contrary, he depicts this decision in the worst possible light - he
turns the knife in the wound, so to speak. He tells her that duty
does not command her to do this, that she will remain free from
sin if she does not do it; and, furthermore, that she will surely
sin if she does it. He depicts for her the abyss, all the h orrors
awaiting her: he makes her contemplate that abyss long e nough
to be seized by vertigo. And when she cries out: 'Father, do not
tempt me beyond my powers ! ' , Badilon replies: ' I t is not your
strength, but rather your weakness that I am tempting' ( p . 60) .
This exchange expresses perfectly the stakes of this scene.
Having brought her so far, to this extreme point, he asks for
nothing but that she let herself be driven by the desire thus
provoked, a desire which aims at its own ' purification ' . Were the
lives of Georges and his children at stake (the hypothetical
situation that Badilon presents for her to consider) , Sygne would
need all her 'force' to marry Turelure in order to save them; at
the same time, she would have a ' pathological' motive for her
act. But the situation in which she actually finds herself is
different; we are already 'beyond' the question of 'strength' , in
a configuration which is, in effect, that of ' temptation ' , the
temptation to sacrifice to her desire this last pathological object
which is, at the same time, the ultimate support of this desire;
the temptation to purify her desire until there remains nothing
but a single motive for her act, its final and irrevocable charac
ter. It is in this sense that one must understand Lacan when he
says:
The Word is no longer for us simply the law to which we are attached
in order to carry the charge of the debt which constitu tes our destiny.
It opens for us the possibility, the temptation to curse ourselves, not
only as particular destiny [ this is the case of An tigone] , as life , but as
th e very path to which the Word engages us
49
.

.

.

.
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Indeed, one could say that at this extreme point to which
Badilon has led her, Sygne 'succumbs to temptation ' . That is,
she is s educed by the possibility of this 'abyssal realization '
( Lacan ) which is the ultimate horizon of her desire.
Yet our (otherwise legitimate) fascination with this scene must
not blin d us to the point of forgetting that Sygne's (ethical) act
is not s i tuated here. Sygne's real ethical act does not consist
simply in her sacrifice of everything that is dearest to her; this
act is, rather, to be found in the final scene of the play: the act
in the prope r sense of the term , the ethical act, resides in
Sygne ' s ' no ' . It is only this 'no' that propels her sacrifice into
the dimensio n of the real. Let us now turn to this ' n o ' to
determi n e its status, and to specify the relation between the two
scenes o r ' events ' in question, Sygne's sacrifice and her ' no ' .
At o ne point i n his commentary, Lacan places Sygne i n the
series of ' typical' Claudelian heroines: she is 'a figure of woman
deified only then to be a woman crucified' .50 Perhaps it was this
characterization of Lacan 's that guided Philippe Julien in his
interpretation of The Hostage. According to Julien, the temp
tation to which Sygne succumbs is the temptation to take upon
herself the task of restoring and saving the figure of authority,
so that a particular group, society, or family can regain its force
and cohesion. In other words , Sygne's sacrifice serves to fill in
the lack in the Other. Her 'weakness ' , of which Badilon speaks,
is that of wanting to save the image of the Father. The temp
tation to which she succumbs is that of making herself, in the
absence of any Divine guarantee, the support of such a guaran
tee . Sygn e accepts this contract; she consents to the politico
religious c ompromise it demands.
At the end of the drama, however, Claudel saves a final
surprise for us: Sygne makes a sign of no; Sygne's ' n o ' overturns
things once again:
B y this refusal, Sygne exits the debt and delivers the spectator from
guilt. She reveals to us that she n ever adhered one h u ndred per cent
to the politico-religious compromise . . . . Just before dying, Sygne , by
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her Versagung, reminds us that she did not truly betray, that the re was
a part of herself that had not given way.51
Julien adds that the analyst would be a figure quite th e opposite
of Badilon , because he allows for this negation , this ' n o ' , to be
born o n e day in the subj ect.
The weakness of this reading of the play is linked to the fac t
that it misrec o gnizes - o r , rather, explicitly refuses - a l l p ossi
bility of allowi ng for a relation between the two even ts of which
we have been speaking: betwee n Sygne's ' sacrifi c e ' and her ' n o ' .
Everything happens a s i f Sygne's ' n o ' were a mysterious ' after
the-fact' occurrence, not related to or founded in anything
preceding it. The th esis which seems the most questionable is
the one according to which we realize at the end tha t Sygne , ' by
some part of herself' , had not really given way or adh e red to the
politico-religious compromise demanded of her. Con trary to this
reading we would i n sist that:

1.

Her act ( of sacrific e ) is n o t an instance of 'giving up on one ' s
desire ' but, rath er, o n e of pure desire; i t i s c haracteristic o f
the logic o f desire i tself t o have

as

its ultimate h o rizon the

sacrifice of the very thing in the n ame of which Sygn e is ready
to sacrifice everything.

2. There is in fac t a connection that l eads from ' Sygn e ' s choice '
( h e r sacri fi c e ) to her fi nal ' no ' . Th at is to say: without h e r
initial choice, Sygne would neve r have reached a n occasion
for

Versagung,

and - i t follows from this -

3 . In the fi n al analysis, it is precisely Badilon who l e ads her to
this ' n egati on ' ; this means that h e is not the simple opposite
of the analyst but that, in a c e rtain respect, he ' pe rsonifies '
the positi o n of the analyst.

As far as the issue of th e ' politico-religious compromise ' goe s ,
we m u s t remember that Sygne ' s ' fi rst' a c t , her sac rifice of the
very thing which incites h e r to make this sacrific e , is perhaps
religious act, but c ertainly not an act of compromise. If it is

a
a

religious act, it is not, n evertheless, an act of religi o n . Lacan
defines such an act as something which can take place only
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b eyo n d

what i s usually called religion , with all the points of
refe rence it p rovides.52 The ' religious' character of her act has
n o th i n g to do with the fact that Sygne offers herself as a support
for the absen t Divine guarantee; rather, it has to do with the fact
that she does what she does even though there is no Divine
guaran tee - that she does it 'blindly' and that there is, in her
act, an element of irreducible chance.
Let us now return to the thesis according to which Sygne's act
has the character of an act of ' pure desire ' which , as such , leads
her b eyo n d desire. The pivotal p o in t of The Hostage might be
taken to be the following maxim formulated by Georges: 'Sadder
than to lose one's life is it to lose one's reason for l ivin g (p. 70) .
This, of course, is a variant on the famous verse of Juvenal: if
one prefers life to h onour, one loses more than life, one loses
the very reason for living , one loses that which makes life worth
livi n g . In this ' reason for livi n g ' , it is not difficul t to discern what
Lacan c alls the ( o bj ec t-) c ause of desire . What is at s take is an
ethical maxim - one might say: th e maxim par excellence of th e
ethics of d e si re In the dial ogue between Sygne and Badilon , as
'

.

well as in

the fi n al d i al o gue between Sygn e and Georges de

and, at t h e
two c harac ters ,
th e l i m i t w h i c h Sygne ove rsteps a n d which CoUfontaine, faithful
to the ethics of the m aste r, refuses to overstep. Le t us l o ok at
the two passages in q u e s ti o n :

COlifo n tai n e , this th e m e appears as a pivotal poi n t
same

time ,

as t h e limi t wh i c h fi n ally separates the

SYGNE:

God gave me my life, and I am
back to Him. But the name is mine,
mine, and mine alone !
BA D I LO N : Good it is to have something
we something which we can give. (pp.

ready and anxious to give it
and my woman ' s honour is
of one's own ; for then have
54-5)

COU FONTA 1NE:
SYGNE:

I can not surrender my honour.
What else have you left to give? (p. 7 1 )

I n both instances, the dialogue pivots around two central points.
The first, a presupposition, is that the two protagonists (Sygn e
a n d Georges d e CoUfontaine) are ready to sacrifice - without
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hesitation - everything, including their lives, t o what i s called
here ' honour ' , precisely their ' reason to live ' . Life counts among
the things that one has and might consequently give ; while the
reason for living, honour, belongs not to this register, but to
that of being. Life is situated not in the register of being, but in
the register of having. By contrast, honour is something that
belongs to the very being of the two protagonists , and deter
mines what they are beyond life and death. But the knot of the
drama is that they are confronted not with the choice ' honour
or life ' , but with another type of choice in which the sacrifice of
their lives is no longer relevant. This other choice consists in the
fact that they must sacrifice, if they want to save their Cause the very Cause which determines them at the level of their being
- this very being, their honour. In other words, they cannot
choose ' the reason for living' without losing it at the same time.
This p rovides the tone of the second pa r t of each of the above
passages: if honour is the only thing left to them, if they have
nothing else to give , th ey will have to give this last thing. Sygne,
as s h e has al r eady had occasion to prove , is very much equal to
the maxim: 'Sadder than to lose one 's life is it to lose one's
reason for living' . This maxim , and the support she finds in it,
are all that is left to her, her only link with a world which is
about to disappear and to which she belongs with all her being.
Let us now attempt to determine the exact nature of Sygn e ' s
act, and h ow it relates to the logic o f desire, on o n e hand, and
the logic of the drive on the other. Anticipating a little, we
might say that the logic of Sygne ' s sacrifice remains inscribed in
the logic of desire, and represen ts the ultimate horizon of her
'fundamental fantasy'. But the paradox here is that the moment
Sygne attains this ultimate horizon, she is already obliged to go
beyond it, to leave it behind. In other words, even if Sygne's act
is situated in the logic of desire - of pure desire - it ' contains '
some thing which l eads beyond desire - towards the ' encounter
with enj oyment' , to use Lacan 's words that Sygne's case illus
trates so well: 'To encounter enj oyment, desire must not only
understand, but traverse [jranchir] the very fan tasy which con
structs and supports it. '53 How does the situation in which Sygne
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finds herself illustrate these words? We have already insisted o n
the fact that a t the beginning o f the tragedy Sygne i s presented
as having already lost everything that belonged to the order of
her world and her Cause - nothing remains for her save the
empty frame , and fidelity to this framed emptiness. But, as
Badilon points out to her, even this remainder of 'nothing ' ,
even this empty frame, is something s h e has, and thus something
she could give up or sacrifice. If she has it, she can give it up.
To give up everything one has is easy, but to give up this
remainder ( that which one is) is something quite different. In
his dialogue with Sygne , Badilon shows her that this horrible
sacrifice is nothing other than the ultimate consequence and
horizon of her own cause, of her own honour, of her own desire.
The undertone of all his arguments is precisely: 'Will you give
up on your desire at the moment when, for the first time, it
really counts ? ' It is not difficult to recognize here the horizon of
pure desire, in the appeal made to Sygnc to sacrifice the last
' pathological motive' which truncates the purity of her desire
and her adherence to the Cause.
We might thus say that even if Sygne's act comes inevi tably to
undermine her 'fundamental fantasy' , it is at the same time
accomplished precisely in the name of this fantasy. In other
words, the story of Sygne enables us to see the extent to which
the imperative 'Do not give up on your desire ' is linked to the
fundamental fantasy of the subj ect, which then becomes: 'Do
not give up on the object-cause which constitutes the support of
your fantasy! ' But even if this imperative is linked to fantasy, by
means of desire, its e thical value nevertheless remains incontest
able. We cannot 'get beyond' the fantasy by giving up on the
Cause that animates us but, on the contrary, only by insisting on
it until the end. Such a ' traversing the fantasy' [ La traversee du
jantasme] is a step which can be taken only from 'inside' this
fan tasy. As Lacan remarks, to go beyond the fantasy, it is not
enough to know it and to speak of it from a distance. Rather,
desire must at the same time ' traverse the very fantasy which
constructs and supports it' . Sygne understands this very well; she
understands that a refusal of this sacrifice would require a
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betrayal of her desire She also understands that in accepting it,
she wil l lose the cause of her desire (her ' reason for living' ) .
Her final decision allows us to see the point of Lacan ' s play on
words : parier du pere au pire, to back Father ( repres e n ted he re by
honour and 'family values' ) even if the worst happens
Thus desire meets its end and, by this very fact, opens the
possibility of our passing into another register the register
evoked by Sygne's final no What is it, then, that prevents us
from recognizing in Sygne the figure of a woman deified only
then to be a woman crucified? ' ( Lacan 's commentary we should
note, is itself quite ambiguous on this point. ) 54 First we must
point out that the image of the crucifix has a very p recise
significance in Lacanian theory: that of a fascinati n g image
which 'blocks ' access to the void it veils. Hence: Those go d s
who are dead in Christian hearts a re pursued throughout the
world by Christian missionaries. The central image of Christi an
divinity absorbs all other images of desire in man with significant
consequences. '55 This is an image that derives its fasc i n a ti ng
power from the very void it serves to veil, but this seems to j ustify
the interpretation of The Hostage developed by Julien The play,
in this reading, begins at the moment of the collaps e of
Christian faith, at the moment when the void appears behind
the Divine image, and Sygne offers herself in order to veil this
void by the splendo ur of her martyrdom. Nevertheless, this
interpretation does not quite hit the mark, since at the end of
the play, instead of the splendour of the sublime image, we get
a gri m ace of life ' ( Lacan ) : Sygne's face twisted by a compulsive
tic signalling ' no ' . How, then, are we to explain what unfolds
here? How are we to explain the fact that the splendour of
Sygne s martyrdom cannot prevent the appearance of this tor
tured grimace within it?
To answer this question, we can begin with julien ' s formula
tion: where there is no longer any Divine guarantee, Sygne
makes herself the support of this guarantee. In fac t, she goes
further. She does not sacrifice herself to procure a guarantee of
the Divine law. She does not make herself into a support of this
guarantee, she 'makes herself' this very guarantee, such that this
.
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guarantee remains dislocated from that o f which i t i s the guar
antee. By so doing, Sygne reveals the necessarily invisible support
in the sublime image of the Divine. The value of her final ' n o '
resides in the fact that she, in so far a s s h e incarnates this
guaran tee , refuses to disappear and abandon herself to God.
The end of the play thus leaves us with an unsettling image, an
image in which the Divine law and its sole support occupy the
same level; the (Divine) law finds itself face to face with this
convulsing flesh that refuses to disappear from the picture,
effectively preventing a sublime splen dour from appearing in its
place.

The Real in ethics

We left open the question of whether the limit which Sygne
must overstep is the limit of ethics itself (hence making her step
a step i n to a domain 'beyond ethics ' ) or whether it is only
beyond this very limit (where a 'hole beyond faith' appears) that
ethics, in the proper sense of the term , really begins. This first
question is tied to a second which is of particular concern to
Kantian ethics. The fundamental objection that Hegel and
Lacan, each in his own way, address to Kant can be summed up
by saying that Kantian e thics is, in its essence, linked to the logic
of terror ( Lacan 's 'Kant with Sade' and Hegel'S 'The Terror of
Absolute Freedom ' ) . However, although this criticism is to a
certain extent j ustified, it raises the following question: is it at all
possible - assuming that there is a 'hole beyond the moral law' ,
the absence of an ultimate moral exemplar which could guar
antee the morality of our acts - to grasp ethics in another way?
D i d not Kant produce, by means of the notorious ' extremity' of
his ethics, something that we must take into accoun t if we want
to speak about ethics at all?
There is, in fact, a central ambiguity to Kant's ethics, which it
would be useful to consider here. Let us first suggest a sketch of
a fundamental ethical configuration, in order to show how, by
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emphasizing different elements of this configuration , one can in
fact arrive at quite a different 'ethics' .
The heart of all ethics is something which i s not i n itself
'ethical ' (nor is it ' non-ethical' ) - that is to say, it has nothing to
do with the register of ethics. This 'something' goes by several
different names - although we will limit ourselves to two: for
Lacan, it is ' the Real' ; for Badiou, ' the event' . These terms
concern something which appears only in the guise of the
encounter, as something that ' happens to us' ,56 surprises us,
throws us 'out of joint' , because it always inscribes itself in a
given continuity as a rupture, a break or an interruption .
According t o Lacan, the Real i s impossible, and the fact that ' i t
happens (to us) ' does n o t refute its basic ' impossibility' : t h e Real
happens to us (we encounter it) as impossible, as 'th e impossible
thing' that turns our symbolic universe upside down and leads
to the reconfiguration of this universe. Hence the impossibility
of the Real does not prevent it from havin g effect in the realm
of the possible. This is when ethics comes into play, in the
question forced upon us by an encounter with the Real: will I
act in conformity to what threw me ' out of j oint', will I b e ready
to reformulate what has hitherto been the foundation of my
existence? Badiou calls this question - or, rathe r, this attitude a 'fidelity to the even t' or ' the ethics of truth' . For Lacan, the
accent is to be placed, first, on desire ( , Have you acted in
conformity with the desire which inhabits you? ' ) , for it is desire
that aims at the impossible, the Real. In his later work Lacan will
come to conceive of desire, rather, as a defence against enjoy
ment - that is to say, as a compromise formation. In this later
view we escape to the realm of infinite symbolic metonymy in
order to avoid the encounter with the Real of e njoyment. In this
later conception , it is the n otion of the drive (as that which
articulates our relation to enjoyment) that becomes decisive.
The encounter itself, the event, can strike the subject like a
moment of ' terror' , because it confronts her with an 'impossible '
choice; i f she accepts it, the subject comes out of this c hoice as
'another subj ect' - or, more precisely, it is only after this choice
that the subject is a subject.57 Nevertheless, it is necessary to
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distinguish between the terror inherent i n the event, i n the Real ,
and terror as a strategy that aims at forcing the impossible, the
Real , to appear. Terror, in the strict sense of the term , is
founded upon a logic which one might describe thus: terror
occurs whe n one takes the effect that the event ( or the 'encoun
ter with the Real ' ) has upon th e subject for one's immediate
obj e c tive , believing that in producing this effect one wiII also
produce th e event itself, the Real .
From this perspective, we might define with greater precision
the limit at which ethics is transformed into either terror, or the
obscure desire for catastrophe . The latter occurs if we 'forget'
that the Real and the Event are not in themselves ethical
categories, and if we take them as a kind of substitute, as a kind
of modern equivalent of the notion of supreme Good that must
be realized at any price. That is to say, we fall back into terror if
we understand the term ethics to refer to elaboration of a
strategy destined to force the encounter with the Real, the Event,
to happen ; if we see it as a method for the production of the
impossible. This, of course, is what is at stake in one of the
major con troversies about Kantian ethics: whether Kantian
ethics is the theory of an ethical configuration or a 'user's guide'
to ethical practice . If we choose the latter, we are necessarily led
towards Sade's position: since suffering and pain then become
the mark of ethics, the rarity of 'good' becomes the omnipres
ence of ' evil ' ; the incompatibility of ethics and pleasure leads to
a methodical masochism ; and finally, the fac t that ethics and
pathological motives exclude one another lands us in an asceti
cism of the 'beautiful soul ' . If, therefore, we understand the
elements through which Kant specifies ethics as the elements we
must take for the (immediate) object of our will, in believing
that in doing this we will realize the ethical , the comparison
between Kant and Sade seems a moderate one. If Kant says that,
in an ethical act, well-being is not relevant, and if we understand
this as an injunction to act against our own well-being or against
the well-being of others (in order to make the ethical at all
possible) we find ourselves caught by the throat in the snares of
'
the 'simulacrum' of e thics, terror.
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On the other hand, the perspective according to which we
aim directly at the Real (at the Eve n t) - which thus becomes the
'explicit object of our desire' - leads us towards the attitude in
which our own death or a general catastrophe begins to function
as the ultimate horizon of our desire. It is this figure of desire
which is apparent in the second part of Claudel's trilogy, Crusts,
where it is incarnated in the character of Lumir. The latter says,
for example, to her lover Louis:
We ' re alone; wholly, completely alone in this desert. Two human
souls knocking about in the void of life ! . . . If life were only longer!
It might be worth while to be happy. But life is short; and there are
ways of making it shorter yet! Yes, so short that all eternity can be
contained therein ! (pp. 1 37-8)

What exactly are the co-ordinates of Lumir's desire? As she says
in another passage, she is 'Alone; without father; with out
country; without God; or ties, or wealth, or future, or love '
(p. 1 35 ) . We might thus take as the motto of her desire : all ties
have been broken, there is nothing besides the here and now,
no firm point either here or in some beyond. All m eaning
inherent in life, and the goal of life itself, become reduced to
the opportunity to die. The ethical maxim upon which this
attitude is based is not 'Better death than . . . ' - here death is no
longer one of the two terms of a forced choice . Instead it
becomes the imperative and the agent carrying all its force within
itself. The moment of death is the sole moment in life when we
are truly awake. ( 'Nothing is real. Life isn' t real. I am awake
now, even if it's only for a passing moment; I can see , ' says
Lumir [po 1 35] . ) In other words: if, on the one hand , death is
the inevitable wager of (classical) ethics ( that which the subject
must accept as the possible price of the ethical act) , on the
other hand, for Lumir, the subject aims directly at death as a
' concomitant fact' which will bring with it the 'awakening' of
the Real, of the Event, of the ethical .
The paradox of the Real or of the Event lies in the fact that
as soon as we turn it into the direct goal of our action, we lose
it. But - given that the Real, or the Event, is the heart of all
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ethics - does this not imply that ethics is ' passive ' in its essence,
that all we can do is wait for an ' encounter with the Real ' , and
stick thereafter to i ts consequences? To see that the answer to
this question is negative , we must at this point make an import
ant distinction . According to the logic of the Real or of the
Event, the very opposition active/passive (our waiting for the
Even t/ our exertions designed to make it occur) is misplaced.
This is because the Real ( the Event) does not have a subject (in
the sense of a will that wants it) , but is essentially a by-product
of the action ( or inaction) of the subject - something the latter
produces, but not as ' hers ' , as a thing in which she would be
able to 'recognize ' herself. In other words, ' there is no hero of
the Event' .58

From p ure desire to the drive

Let us return to Lacan. In his essay from Ecnts 'The Subversion
of the Subject and the Dialectic of Desire in the Freudian
Unconscious ' , which dates from 1 960 ( the same year in which
Lacan had concluded his seminar The Ethics of Psychoanalysis) , we
read: 'For desire is a defence [ difense] , a prohibition [ difense]
against going beyond a certain limit in enjoyment [jouissance) . '59
In the same text, he designates ' the way of Greek tragedy' as
' the supreme narcissism of the Lost Cause ' . 60 How are we to
reconcile the central role which Lacan assigns to desire in ethics
on the one hand, and the affirmation according to which desire
is a defence against enjoyment on the other? Likewise, how do
we reconcile Lacan ' s reading of Antigone as an ethical figure par
excellence with his assertion linking Greek tragedy to the narcis
sism of the Lost Cause? We might also raise some more general
questions: what is the relation between desire as essential to the
subject as such (the subject is, by definition , the subject of desire)
and ' pure desire ' ? How do we situate, vis-a-vis this relation , the
concept of the drive? Has the formula ' do not give up on your
desire ' lost its value with the late Lacan, who gives priority to
the problem of enj oyment or the drive? We might respond
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negatively by saying that throughout his work, Lacan attributes
to desire the central role in the analytic process, while we cannot
say that the concept of the drive ever replaces the concept of
desire in this role. We should say, rather, that the question
of desire is ' supplemented' with the question of the drive.
Having introduced and elaborated the concept of the drive m
Seminar Xl, Lacan concludes:
after the mapping of the subj ect in relation to the

a,

the experience

of the fundamental fantasy becomes the drive . What, the n , does he
who had passed through the experience of this opaque relation to
the origin , to the drive , become? How can a subject who has traversed
the radical fantasy experience the drive? This is beyond the analysis,
and has never been approached. Up to now, it h as been approach
able only at the level of the analyst, in as much as it would be
required of him to have specifically traversed the cycle of the analytic
experience in its totality.61

The significance of this passage can perhaps be summarized in
tw o points. First, desire remains the principal ' ground' of analy
sis. Analysis unfolds in the register of desire (which gives support
to the 'fundamental fantasy' of the subject) and ends the
moment the subj ect 'has traversed' this fantasy; the drive in the
strict sense of the term is to be situated beyond analysis. Second,
access to the drive in analysis opens only whe n the subj ect has
already traversed the 'fundamental fantasy' . In o ther words: even
if the drive is in some way the ' goal ' of the analytic process, one
cannot choose it directly, 'instead of' desire and its logic. In
order to arrive at the drive , one must pass through desire and
insist on it until the very end. With these two points in mind, we
can now attempt to show how and at what moment d esire gives
way to the drive .
But we must first attempt an answer to this question: why did
Lacan, at one point in his work, 'supplement' (pure) desire with
the drive, thereby displacing the conceptual frame of the end of
analysis? The answer is to be found in the fact that in the course
of Lacan 's work the 'ontological ' status of enj oyment underwent
a basic change, and this was not without conse quences for the
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theory o f desire . We might thus say that, for the early Lacan,
jouissance does not exist. More precisely, it exists only in its own
loss (it exists only in so far as it is always-already lost) , as
something lacking. Here the category of the lack is an ontologi
cal category; the lack is something 'tangible ' , irreducible to a
simple absence or privation. In this perspective, the lack points
towards an irreducible impasse, the impotence of the symbolic
order which tries to ' camouflage ' this lack by all kinds of
in terventions - for example, by proposing a multiplicity in place
of the lost One. Thus, according to Freud, the multiplicity of
serpents on the Medusa's head serves only to camouflage the
lack of the One and the unique (i.e. castration ) . In a more
quotidian example, i n participating in 'consumerist society' , in
accumulating more and more new objects of desire , we hide
from the lack of the One true object which would satisfY us
completely. In this context, the ethics of desire presents itself
literally as a ' heroism of the lack' , as the attitude though which,
in the name of the lack of the True object, we reject all other
obj ects and satisfY ourselves with none. In other words, the
ethics of desire is the ethics of fidelity to a lost enj oyment, the
ethics of the preservation of fundamental lack that introduces a
gap between the Thing and things , and reminds us of the fact
that beyond all ready-to-hand obj ects , there is 'someThing'
which alone would make our life worth living. To the extent
that it persists in its unsatisfaction, desire preserves the authentic
place of enj oyment, even if it remains empty. It is in this sense that
one must understand Lacan's claim that the ethics of desire (as
we find it in Greek tragedy) is linked to the 'supreme narcissism
of the Lost Cause ' .
However, the status and the function of the lack are more
equivocal. If it is true, on the one hand, that the lack is the
inscription of an impasse or an impotence in the symbolic order,
one must not forget that, on the other hand, it is at the same
time the condition of this power and has, in consequence, a
constitutive function for the symbolic order and for reality as
well - without the lack, there is no reality. Reality is constituted
in the loss of a little bit of the Real. We must take account of
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this double status of the lack if we want to avoid an overhasty
reading of Lacan, a reading which takes as its starting point and
its maxim the unmasking of the lack. According to this reading,
all ideological formations aim at masking some lack or malfunc
tion. But this attitude fails to recognize that the lack is simul
taneously constitutive of all ideology as well as being the essential
support of fantasy. In this latter perspective, we can suggest a
truly subversive stance towards all ideological configurations:
'Take their lack away from them, and they will collapse. '
This conception, according to which the accen t is placed on
the lack and in which the impossible is identified with the
inaccessible, has become quite popular; it gives rise to the image
of Lacan as a 'philosopher of language ' who insists on the price
that the subject must pay in order to gain access to the symbolic
order. Thus we get the primordial act of renunciation, enjoy
ment as impossible, and the end of analysis as the moment when
the analysand must assume symbolic castratio n and accept a
fundamental or constitutive lack ( or loss ) . But this poetic 'hero
ism of the lack' is neither the only nor the last word on Lacan.
As Z izek puts it:
The trouble with jouissance is not that it is unattainable, that it always

eludes our grasp, but, rather, that one can never get rid of it, that its
stain drags along for ever - therein resides the point of Lacan ' s
concept of surplus-enj oyment: the very renunciation o f jouissance
brings about a remainder/surplus of jouissance.62

We might add here that the desire of the subject is very much
to 'get rid of' this stain of enjoyment that she finds unbearable.
When Lacan wrote in The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho
Analysis that ' the desire of the analysis is not a pure desire', and
linked the end of analysis to the concept of the drive, this
change of p erspective is already perceptible. What conse
quences, then, does this change have for what we previously
called the ' ontological' status of enjoyment? Does this other
perspective imply that we can now state that enjoyment is , that
it exists? It seems clear that this is exactly what Lacan does not
want to say. If all his elaboration of the ethics of desire (in the
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sense that we have come to give to that term) aims at preserving
the place of enjoyment as an empty place, the aim of the late
Lacan is surely not to affirm the place of enjoyment as 'full ' .
Instead h e tries to find a conceptualization (of the status) of
enjoymen t which would simultaneously embrace these two fea
tures: that jouissance does not exist, and that it is found every
where. We have already said that, for Lacan, that which exists is
a lack. It is from this that he ' derives' the status of enjoyment.
The latter is not something that could 'fill up ' the lack, because
the lack ' is ' - that is to say, it is not simply an empty space that
migh t be filled or occupied by another thing. We could say that
there is a place that is 'occupied by the lack' which is 'full of the
lack' ; and of course, th e 'operation' that takes place in this
context is that the lack comes to lack (as, for example, in the
case of anxiety) , not that it is filled up . If enjoyment is not that
which might fill up the lack, it is also not something that could
be added to it. Instead, it is that which subtracts itselffrom the lack
(in the m athematical sense of the term ) . Hence we propose to
formulate the status of enjoyment as that of the 'one-Lack-less ' .
I t i s this that the concept of the drive i s aiming at.
Desire and the drive do have something in common: both are
different from need, which implies that in the case of desire, as
well as in the case of the drive, the subject experiences an
'inadequacy' of every given object (a This is not It' ) . In relation
to desire, this has been stressed often enough. Let us therefore
cite only this remark of Lacan 's concerning drive : 'By snatching
at its obj ect, the drive learns in a sense that this is precisely not
the way it will be satisfied. '6:� But there is also a fundamental
difference between desire and the drive. Desire sustains itself by
remaining unsatisfied. As for the drive, the fact that it 'under
stands that this is not the way it will be satisfied' does not stop it
from finding satisfaction ' elsewhere ' . Thus in contrast to desire,
the drive sustains itself on the very fact that it is satisfied. Lacan
explains this ' paradox ' which makes the drive attain its satisfac
tion without attaining its goal : 'Even when you stuff the mouth
- the mouth that opens in the register of the drive - it is not the
food that satisfies it, it is, as one says, the pleasure of the
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mouth. '64 This 'illustration ' can help us understand what it
means to say that enjoyment appears here in the guise of a ' o n e
Lack-less'. We satisfy the mouth, so to speak without filling it up
- that is to say, without passing into a register which would be
simply opposed to that of lack. In other words, when we ' stuff
our mouths' , we satisfy the drive, whether we want to or not.65 And
in spite of the fact that the object we consume will never be ' i t' ,
some part of ' it' is produced i n the very act of consumption. I t
is precisely this 'some part of it' that i s the true obj ect o f the
drive.
One way (perhaps the only way) of conceptuali zin g the rela
tion between desire and drive would be by explaining the
(possible) passage from the one to the other: even if there is n o
common measure between desire and drive, a t the heart o f
desire a possible passage opens u p towards the drive; o n e might
therefore come to the drive if one follows the 'logic' of desire to
its limit. Is this not exactly what the story of The Hostage has
shown us? Let us see.
Fantasy is the fundamental relation between the subj ect and
her desire. The objet petit a, the support of desire in fantasy, is
not visible in that which constitutes for the subject the image of
her desire. More precisely, it is the support of fantasy precisely
to the extent that it is excluded, invisible in the field of its
frame. In this perspective, pure desire might be defined as the
limit where desire finds itself confronted with its own support,
its own cause. This is the limit attained by Sygn e That which
constitutes the support of her world, that which opens the
window upon her world, is honour. Honour is this object, this
cause or even this Cause - which could in no way appear in
the frame of her desire as an object equivalent to o thers, lending
itself to exchange or substitution. But Sygne is in a position
where, if she wants to preserve her fantasy and her desire, she
must sacrifice that very thing which constitutes the support of
this fantasy, of this desire . When, to her exclam ation : ' God gave
me my life, and I am ready and a nxio us to give it back to Him.
But the name is mine and my woman 's honour is mine, and
mine alone ! ' , Badilon responds: ' Good it is to h ave something
,

.
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of one's own; for then have we something which we can give ' ,
he makes the obj ect-support of her fantasy appear in its 'field of
vision ' , in the very frame of this fantasy, and makes of it something
tha t can be given ( away) . But for Sygne, it is precisely because
' giving away' honour was something unimaginable for her that
she was able to give everything else away, to sacrifice everything
else. It is at this moment, when the excluded object appears
among other ( 'ordinary' ) objects, that Sygne leaves the realm of
desire strictly speaking and enters the realm of drive. The
absolute object-cause of desire becomes the partial object, the
object of the drive. If 'for the unconditional element of demand,
desire substitutes the "absolute" condition' ,66 one might say that
the drive ' de-absolutizes' this condition in making it the product
of the process of which it was the condition. This moment of
pure desire can be defined as the moment when the only way
for the subj ect not to give up on her desire is to sacrifice the
very Cause of her desire, its absolute condition; the moment
when she sacrifices to her desire its very support, when she gives
that which she does not have. If the fundamental constellation
of desire implies an infinite and incommensurable measure
which makes every given object turn out to be insufficient
( That's not it' ) , pure desire can be defined as the moment at
which desire is forced to say for its own Cause (for its absolute
condition ) : 'That's not It' . This means that the moment of pure
desire is, paradoxically, the very moment at which desire loses
the foundation of its purity. This implies that 'pure desire ' is not
a state, like a state of the subject whose desire would attain
purity from all pathological stains ( of all objects) . Pure desire is
a moment, a moment of torsion or of incurving which migh t be
compared to that of the Mobius strip : if we persist in moving on
one of its sides, we will suddenly find ourselves on the ' other'
side. Pure desire is the moment when desire , in its metonymy,
comes across itself, encounters its cause among other objects . At
the same time, pure desire coincides with an act. This act is
accomplished in the frame of the subject'S fundamental fan tasy;
but because what is at stake is nothing other than this very
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frame , it ends up ' outside' the fantasy, in another field: that of
drive.
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Thus . . .

The ethics of the Real is not an ethics of the fi nite, of finitude.
The answer to the religious promise of immortality is not the
pathos of the finite; the basis of ethics cannot be an imperative
which commands us to endorse our finitude and renounce all
' higher' , ' impossible ' aspirations. This is not simply because this
would imply giving in to the necessary - the stakes are more
radical : the infinite is not impossible to attain ; rather, i t is
impossible for us to escape it entirely. The end of the promise
of a life after death ( i . e . of an infinite outside this world) does
not imply that we are henceforth ' enclosed' , confined within a
finite world. It implies, on the contrary, that the infinite cease
lessly 'parasitizes' the finite. The absence of the beyond, the lack
of any exception to the finite, 'infinitizes' the finite. To use Jean
Claude Milner's formula, ' the infinite is what says no to the
exception to finitude ' . 1 The problem of the infinite is not how
to attain it but, rather, how to get rid of its stain, a stain that
ceaselessly pursues us. The Lacanian name for this parasitism is
enj oyment [jouissance] .
This may seem paradoxical. For is not enjoyment synonymous
with the death drive and, consequently, with what identifies us
with our mortality, with our finitude? On the contrary: the fact
that jouissance can kill us (it can compel us to act in a way that
runs counter to our well-being and our immediate survival)
bears witness to the fact that our being is not a 'being-towards
death ' . In the psychoanalytic clinic one often encounters this
paradoxical figure: the subject defending himself against death
with death, defending himself against the 'death drive ' by some
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sort of mortification. The anxiety, for example, which paralyses
and mortifies the subject is a response to the 'death drive'
[jouissancel . The poetic tone of 'being-towards-death ' , with all its
resonances - including the famous me phynai, 'would that I was
not (born) ' - must be understood as a defence against some
thing that is not reducible simply to death . The cliche according
to which the fear of dying is in fact the fear of living should be
understood in this sense - as a fear of the death which, in fact,
animates or 'drives' life. This is why Lacan chose to introduce
the notion of the drive with reference to Heraclitus' fragment:
To the bow is given the name of life and its work is death. The death
drive is not a drive that aims at death . It aims neither at life nor
at death . The drive can be ' mo rtal ' precisely because it is in d ifferen t
to death (as well as to life) ; because it is not preoccupied with
death , because death does not interest it. The drive is by no
means an expression of the subject's desire to 'return to noth
ingness' , it is not an expression of or a response to our douleur
d 'exister ( ' the burden of existence' ) , for which it simply has no
regard. The death drive has n othing to do with 'being-towards
death ' , nor with ' failing-ta-be ' [ le manque-a-etrel : it is indifferent
to death, and it certainly does not fail to be.2
How, then, does the infinite parasitize the finite, our existence
as ' finite beings ' ? As a matter of fact, there are two modes of
this parasitism, each of them resulting in a different figure of
the infinite: first, there is the infinite of desire, which might be
described as a ' bad infinity' (linked to the logic of non-accom
plishmen t) ; then there is the infinite of jouissance (linked to the
logic of the Real, and of the realization ) . Ethics i tself can be
situated in the passage from the one to the other. This passage,
however, can itself take two different paths. The paradigm of
the first is indicated by the figure of Antigone, and brings out
the c o-ordinates of 'classical ethics' . The paradigm of the second
is evident in the figure of Sygne de Coilfontaine, and constitutes
what we migh t call 'modern ethics ' .
I n relation to Lacan 's commentary o n Antigone, stress is often
laid on the formula ' ne pas dder sur son desir' and on Antigone as
a figure of desire. But another, very unusual phrase in Lacan ' s
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commentary deserves our attention: 'the realization o f desire ' .
We might say that what makes Antigone Antigone is n o t simply
that she does not give up on her desire but, more precisely, that
she realizes her desire. This implies that she is not simply a figure
of desire, since desire opposes itself in its very nature, to the
realization of desire . So - what does this ' realization of desire '
mean?
It is clear that it does not mean the fulfilment of d esire: it
does not mean the reali z ation of that which the subject desires.
In Lacanian theory, t h e r e is no such thing as the desired object.
There is the demanded object, and then there is the object
cause of desire which , having no positive conten t, refers to what
we get if we subtract the satisfaction we find in a given object
from the demand (we have) for this object. Essen tially linked to
this logic of subtraction which gives rise to a (possibly) endless
metonymy, desire is nothing but that which introduces into the
subject's unive rs e an incommensurable or infinite measure
(Lacan ' s terms) . Desire is nothing but this 'infini te measure ' . In
this perspective, to realize one's desire means to realize, to
'measure' the infinite, the infinite measure. This is why Lacan
stresses that the question of the realisation of desire ' is necess
arily formulated from the point of view of a Las t J udgement. Try
to imagine what "to have realized one 's desire" might mean, if it
is not to have realized it, so to speak, in the end. ' 3
Let us pause here for a moment. We have already encoun
tered a similar c onstellation in Kant, in his theory of the
postulates and what necessitates them. Kant posits as the necess
ary object of the will determined by the moral law the realization
of the highest Good. This implies precisely the realization of an
infinite measure which could be considered to parallel what
Lacan calls the realization of desire. For Kant, as for Lacan, what
is at stake is not a realization of some good - in this case the
highest good. What is at stake is not a realization of some object:
the highest good is defined as complete fitness of the will to the
moral law, not as such and such a (positive) obj e c t. In order for
the realization of the highest good to be possible, Kant has to
introduce, first, the postulate of the immortality of the soul to
,
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open u p a field beyond death, and thus make i t possible for the
subject to establish a relation to a second death, to the End,
from the point of view of which - and from this point of view
only - the question of the realization of the highest good can be
formulated. This point of view - from which our existence
appears as totality, in a sort of judgement - is introduced by the
second postulate: the existence of God. The frame that we are
dealing with here is precisely the one discussed by Lacan in The
Ethics of Psychoanalysis: on the one hand, the field between two
deaths as the ' purgatory of desire ' ; on the other, the point of
view of the Last Judgement.
And this is also the frame , the basic structure , of Antigone: the
heroine is situated between two deaths, 'walled up alive in a
rocky vault',4 going ' down to the halls of Death alive and
breathing' .5 As to the second point, that of the Last Judgement,
it constitutes the core of Antigone 's controversial complaint or
lamentation : of the long speech in which she evokes, among
other things, the fact that she will never know the conjugal bed,
the bond of marriage; that she will never have children . . . . Here
we have a kind of - if not Last, at least Infinite - Judgement in
which the identity of the two elemen ts is mediated by a central
impossibility or incommensurability. The list of things that she
will be deprived of by her early death, the list of things that
never existed and never will exist (for her) , has precisely the
value of the infinite (or speculative) judgement realizing the
infinite measure implied in Antigone 's desire. It has the same
status as Hegel 's famous dictum ' the spirit is a bone ' . The violent
feeling of absurd inadequacy to which this type of judgement
gives rise is probably what has incited some commentators to
cast doubt on the authenticity of these passages of Antigone.
Indeed, it seems odd that after her brave resistance to Creon ,
with n o second thoughts, and while apparently detached from
the concerns of common mortals, An tigone suddenly starts
lamenting the fact that she is ' denied her part in the wedding
songs ' , denied her part 'in the bridal-song, the bridal-bed ,
denied all j oy o f marriage, raising children . . . . ' It i s quite true
that this sounds somehow inadequate. But this, rather, is the
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whole point: it is through this lack of a commo n measure that
the incommensurable, infinite measure which is desire can be
realized, that is, 'measured ' . Antigone's lament is absolutely
essential to the text, and it does not mean that she has suddenly
become 'soft' and ' human ' . It means - as Lacan rightly
remarked - that 'from Antigone ' s point of view life can only be
approached, can only be lived or thought about, from the place
of that limit where her life is already lost, where she is already
on the other side '.6 We must not miss the Kantian frame of this
statement: the question is that of attaining the point of view
from which one can embrace the whole of one' s existence as if
from outside.
All this teaches us several things which relate to our original
question. The infinite which is at work in the figure of desire is
the infinite of the 'negative magnitude' . It is the infinite which
is constituted in a pursuit that never ends ( the eternal 'That's not
it' ) . When we have already covered a substantial part of our
path, the path that remains before us is still infinite; it has no
( necessary or 'structural' ) end. This is why the idea o f 'realizing
desire ' (of realizing the infinite) stimulates as response a certain
haste, a precipitation towards what puts an end to this 'bad
infinity'. It involves an act which, if it succeeds, reveals the
infinite ( of desire) . This means, for example, that while Antig
one is a sublime figure, she is not by any means a subject who
experiences the feeling of the sublime. She is not a subject who
observes through the window (of fantasy) the spectacle of her
own death; she enters, so to speak, into her fantasy. She does
not wait for the Last Judgement, she does not wait for the Other
to express its (and, consequently, her) desire: she does it herself.
In order for the realization of desire to be possible, however,
a temporal dimension must also be introduced into death, a
sequence of time during which death is lived, during which life
( the life of desire) can be measured. There must be a time for
the final lament, and there must be a space from which it can be
pronounced. In other words, the frame of fantasy must also be
present. It might seem paradoxical to link the figure of Antigone
to the 'logic of fantasy' in this way - is she not, on the contrary,
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the ethical figure par excellence? She is, o f course, but precisely
because we have to admit that there is a certain 'ethics of
fan tasy' . The e thics of desire is the e thics of fantasy (or what we
have also called the ethics of the master) : we cannot deny all
e thical dignity to someone who is ready to die ( and to kill) in
order to realize his or her fan tasy. Of course , we often deny this;
we deny it more and more often , for it seems ' anachronistic ' .
Those who practise such a n ethics today are called terrorists,
fanatics, fundamentalists, madmen . . . . We are ( post) modern,
we know a great deal, we know that all these people are dying
and killing for something which does not exist. Of course, we all
have our fantasies and our desires, but we are very careful not
to realize them - we prefer to die, rather than to realize our
desire. This attitude implies a preference for the e ternal meton
ymy which shows its real face here: i t proves to be not an infinite
pursuit of some ideal that transcends us, but a flight from the
infinite that pursues us in this world. When the question of the
realization of our desire arises to in terrupt the peaceful course
of this flight, a haste springs up which, however, is not the same
as Antigone'S: we precipitate ourselves towards death in order to
avoid this realization, in order to be finally able to 'live in
peace ' , sheltered from jouissance, sheltered from the drive that
makes us do things which go against our well-being. Death
proves to be the best shelter against the death drive.
We have compared the position of An tigone with the constel
lation in troduced by the two Kantian postulates which are
supposed to make the realization of the highest good possible.
However, one important difference must be stressed here as
well: in Kant, the emphasis is placed on the will, not on
realization. We might even say that this emphasis on the will
preve n ts the realization. Kant writes: 'The realization of the
highest good is the necessary object of a will determined by
moral law. ' If we replace the term ' highest good' with its
definition, we get the following: the realization of the complete
fitness of the will to the moral law is the necessary object of a
will determined by moral law. I n other words, what is at s take is
a wanting the will to coincide with the moral law. This split of
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the will into itself and its object ( the will is simultaneously the
object of the will ) is precisely that which makes the realization
of the highest good impossible. If the division of the will or the
division of the subj ect is the mark of freedom, it is not, however,
the mark of the act. In an act, there is no divided subject. An tigone
is whole or 'all' in her act; she is not 'divided' or 'barred. ' This
means that she passes over entirely to the side of the object, and
that the place of the will wanting this object ' remains' empty.
The subject of an act is not a divided subj ect - this is another
way of saying that there is no subject or 'hero ' of the act. It is
only after ' her' act that Antigone finds a subjective position
from which she can look back and say: 'There, this is it, this was
my desire ' , or 'I am this (it) ' .
To sum u p : 'wanting jouissance' maintains us on the side of
desire, whereas 'realizing desire ' transposes us to the side of the
jouissance.
If, today, we are 'men (and women ) who know too much ' ,
does this imply that as far as ethics i s concerned, w e are confined
to a nostalgia for an era when it was still 'worth the trouble ' to
realize one 's desire or, at best, that we are confined to the
tentative reaffirmation of such an ethics? Not exactly. First, we
must recognize that a change in the symbolic constellation has
in fact taken place; this change can be summed up in the fact
that the point of view of the Last Judgement no longer exists
(for us) . What is at stake is not simply that 'God is dead' - as
Lacan pointed out, God was dead from the very beginning, and
it was precisely His death that invested us with a symbolic debt.
What has changed today is that this very debt where we had our
place can be taken from us; that it is losing its symbolic grip, its
unconditional value, its once-effective power to engage us.
'Highbrow relativism' (we have too much knowledge and his
toric experience to take anything as absolute ) may well be
regrettable, but it is nevertheless real. By attacking it directly
and lamenting it, we will not change much . The fact is that not
only do we know that ' God is dead' ( that the Other does not
exist) , He knows it too. We find ourselves in a kind of Hamletian
burlesque, saturated with ghosts of ancient authorities and ideals
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that haunt u s in order t o say t o us: 'We are dead ' , or 'We are
impotent' . (A typical figure of public authority today is a leader
who openly admits to being incapable of deciding anything
before consulting experts or opinion polls.) In this situation one
should ask, rather, whether it is not possible to formulate an
ethics which could face up to this reality 'from the inside' . And
it is in this perspective that the example of Sygne de CoUfontaine
is illuminating.
At the beginning of our discussion of tragedy, we suggested
that there is a kind of triad that could be established between
Oedipus, Hamlet and Sygne - a triad which is precisely a result
of a change in the status of knowledge. We can see in Sygne de
Coufontaine an Oedipus who knows, at the two decisive
moments of the play, that he is about to kill his fathe r and sleep
with his mother; that he is about to do that which absolutely
belies all his beliefs, without being able to escape the calamity of
these acts thanks to this knowledge but, rather, finding himself
in a situation where this very knowledge compels him to take the
decision to commit them. Oedipus does what he does because he
does not know. Hamlet hesitates; he cannot take it upon himself
to act, because he knows ( that the Other knows) . Sygne, on the
contrary, finds herself in a situation where she h as to take
the decision to act in spite of this knowledge, and to commit the
very act that this knowledge makes 'impossible ' . 'Modern ' ethics
must be situated in this dimension.
It is interesting to note that in discussing Sygne de Coufon
taine, Lacan also introduces the term 'realization' - in this case,
he speaks of 'abyssal realization ' [ La realisation abyssale] , which he
links to the dimension of Versagung. The latter implies a double
loss, the logic of which we discussed in detail in Chapter 8: after
sacrificing everything for her Cause, Sygne has to sacrifice this
very Cause i tself. This brings about a new figure of the infinite,
as well as a new figure of the ' ne pas ceder sur son desir' .
The infinite which Sygne ' realizes' is not the same as the
infinite in the case of Antigone. Antigone realizes the infinite in
a negative form; she realizes it as absent. The infinite is evoked
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in the 'all ' that Antigone sacrifices for it. The realization of
desire is accomplished in three steps:
•

In life, there is one thing which one cannot give away ( ' the
absolute condition ) .
For this Thing one is ready to give away everything (even life ) .
One realizes the absolute condition by sacrificing, i n one
single gesture, the 'all' of what one is ready to sacrifice.
'

•
•

Here, we can see, first, how the 'all ' is constituted with reference
to an exception. This is also the constitution of the subj ect of
desire as divided subject (divided between the absolute con
dition of desire and the whole series that opens up by exempting
this absolute condition) . In this context, to realize one 's desire
means to find a way of making a 'whole' out of everything that
one is ready to sacrifice in order to preserve the absolute
condition . In other words, one has to find a way of closing (i.e.
ending) the potentially infinite series, in order to distinguish
the only infinite that counts, the infinite of the unconditional,
of the absolute condition. This is quite clear in Antigone's
lament, in which she covers the distance that separates the
moment when she is speaking from the moment when all/whole
will be accomplished. She laments everything she will lose by
her premature death. On a closer examination we have to
notice, however, that what is at stake is not the loss of what she
has (or had) . She is lamenting the loss of what she does not
have but could (perhaps) have had, had she continued to live .
She begins to reel off what remains of her life, and this remain
der is created and accomplished only through this gesture of
sacrificing it; she creates it by sacrificing it. Antigone realizes this
virtual remainder through its loss, by establishing it as lost. This
gesture puts an end to the metonymy of desire by realizing, in
one go, the infinite potential of this metonymy. As in the case of
the sublime, the ' true ' infinite ( the infinite of the uncondi
tional) is evoked here in the violence done to our imagination
by the representation of the totality of a series (of conditions) .
We do not see the infinite; we see only the effect it has on the
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figure o f Antigone, who functions as its screen. This explains
the sublime splendour of her figure, which is the result of the
Thing which she hides and announces at the same time .
The ' abyssal realization' w e find in the case o f Sygne d e
Coufo n taine is n o t a t all o f the same order. I t also is accom
plished in three steps, yet the con tents of these three steps are
quite differen t:
•

•

•

In life, there is one thing which one cannot give away ( ' the
absolute condition ' ) .
For this Thing one is ready to give away everything (but this
' everything' tolerates no exceptions) .
The only way to realize the absolute condition is to sacrifice it
as an exception ( to sacrifice its character of an exception ) .

Here we are dealing with a kind of short circuit whic h , instead
of evoking th e infinite by realizing the whole of the finite,
suspends the infinite as an exception, and thus renders the finite
not-whole - that is, contaminates it with the infinite. The infinite
is visible here in a different way from the case of An tigone: not
as an absence which illuminates the figure of the heroine with a
sublime splendour but, rather, as an embarrassing and 'out-of
place' presence, manifesting itself in the distortions, in the
torsions, of a body which is not made in the measure of the
infinite ( of the jouissance) that inhabits it. During one-third of
the play ( the last act) we see the heroine ( though one could ask
whether the term ' heroine' is s till appropriate in this case)
agitated by a nervous twitch which constitutes a very distressing
and poignant image of the infinite that parasitizes the finite.

for the ne pas ceder sur son desir, we can say: the 'do not give
up on your desire ' is not simply foreign to what the expression
' to give up on ' implies. Rather, it implies that in order to
preserve one thing, one is ready to give up on everything else.
In the case of Antigone this implies that she gives (away)
everything in order to preserve some final ' having' . In the end,
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she realizes herself in this final 'having' ; she merges with it, she
becomes herself the signifier of the desire which runs through
her, she incarnates this desire. In the case of Sygne , this goes
even further. She does not give up on her desire either, but she
finds herself in a situation where this demands that she also
gives up on this final 'having' , the signifier of her being, and
realizes herself in the ' not-having' . 7 In the case of Sygne de
Coufontaine, ' not to give up on her desire' implies precisely
that she ' gives away' everything.
If we translate this into Lacanian mathemes, we could say that
at the end of the play, Antigone starts to incarnate the <1», the
signifier of desire, the phallus as distinct from the penis. This is
manifest in the 'sublime splendour' she gives forth. On the
other hand - and we will venture to conclude this 'treatise on
ethics' with this hypothesis - could we not say that Sygne,
throughout the final act of the play, reaveals and displays before
us nothing other than the Real of desire, the Real of the penis?
Not the cp which belongs to the imaginary, but the 'piece of
meat' (to borrow the expression from The Crying Game) as the
real residue of castration ( the Real which embarrassingly
remains there in spite of symbolic castration) , the small 'palpi
tating corpse ' which is the Real of the Cause of desire?
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